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ABSTRACT

The aim of this thesis is a historico-comparative study of Zambian 

Plateau Tonga (Guthrie's M 64) and seven related lects (Valley, Toka, 

Ila, Lenje, Soli, Supiya and Totela). Some previous studies have 

treated Supiya and Totela as a distinct subfamily of Bantu (Guthrie's K 

40), while others agree in attaching it to M 60; SI has also been 

associated with Lunda (Guthrie’s L 51) and Luvale (Guthrie's K 14).

The present study is based on wordlists of some 650 items 

including Swadesh's 200-wordlist of basic vocabulary collected for each 

of the lects during a five-month field trip to Zambia in 1987. The 

study examines this data both synchronically (Chapter 2) and 

diachronically, attempting to reconstruct an inventory of Proto-Tonga 

consonant and vowel phonemes (Chapters 3) and relating this to 

Guthrie's Proto-Bantu (Chapter 5).

Hierarchically two broad subdivisions of the Tonga lects can be 

made. Supiya and Totela together form one branch of Tonga as

evidenced by certain shared innovations. The other branch groups 

together Plateau, Valley, Toka, Ila, Lenje and Soli on the basis of

another set of phonological developments and the six lects are

collectively referred to as Core Tonga. However, this division cannot 

be rigidly adhered to because Supiya and Totela to some extent 

participate in innovations affecting one or more members of the core 

group. It cannot be decided at the moment whether SP and Tt

together with the core lects form one distinct subfamily of Bantu or

whether SP and Tt form a different subfamily with some other lects not 

studied here . (Chapter 4). Some of the innovations link neighbouring 

lects and point to diffusion of phonological features across a
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geographical continuum. This convergence is further illuminated by the 

discussion of sociolinguistic factors in Chapter 6.
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KEY TO ABBRIVIATIONS AND SYMBOLS.
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II
Lj
SI
Vy
Tk
sp
Tt
ALS
IAI
JAL
JRL
SAL
JL
C; cons. 
V; vow 
rd
h, H, '
hlo
/ /
E ]
/

Common Bantu > "became"
Proto-Tonga ~ Symbol for palatal nasal.
Plateau Tonga lect
Ila lect
Lenje lect
Soli lect
Valley lect
Toka lect
Supiya lect
Totela
African Language studies 
International African Institute 
Journal of African Languages 
Journal of Linguistic Research 
Studies in African Linguistics 
Journal of Linguistics 
any consonant 
any vowel 
round 
high tone

pwt i
low

"phonemic transcription"
"phonetic transcription"
"in the enverinment of"

high tone t */ , l
toy V'Mi
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[ggl 'voiced' reinforced velar plosive
zh voiced palatal fricative
sh voiceles palatal fricative
fi, ny palatal nasal
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CHAPTER 1.

OBJECTIVES, METHODOLOGY AND THEORETICAL FRAMEWORK.

1. 0 Introduction
1. 1 Thesis obi e£ -h iV 6 £

The main aim of the present study is to undertake a comparative 

study of the Tonga lects with the view to reconstructing Proto-Tonga. 

We have adopted the use of the term ' lect' to refer to the speech forms 

studied here instead of * language' or 'variety' because it is neutral 

(see 1.2, below), The thesis will be concerned with the phonological 

aspects of these lects mainly on the level of consonants and vowels.

The lects involved in the study are Plateau Tonga, Valley Tonga, 

Toka, Ila, Lenje, Soli, Supiya and Totela, In terms of geographical 

location all these lects form a contiguous group and are located in 

four provinces in Zambia as follows: Central Province (Lenje); Lusaka

Province (Soli); Southern Province (Plateau, Valley, Toka and Ila); 

Western Province (Supiya and Totela), These eight lects have been 

chosen for this study because some writers have treated them as closely 

related (as for example Kashoki 1978). Other writers do not agree

that all the eight belong to the same subgroup of Bantu (cf. for 

example Guthrie 1948: 54). The main controversy is over the inclusion 

or exclusion of Suj3iya and Totela in this subgroup. Reservations have
a*also been raised regarding Soli (cf. van î den (1936); Bryan 1959),

Among the remaining five, Plateau was chosen by the Zambian government 

as official language to be used as medium of instruction in primary 

schools, It is also the one chosen as language of the media and of

political administration for the speakers of these five namely,
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Plateau, Valley, Toka, Ila and Lenje.

In the present study Plateau, Valley, Toka, Ila, Lenje and Soli 

will be termed the 'core lects' because as we shall show in Chapter 3 

these lects share certain sound changes among themselves such as 

merging the long and short vowels of PT to short <3. 2) and also in 

having similar tone patterns at least in citation forms (3.3). SufSiya 

and Totela do not share in these characteristics.

According to Kashoki (1978: 21) Plateau is spoken by a majority 

of people as a native ' language' compared to the other lects studied in 

this group. It is for this reason that we have even singled it out in 

the title of this thesis. The fact that it is spoken by most people 

could have influenced the Zambian government to give it official 

status. The assumption is that speakers of all the five lects in

question can follow instruction, and that they can understand with 

little difficulty the radio programmes, in Plateau, cf Mytton (1978: 

209) and Lehmann (1978: 119), This point will be discussed in more 

detail in 1. 6. 3 below. The other two lects, Supiya and Totela, lie 

outside what we may call the core area of Tonga. They are found in an 

area which is predominantly Lozi speaking in the western province of 

Zambia, The reasons why these two lects have come under the strong 

influence of Lozi will also be discussed in chapter 6.

Before we go into the scrutiny of the data we would like to make 

the following personal preliminary observations, Among the speakers of 

the eight lects the Plateau, Valley and Toka people consider themselves 

'Tonga'. This was seen when we interviewed informants during

fieldwork. This is significant since generally speakers of Plateau

ordinarily consider themselves the only ones who are Tonga. But our
tJ

Valley and Toka informants all insisted that they were all legimately
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Tonga. Valley speakers In particular consider their speech as the 

•purer' form of Tonga of which Plateau is the corrupted version. The 

speakers of Plateau, Valley and Toka can also understand speakers of 

Ila, but with some difficulty. However, conversation can be carried 

out between, say, a Plateau speaker and an Ila speaker each using their 

own speech form, This is also true of Lenje on the one hand and 

Plateau on the other, But when we come to Soli we find that mutual 

intelligibility is greatly reduced. This was experienced by the author 

as in some cases he had to resort to Nyanja (Guthrie N31c) to clarify 

things with the informants, On the other hand Lenje and Soli are 

neighbours . All the informants we met claimed to speak both Lenje 

and Soli, In Chongwe, which is traditionally a Soli speaking area 

some of the headmen^to be Lenje. Supiya and Totela are also mutually 

closer to one another than they are to any of the other lects. The 

informants we Interviewed for Totela and SuPiya informed us that they 

could understand each other's lect. These two lects are less known by 

the speakers of the other lects because in the Western province where 

they are found they are more in contact with other languages, which 

although they are Bantu are not closely related to the lects studied 

here,

The above preliminary observations are given on the strength that 

the present writer is a native speaker of one of the lects, namely PI 

and has had considerable experience in teaching Tonga before 

undertaking recent fieldwork. We have also made these preliminary 

remarks so that we are clear about the issues we are dealing with in 

this thesis. A more extended discussion of the points of

sociolinguistic nature raised in this section can be found in chapter 

6.
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!•2 Language, dialect and lect.

As Holm (1988: 4) has remarked some of the basic concepts in

linguistics like language and dialect are not easy to define. But we 

are still called upon to clarify them so that it is not ambiguous how 

we are using them. So far we have been using the term lect without 

defining what we mean. In this section we shall discuss each of these 

terms. Many writers who have tried to define these terms have

recognised the problems involved (as for example Chambers and Trudgill 

(1980: 3):

In common usage a dialect is a substandard, low status, often 

rustic form of language, generally associated with the peasantry, 

the working class or other groups lacking in prestige, . , . Dialects 

are also often regarded as some kind of (often erroneous) 

deviation from a norm—  as aberrations of a correct or standard 

form of language,

As we can see in this quotation the popular notion brings in

subjective value judgements. We agree with Chambers and Trudgill that

this characterisation of dialects is not satisfactory. One of the

reasons for its being unsatisfactory is that the so-called 'standard

language' is usually imposed on the population. In the context of the

present study the definition is inadequate for another reason too: the

variety that can be called standard that has been accorded official 

status, namely Plateau, is not associated with class. This is because 

the majority of native Plateau speakers themselves are peasants. The 

term economic class is not applicable here either.

One other difficulty with dialects is that they too, like
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language, are not to be taken as homogeneous entities. Granted that 

we can talk of regional dialects <e. g. London English and Norwich

English), within each of these regions there are variations in the way 

people speak, It is not an easy matter to decide where one dialect 

ends and where another begins as linguistic characteristics change 

gradually. In other words dialects often form a continuum. (Trudgill 

1974: 14). When we come to dialects across international borders we

find that they are no longer called dialects but languages, for purely 

non-linguistic reasons.

But how do we distinguish between dialect and language if they 

merge into each other like this? A language can be viewed as

consisting of a group of mutually intelligible dialects (Chambers and 

Trudgill 1980: 5). It follows that when two speech forms become

unintelligible they should be viewed as different languages. There is 

a problem with this view. As Chambers and Trudgill observe mutual 

intelligibility on its own can be unhelpful as a criterion. Danish, 

Norwegian and Swedish are mutually intelligible but they are still 

called different languages. It is also possible to find a situation 

whereby speakers of a given dialect A will refuse to acknowledge to

understand dialect B because they feel their own is superior. This is

irrespective of whether speakers of dialect B readily acknowledge that 

they understand A. If attitudes of speakers are not taken into

consideration clearly related speech forms may be classified as 

different languages. This means that as in the case of the dialects 

discussed above the decision to label one speech form language A and
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another language B may depend on non-linguistic considerations as in 

the case of Norwegian, Danish and Swedish. The factors that come into 

play in such considerations are political, cultural and historical. 

Given the difficulties outlined above we can see that we cannot use the 

terms language and dialect without qualification. It is for this

reason that a more neutral term, lect, has been opted for in this

thesis. The term was probably first coined by Bailey who proposed it 

to replace variety and characterised it as:

a completely non-committal term for any bundling together of 

linguistic phenomena <1973: 11).

We shall be using the term lect in place of variety in this thesis

because it is a more neutral term. However, as we shall be referring

to works by other writers these terms 1. e. variety, language, and

dialect, shall be used in appropriate places when referring to works

by other writers who use them.

1.3 Lect Areas Visited and Method of Data Collection.

1, 3. 1 Lect Areas Visited and Informant particulars.

The data on which this study is based was collected during a

fieldwork trip to Zambia between August and December 198/, Some of the
oareas where the lects are spoken and from which we Cjllected the data 

are given in Table 1. 1, below,
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Lect Area Visited Inf ormant Age

Plateau Chikuni (Monze district) the author 33

Valley Kafwambila (Gwembe district) Mr. Sianyunya appr. 45

Maamba <Gwembe district) Mr. Maamba appr. 60

Sinazeze CGwembe district) Mr. Siabbalo appr. 50

Toka Zimba (Kalomo district) Ms. Mulota appr. 20

Zimba (Kalomo district) Mr. Mbwayu appr. 34

Ila Wamwala secondary school 

(Namwala district)

Ms, P. Ndombe 17

Chief Mukobela' Palace Chief Mukopela appr. 7C

Lenje Chibombo (Kabwe district) Ba- Fanwell 46

Soli Manyika (Lusaka Rural Ba- Malita appr. 50

district)

Chongwe Mr. Luputa appr. 60

Supiya Simungoma Mrs. Nalisa appr. 50

Totela Sesheke Mr, Tapisa 45

Table 1. 1. Lect Areas Visited and Informant particulars.

The author is the source of the information relating to Plateau. 

Data from the other lects was elicited by the author from the 

Informants given in Table 1.1 above, Wherever possible we supplemented 

some data from existing published material for the lects where this was 

possible'. Data of this nature has been incorported in the field data. 

The primary Instrument used in collecting data was a questionnaire 

consisting of 679 words whose equivalents were sought,

(, Plateau: data supplemented from Carter (1962); Collins (1962)
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Two versions of this were prepared, in English and Plateau Tonga 

which was the medium of communication used with regard to the majority 

of the lects. Originally, further items were designed to elicit

information on morphology, tonology and connected speech but these 

items were omitted because of unforeseen pressure ot time in the tield. 

There were two parts to the questionnaire, The first part consisted of 

Swadesh's 200-word list, This list was included because we were also 

Interested in collecting data that would allow us to discover shared 

basic vocabulary agreement between the lects. The second part of the 

questionnaire was designed to seek information on the sound 

correspondences between the lects. Thus all in all we ended up with 

679 items for each of the eight lects. The questionnaire was initially 

conceived in Plateau Tonga. This is because this is the medium 

understood by the speakers of most of the lects as our aim was 

initially to reach people in the rural areas. But more important is 

the fact that the writer is a native speaker of Plateau. The idea to 

undertake the present study came about because the author noticed 

differences between his lect, Plateau, and the other lects. It is 

because he was aware of some of the differences particularly with 

regard to vocabularly and pronunciation (and even at the phonological 

level) that he decided to write the questionnaire from the point of 

view of Plateau. Each page of the questionnaire had two columns: the 

first was the Plateau Tonga version of the word list; the second was 

the translation into English. The third column was left blank to be 

filled with the informants's responses.

As the questionnaire was made up of a list of words we simply 

asked our Informants the following questions: in the case of nouns

the question was What do you call X, where A1 is a noun. When the
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object was something -we could point to we did so to clarity matters. 

Where the object was not something in our vicinity or could not be 

pointed to we tried to explain what we meant by circumlocution , that 

is, what was meant by the Plateau equivalent without actually giving 

it. In the case of the verbs the question we asked was How do you say 

Yt where Y is a verb. As with the nouns where what we were looking for 

was not clear from the PI word we had to explain what was required. 

In both nouns and verbs some informants gave us more than one item 

corresponding to that of Plateau. This happened when there was a 

difference in the meaning between the Plateau word and its cognate in 

another lect. It one of the responses was identical or similar to that 

of Plateau we noted it but did not use it finally in our analysis. 

Instead we opted for the form that was different. The decision was 

partly arbitrary, but we also wanted to maximize the differences 

between the lects. It was important to do so for the lexlcostatistical 

study (see 4.6),

When eliciting Information from Lenje, Valley, Toka and Ila the 

medium of communication was exclusively Plateau Tonga. In Soli, 

communication broke down from time to time as the Informant could not 

understand most of Plateau Tonga material. When this problem arose we 

resorted to speaking in Nyanja, the only other Zambian language 

accessible to both the researcher and the informant at the time. The 

problem with Supiya and Totela was much worse as the informants did not 

understand Plateau at all (see i.3.3 below. ) When eliciting

information from the speakers of these two lects the author realized at 

the very beginning that the Plateau Tonga version of the questionnaire 

had to be abandoned for the reason just given. The alternative was to 

explain things in Lozi, the local language, but the author could not
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speak Lozi either. This situation necessitated bringing in a third 

person who could speak English. In this way the author addressed the 

question to the intermediary in English, the latter translated that 

question into Lozi for the informant, who finally gave the response in 

Supiya or Totela. Clearly this stale of affairs was not ideal to the 

kind of research we were doing. The danger was that there was no way 

that the author could have known whether the responses given were 

genuine, that is Supiya or Totela, and not mere repetitions of the Lozi 

responses that our intermediary produced. What this all means is that 

we cannot totally rely on the data from Supiya and Totela.

1. 3, 2 Transcription of data.

When the responses were given the author recorded this Immediately 

in the third column of the questionnaire. In Soli, Supiya and Totela 

the tones of the words were marked impressionistically by the author on 

the spot, This was because we were not able to record the responses 

on tape (see 1, 1. 4 below). In the remaining lects tones were also 

marked on the spot but since we recorded the responses on the tape we 

were still able to revise the tone marking at a later date. As regards 

notation we actually used two systems, the phonetic transcription and 

the orthography as regards PI, Vy, Tk and II. Generally the writing 

sterns of many Zambian languages closely resemble the pronunciation. 

However, the following exceptions were observed. In the case of 

Plateau, Valley and Toka we found it neccessary to clarify between some 

of the symbols used in ordinary orthography. We explain each of them 

in turn.
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(a): The voiced velar fricative which in ordinary orthography is 

symbolised as k was transcribed as lyl. This I. P, A. symbol is close to

the pronunciation of what is written as k. The symbol k was used to

represent the plosive Ckk3;

After the homorganic nasal, [yl has an alternant Ck3; (see

2. 2.2. 6, Table 2.12 below),

(b)j The voiced bilabial fricative written as b, in

orthography,is given the phonetic presentation C£3 in this thesis, We 

have left the symbol b. to stand for the geminate [ bb3. After the 

homorganic nasal, Cp3 is realised as Cb); (see 2. 2.2,6),

(c): The symbol zh was used to stand for the voiced palatal

fricative. In orthography this is symbolised as c. In this thesis we

reserved c. for the geminate Ccc3. After the homorganic nasal, zh is

realised as c (i.e. Ctj3); (see 2. 2, 2. 6).
„ ahfcvl&r

(d): The symbol sh stands for the voiceless palatal^ fricative 

( I. P. A, [J* 3)

(e)i The glottal fricatives are symbolised as h. for the 

voiceless one and hh for the voiced one.

(f): The symbol '*' over a vowel symbolises 'low' tone while ' *' 

stands for 'high' tone. In 3.3 Low and High tones are also symbolised 

as '1' and ' ,  respectively.

(f). The symbol (N> stands for a 'homorganic' nasal.

We would also like to mention that most of our data consist of

nouns and verbs. They were recorded in their 'full' form. This means 

that the nouns were recorded with their class prefix. Where it was 

necessary as when there was alternation in the stem between the 

singular and plural forms the plural was also recorded. Otherwise only 

the singular was elicited. In the case of verbs they were recorded in
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the Infinitive form, The infinitive has the structure: infinitive

prefix-root-final vowel a (or ku-/YU”Stem-a),

1. 3. 3 Cirr-iimstances of Data Collection
As we stated above, the research on which this study is based was 

undertaken between August and December 1987. Ideally the months of 

August, September, October and mid-November are the best time to do 

research in Zambia, especially our kind of research which involved 

going into the villages, During these months life in the villages is 

more relaxed as there is not much work to do in the fields. But as it 

turned out, we found when we got there that there were much more 

serious problems that we had not anticipated. Our research trips 

demanded that we visit the areas mentioned in Table 1. 1 above in person 

instead of posting the questionnaire to prospective informants. We had 

arranged that the University of Zambia was going to assist us with 

transport in the form of a Land Rover to take on our trips. This was 

not to be as the University was also faced with insufficient Land 

Rovers or any other form of transport which they could spare. The only 

alternative then was to use public transport, This made our mobility 

highly constrained in the following way. Public transport operates 

along the main lines of communication linking government administrative 

or business centres. Consequently, we were only able to reach the 

district administrative centres, called bomas, But the original idea 

was that from there we would be able to reach the villages to record 

the information, But public transport into the villages was not 

available. As we could not walk long distances we just had to seek 

informants living in these administrative centres who could speak the 

lect of the area, with the provision that they were native speakers.
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The exceptions to this general problem was in the collection of data on 

Plateau Tonga which the author himself provided. In the Ila speaking 

area we were also able to reach Chief Mukobela's palace or capital

because it was within manageable walking distance from the boma. We 

intended to visit each lect area at least twice. But because of 

travelling difficulties this was not possible. Although we had 

theoretically five months to do the research the time we actually spent 

with the informants was two months in all, for the reasons we have 

already given,

1.3.4 Informants.

One of the problems that we faced in the field was finding 

informants willing to be interviewed, as we have already indicated. 

This problem was most severe in the case of Supiya and Totela.

Sesheke, where these two lects are spoken lies on the border between 

Zambia and Caprivi Strip. Caprivi Strip is essentially part of Namibia 

which at the time of the fieldwork was controlled by South Africa, A 

number of native Namibians, mostly Supiya speaking had fled into Zambia 

as refugees because of the freedom war that had been going on in 

their country for a long time. From time to time there were also 

military incursions of South Africans into Zambia in hot pursuit of the 

Namibian freedom fighters and refugees. This fighting involved the 

Zambian Army as well whose presence was visible in the area. Given 

this situation there was always tension in Sesheke, A stranger was 

always looked upon with suspicion. All these things made it very

difficult for us to get informants in spite of the fact that we had

introductory letters from the University of Zambia. Potential 

informants, both of Supiya and Totela, were afraid of coming forward
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because they thought we were agents of the South African government, 

The two informants we finally got, one for Supiya and another for 

Totela were even reluctant to give us their names and the dates of 

their birth. They certainly refused to be taped. It is for reasons 

like these that data on these two lects is incomplete, especially 

where tone is concerned. Tone in these lects was marked

impressionistically, on the spot as data was being written down.

In the case of Soli the problem was that we could not find a 

literate person in Soli to read the Soli words for us on the tape. By 

the time we found one we were leaving the area because we were running 

out of time and finances. As a result the Soli data are not on tape.

1-4. Theoretical Framework.
In this thesis we are going to take the Comparative Method (as 

described for example by Keiler 1972; Antilla 1972; Arlotto 1972; 

Lehmann 1973; Goyvaerts 1975 and Bynon 1977) to enable us to reach the 

goals we set for ourselves above. As we said in 1.1 above the

objectives of this study arei 1, to make a comparative-historical study

of the present-day Tonga lects; 2. to reconstruct the phonemes of the

proto-lect, which we shall call Proto-Tonga, from which all the

present-day lects are presumed to have descended; 3. to study the

development of the phonological inventory of each of the lects from
/

that of Proto-Tonga; 4. to try and determine the degree of relatedness 

of the lects under study. We shall also discuss certain

socio-linguistic aspects of speaker behaviour to see how far there 

has been convergence between geographically close lec^s; see Chapter 6 

below, Before we describe the method we have adopted in this thesis we 

shall first examine, in chronological order, the various other methods



that have been employed in studies of closely related lects. This 

review is undertaken in order to put our approach in a proper 

perspective and thereby hopefully justify it.

1*4.1 Traditional dialectology.

This theory perhaps dates back to 1876. It arose as a test and 

application of the principles of the /Jeogrammarian school. The 

JJeogrammarians took the position that language change is orderly and 

that it is accessible to systematic investigation (Bynon 1977! 24).

Because change is orderly it must be rule-governed. To systematically 

account for the phenomenon of language change flfeogrammarians postulated 

two Important mechanisms, 1. Sound Change and 2. Anology. Sound change 

operates at the phonetic/ phonological level while analogy primarily 

operates at the morphological and syntactic level. Sound change, the 

neogrammarians claimed, is governed by the regularity principle. This 

was the claim that the conditions that affect sound change are purely 

phonetic ones and that: a. the direction of sound change is the same

for all members of a speech community (all things being equal); b. all 

the words in which the sound undergoing change occurs in the same 

phonetic environment are affected in the same way (Ostoff and Brugmann, 

quoted in Bynon 1977: 25). It is this principle that, indirectly,

Georg Wenker's work put to the test in respect of the consonants of 

West Germanic. This claim will be put to the test in the present 

thesis. It will be shown in some instances that certain sounds did not 

undergo the expected sound change in spite of the fact that the 

phonetic requirements are met (see for example 3.1.7.3 which deals with 

the reflexes of PT *p.}

Eighteenth century grammarians believed that the literate upper



class speech was older and much more rational than the local speech 

form. However, linguists soon discovered that local speech forms 

preserved some of the features not found in the the so-called rational 

speech of the upper class. Since the non-standard forms preserved 

ancient features not found in the standard language it was felt that 

they represented the unbroken and unchanged form of the ancient 

language. This realisation gave rise to publications of dialect 

monographs and later maps (as represented by the work of Georg Wenker 

in his study of High and Low German and Jules Gilli^ron in France). 

These maps were meant to show the geographical distribution of the 

local " . variants of a given feature. (Bloomfield 1933: 323

and Hockett 1958: 471-7),

One of the basic questions addressed by traditional 

dialectologlsts was whether or not dialect boundaries existed and 

whether precise bundles of isoglosses would emerge to mark them off. 

This problem was in fact one of the main preocupations of traditional 

dialectolgists. It is for this reason that we could not use the 

methods and aims of traditional dialectology in the present study 

because our main concern was not to mark off precise dialect boundaries 

but to establish the linguistic distance between the lects. The other 

reason is that following the method of traditional dialectology or 

dialect geography would have required us to have considerable resources 

in terms of personnel to help elicit information from village to 

village and also financial resources to enable us realise the aims of 

traditional dialectology. In a thesis like ours we could not afford 

these resources.



1*4.2 Structural Dialectology.
Structural dialectologists shifted their attention from the

apparently, atomistic view of traditional dialectology to looking at

the whole linguistic system of which individual features formed part.

Perhaps the most important figure in this regard is Uriel Weinreich who

argued that structural dialectology was indeed possible, (Weinreich

1950). He contended that the difference between dialect systems was

one of inventory and distribution and developed the method of the

dlasystem to make explicit these two facts. He argued that the

diasystem itself had a psychological reality for bidialectal speakers.

In spite of its popularity in its time it was flawed because it was

unable to account for certain facts about language,
HtaS tktft it

One of the shortcomings of the diasytem . ' had no way of

distinguishing between related and unrelated languages. Secondly the 

diasytem of distribution or incidence in cognate words can be seen as 

no more than a synchronic variant of the comparative method.

In its study of the distribution of the phonemes in cognate words 

structural dialectology presupposes common origin of these words. In 

fact Weinreich operated with some kind of synchronic copy of 

reconstruction. Although we are not dismissing this theory we have 

felt that it is important to first do the reconstruction before any 

satisfactory study using the method of structural dialectology can be 

undertaken,

1.4.3. Generative Dialectology.
According to Chomsky (1965: 3) and his collaborators the central

task of a linguist is to account for a speaker-hearer* s linguistic 

knowledge or competence of his language which underlies his
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performance, The linguist must account for why it is possible that the

speaker-hearers are able to produce and understand sentences or

utterances that they may have never produced or heard before. Chomsky

and other researchers have been concerned with this creative aspect of

human language. A that addresses itself to these questions

including how children acquire language and whether or not there is

such a thing as Universal Grammar has come to be known as

Transformational-Generative Grammar,

Generative Dialectology was conceived within the general

framework of Transformational Generative Grammar CHalle 1962) and may 
up

be summed^as follows <Petyt 1966: 37),

If a generative description of phonology consists of a set of 

ordered rules applying to the underlying forms, then clearly two 

or more such grammars may differ in having different under-lying 

forms and/or a different set of rules and/or a different order of 

rules. But linguists of this school, hold that when the grammars 

of different dialects are compared it is normally the case that 

they will have the same underlying forms and a majority of the 

same rules.

Generative dialectologists have added that in addition to sharing 

the same rules some forms will be generated by 1, the addition of one 

or more rules in some dialects, 2, the deletion of some rules in some
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dialects, 3. different ordering of some of the rules and 4. a

simplified form of a rule in some of the dialects. This theory of 

language variation and change found expression for example in the work 

of Brown <1972) in her study of Lumasaaba a language spoken in Uganda. 

The language breaks down into the northern and southern group of

dialects. Her task was to establish that the two major groups of lects 

share the same common denominator of underlying forms and a set of

phonological rules, According to Brown the southern dialects share the 

same set of rules, which are not applicable in the northern dialects. 

Further, among the northern dialects the differentiation is made on the

fact that some of them share some rules which are not shared by the

others within the group.

Newton (1972) studied-' Greek dialects within the same theory. 

He set out to show that the Greek dialects have common underlying

forms. Dialects came to be the way they are now because of the way

they applied the common phonological rules. Some lects applied certain 

rules while others did not. The forms of rules also differed much

along the same lines described by Brown (1972) for Lumasaaba in the 

preceding paragraph. However, Newton ran into considerable ordering 

paradoxes in his rules, Generative dialectology was essentially rule 

based as it was claimed that language change is the result of change in 

the generative grammar. One of the arguments raised against generative 

dialectologists is that the model is too met- • As Francis

(1983:175) remarked if we set the same underlying structure for all the 

lects we may find ourselves in problems in that this underlying 

structure may not have a psychological reality for the speakers of one 

or more lects. The theoretical claims of generative dialectology have 

now been largely discarded because they could only be



maintained by postulating unjustifiably abstract representations.

In addition, as far as the present study is concerned we were 

unable to use the generative dialectology method because the model is 

largely dependent on morphophonemic alternations. For a study like 

ours which involves eight lects all having fairly complex morphologies 

we would have been required to first establish the morphophonemics of 

each of these lects as a preliminary to a generative dialectal study, a 

task which has not even been completed for Plateau.

1.4.4. The Comparative Method

As we pointed out in 1.0 above the present study has been 

undertaken within the framework of the comparative method. This 

method is based on the following basic assumptions (Jeffers and Lehiste 

1972: 15):

(1) The relatedness hypothesis: This hypothesis says that if two 

or more languages resemble each other to such an extent not accountable 

for by borrowing or chance then the resemblance can only be explicable 

by historical connection. That is to say, the resemblances can be said 

to be later developments of an earlier parent language. The languages 

that are presumed to be descendants of a single parent language, or 

proto-language, are called daughter languages. Any feature present 

in common must have been present in the parent language. Those 

features that disagree can be attributed to borrowing.

(2) Regularity hypothesis: This can enable us to reconstruct

the forms in the parent language.

The comparative method mainly investigates words with similar 

meanings and form in languages suspected of being related by common 

ancestry in order to discover the sound correspondences and



reconstruct' the parent language. One usually compares sounds in 

particular positions and environments of words suspected of being

cognates (that is words that are suspected of having descended from the 

same proto-language and have the same form and meaning). In the actual 

establishment of the sound correspondences the researcher must consider 

the phonetic environments in which the correspondences occur. If it 

can be established that two or more correspondences occur in

contrasting environments the researcher then reconstructs one segment 

for contrasting sets. Reconstruction of all of the parent language 

proceeds after the sound correspondences have been established .

According to Bloomfield (1933: 311) the comparative method
r

reconstructs uniform proto-languages exiting at points in time and

traces the developments which took place after each parent language

split up into the next parent language. The mechanism that shows such 

successive splits is called the family tree hypothesis. An integral 

part of the comparative method is the assumption that after a parent 

language has split up into daughter languages the speakers of these 

respective daughter languages lose linguistic contact and develop

independently,

Language split is based on the notion of phonological

restructuring. It is said that the sound system of a language is 

restructured when the system of phonological contrasts is changed to 

such an extent that old sound contrasts are lost, new ones are

introduced or when the elements of the phonological system are 

realigned. At this point the change is irreversible and a

phonological system which is both innovative from the point of view of 

the parent language and distinct from the point of view of the cognate 

languages is established.



There have been a number of criticisms against the comparative 

method. One of these is that the reconstructions do not tell us 

precisely how the reconstructed forms were pronounced in the ancestor 

language. As Lehmann tries to show:

on the basis of Greek ph Germanic b, Slavic b, Latin b,

Sanskrit bh, and Armenian bh, we may posit PIE bh. We cannot 

determine precisely its pronunciation, Nor do we know whether 

the Proto-Indo-European labial velars were articulated as velars 

followed by labial rounding, as velars with simultaneous labial 

closure, or as still other sounds (Lehmann

It has also been pointed out above that the comparative method 

assumes each branch of a language or daughter language reflects 

independent testimony to the forms of the parent language and that the 

features held in common by the daughter languages were present in the 

parent language. The thinking behind this position is that shared 

features are the result of common inheritence and not due to contact or 

mutual influence,

One of the theories that has seriously challenged the method of 

the comparative method is the wave theory, advanced by Sclffmidt 

(1872). The wave theory argues that linguistic innovations spread in 

wave-like fashion from one language or dialect to another and that the 

agents of such a spread are the speakers of neighbouring languages or 

dialects. The argument stems from the observation that neighbouring 

languages often share innovations that cannot be joint inheritance from 

an intermediary ancestor language. Sometimes different linguistic 

changes may spread over a speech area and each change may be carried



over a part of an area that may not coincide with the part covered by 

an earlier change. Consequently these succesive changes will be shown 

as a network of isoglosses. It was observed that it was a weakness 

of comparative method that this wave-like diffusion of sound change 

cannot be accounted for, It can be inferred from this that while the 

comparative method can be applied to sort out loans between distinct 

languages it is not equipped to deal with this problem in the case of 

dialects Hockett (1958: 472).

We can sum up the main shortcoming of the comparative method by

saying that it is confined to the investigation of divergent;.

^neglecting convergence. We have nevertheless elected to use this

method in spite of the shortcomings because it is the one that can
ftmbj

enable us to establish the relationship between the lects undert ,

by working out the scope and order of innovative changes. Bfearing in 

mind that the ancestor language is not attested, this seemed an 

essential step in assessing the present-day situation. Although the 

comparative method was originally developed to establish the

relationship between Indo-European languages, it has been applied 

successfully in the studies of other language families as well, for 

ejiample in the comparative studies of African language families the
SUuoUes af j.Laryuaj e

most developed of which is the^Bantuj(family. Much of what we currently 

know about the Bantu language family is largely due to the comparative 

work undertaken within this paradigm, especially if we look at such 

works as Bleek<1860), Meinhof (1932), and Guthrie (1948; 1967-71).

The present study seeks to contribute to the investigation of the Bantu 

languages by filling the regional gap in Zambia, However, being

conscious of the one-sided picture resulting from comparative 

reconstruction as far as the present situation in Zambia is concerned,
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we have endeavoured to give in Chapter 6 a brief sketch of current 

convergent developments using as our model the accommodation theory 

championed by Trudgill (1986).

1. 5 Previous Classifications of the Tonga Lects,
Linguists are not in agreement over the composition of what we 

have called the Tonga group. In this section we shall make an 

overview of the previous attempts to classify the lects which have in 

the past been assigned to this group.

Doke <1945) was probably the first linguist to use the term Tonga 

group to refer to the group of lects we are studying in this thesis. 

He included them in his Central Zone of the Bantu languages as follows:

i.Doke*s Classification of Tonga lects <1945. p. 40).
Tonga group .
<a). Tonga: Dialects: Northern and Southern, We and Totela.

(b). Ila: Dialects: (Lundwe and Maala).

(c). Mukunl (or Lenje): Dialect: Twa.

Zambezi group 4 (allied to Tonga):

(a). SufJiya.

(b). Luyi.

<c). Leya.
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Western-Central zone.

Lwena or Luvale: dialect: Chokwe,

Luchazi, Lwimbi; Mbunda, Nkangala.

Lunda CNdembu).

Soli.

As we can see each of the above main groups consists of regional 

variants. In (a) we find the terim northern, Doke did not elaborate 

on what this term applied to. We shall interpret it as follows: that

northern probably meant what we call Plateau Tonga in this thesis. He 

also used the term ftfe. We shall assume that what he meant by this term 

is what we have called Valley here. We shall not use the term We to 

refer to Valley because the former is usually seen by the Valley 

speaker as offensive and derogatory. The term is not generally 

acknowledged by them. These people call themselves the real Tonga and 

any other designation of them is unwelcome. We shall return to this 

point in section 1.6,4 where we deal with attitudes of speakers towards 

one another's lect. The other point to note in Doke's classification 

is that of Maala and Lundwe. The term AfaaJa as the people of Namwala 

use it refers to a locality. However it is the people of Maala who 

claim to be the real Ila. It is perhaps in this sense that Doke used 

the term. As for Lundwe this is contentious, because according to the 

people interviewed during the field work they were surprised to hear 

that some people call them by this name. These people are found in a 

small area between Plateau Tonga proper and Ila and in fact their 

speech form reflects some aspects of both II and PI, We discuss the 

problem of Lundwe as it relates to some sound changes in Ila in Chapter 

6.



In his classification, Doke had another group which he subsumes 

under Zambezi Group 4. The members of this group were listed as

Supiya, Luyi and Leya. According to Doke this group is aligned to 

Group 3 above. This classification is interesting for a number of

reasons. The first one is that Luyi is included in this group when

other scholars have put it in the Luyana group of lects Ccf. Lisimba

1982). If we look at Guthrie's classifications (Guthrie 1948; 1967-71)

we find that Luyi is not put in this group that Doke called the Zambezi 

group. Furthermore Guthrie puts Supiya in a different group with

Totela, K 40. The other problem with Doke1s classification is that he

puts Leya in the Zambezi group but excludes Toka. This classification 

is problematic because it has been asserted by some of our informants 

that Leya and Toka are almost indistinguishable from one another. 

Indeed the Leya and Toka are generally known as Toka-Leya. This is 

indeed the term we might have used in this thesis instead of just 

Toka. We chose Toka because it is shorter than the generally used term 

although we could have easily used Leya without changing the substance 

of our findings.

The standard classification of the Tonga lects is to be found in 

Guthrie (1948: 57) and 1967-71: Volume 3, Part II, p. 16). These are

given in (ii) below. It will be seen that the difference between

Guthrie's classification in 1948 and that of 1967-71 lies only in the 

detail given to M. 64. (Tonga). The classifications given below are 

taken from Guthrie word for word except for the syrabolisation p in K42 

which Guthrie gives as B for Supiya in 1945 and as b in 1967-71.
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ii* Guthrie's Classification 

(a). (1948: p. 57)

M. 60.

61. Lenje.

62. Soli.

63. Ila.

64. Tonga & co,

a. Tonga.

b. Toka.

c. Leya.

b. (1967-71. Vol.3 Part.// p. )

M. 60. Lenje-Tonga Group,

M, 61 Lenje (Clina Mukuni).

M. 62 Soli.

M. 63 Ila.

M. 64 Tonga Cluster.

Guthrie's classification differs significantly from that of Doke. 

Guthrie added Soli and Lenje to this group. Supiya and Totela are 

conspicuously absent in this classification. They are given as K 40 

as we have already indicated above. Nevertheless the classification 

as given in (ii) above is the one that has generally been followed by 

many linguists.

Another attempt to classify the Tonga lects can be found in Bryan 

(1959). Her classification largely follows that of Guthrie (1948) but 

she called the whole group the Ila group, She was hesitant on the

K. 40 Supiya Group

41. Totela

42. Supiya

K. 40

41 Totela.

42 Supiya.
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question of whether or not Soli belonged to this group. Her thoughts 

on this issue were that Soli belonged to another linguistic group L. 10 

which includes Lunda, Luvale and Chokwe.

The most recent study in the subgrouping of the Zambian languages 

can be found in Kashoki <1978: 19-21). In this study we find that

there is now a total of fifteen members in the Tonga group. Added to 

Guthrie's subgroup given above are Shanjo, Fwe, TwaCof Kafue) and 

TwaCof Lukanga), Lumbu, Sala, Totela, Supiya, Lundwe and Leya. The 

linguistic groups in Kashoki were based on many criteria ranging from 

purely linguistic ones <i. e. shared vocabulary and grammatical 

characteristics) to 'informed opinion' (Kashoki 1978:17). Although 

Kashoki's classification is valuable as a starting point for more 

careful classification in future, we shall not include for 

investigation all the lects Kashoki subsumed under the Tonga group. 

In particular we shall not include Shanjo, Twa, Fwe, Lumbu, Lundwe, 

Sala, Leya because we could not realistically manage to obtain 

sufficient data for all of them in a study like this which is 

constrained both in terms of time and financial resources. However, in 

future one might want to carry out more extended research that 

includes all these lects and study them along the same lines as the 

current thesis,

Lehmann (1978) like Kashoki undertook a lexico-statistical study 

of the languages of the Kafue basin. Her study confirmed the existence 

of what she called the Tonga Group (Lehmann 1978; 119). According to 

her this group includes Tonga (presumably Plateau Tonga, Valley and 

Toka), Ila and Lenje. She remarks, quoting Torrend <1931:v) that one 

of the outstanding features of this group is that it is the only one in 

Bantu which has an infix -o- in numerals. This vowel is not found in
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cognate words in wider Bantu. For example for ' two, three, four people' 

respectively these lects have 'Pantu PoPile, potatwe, pone'. If we 

look at the Bemba renderings of the same numerals we shall find PaPili,

(Satatu, Pane, Torrend was prompted to call the Tonga group Pantu

Potatwe purely on the basis of this infix -o-. However we find that

some of the lects now included in this subgroup, namely, Soli do not

have this infix, which renders the term Bantu Botatwe' irrelevant . 

However, Supiya and Totela which have this construction as the Bantu 

potatwe group are excluded from this classification by some scholars as 

we have mention^ . .

The foregoing review of the classification of the Tonga lects 

indicates that there are problems. The major problem is to delimit the 

lects that can be called members of the Tonga group. It is the aim of 

this study to try and provide an answer to this problem by applying the 

vocabulary collected during field work to comparative analysis.

1.6. THE GENERAL LANGUAGE SITUATION IN ZAMBIA.
1. 6. 1 Introduction.

Language issues in Zambia are inextricably Intertwined with ethnic 

identity problems. It has often been said that there are seventy-three 

ethnic groups in Zambia which reflect the same number of languages. 

These ethnic groups and putative languages are distributed in Zambia's 

nine politico-administrative provinces. However the Zambian government 

has only recognised seven of these as major languages for the purposes 

of education, administration and the media, The 'languages' in question 

and the areas where they are spoken are Tonga (Southern province and 

parts of Central province); Nyanja/Cewa (Eastern province); Lozi 

(Western province); Kaonde, Lunda, and Luvale (North-western province)
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Bemba (Copperbelt, Luapula and Northern provinces). Out of these seven 

only four are taught as subjects from primary school to secondary

school. These are 'Tonga', Lozi, Nyanja and Bemba. In actual fact there

has not been a careful study of the languages in Zambia to enable us to 

decide how many languages are actually spoken or to distinguish

between 'language' and 'dialect* of a language, This in itself is a 

difficult task as there is no agreed upon definition of these terms 

(see 1.2). It is quite likely that the number of languages is much less 

than the ones frequenTtty cited. (On this issue see Miti (1988), who

undertakes a brief review of the language situation in Zambia in the

light of Kashoki (1978).

In general, in Zambia, people often Identify themselves with the 

dominant lect in their province. This may be their mother lect or the 

lect of the dominant group. The other criterion applied by which people 

identify themselves is 'ethnic' group. There are cases when ethnic 

group coincides with the dominant lect. In other cases there is a 

conflict. In the southern province, for example there are the four

Tonga lects Ila, Plateau, Valley, and Toka. When asked what they are 

the speakers of Ila would identify themselves as Ila; the Plateau and 

Valley would quarrel between themselves over the ownership of the term 

Tonga, and Toka speakers would say they are Toka. Can we say that we

have four ethnic groups in the southern province or not? All these

people together are said to belong to the larger entity called 'Tonga.' 

Is this entity what is to be identified as the ethnic group or is it a 

dialect continuum that might be termed ' the Tonga language' ? There is 

no doubt that Plateau, Valley, Toka and Ila are mutually intelligible 

(see Chart 4.10 in Chapter 4). But it is only an accident of history 

that Plateau was chosen as the 'standard' lect.
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In the Western province the question of language and identity is

even more interesting. It is perhaps accurate to say that everybody in

this province speaks Lozi in their adult life (Carter 1962 ). But

'Lozi' is not the name of an ethnic group. It is a language which

resulted from the contact of Luyana and Kololo, neither of which is

currently spoken in this province, There are other languages which were
area?

spoken before Kololo came into + Some belong to the Luyana
h

language family. A study of the Luyana dialects can be found in Lisimba 

(1981). It is significant that Lozi does not appear in Lisimba's study. 

In terms of identity all the speakers of the Luyana lects would

identify themselves by the label ’Lozi’ and not by any of the names of 

lects like, Mulonga, Kwandi, Kwangwa, etc. Among those that do not 

belong to the Luyana group are Supiya and Totela.

In the North-western province there are three lects spoken, each 

one dominant in its local area. These as already indicated above are 

Luvale, Lunda and Kaonde. According to Roberts (1976 p,67) it would

seem that Lunda and Luvale belong to one big family which he calls

LUNDA, and that this family also includes Chokwe, Mbunda and Luchazi. 

These are said to be branches of Luvale (see Roberts 1976, p. 67). As 

far as the main lects Luvale, Kaonde and Lunda are concerned there is 

no problem of identity for ordinary people. A Luvale person has no 

allegiance to Lunda or Kaonde. It is because ordinary people want to 

keep these three lects distinct that the government has failed to find 

a compromise lect in this province.

The three provinces Copperbelt, Luapula and Northern and also part 

of Central province, all have Bemba as the 1 standard1 language. In the 

Northern province there are other lects spoken apart from Bemba. These 

include Mambwe and Namwanga whose claimed linguistic relationship to
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Bemba is surely a forced one (see^Kashoki 1978: 22). In the other

provinces, namely, Copperbelt, Luapula and part of Central province the 

local lects are historically related to Bemba.

The Eastern province like the Western province has many lects 

spoken there. On top of this Nyanja is the most widely spoken lingua 

franca. Nyanja is an urban variety of Cewa. There is no ethnic group 

called Nyanja in Zambia . 'Nyanja' in this respect is on the same 

level as Lozi, The lect which seems to be on its own in terms of 

linguistic proximity with the other lects in Eastern province is 

Tumbuka. But being in the minority group they are forced to learn 

Nyanja.

Finally, let us look at the Lusaka and Central provinces again.

The Lusaka province was mainly inhabited by the Soli people in pre

colonial times. But as Lusaka town grew bigger and eventually became 

the Capital City of Zambia it attracted people from all over the

country. Secondly, as climate and the soils were suitable for farming 

around the town colonial settlers bought farms there. The Soli people 

were pushed eastward of the town into the less fertile hills to leave 

the more habitable places for the European settlers to build farms. The

farms then attracted labourers not only from the displaced Soli but

from the migrant labourers from the Eastern province as well. These 

factors combined to^gtt&i&f helped to reduce the status of Soli even in 

its own homeland. Nyanja grew up as the most widely spoken medium in 

the Lusaka area. During fieldwork in the Soli area we discovered that 

people even in the villages spoke Nyanja. It is perhaps safe to say 

that most Soli people are bilingual in Soli and Nyanja. This is 

especially so in Chongwe area which is roughly fifty kilometers east 

of Lusaka town. There is another reason why Nyanja became prominent in
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the Lusaka area. Nyanja was deliberately chosen as the language of the 

police and the armed forces in general. Consequently it became the 

most widely spoken lect in most urban areas in Zambia. As the Soli 

people were only a few kilometres from the growing Lusaka town it is 

understandable why they were particularly affected. Soli has never 

been taught in school in Soliland. Instead Lenje has been the medium of 

instruction.

In the Central province, especially in the Kabwe district Lenje is 

the native lect. However, in Kabwe town itself Bemba is the most widely 

spoken lect, As a result schools teach Bemba instead of Lenje. In the 

rural Kabwe district Lenje and Plateau Tonga are both taught. This has 

led to resentment on the part of the local people because they feel 

that foreign languages are given preference instead of their own. It is 

instructive to note that even Plateau is seen as 'foreign'.

To summarise the language situation in Zambia, we can say that 

there there are seven indigenous official languages, namely, 'Plateau 

Tonga', Lozi, Nyanja, Kaonde, Luvale, Lunda and Bemba. These are the 

the ones approved in the mass media and education. Four of these, 

Plateau Tonga, Lozi, Nyanja and Bemba are also taught in secondary 

schools up to the General Certificate of Education (G. C. E) level. These 

four follow English in official recognition. English was chosen as the 

official language as a compromise because no one local language is 

understood widely enough to be acceptable by every one.

1* 6- 2 Contact between the Tonga lects.
At the attainment of political independence from Britain in 1964, 

Zambia inherited road and railway networks which had been built merely 

to enhance colonial economic interests. This can be seen in the fact
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that there was only one railway line stretching from the southern end 

in Livingstone to the copper mining towns in the north-west. The 

railway line had a parallel road running beside it all the way. They 

both started from Cape Town in South Africa as part of the grand plan 

of John Cecil Rhodes's, the British empire builder who had the dream of 

building the railway and road to connect Cape Town in South Africa to 

Cairo in Egypt. The road is popularly known as the Great North Road.

As was to be expected both the railway line and road passed 

through commercially viable areas, such as in areas suitable for 

agriculture and other economic activities. Consequently a number of 

commercial and administrative centers grew up along the line of rail 

and road. The railway line and road cut through only some of the Tonga 

speaking areas namely, Toka, Plateau, Lenje and Soli. Of these four 

only Plateau benefited most in the sense that more commercial and 

administrative towns were built in the Plateau area than in the other 

Tonga speaking areas. This is in spite of the fact that the 

adminstrative capital is situated in Livingstone in the Toka area. 

Toka is the southernmost lect. Several factors might have favoured 

Plateau area for the establishments of commercial centres, but only 

one seems to be paramount. The Plateau area was favoured because the 

soil there was found to be good and the climate healthy for agriculture 

(Roberts, 1976 p.150). It is for this reason that more towns were built 

in this area along the line of rail when compared to other Tonga 

speaking areas. The areas that did not ben£fit from the railway and the 

Great North Road are Valley, Ila, Supiya and Totela areas. To reach 

these areas less reliable gravel roads were built. It is true that 

local administrative centers were built in each of these areas but they 

are still difficult to reach from the line of rail. Because Valley,
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Ila, Supiya and Totela areas were in what we may call peripheral areas,

can ask how the above exposition bears on the question of contact 

between the various lects. It is not the case that all the Tonga lects 

are located in the same area. Toka, Valley, Plateau and Ila are located 

in one province, the Southern province; Supiya and Totela in Western 

province, Lenje in Central and Soli in Lusaka province of Zambia. To 

reach the Central province from the south one has to cross the Kafue 

river. This had posed a barrier which separated Soli and Lenje from the 

rest. The building of the rail and road across this big river from the 

south right through the central province meant that contact was now 

much easier between some of the lects at least. Those that were left 

out are Supiya Ila and Totela. We cannot say for certain how contact 

was maintained between the south and central provinces before the road 

and railway bridges were built across the Kafue river. But the fact 

that the lects on either side of the river have remained mutually 

intelligible right to the time of bridge building implies that some 

form of contact had been taking place, for example by using boats and 

ferries to get from side of the river to the other. But when we look at 

Soli in terms of mutual intelligibility with say Plateau one finds that 

this natural barrier had an effect. It is quite difficult for a Plateau 

person to understand Soli in a conversation although a Soli would not 

have as much difficulty. We shall try to explain later why Plateau is 

easier to be understood by the speakers of other lects (see 1. 6. (2~3> 

below).

Although Plateau, Valley, Toka and Ila are spoken in the same 

province it does not follow that they have an equal chance of contact. 

Plateau and Ila have no major natural barriers between them. We can

little economic One
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assume that although colonial penetration into Zambia did not do much 

to enable the speakers of these two lects to reach each other much 

more easily we can assume that contact had been going on with ease in 

pre-colonial times. One could travel from one area to another even on 

foot since there are no major rivers and mountains to hinder this kind 

of travelling. What is perhaps surprising is that the two lects have 

kept their distinct identity even given the fact that contact between 

them might have been regular. No Ila person would like to be identified 

as Plateau(='Tonga' in the layman's usage). But it is true however that 

there has been borrowing of vocabulary between the lects as we shall

see in Chapter 3 and as we shall also see in the high degree

agreement in vocabulary.

Valley, Toka and Plateau are even much closer. Indeed when people 

speak of Tonga they mean all these three as a unit. However actual 

contact between the three is not so smooth. This is because of the 

existence of so many hills between them which must have made travelling 

on foot quite difficult. But still mutual intelligibility between these 

three lects is quite high. This implies that these three lects have 

always remained in contact. This gets further support if we examine 

Chart 4.10. There we can see that agreement in basic vocabulary between

Toka, Valley and Plateau is indeed very high, The question then arises

as to whether we are right to give these three lect status or whether 

we should in fact be talking about local varieties of Tonga. The 

reason for giving these three distinct lect status lies principally in 

the inventory of consonantal phonemes (see Chapter 2, Charts 2.6-7 

above). Differences at the tonal level is negligible at least if we 

look at the surface tonal patterns of lexical items in isolation (see 

3. 3. 3).
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Finally let us look at Totela and Supiya. The speakers of these 

two lects are in active contact with each other as the two lects are 

found in one area, Sesheke district. However neither of the speakers 

of these two are in active contact with the speakers of PI, Vy, Tk, 

II, Lj and SI . As Map 6. 1 shows two rivers form physical barriers

between Supiya and Totela on one hand and the core lects on the other. 

The map shows that^river Machili forms the eastern boundary between 

these two subgroups of lects. Between Supiya and Totela locations we 

can see also that there runs^river Njoko. We did not visit these 

rivers in person to assess their size but we were informed that they do 

not form communication barriers and Totela and Supiya are found on 

either side of each of these rivers. This implies that there has

been active contact between the two. Map 1. 1 shows that Supiya shares

a border with Toka, But even given this the two lects are still far

apart. These two lects share one thing in common. The speakers of 

Toka and Supiya are both bilingual in Lozi. Lozi is the dominant

medium in the areas where these two lects are spoken. Totela also 

shares borders with Toka and Ila. But mutual intelligibility is still 

very low.

How far Totela and Supiya have been in contact with the rest of 

the Tonga lects especially Plateau, Valley, Ila and Toka, their closest 

neighbours is not clear. Unconfirmed reports from our informants 

suggest that in fact Totela is a very recent creation which dates from 

the nineteenth century during the Lozi incursions into the Ila country. 

There is no group of people that answers to the name 'Totela',

according to our informants, Our informant Mr. Tapisa argues that 

'Totela' is a Lozi creation. According to him the present so-called 

Totela people are descendants of captives taken from among the Ila
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people during the Tonga-Lozi war. Historians have not reported this 

creation by the Lozi. More oral histoy might perhaps confirm it. Ila, 

Totela and Supiya share one phonological trait not found elsewhere in 

Zambia. This is the phenomenon of /y/ which corresponds to /z/ in 

cognate lexical items in Ila, Totela and Supiya. If this kind of 

correspondence cannot be explained in terms of shared innovation one 

perhaps can look to contact as the source. But it is not easy to say 

for certain which lect would have borrowed because the lexical items 

with /z/ corresponding to /y/ in the other Tonga lects are basic like 

'bird', 'to breathe', etc,

1-6.3 The question of prestige lect among the Tonga lects.

Among the packages that came with colonial intrusion were 

missionary activities and western-style education. The most prominent 

missions to be set up in the southern province were the Chikuni and 

Rusangu missions run by the Catholics and the Seventh Day Adventists, 

respectively (Snelson 1970: 88) . Both missions are situated in Monze

district in the heart of Plateau Tonga, The benefits to the residents 

of this area have been big. Apart from evangelical work these missions 

became focal centers of learning. This is especially so with respect to 

Chikuni Mission. At Chikuni mission we find the oldest primary and 

seconoIm ^  schools in the Southern Province. After these two centres 

other satellite missions were built to enhance evangelical work and 

also to build primary schools in many areas of Monze district. It 

follows that many people received formal education in these areas. The 

Jesuits at Chikuni Mission together with the Sisters were running many 

schools in the surrounding areas, This state of affairs implies that 

the local lect, Plateau was committed to writing. Plateau Tonga
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consequently became the medium of instruction in schools even in areas 

as far away as the Lenje speaking areas. This also applies to the mass 

media in general. If we compare this situation with what is obtaining 

in the other areas where other Tonga lects are traditionally spoken we 

find that secondary schools, for example, were built only recently 

after 1964, that is after Zambia had gained political Independence 

from Britain.

The consequence of what we have said above is that many people 

could speak Plateau in addition to their native lect, This trend has

widely understood and spoken. This was brought about not only because 

the lects themselves are related but because Plateau was deliberately 

promoted in education by the colonial government, in the local media

received an official status.

The other reason for promoting Plateau Tonga was political, In the 

whole of Tongaland the most prominent chief to be promoted by the 

colonial government was Chief Monze. The main reason for this is that 

Monze was found to be the one with some kind of status among all the 

Tonga 'chiefs'. His area was also fertile and this factor made Monze 

the center of agriculture not only in the Southern Province but in 

Zambia as a whole, It is not difficult then to see why the Jesuit 

missionaries made Monze district their headquarters. The Jesuits in 

Chikuni own vast areas of ranching land. The Mission is only twenty 

kilometres east of Monze's palace.

But it is not true that it was only Plateau that received 

attention, Lenje and Ila were also committed to writing. Grammars 

were written for these two, (see Madan, (1908) for Lenje and Smith

continued up * Among the core lects, Plateau is the most

and administration at grassroots level. In other words Plateau
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<1907) for Ila). But none of these lects received the promotion that 

Plateau Tonga received.

Perhaps the irony of Plateau lies in its orthography. Although 

we have been saying above that this is the lect that received attention 

by both the missionaries and the colonial administration the 

orthography in which it was written reflected Valley and Toka, e.g. the 

spellings sy, zy, fw, vw, These were recommended for Tonga 

orthography. It should be mentioned also that although the spellings 

were akin to Vy and Tk pronunciation Plateau readers always read them 

as if they had the Plateau pronunciation namely Ehy], thhy], Ehw] and 

Ehhwl. Recently the government recommended that orthography should be 

1 standardized* to reflect Plateau pronunciation of the sounds given 

above. But in fact this recommendation seems to have been influenced 

by the Tonga Committee who were themselves Plateau speakers. It had 

nothing to do with whether or not there were learning difficulties 

attached to these two sounds. The truth of the matter is that [sy] and 

Czy3 are stigmatized in Tonga. This is because Valley itself is not a 

prestige lect. It is perhaps on such considerations that Plateau 

spelling was recommended (see Chapter 6).

Plateau does not exert any influence among the speakers of Supiya 

and Totela. This is because these two lects are physically separated 

from Plateau. There are other languages/dialects spoken in the 

surrounding areas of Totela and Supiya such that Plateau does not have 

a direct link to these two lects. The main medium of communication in 

this area is Lozi as already indicated above. The government through 

the Ministry of Information publishes newspapers throughout the country 

in the eight recognised local languages, namely, Tonga (= Plateau) in 

the Southern Province, Lozi for the Western, Bemba for Northern,
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Luvale for North-Western and Lenje for Central province. As we can see 

the Tonga group is represented by Tonga and Lenje. This is not 

suprising as Plateau is not unanimously accepted as the ' standard* 

medium among all the vari'C*^' Tonga peoples. The Lenje (i.e. the 

speakers of Lenje) have been particularly vocal in this respect. They 

see Plateau as an intrusion. Nevertheless it is still true that most 

Tonga people would understand Plateau better than Lenje.

One further factor that has promoted Plateau is its 

literature. There is more published literature in this lect in terms of 

novels and other forms of literature than in any of the remaining 

lects. As Plateau is the medium of instruction in the southern province 

and to some extent in some of the Lenje areas in the central province 

it means that many school children first learn to read and write in 

Plateau before they learn to do so in their own lect. Related to this 

is the fact that in radio broadcasting Plateau is the medium chosen for 

the Tonga audience. All these factors account for the present prestige 

status of Plateau.

1.6.4 ATTITUDES OF TONGA SPEAKERS TOWARDS EACH OTHER' S LECT.

The above description has tried to give an account of the 

situation of the Tonga lects with respect to the relative ease of reach 

they have of one another, that is actual contact. We shall now shift 

our focus and look at how speakers of the Tonga lects view one 

another's lect. We are not aware of previous sociolinguistic studies 

of this nature with regard to the Tonga lects, What we are reporting 

here is firsthand knowledge of the present writer who happens to be a 

native speaker of one of the lects, namely Plateau Tonga. The term
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'Tonga' in published literature Ce. g. Hopgood Collins 1962 and

Goldsmith 198^) would seem to refer to the variety we have termed 

1 Plateau' Tonga in this thesis. Furthermore there is an implied belief 

that what is applicable to Plateau Tonga is equally applicable to the 

other lects as well especially Valley and Toka. In some more general 

sense then 'Tonga' means Plateau, Valley and Toka. Ordinarily, however,

the people who can come forward and claim to be Tonga are those of

Plateau and Valley. When the present writer was doing fieldwork in the

Valley area he was often reminded by the informants that real Tonga is

the one that is spoken in the Valley. In other words people of the 

Gwembe Valley think Plateau Tonga is degenerate. The Valley people 

would not accept labels such as 'Valley' or 'We’ as some people would 

derogatorily call them,
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CHAPTER 2.

THE PHONOLOGICAL SYSTEMS OF TONGA LECTS1 IN OUTLINE 

2.0 Introduction
The aim of the present chapter is to outline the phonological 

system of each of the eight lects studied in this thesis. The outline 

will be undertaken within the framework of autonomous phonology. The 

analyses both of the phonological inventories and of morphophonological 

processes are not exhaustive but are focussed on issues of relevance to 

the comparative reconstruction undertaken in chapter 3ff. We indicated 

in chapter 1 the deficiencies in the data of some of the lects

especially Sf3 and Tt. The phonological statements which follow are 

limited by the data we have. In those lects for which we have access 

to further material, we shall try to make more detailed analyses that 

go beyond the data collected in the field. The discussion of tone is 

deferred until . Chapter 3, section 3.3,

The lects we are studying here have not yet been subjected to

thorough synchronic phonological analysis (discounting specifically

tonological studies of PI). However, SI received a historical

phonological study (Eeden 1936) relating this lect to Ur-Bantu as

reconstructed by Meinhof (1932), Doke (1928) undertook a phonetic study

of II in which he also included comparative material from Tonga (that

is, PI), but this work did not address any questions of systematic

phonology. Carter (n, d. ) includes a study of vowel and consonant

morphophonemics of Tonga (i.e. PI and Vy).

1. Henceforth the lects are abbreviated as follows:
Plateau - PI; , Valley = Vyj Toka - Tkj Ila ~ II; Lenje = Lj;
Soli = SI; Supiya = Sp and Totela = Tt.
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2. 1, Vowel inventory.
The following observations can be made about vowels in the Tonga 

lects. All the Tonga lects have the vowels /i e a o u/. These may 
be represented as In Figure 1 below.

1 u

e o

a
Fig. 2. 1 The Vowels of the Tonga Lects.

The vowels in the above figure are not an issue since all the 
Tonga lects distinguish these vowels. We discuss in the next section 
the interpretation of what have been represented as a sequence of
identical vowels.

2.1.1 Double Vowels and long vowels.
<1>, In our notation there are sequences of identical vowels in 

juxtaposition morpheme internally as well as at morpheme juncture in 

PI and in the remainder of the core lects. Writing on PI, some

linguists such as Carter <n, d. 1) have suggested that these vowel

sequences are heterosyllabic:

'In Tonga there is no short/long vowel distinction. Vowel 

characters written adjacent <e.g. -oo-> represent vowels in

separate syllables: kuboola ’to come1 has four syllables not

three <ku-bo-o-la)1 

Collins <1962. 3) made a similar observation when he suggested that
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what for example is written as 1 aa' should be read as 'two a's run 

together' . Neither Carter nor Collins have offered phonetic

interpretations of these vowel sequences, However, we accept as a 

working hypothesis at least Carter's position that sequences of 

identical vowels, (hence forth 'double' vowels), are 'heterosyllabic', 

in contrast to 'tautosyllabic' where two vowel symbols are regarded as 

components of the same syllable.

<2). Double Vowels morpheme internally as well as at morpheme 

juncture were also observed in SP and Tt during data collection in the 

field and they were not perceived as being phonetically in any way 

different from the sequences in PI. The researcher however observed 

that some of the words with vowel sequences morpheme internally in Sp 

and Tt had corresponding single vowels in PI and the remaining core 

lects.

Double vowels have been heard in Sp and Tt with greatest 

frequency after a semivowel or before a prenasalised consonant and it 

is possible that there is no single/ double contrast in this position.

In all the Tonga lects double vowels may also be the result of a

morphophonemic process of assimilation as when a noun prefix or 

infinitive prefix is attached to a vowel initial stem (see 2.1.3,

below). Data showing contrast of single vowels with double vowels in 

Sp and Tt is given in Table 2. 1 below.

(3). It will transpire in a later section <3.2.2.1) that

sequences of identical vowels in Sp and Tt correlate quite closely 

with the similar phenomenon in lects such as Bemba where vowel length 

is commonly held to be tautosyllabic,

(4). Double vowel spellings may thus have different
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interpretations in the core lects on one hand and Sp and Tt on the 

other, but no instrumental studies have been done to determine the 

nature of double vowels in these lects.

However, Table 2, 1, below gives a number of near minimal pairs 

in which single and double vowel appear to contrast between consonants 

at the commencement of verb stems.

Tt.

ku-zd&ka <441a) 'to build* cf. ku-zdla <440a) ' to spread bed*

ku-l£61a <381) 'to look after child cf, ku-16ma ' to be heavy'

ku-piika (221) 'to put* cf. ku-pila <222) 'to boil' 

kd-coola <531) 'to break* cf. ku-cova <298), 'to pedal'

kd~k661a <471a) 'to cough' cf, ku-k6ka <113d) 'to puli'

kti-ktitika <51) 'to flow' cf. ku-kula <474b) 'to grow'

Table 2, 1 Near minimal pairs showing distinctive 

vowel length in SB and Tt,

With the above remarks we can now examine the processes that 

affect vowels in Tonga. Most of the morphophonological processes 

affecting vowels are shared by all the Tonga lects. In the outlines to 

follow below, we shall deal with all the lects together except where 

specifically indicated <most frequently in the case of Sp and Tt).



2. 1. 2 Vowel Harmony in the Tonga lects
2. 1. 2. 1 Vowel harmony in the core lects.

One of the (morpho)phonological phenomena found widespread in 

the languages of the world is 'vowel harmony', It may be defined 

as a process whereby within a certain designated domain, usually 

the word, all vowels are required to share one or more 

phonological properties. The vowels of a language are divided 

into two mutually exclusive sets and all vowels within the 

stipulated domain must be, say, either front or back, high or low 

rounded or unrounded, etc. (Katamba 1989: 211).

Writing on the same subject Goldsmith <1990: 304) generally agrees with 

Katamba's characterisation of vowel harmony but he goes further by 

suggesting that the two vowel sets could possibly overlap and not 

necessarily be mutually exclusive. One of the languages often quoted 

in generative phonology as exhibiting vowel harmony is Turkish.

<1968: 128) gives the following characterisation of vowel harmony in

Turkish: <1) all the syllables of the word take the same 'value' for

the feature [back]; <2) the feature [round] can take the value

'positive' only in the first syllable of the word and in suffixes which 

have^Cthigh] vowel. (See also discussion in Goldsmith 1990: 304).

Vowel harmony in the Tonga lects does not strictly speaking 

depend on height. We can generally talk about two harmony sets 

involving medial vowels in Tonga. The two sets are la, i, u> and 

■Ce, o>. A form of vowel harmony common in Eastern Bantu languages is 

found in the core lects. It constrains the quality of word medial

vowels <commonly known as 'extension vowels'). The canonical situation 

can be represented by assuming a system of three vowels <1^ aE uE) in
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extension position realised as in Chart 2.1 below. ( The symbol . E 

indicates extension vowel).

Following vowel

Ue

Preceeding i

Chart 2. 1 Vowel Harmony in 

the core Lects.

The five vowels i to u to the left of the vertical line represent 

the immediately preceding vowel which may be the first vowel of the 

stem or itself an earlier extension vowel. The columns are headed by 

the three 'extension' vowels Is, aE and uE. Chart 2.1 may also be 

expressed by Rule 2. la-b, below.

Rule 2. 1 (a). iE  > eE / {e)C0_____
<o>

(b)» uE “ — o[r /oC0____



C/i/ in extension position becomes /e/ when preceded by /e/ or /o/ and 

an indefinite number of consonants; /u/ similarly becomes /o/ when 

preceded by /o/),

Examples to illustrate Rules 2.1(a) are given in Tables 2.2 and 

2. 3 below while those illustrating Rule 2. lb can found be in Table 2. 3 

below.

PI.

Yulilila 'to cry for' cf. Yulila, 'to cry'

ytiletela 'to bring for cf. Y^leta ' to bring'

yusarabila 'to wash for' cf. Yusam^a 'to wash'

Y^lotela 'to dream for' cf. Y^lota 'to dream'

YtiluYila 'to vomit for' cf. ytiluya, 'to vomit'

Table 2. 2 Vowel Harmony involving the Applied extension in PI.

The applicative extension is generally presented as fill- in

Bantu, but as the data in Table 2. 1 show the extension has two

realisations, /il/ and /el/. /el/ is found after /e/ and /o/f

otherwise it is /il/. This also applies to the causative extension

where the vowel /i/ of (is) varies depending on the preceding vowel.

This is predicted by Chart 2. 1 and Rule 2. la above. Because the vowel
VGrk -fort™

of the extension in the applied^is not constant we can represent the 

applied extension as <11), where 'I' indicates that the vowel is 

subject to harmonic rules, i. e. it can be either /!/ or /e/.
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There is also in Bantu what is known as reversive' extension. 

Traditionally this is presented as -CUl) or /U1U1/. Examples from PI 

can be seen below in Table 2. 3.

Unextended Form 'Reversive Form'

ydzimba 'to swell' Ytizimbulula ' to unswell'

yuzika 'to bury' Yuzikula ' to dig out/exhume'

Ytilemba 'to write' yOlembulula ' to rewrite'

Ydzamba 'to wind' yuzambulula ' to unwind'

yuyopola ' to hide' YuyoPolola ' to gather together

■yuhhumba 'to cover' Yuhhumbula ' to uncover1

Table 2.3 Verb forms with reversive extension in PI.

It can be seen that after /o/ the extension (ul> is realized as <ol> 

or tololl, in conformity with Rule 2. lb. This rule cannot be collapsed 

with Rule 2. la because -Cul) is constant after all the other vowels, 

Since the reversive extension alternates between ful> and -Col) it is 

best to represent it with a morphophonemic form (Ul> as was done for 

the applicative above.

It has been convenient to illustrate vowel harmony by describing 

realisations of particular derivative verbal extensions, although the 

rules capture a general constraint on the phonology of most of the 

Tonga lects, as we shall see in 2. 1.2.3 below.



2. 1.2. 2 Vowel Harmony In SB and Tt.

Sp and Tt present a conflicting picture of vowel harmony in that 

in some verb forms, such as the applicatives, vowel harmony is just as 

in PI (Table 2,2) while in the others, like the causative verb forms, 

the causative extension is invariant /is/, presented in Table 2. 4.

SB and Tt show an invariant causative extension Is, irrespective of 

the vowel, as can be seen in Table 2.4 which gives examples from Tt.

Tt.

kdkdni'sa ' to cause to refuse' (cf. kiik&na 'to reject' ).

kut^pisa 1 to cause to please' (cf. kut6Ba 'to please' ),

kut^ndfsa • to use' (cf. kut6nda 'to work' >.

kus6kTsa 1 to cause laughter' (cf. kus£ka 'to laugh' >.

kup6kisa 1 to cut with' (cf. kuB6ka ' to cut'),

kutdndisa 1 to show' (cf. kut6nda ' to see' >.

kusdklsa 1 to bring down* (cf. kustika 'to climb

down' >,

Table 2. 4 Verb forms with the causative extension (is) in Tt.

Since the extension in Sp and Tt is invariant we can represent it as 

(is).

The passive extension in Sp and Tt behaves in a similar manner to 

the causative in that the extension in both lects is fiw> as in
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kulowa/kuldwiwa 'to bewitch', where we might have expected <ew>. We 

have only limited data on the reversive extension as it is only 

represented by one item kwiiy&ltila (Tt) and kwilyaltila (Sp) whose 

underived form are kwiivdla and kwiiydla respectively.

It can be seen from the above examples of Sp and Tt that vowel 

harmony does not apply to all the eligible cases. In particular we 

have seen no evidence of it in causative verb forms.

Sp and Tt are heavily influenced by Lozi, which serves as a lingua 

franca in the locality where SP and Tt are spoken. Rule 2.1a does

not apply at all in Lozi . For example in Lozi the applied extension 

is either /el/ or /ez/ with consonant^, depending on the shape of the 

verb stem, but with invariant /e/. Similarly, the causative

extension has the form /is/ in all verb stems. Discussions of the 

applied and causative extensions in Lozi can be found in Mwisiya 

(1977 : 110-112). As Sp and Tt people speak Lozi most of the time,

there is a possibility that they transferred the Lozi pronunciation 

habits onto Sp and Tt. Most of the Sp and Tt lexical items which are 

at variance with Rule 2. la have identical reflexes in Lozi.

2.1.2.3 Vowel Harmony in General in the Tonga lects.

The above description of vowel harmony has been exemplified only in 

extended verb forms. There is in addition a general restriction on 

vowel cooccurence which we must capture for the entire lexicon. The 

general picture in the core lects can be represented as Chart 2. 2 

below. The symbol,-, 1 +' says that the vowel in the vertical column can 

be followed by that on the horizontal row. The symbol ' indicates 

that the vowel in the vertical column cannot be followed by the vowel
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in the horizontal row on top,

The vowel constraints in question operate within the stem between 
e,the first or subsequent vowel and a following non-final vowel, A number 

of apparent exceptions are excluded from this definition:

(1). reduplicated stem£(e.g. PI gomagoma ' to peck' (573a) and II 

kiltematema 1 to peck as woodpecker' ) are seen as two seperate

steins;

(2). other elements may occur between the prefix and the stem,

(e.g. /of in oBilo. 'two' (176) cf, Bilo ' second' or 

mu.liBelo 'Saturday' (656) and Yfllflmw6nhi 'leftside' (87a) 

which may be regarded as having two prefixes).

(3). certain perfective stems are formed by a process of vowel 

Infixation (see discussion of Table 2.5a), e.g. tandaBala 

which is derived from the infixation of <i> as follows: 

/tanda|3a<l>le/ is pronounced as CtandapedeJ, the resultant 

vowel assimilation generating a derived vowel Ee] in apparent 

violation of the harmony constraint since the preceding vowel 

is Ca3.

With the exceptions accounted for let us now look at chart 2.2, 

below.
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Following Vowel

a-? i-* Oo U-s

Preceeding ai + + + +

Vowel •f + - - +

ii + - +

+ +• - + -*

u, + + + ** +

Chart 2, 2. Vowel Restriction in the 

core lects.

Chart 2. 2 may be discussed in conjunction with the vowel harmony 

chart of Eastern Bantu given in Chart 2. 3 below, which is an 

alternative formulation of Chart 2. 1.

fFollowins? Vowel
.a.-* e-r. i.* O-* Ur?

Preceeding St + - + +
Vowel. e-, + + - ~ +

i i + - + +
Ot + + „ + —
Ul_ + - + _ -f

Chart 2. 3, Vowel Restriction in Eastern Bantu.

The 'ideal* Eastern Bantu chart forbids the sequence a-,/es and 

Ut/e-,, If we look at chart 2.2 we can see that the sequence a-,/eE is 

permitted, thereby violating Chart 2.3. The lexical items in which

such a sequence is found are PI yubadela 'to pay fine' (259a) and 

zhibdddla 'hospital* (260) and similar forms in the other core lects as 

well. It cannot be ascertained that -Yubadela is a loan word but since 

it occurs together with zhibadela which is itself a loan in as far as



the concept 'hospital* is foreign to Tonga we shall assume that 
kubadela is also a loan. We can therefore account for the presence
of the sequence ai/e2 due to loaning.

The sequence u-,/ea is also a violation of the harmony
constraint. There is one example in Lj which cannot be accounted 
for, namely fupela 'red' <116c). All the other items’in the core 
lects with the sequence UT/e^ which violate the harmony constraint 
are in the perfective verb form which may be accounted for as having 
derived vowel /e/ or the violations are in nouns with two prefixes as
yulumw^nhi. where lu is a possible class 11 prefix.

Let us now look at the data involving Sp and Tt in Chart 2.4 
below.

Following vowel

Preceding an 
Vowel. e-t

i i 

o, 

u,

Qo e-> io Q-? up

+ + +
+ + "

+ + + — +

+  +  — + —

+ + + - +

Chart 2. 4 Vowel co-occurrence
restrictions in SB and Tt.

Chart 2.4 differs from Chart 2.3 in the same way as Chart 2.2, 
at the intersection of a^e^. and UtZo ,̂. One of the words that
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violate Chart 2.3 is cipdtela 'hospital* already accounted for above 
as a loan. The others are inaldli (Sp), 'star* (152c>, ciy&leto
'bird's nest' (317c), kukdtela <SP>, 'to pound earth down* (621b) and 
kul&pela (Sp/Tt), 'to pray' (629d). Except for inaleli the other 
lexical items given here would seem to be derived: el. in kukdtela
and kul&pela may be seen as an applied extension. The word kuldpela 
is also found in Lozi where the applied extension is invariably (el). 
This word is likely to be a loan into SP and Tt from Lozi. The other 
sequences in Chart 2.4 which violate Chart 2.2, but which would seem 
to incorporate an extension, are:

(1) ii/e2: musitelo. 'cattle manure', (312d>, kwaafipelwa
(SB)/kufipelwa (Tt), 'to be out of breath (646bc), mutiBelo (Sp),
'feather', (45d); ^/e^ kflpfltdla (Tt) 'to wrap' (253a),
kulamultSla/ (SB)/kuldmfllela (Tt). 'to stop fight' (352b), and 
ktitdhtil61a (Tt>, 'to weed' (640e>; (we also have ntungweezi (Tt), 
'star* (152b)) in which derivation cannot be made certain at the
moment.);

(2) 6,/ia:. in genyisa (Tt), 'warm' (179c) which is likely to 
incorporate a causative extension iis>;

(3) Bt/Oe. kutemoona (Sp/Tt), 'to frown' (625d). This verb is 
possibly derived from kutemauna with fusion assimilation. See 2.1.3.

(4) u,/o2: kukukola. (Tt) 'to pick groundnuts' (644a). There is
»ino evidence of delation in this verb.

In general we have seen many cases of violations in Sp and Tt of 
the expected vowel harmony. Many of the cases arise from the fact 
that vowel harmony is not fully operative in these lects as in the 
case of the invariant causative (isl.

The foregoing discussion has been an attempt to describe the
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phenomenon of vowel harmony In the Tonga lects both in derived and in 
nonderived words. It has been found that the phenomenon is generally 
operative in all the core lects. SP and Tt show exceptions. In the 
section below we shall attempt to describe other vowel phenomena that 
are found when two vowels are juxtaposed.

2. 1. 3 Resolutions of Vowel Juxatapositions in the Tonga lects.
Where two vowels come next to each other at morpheme juncture, 

various adjustments are made that vary according to the nature of the 
juncture. For example at word juncture, the final vowel of the first 
word is always fully assimilated to the first vowel of the following 
word, e, g. /mwdna oyo/ is realised as /mwdnooyo/. The morphological 
contexts that will concern us are between infinitive prefix and verb 
stem; between noun prefix and stem; and in a few cases of word 
formation the process of infixation that yields perfective stem of 
certain verbs.

In some cases adjustment leads to a single vowel (so involving 
syllable reduction), in others to a sequence of two similar vowels, 
possibly preceded by a semivowel. The following are the forms of 
adjustment that will concern us here: (for the purposes of simplicity
examples in 1-5 below will be drawn from one lect, PI, but all the 
other lects behave in a similar manner).

(1). fusion: the resultant vowel is identical to neither input 
vowel but shows features of each /ma-inyo/ which is 
realised as /menyo/ 'teeth"; /ma/ is noun class 6 prefix.

(2). regressive assimilation e. g /mu-ombe/ which is realised as 
/moombe/ 'calf'; /mu/ is noun class 3 prefix.

(3). semivocalisation of initial high vowel with or without
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syllable reduction, e.g. /mu-£na/ which is realised as 
/mw&na/ 'child', /mu/ is noun class 1 prefix; /yu-ima/ which 
is realised as /ywlima/ 'to stand'. There is no syllable 
reduction in /ywiima/.

(4). like vowels are unchanged, but may be reduced to a single 
vowel, e, g. /ma-dla/ which is realised as /m&la/ (class 6) 
•fingernails', cf. singular ludla which is realised as 
/lwdla/.

(5) . in some cases, no adjustment is observed, e. g. /yuulu/ 
which does not change.
In any given morphological context, the forms of adjustment 

found are complementary, dependent on the particular vowel sequence, 
although in the case of nouns, whether there is syllable reduction is 
dependent on the lexicon.

Table 2,5a and 2.5b illustrate vowel adjustment at the juncture 
of noun prefix and stem with or without syllable reduction; Table 
2.5c similarly illustrates verbal infinitives (there is never 
syllabic reduction at this juncture). Charts 2.5a and 2.5b 
summarise the processes. Note that in Chart 2.5b no examples have 
been found of adjusting a+i and a+u; on the other hand all the 
examples that have been found in which vowels fail to adjust involve 
these two sequences (see Table 2.6), so it is possible that /ai/ and 
/au/ should be added to the complementary processes of chart 2.5b.

We suggest that identical vowel sequence or 'double vowel' at 
the juncture of infinitive prefix and the verb stem, e.g. ywaamba 'to 
say' (127), be viewed as resulting from this morphophonological 
process. This is because in the imperative and subjunctive verb 
forms ywaamba is realised as amba ! and qgdmbe. respectively.



In the case of noun stems with initial vowel however, the 
distinction between syllable reducing and syllable preserving 
juncture must be explicit in the lexical base. A convenient 
convention might be to prefix the syllable reducing stems with a ' +'

r

sign rather than the normal hyphen. This beha^oujir is probably to be 
regarded as marked while syllable preserving juncture, which is 
common to verbs and the majority of nouns, is unmarked.

An occasional context in which we find patterns of adjustment 
comparable to that in Chart 2.5a is found in perfective stem of verbs 
e. g. lulama which becomes luleme.

In the following examples the tones are indicated but we shall 
not discuss how they have been assigned since this section 
specifically deals with vowels. The abbreviations 'pi' and ' sg* 
stand for 'plural and 'singular', respectively.

PI.

mudna -- > mwdna • child* pi. (Sadna-- > fidna
ludla -- > lwdla * fingernail' pi. madia-- > mdla
muungu -- > mungu * pumpkin' pi. miungu— ~ > mytingu
liinyo -- > IInyo ' tooth* pi. malnyo— - > menyo
liihyo -- > lihyo ' eye* pi. maihyo— - > mehyo
mudnja -- > mwanja 'cassava'
mud'ya -- > mwdya 1 year' pi. mid-ya > myd'ya

Table 2. 5a Processes of adjustment (with syllable 
reduction) between noun prefix and stem.
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Assimilation can also be seen in environments other than that 

involving prefix and stem. Examples of this can be seen in some 

perfective verb stems drawn from PI, e.g. tandaBede 'straight* (155a), 

(cf. perfective form tandaBala). The non-perfective form is 

tandaBala: kede (nonperfective kala) (155b), huundenye

(non-perfective huundana) 'narrow' (101a); lede (cf. non-perfective 

lala): All the above examples show change in the final syllable from a

to e. (The alternation between /d/ and /l/ and between /n/ and /ny/ 

will not be discussed here).

PI.

muanda --- > mwaanda

yaambo --- > yaambo

y a a n o  > ^aano

mulndi  > mwiindi

muono --- > moono

m u e p o  > mweepo

mueto --- > mweeto

'hundred' pi. 

' case' pi.

'folktale' pi. 

' shin' pi,

'fishing' pi. 

basket'

' jaw' pi.

' trap' pi.

mianda--- > myaanda

tuambo--- > twaambo

tuano  > twaano.

miindi--- > miindi

miono  > myoono.

miepo > myeepo

mieto > myeeto

Table 2. 5b Processes of adjustment (without syllable 

reduction) between noun prefix and stem.

It can be seen in Tables 2. 5a-b that nouns seem to fall into two 

categories in as far as the result of the juxtaposition of the vowel of 

the prefix with the initial vowel of the stem are concerned.
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Let us now see what happens to the vowel initial verb stems when 

the infinitive prefix yu. is prefixed to them; see Table 2.5c below.

PI.

yuamba — > ywaamba 1 to say'

yuenda -- > yweenda 1 to say'

yuimba -- > ywilmba 'to sing'

yuanga — > ywaanga 'to tie'

yuapa — > ywaapa 'to share

Table 2.5c Processes of adjustment 

(without syllable reduction) at the 

juncture of infinitive prefix and 

verb stem in PI. (There is never reduction 

in this position).

Unlike the nouns, there is no syllable reduction in case of verbs. 

All the above vowel phenomena in Tables 2.5a-2.5c are summarised in 

Chart 2.5 below, (Noun prefixes end in the vowel /a/, /i/ or /u/
h

(except the nasal classes of class 9/10 whose prefix is a homorganic 

nasal, symbolised as <N>),
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Stem

pref ix -i -e -a -o -u

i- ye __.___.ya _.... yo yu

a- e a

u- wi we wa u

Chart 2.5a Processes of adjustment (with syllable 

reduction) at the juncture of morpheme boundary in PI.

Stem

pref ix -i -e -a -o "U

i- ii vee yaa voo vuu

a- ee aa oo #'•

u- wii wee waa oo uu

Chart 2.5b Processes of adjustment (without 

syllable reduction) at the juncture of morpheme 

boundary in PI.

1. The symbol ' in Chart 2.5b shows that the expected pattern does 

not apply here. The pattern in Chart 2. 5b breaks down because the 

sequences /ai/ and /au/ are not affected by any form of assimilation 

which would result in /ee/ or /oo/ (see Table 2.6, below).
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Charts 2.5(a) and (b) show that in the configuration V-iV̂ , where V-, 

and are Identical there is no semi vocalisation. They also show 

that the combination of the vowels /u+o/ gives /oo/, rather than /woo/ 

or /wo/. In such a configuration instead of the semivowel being formed 

we can say that /u/ assimilates to the following /o/.

We suggest that the verb roots be entered in the lexical base with 

a single vowel, and that the double vowel arises from

morphophonological processes. Confirmation of this can be found in the 

imperative and subjunctive.

In the imperative construction, prefixes are optional, so that 

ywaamba and ywaaijga in Table 2.5c above take the form amba ! and aî ga ! 

respectively. In the subjunctive construction too, these verb stems 

have each a single vowel, as in , î gambe ’that I say' and qgaqge ’that 

I tie', respectively. This suggests to us that it is more persuasive 

to say that the double vowel in infinitives such as ywaamba is a

result of a morphophonological process,

The above data suggest to us that nouns and verbs should be treated

differently. This is because there are no cases of verbs where vowel

doubling does not follow semivocalization at morpheme juncture whereas 

in the case of nouns doubling is lexically determined.

There are lexical items in which vowel fusion is never applied i.e. 

when two unidentical vowels are juxtaposed nothing happens to the 

vowels as Table 2. 6 below shows.
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PI.

' legs' (sg. yuulu)

'small feed' (pi tuunda)

'millet'

'long ago' (cf. zhiindi 

'time' >

'rainy season'

Table 2. 6 Items in which vowel fusion does not apply in FI 

and the vowels remain unchanged.

Table 2. 6 shows that in some cases sequences of unidentical vowels 

are allowed as for example /ai/ and /au/. This creates a problem with 

Chart 2. 5 above. The data in Table 2. 6 above may be best analysed as 

incorporating a 'zero' consonant between the vowels that fail to 

undergo vowel fusion or assimilation. It is this 'consonant' that 

prevents these possible vowel processes to take place.

2.2. The consonants.

2. 2. 1 The Consonant inventory of the Tonga Lects.

In the present section we present the consonant inventories of the

Tonga lects in the form of charts (Chart 2.6-2. 10) for each lect or

group of lects followed in section 2.2.2 by the discussion of the

morphophonotactics and morphophonology of each lect. There is a set 

of consonants whose pronunciation is preceded by a nasal articulation.

maulu (class 6 prefix, ma)

yaunda (class 12, prefix ya)

maila (class 6 prefix, ma)

yaindi (class 12 prefix, ya)

mdinza (class prefix ma)
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These nasals are called 'prenasalised' consonants (Ladefoged 1971: 34), 

They are seen as sequences and have not been separately shown on 

charts. It will be seen that one of the characteristics distinguishing 

PI, Vy and Tk from the rest of the other Tonga lects is the presence in

the former of the so-called 'reinforced' consonants /b d k g c j z/.

These consonants are called 'reinforced1 because they are produced with 

relative longer duration compared to the so-called 'light' consonants 

namely /p t (3 1 s zh y h hh m n q/1,

Other general observations may be made in the light of the 

consonant inventories below:

U>. Lj and SI differ from all the other lects in that they lack 

voiced plosives except as prenasalized consonants. The only voiceless 

non-prenasalised plosives found are /p t k/. In the case of voiced 

fricatives only /p/ has been found, But Carter <n. d. : 3) was more

inclined to treat /p/ in PI as an approximant alongside /w/ and /y/, 

rather than as a fricative. It may be that this analysis can also be

applied to Lj and SI. Lj and SI c also lack /v z zh j/,

1, The following symbols are used instead of International Phonetic 

Association (I, P. A.) symbols: zh for I. P. A. [Jp; hh for I. P. A [ft and 

j for C<̂j!.



although they have /f s sh c/.

(2). PI, Vy and Tk are the only ones among the Tonga lects that 

clearly have voiced stops /b d g/ other than after nasal. We shall 

argue in chapter 3 Ce.g. 3. 10. 1) that these consonants are likely to 

be innovations in these three lects since most of the reflexes with 

these consonants are confined to the continuous area that encompass PI, 

Vy and Tk,

(3). PI and Vy differ from Tk in having the voiced fricative /y/.

(4). Only Pi has the voiced palatal fricative Czh ]

<5). II is’ found somewhere between PI, Vy and Tk on the one hand

and Lj and SI on the other, sharing with PI the glottals fh( and /hh/

and sharing with Lj and SI the voiceless fricatative /sh/ and the

lack of non-prenasalised voiced plosives.

Let us now look at the consonants in the individual lects below.

2.2.1.1 The consonant inventory of PI.
Chart 2. 6 below gives the consonants of PI.

bil. alv. pal, velar gi

stop p. b t, d k. g

f ric 0 s. z zh y ll. hh

af f r. c. j

nas. m n ft r|

lat. 1

s/v. w -- v------

Chart 2. 6. The PI consonants.
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2-2.1.2 The consonant Inventory of Vy and Tk.

The consonants of Vy and Tk are given in Chart 2. 7 below, The 

consonants of these two lects are given together because they are 

almost Identical. Vy differs from Tk only in that the former has fy( 

which the latter does not have, Tk substitutes /k/ in corresponding 

words.

bilabial labiodental alveolar palatal velar

stop p, b t. d k. g

f ric. 8 f. v s. z Y<t)k)

af f r. ...... c, .1..

lat. 1

nas. m n ft ...... ______.. n_______ - -

s/v w ------3Z----

Chart 2. 7 The consonants of Vy and Tk.

2.2. 1. 3 The consonant inventory of II.

The consonants of II are given in Chart 2.8 below.
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bilabial alveolar palatal velar glottal

stop p___________ t_______________________ k,________________

fric.____ g__________ s._z_________ sh_______________________ h. hh

af f r.____________________________ c____________________________

lateral_____________ 1_________________________________________

nas.________ m_______n___________ft___________ r\________________

s/v w_______________   ^ __________

Chart 2. 8 The consonants of II.

2. 2. 1. 4 The consonant inventory of L.1 and SI.

The consonants of Lj and SI are presented together because they are 

identical.

bilabial labiodental alveolar palatal velar

stop P* t. k.

f ric. S..... f s sh

affr. c

lat. 1

nasal m n ft r|

s/v w ------ y----

Chart 2. 9. The L.i and SI consonants.



2.2.1.5 The consonant inventory of SB and Tt.

As with Vy/Tk and Lj/Sl we give Sp and Tt together because they 

have an identical inventory of consonants.

bil. labiodental al v pal. velar fflott

Stop p. <b> t. <d) k. <g>

fric. 8 f. v s. z sh h. hh

af f r. c

nasal m n ft .. r\

lat. 1

s/v w y

Chart 2. 10 The consonants of SB and Tt.

The voiced plosives C b d g] have been placed in brackets in Chart

2. 10 because they appear to be marginal, occurring only in the words 

given in Tables 2. 7a and 2.7b below, (The words in Table 2. 7a below are 

also listed in the Appendix)
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i-ddlo 1 skin' /' hide' (137e)

ku-g&nA 1 to scratch ground (447a)

(as fowl)'

kd-gdba ' tin container' (559a)

kd-gAya 1 to grind' (566)

ci-gSya 'grinding mill' (567)

ku~gCii}ka 'to cut hair' (567d)

ci-guluPe ' pig' (583a)

ku-b6ca 'to bet* (611a)

mu-gipelo 'Saturday' (656)

Table 2. 7a Non-nasalised Voiced plosives in Sp.

Table 2.7a shows that [d] is represented by one item, E b] two and 

Eg] by six. E b] and Eg] in the following respective words refer to 

culturally foreign items: k&gAba. kub&ca and kflgAya/cigdiya and

mugiBelo, Since these are foreign words we can treat them as aberrant 

forms. The rest of the words with Ed3 and Eg] have no obvious outside 

sources. But since they are in very few words we can say that Ed] and 

Eg] are marginal to the phonemic inventory of Sp. After discounting 

k&gdba and kub£ca as foreign we have no evidence of words with non

prenasalised Eb3. This sound can also be treated as marginal in the 

phonemic inventory, We have no data with non-prenasalised Ej] either. 

Jacottet (1896) also suggests that Sp does not have voiced non
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prenasalised plosives. Tt also has marginal voiced plosives. We give 

the data below.

Tt

<a) kub£za ' to bet'

Cb) kuddima 'to hit'

(c) kugdya 'to grind (with a mill)

(d) kugenyisa 'to warm oneself at fire*

Table 2. 7b Lexical items with nonprenasalised 
of voiced stops in Tt.

Items (a) and <c> refer to culturally new activities in the Totela 

society as indicated in Table 2. 7a above. Nevertheless, these two 

lexical items are widespread in Bantu. Outside the Tonga group 

there are other languages like Ndebele and Nyanja, to name just two in 

which these lexical items are found with the voiced stops /b/ and /g/ 

respectively. The ultimate source for these lexical items is not known 

(although it could be suggested that (a) is a borrowing from English 

'bet'). Because these plosives are found in a few words only they will 

be treated as marginal to the phonemic inventory of Tt.
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2.2. 2 Observations on PX Sounds.

We shall start by looking at the co-occurrence restrictions in 

terms of which consonant can co-occur with which vowel. Generally each 

of the consonants of PI can be followed by each of the vowels /i e a o 

u/. Non-occurrence of such sequences is restricted to a few

consonants, We give the phonotactics chart below. The brackets ' < >' 

indicate that there are fewer words allowing the sequence in question.

2.2.2.1 Consonant. Send vowel and Vowel Sequences in PI.

Chart 2. 11 Consonant, semivowel and Vowel sequences in PI.

The velar consonants /k/ and /g/ cannot be followed by /!/ and /e/ 

in non-derived forms (except for the suspicious ones in Table 2.8, 

below). As these restrictions are found before front vowels it can be 

suggested here that /ki ke gi ge/ might have historically developed 

into /ci ce ji je/ . 'Softening' or fronting of /k/ and /g/ before a 

front vowel or /y/ is well attested in the languages of the world,
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including English, (see Katamba 1989: 86-87). If this supposition is

also true for PI we can say that there was possibly a period, perhaps 

during FT when /k/ and /c/ on one hand and /g/ and /j/ were in 

complementary distribution whereby the first named each pair occurred 

before /a o u/ while the latter were found before /i e/ Csee Chapter

3. 1. 12. 1 and 3. 1. 16 C Table 3. 25 ))

/g/ is found before /i/ and /e/ only in words which are possibly 

loans, see Table 2. 8, below.

/r̂ / is generally found before /a o u/. Those words in which /rj/

precedes /i/ and /e/ are not everyday words and they include:

'screaming Ce. g. of child') and yuniriinya 'to wriggle'. This then 

raises the question as to whether /r\/ is a distinctive sound or an 

allophone of /n/ since its distribution is quite limited. See 2.2.2. 3 

for further discussion.

PI

ytigela 'to cut hair'

y&gelo 'scissors'

mugelo 'trench'

gildzi ' glass

Table 2. 8 Examples of Eg3 before
til and Eel in PI.

As these words are a special case (i. e. they are borrowed) we can say 

that /g/ is only marginally found before front vowels.
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In the case of the intervocalic semivowels fyf and /w/ certain 

restrictions obtain, as can be seen in Chart 2.12, below.

In a sequence like V-,yVs only the vowels /e, a, o, u/ can fill the

slot occupied by VE.

/w/ can be followed by the vowels /i/, /e/ and /a/ but not by /of 

and /u/. The vowel /u/ cannot follow /w/ because like /yi/ the gesture

in the pronunciation of Cw3 is already included in the pronunciation of

[ ol and [ u], It would seem that /w/ is deleted before [ o] and [ u3. 

But as we shall show in the reflexes in Chapter 4 (Charts 4. (1-7) PT #w 

was lost in all the lects before Cfrd] vowels, Similarly, #y was also 

lost before *i.

2.2.2.2 Consonant-Semivowel Sequences in PI.

Chart 2. 12 Consonant-semivowel
sequences in Pi.

As can be seen /s z j k g y r\ zh c/ cannot be followed by /y/, In 

addition /zh c/ cannot be followed by /y/ or /w/,
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2. 2. 2. 3 Observations on the velar nasal / x \ /

/q/ Is generally found as a homorganic consonant before /k/ and 

/g/. There are however some lexical items in our data in which /q/ is 

found in prevocalic position. Four such instances were recorded and 

only three of them, namely qdnda 'house', qombe 'cattle' and muqajj^a 

'doctor', have CB etymologies; one, qdla ' scotchcart', is presumably a 

loan since it refers to an object of recent acquisition. The rest are 

onomatopoeic. Those nouns that have a CB etymology have been 

reconstructed with initial *g by Guthrie, namely *-g&nda, *gombe and 

fc-gaî ga. These nouns were reconstructed for class 9/10 (prefix <N>. 

There is a phenomenon in Bantu known as the Ganda Law by which in the 

structure NC-,VNCE, where N = a homorganic nasal and 'C-,' a voiced 

plosive, NC*, dissimilates to NN, where NN is homorganic with deleted Ct 

that is NC,VNCS becomes NNVNC2. One might say that in the nouns 

q&nda. qombe and muqar^ga the representation at one level of analysis 

should be qg&nda. qgombe and muqganga and that the first NC assimilates 

as follows! qq&nda, qqombe and mu-qqaijga. Although traces of Ganda Law 

can be found in II there is no synchronic basis that the analysis given 

here for PI does apply. For example the following words exist in PI; 

mbdmbe, 'that I make' , ndandala 'type of drum', nd£mb£la. 'flag' , 

qgdmbe ' that I say' .

If we look at the plural forms of q&nda 'house' and qombe 

'cattle* namely m&dnda (cl. 6) and toombe (dimunitive, cla. 13)), 

respectively we see no evidence for initial g. However, since the 

velar nasal is generally found before velar obstruents and since in 

the above mentioned items the prefix is q we can posit a non-surfacing
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J as the initial consonant along the same lines we did for Table 2.6 

(2.1.3). Positing a s a t i s t h e  condition for the Ganda Law to 

apply as indicated above.

We can also see that in all the above words /g/ is found before 

/a o u/,

2. 2. 2. 4 Observations on the palatal nasal /ft/

The palatal nasal /ft/ can be followed by all the vowels and it 

can also precede the homorganic consonants /c/ and /j/, One of the 

issues that we need to address with respect to the palatal nasal is its 

relationship with the sequence /n+y/. In phonetic terms they are 

both pronounced as Eft]. In written PI, and any other Tonga lect for 

that matter both /ny/ and /ft/ are represented by the symbol ny. as we 

have done in the data in the appendix. Nevertheless we can show that 

in PI, verb stems ending in En3 have the following forms in the 

causative:
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Pl.

yiipona 'to see' yti{3onya 'to cause to see'

yunana 'to apply oil ydnanya 'to cause to apply

on body' oil on body'

ytituna 'to be unfit' yutunya 'to make unfit'

yuhhyana 'to dance' yuhhyanya 'to cause to dance'

Table 2.9 Examples of causative forms of verbs with final 

consonant /n/ in PI1.

Final n + ya in the causative verbs is not distinguishable from 

[ftaJ from the point of view of pronunciation. This then raises the

question of whether /ft/ as a phoneme exists in PI or in any of the 

other lects,

i. The causative extension morpheme is {y>.
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P1

(a). munyama 

<b). mtinyo 

(c). ny^nydzi 

<d). linyo 

<e). mtinyono 

Cf). lunya 

<g). yunyema 

(h). Y^nyunya 

Ci). Yunyona

' animal'

'salt*

1 star'

'tooth'

'jealousy'

'cruelty'

'to be angry'

'to sprinkle'

'to make straight1

Table 2. 10 PI nouns and verbs including 

ny within the stem.

We suggest that ny. be analysed as a distinctive nasal on

distributional grounds, In the verb YunYwa <31>, 'to drink' we find

that it is followed by /w/. Similarly in item <h) above it can be

followed by the passive extension /w/: Yuny°nywa> We would like to

argue that ny: in this sequence is actually /ft/ because if it were the

sequence /ny/ we would not get /w/ after it. Phonotactic constraints
tin the Tonga lects prohibit clusters /yw/ or /wy/.

The problem with how ny. may be analyzed applies in the other lects

as well. However, the conclusions are not necessarily the same as the

ones arrived at in PI CSee 3. 1, 3)
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2.2.2.5 Observations on the prenasalised consonants.

The problem we would like to Investigate here is whether 

prenasalized consonants should be considered as unit phonemes or 

clusters. We shall first review various definitions given of 

prenasalized consonants by other linguists below.

In a review of the literature on the study of prenasalized 

consonants Herbert <1986: 7) observes that definitions of prenasalized

consonants have sometimes been made with reference to other nasals.

There have also been disagreements in these definitions. For example 

Chomsky and Halle (1968:317) distinguish prenasalized consonants from 

the other types of nasal consonants by observing the activity of the 

velum in the articulation of the two types of consonants as follows: 

Phonetically, prenasalized consonants differ from the more 

familiar type of nasal consonant in that the velum, which is 

lowered during the period of oral occlusion, is raised prior to 

the release of oral occlusion, whereas in the more familiar

common type of nasal consonant the velum is raised simultaneous

with or after the release of oral occlusion.

Armstrong <1940: 31) recognizes the existence of prenasalized

consonants in Kikuyu and defines them as follows (emphasis 

Armstrong's):

It is phonetically sound to recognize mb, nd, ng, and nj as single 

consonant sounds with a nasal 'kick-off'.

Ladefoged <1971: 33) gives a similar definition:

Another use of the oro-nasal process common in African 

languages is in the formation of a series of voiced stops which
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contrast with other fully voiced stops by having a short 

nasal section during the first part of the articulation.

Notice that the above definitions (especially Armstrong and Ladefoged), 

explicitly refer to voiced series of voiced prenasalized stops, perhaps 

implying that there are no voiceless prenasalized stops.

Doke (1935: 73) would seem to recognize voiceless prenasalized

consonants, although he does not employ the term prenasalized in his 

def inition:

A nasal compound in Bantu is a composite sound in which a nasal 

consonant is conjoined to another consonant homorganic to it

e.g. mb, nd, nt, ns, r)k, etc.

It is not our concern in the present study to make a phonetic 

analysis of prenasalized consonants of the Tonga lects. Doke* s 

characterisation of prenasalised consonants will suffice for our 

purpose because it takes into account the fact that a 'nasal compound' 

(or 'prenasalized consonant' in our terms) involves a nasal consonant 

which is conjoined to another, homorganic consonant. In other Bantu 

lects sequences of a nasal and an oral consonant exist, e.g. in Nyanja 

mtengo 'tree' in which the nasal is not homorganic with the following 

consonant. Such sequences do not exist in the Tonga lects. We list in 

Chart 2, 13 below those that exist in the Tonga lects:
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Plateau Valley Tk II Lj/Sl Sp/Tt

p mp P mp p mp p mp P mp p mp

t nt t nt t nt t nt t nt t nt

kk rjkk1 kk r|kk kk Hk k nk k nk k nk

bb mbb1 bb mbb bb mbb — - —

dd ndd1 dd ndd dd ndd — .

SS nss1 SS nss SS ns — - —

cc ficc1 cc ficc cc ficc c fic c fic c fic

jj m y j j fijj jj ffjj — - —

P mb:£ P mb P mb p mb P mb P mb
— — f mf f mf — — f mf f mf

— — V mv V mv V mv

s ns s ns s ns s ns s ns s ns

— — sh fish sh fish — - —

zz nzz nzz nzz z nz z nz — — z nz

zh nc — — — - -

1 nd* 1 nd 1 nd 1 nd 1 nd 1 nd

Y rjk* Y nk — - -

h Nh — — — — h Nh — — — --

hh Nhh — — — — fi — — — - ~

w ns w ns w ns w ns w ns w ns

V _XLL . ...y__ .ILL.. ...y. «.1 Y fi.1 V , fi,i.„._. V m

Chart 2. 13 Prenasalised consonants in the Tonga lects.

1 and 2. See discussion of reinforced consonants in 2.2.2.6 below.
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We have already seen in the various definitions above that

linguists are agreed that these sounds should be considered as unit or 

composite sounds rather than sequences from the phonetic point of view.

Although one may take sides with one or the other of the various

phonetic characterisations of prenasalised consonants given above, 

these definitions need not be decisive in considering whether

prenasalized consonants are to be considered unit phonemes or

sequences. The phonemic status of a sound is discovered by an analysis 

of the place of that sound in the entire linguistic system of a

language.

Lanharn Cl 955: 34) treats the nasal compounds /nd/ and /ng/ in

Gitonga Inhambane as unit phonemes because /d/ and /g/ do not exist 

independently. Other considerations motivating the unit analysis of 

prenasalized consonants concern economy of description (Vail 197/-: 24). 

All the issues raised above have a bearing on prenasalized consonants 

in Tonga. We would like to explore whether these sounds are unit 

phonemes or clusters, There are several reasons for thinking that

prenasalised consbnants are not unit phonemes in the Tonga lects. One 

of these albeit not the overriding one is that considering them as unit 

phonemes would inflate the phonemic inventory. Another reason is that 

prenasalised consonants are generally morphologically derived, that is, 

they straddle morphological boundaries. For example consider [mb] in 

the noun robtila 'species of fruit', It would be misleading to consider 

[mb] a single phoneme because the base form of this noun is /Npula/; 

that is to say [p] after a vowel as in mflBula 'species of fruit tree' 

alternates with Cb] after the homorganic nasal prefix <N> of classes 9 

and 10. It is true that in some cases the nasal prefix has become
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inseparable from the stem, e.g. mbezo. 'adze' where there is no 

alternation of [ b] and [p] in PI. In such a case the decision as to 

how the' noun may be analysed is based on what we take to be the norm in 

terms of the prefix in that particular class.

There are some prenasalized consonants that cannot be easily shown 

to be derived. These are found in positions other than stem initially,

as in the PI verb ‘ydlemba. 'to write'. This has led some linguists to

say that [mb] as in the current example is a phoneme since it is not 

derived from /N+p/, As far as the Tonga lects are concerned, non

derived prenasalized consonants occur in non-initial position in both 

noun and verb stems and are rarely found in the initial position of 

verb stems; in the case of stem initial position of nouns the nasal 

component is always a class prefix. Whether the prefix can be replaced 

by another class prefix is another matter and depends largely on the 

the lexical item concerned. The fact that non-derived prenasalized 

stops are generally confined to C;2 position points to the fact that 

they cannot be unit phonemes for, generally, phonemes in the languages 

of the world will occur stem initially if anywhere at all'1.

[ b], [ dl, [j] and [g] do not exist as independent phonemes in II,

Lj and SI but we get prenasalized stops [mb3, [ndl, [ftj] and [t)g]. We

would also like to point out that /p/ and /l/ exist in II, Lj and SI 

and that it is also possible to interpret [mb] and [nd] as the 

realisation of /N+p/ and /N+l/, respectively.

1. Exceptions to this include /i\/ in English.
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2. 2.2.6. Observations on Reinforced consonants in PI.

The consonants of PI comprise two series termed 'light' and 

'reinforced' consonants (Carter n.d.: 3-4). According to Carter 

Light consonants, even when classed as 'plosives' are 

characterised by approximation rather than contact of the 

articulator and point of articulation (e, g. tongue and roof of the 

mouth) and the distinction between these consonants and semivowels 

is rather artificial. 'Reinforced' consonants are probably 

accompanied by glottal constriction, and 'voiced' consonants in 

this group are often partially devoiced. Duration of contact is 

longer for consonants in this group and they are tentatively 

classed here as 'geminates', symbolised by L:J after the phonetic 

character'.

We shall adopt the term 'reinforced* to characterise these consonants. 

Carter listed the following as comprising reinforced consonants in PI: 

b, d, k g, c, j, v( i. e our hhw), z, zy (i.e. our hhy). The other 

consonants p, p, m, t, 1, s, ft zh and y were termed light consonants.

The present writer and Dr. K. Hayward did some laboratory work on 

some plosives of PI. Our findings confirm those of Carter’s (n.d, ) 

cited above. It was found that [b3, [ d3 and C g3 were longer than Cp3,

tt3 and [k3. These consonants were tested syllable initially and the 

following were the average durations of plosives in msec for the words 

in our list.
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Closure Closure+ Closure Closuret 

aspiration. Aspiration.

p 142 193 b 193 209

t 135 199 d 165 184

k 132 214 S 169 211

Fig.2. 2 Comparison of the duration of 'light' and 
'reinforced* consonants in FI.

The present writer provided the data and it was his pronunciations 

that were analysed. Variations in the above durations were found but 

there was no other PI informant available to corroborate our findings.

Of the three 'voiced' stops listed above, [g] was found to be less 

voiced and more aspirated. From the phonetic point of view [g] might 

thus be classed together with 1 pJ, It] and Ckl, rather than with C dl 

and C b3. In terms of morphophonemic alternations, however Cb], Id] and 

[ g] pattern together.

The other finding which confirmed Carter's analysis was that C b3, 

C dl and [g] affect the pitch of the preceding vowel by lowering it.

Although no phonetic study has been carried out to study [ b], Cd] 

and CgJ in Vy and Tk we can assume that they are not remarkably 

different since these lects are very close.

Reinforced consonants are generally found in fewer words compared 

to the light consonants. This is particularly so with regard to Ccc] 

and [gg3. For example while [gg] can be found stem initially there are 

no known verbs in which this reinforced consonant is in stem final 

position. Non-prenasalised Cccl is found in even fewer words compared
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to other reinforced consonants, It is mainly found in words of foreign 

origin. Only items <b) and <f) in the table below seem to be 

indigenous.

PI.

a. 'Yucisa ' to iron'

b. 'yucilila 'to follow'

c. 'yucada * to wed*

d. Y^cumaila 1 preach'

e. ciipi 'playfulness'

f. ydkwiculula 'to revenge'

Table 2. 11 Lexical items with 
non-prenasalized /c/.

2. 2. 2. 7 Epenthetic C g] and C.13 in PI,

We have seen that the prenasalized consonants Cmb3, Cnd], [ftc3 and 

Cr̂ k] have their sources in the concatenations /N|3/, /Nl/, /N^J/ 

and /Ny/i respectively. Pre-nasallzed consonants /ftj/ and /r|g/ do not 

have a single source. We give examples below of the morphophonemic 

origins of some instances of /hj/ and /rig/. Let us examine Table 2. 12 

below.
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Indicative Subjunctive

<a) ywiimba ' to sing' fijimbe ' that I sing'

<b) ywiinda ' to pass hjinde ' that I pass'

Cc) yweenda ' to walk' fljende ' that I walk'

Cd) ytiyaya ' to build' ft j aye ' that I build'

(e) yuyala 1 to spread bed' 'ftjale ' that 

bed'

I spread

<f) ywaamba ' to say ' qgambe ' that I say'

Cg) yoona ' to sleep' r(g6ne that I :sleep'

(h) yiitima * to beat' ragtime ' that I beat'

(i) ywaapa ' to share' qgape ' that I share'

<j> yuwa 1 to fall' r̂ gwe ' let me fall'

Table 2. 12. Epenthetic /^/ and JSL. in PI.

The above examples contrast the indicative and the subjunctive verb 

forms. The subjunctive is formed by prefixing the first person 

pronoun to the verb stem and suffixing the subjunctive marker e, The 

first person pronoun is a homorganic nasal -CM). In all the above 

examples we can see that epenthetic /j/ is inserted between IN) and /i 

e y/\ /y/ is deleted after [j] after the insertion of the latter.

Epenthetic /g/ is inserted between -CM) and each of; /a o u w/. 

The epenthesis takes place in this morphological environment only.

If we now look at (d) and <e) we can see that after <N>, /y/ has

the alternant /j/, One of the questions this alternation raises is 

one of generality. Although we have only given two examples above,



/j/ is always inserted between /N/ and /y/ just as /g/ is inserted 

between /N/ and /w/. However, /y/ is always deleted after /j/, hence 

njyale is realised as nj&le.

There is a relationship between some of the reinforced consonants 

and class 5 nouns in PI, Vy and Tk. When these nouns are put in the 

plural (Class 6 prefix generally ma-> some of the reinforced 

consonants e.g. /b/, /d/ and /k/ show alternation with light

consonants /p/, /y/ and /l/ respectively. Others like /j/ and /g/

alternate with a 'zero consonant'. It is these nouns with initial /j/ 

and /g/ in class 5 alternating with zero consonant in class 6 that we 

shall concentrate on here. We give examples below.

Class 5 Class 6

jila maila 'millet'

janza maanza 'hand'

j dmba m&dmba ' hoe'

gafSo maapo 'species of fruit'

gdr)ko rnddr̂ ko ' wasp'

gano maano ' wisdom'

Table 2. 13a. g or .1 in class 5 opposed to 0(zero consonants.
In class 6 (prefix ma-).

The problem in Table 2. 13a is how to characterise the noun stems, 

whether they would be analysed as /j/- or /g/-initial, If we compare



the singular and the plural we might want to say that consonants /j/ 

and /g/ are prefixes of class 5. This would not be correct because 

there are other nouns in class 5 which begin with these consonants but 

which do not have alternant stems, e.g. class 5 jeleele versus class 6 

ma.leleele 'cliff' or gondo versus mdgondo 'knee'). But it can be seen 

that the alternations in Table 2. 13a are similar to the alternations 

involving epenthetic /j/ and /g/ discussed in Table 2.12 above. The 

only difference between the data in Table 2. 12 and that in Table 2. 13a 

is that in the former prenasalised /j/ and /g/ are not reinforced.

PI.

bili 'huge body' mup i1i 'body' (class 4 >

belo 'huge thigh' zhipelo 1 thigh' (class 7 )

domo 'huge lip' mulomo ' lip' (class 4)

dundu 'huge hill' mdldndu 'hill' (class 4 )

gunda 'huge field' muunda • field' (class 4)

gulu 'huge anthill' zhuulu 'anthill' (class 7 )

jepo 1 huge j aw' mweepo ' jaw' (class 4 >

j indi 'huge shin' mwiindi 'shini' (class 4 )

Table 2. 13b Augmentatives of class 5 compared with 

other classes.

We can say that the data in tables 2. 13b /p/ and and /I/ are

strengthened in class 5. The feature strengthening these consonants 

must be also the one responsible for the presence of /j/ and /g/ in
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Tables 2. 13a-b In stems which are otherwise vowel initial, The 

epenthetic /j/ and /g/ in Tables 2. 12 may point to lost consonants in 

the initial position of the stems in question which seem to be obscured 

in a synchronic analysis.

As a satisfactory account of the alternations in Tables 

2.12-13(a-b) requires us to go beyond the phonological outline of the 

present chapter we shall defer further discussion of this matter to 

chapter 3 and future research. We would just like to point out that 

the phenomena we have observed regarding reinforced consonants and 

alternations in the initial consonants of some of the nouns of classes 

5 and 6 are applicable to Vy and Tk but not in the other five lects.

The relevance of the discussion of Tables 2.12 and 2. 13<a-b) is^ 

show that reinforced consonants exist in some of the Tonga lects. It 

will be seen in Chapters 3 and 4 that reinforced consonants are 

characteristic of PI, Vy and Tk.

2.2.2.8 Observations on contrast between light prenasalized and 

reinforced prenasalised consonants.

Reinforced pre-nasalized consonants are written with double 

characters while those in the light series are not. We give PI 

examples which show the contrasts.
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(la): JjmbaleJ' that I may read' cf: jpYuPala^' to read')

(lb): UbbaleJ' that I may carry on back* cf. bbalaj 'to carry

on back1

(2a) j ^ndule]' that I may be bitter' cf. '^yululaf 'to be

bitter'

(2b): ^nddulej'that I may be expensive' cf.2vtiddula] '^°

expensive'

(3a) i £rjgumeJ' that I may hit' cf:/jytitimajJ 'to beat'

(3b): £rjggume^' that I may touch’ cf: //ytiggumâ  'to

touch'

(4a): £0j31e^J 'that I may spread bed' cf: £yuyala]r 'to s

spread bed'

(4b): £flj jalê j* that I may close' cf: jalaj* to

close'

(5a)^ciseJ 'that I hurt' cf. /.yuzhisajf' to hurt'

(5b)^ccise}'that I iron' cf. ^y ucc*sQ]1to iron'

Table 2.14 Contrasts involving prenasalised reinforced and 

light consonants.

These contrasts are not available in II, Lj, SI, Sp and Tt because 

these lects lack the non-prenasalized consonants /b, d, g/, While both 

the a-forms and the b-forms are pronounced with a nasal 'kick off as 

suggested by Armstrong, native speakers perceive the difference between 

them. (Carter, n. d : 7 observes that while the obstruents /b, d, g/ 

are reinforced they are neither light nor reinforced when they occur 

after a homorganic nasal). We would like to add that the difference 

between the a-forms and the b-forms above lies in the duration of the
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homorgani£». nasal. In the b-forms the duration of the nasal is longer 
than in the a-forms.

The other reinforced consonants are /z, j, c, k/; they are 
presented as /nzz fijj ficc qkk/ respectively in line with the other 
reinforced consonants; (see Chart 2. 12 ). Phonetically these
prenasalized consonants behave in the same way as the prenasalized 
consonants of the b-forms above.

To sum up our discussion so far we can say that all the Tonga lects 
have prenasalized consonants. PI, Vy, and Tk have an additional series 
of prenasalized consonants of the reinforced series /b, c, d, 
j, k, g/. Strictly speaking, the term ' hormoganic* alone is not
adequate to describe the nasal component preceding the prenasalized 
consonants. This is because in PI and II we get nasalized /h/, and 
/hh/ but there is no glottal nasal that is homorganic with these 
consonants.

2.2.3. Observations on Vy and Tk.
We give, below, the table of sound sequences of Vy and Tk. It will 

be seen that some of the sequences are identical to those of PI given 
above. However, there are some phonotactic constraints that affect 
PI but not Vy and Tk; see Chart 2.14, below.
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2. 2. 3. 1 Sequences of consonants, semivowels and 
vowels in Vy and Tk.

p, b, tf d, 1, y, P» c, j, m, n, fi, s, z,

8* k,

f, v

y
w

1 e a o u

+ + + + +

+ + + 
+ + 

+ + + + 
+ + +

Chart 2. 14 Sequences of consonants, semivowels and 
vowels in Vy and Tk.

As In PI we find that /g/ and /k/ can only be followed by /a o u/. 
Those words In which /g/ can be followed by /!/ and /e/ have already 
been accounted for In Table 2.8 above under the discussion of PI. 
However, It should be remembered that Tk does not have /y /; instead it 
has /k/ for every Vy /y/. In this respect, /y/ in the first row in 
Chart 2, 14 should only be read as referring to Vy. This implies that 
Tk differs from Vy and PI Csee Chart 2. 11) in that the sequence /ki/ 
is allowed in Tk. Chart 2. 14 also shows that the following sequences 
are not allowed in Vy and Tk: /fa fe fi fy va ve vi vy /. As there 
are no examples to show what would happen if such sequences arose we 
can illustrate this by examples of loan words from English.



English Vy. cf. PI

(a) 'to fail' yufweela -ytihweela
(b) 'farm* fwaamu (class 5) hwaamu
<c) 'vaseline' vwdsllini (class la) hhw&sillni
(d) 'Vicks* vwiyisi (class la) hhwiyisi
(e) 'film fwilimu (class 5) hwllimu

Table 2. 15 Loans from English in which /f/ and /v/ are 
followed by a non-round vowel.

Table 2. 15 indicates that /w/ is inserted between the consonants 
til and /v/ on one hand and the following nonround vowel. We would 
also like to point out that in PI the English words in table 2. 15 have 
the epenthetic Iwl as in Vy and Tk but instead of /f/ and /v/ PI has 
/h/ and /hh/, respectively.

2.2.3.2. Consonant-Semivowel sequences in Vy and Tk.
Chart 2.15 gives the restrictions on which consonant can be 

followed by a semivowel /y/ or /w/ in a string VCSV, where 'V' = a
vowel, *C* = a consonant and 'S' = /y/ or /w/. (Some of the material 
has been obtained from Fell (1918) and Griffin (1915 ).
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Chart 2. 15 Consonant and Semivowel
sequences in Vy and Tk.

All the consonants of the Tonga lects can precede /w/, with the 
exception of /c/. That /c/ cannot precede /w/ is understandable if we 
accept the characterisation that the sound Cc] comes from the 
sequence /ky/ or /ki/.
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2. 2. 4 Observations on Phonotactlc constraints involving II consonants 
and vowels.

2.2. 4.1 Consonant. Semivowel and Vowel sequences.

The restrictions involving the combinations of consonants and 
vowels in II are given in Chart 2. 16 below.

i e a o u

P. 8. m, t, 1, n. fi. c. sh. k: + + + + +

z. s + + + +

h. hh + +

w + + + +

V + + + + +

Chart 2. 16. Consonant-vowel sequences in ii

Let us now look at the gaps in Chart 2. 16, starting with /s/ and 
/z/. These obstruents cannot be immediately followed by the vowel /!/. 
/s/ alternates with /sh/ while /z/ alternates with /hh/ before /!/. 
This latter alternation is of interest because previous studies of II 
report that /z/ alternates with [zh] when /i/ immediately follows; see 
Doke (1928: 133). Smith (1907: 7) treats /sh/ and /zh/ as 'compound
consonants'. The term compound was perhaps used to mean 'affricate' or 
digraph. As /si / and /z' / are not found before /i/ one might want to

A*/
treat them as allophones of and , respectively. However, this 
would not be correct because the pairs /s/:/sh/ and /z/:/zh/ contrast 
before the other four vowels. Another way of looking at this problem 
is to give the following analysis of [sh] and [zh]:
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/se/--- > C se] /sye/ --- > [ she]
/sa/--- > [ sa] /sya/ --- > [ sha]
/so/--- > [ so] /syo/ --- > [ sho]
/su/--- > [ su] / syu/ --- > [ shu]
/ze/-- > C ze] /zye/ --- > I zhe3
/za/-- > [ za] /zya/ --- > [ zha]
/zo / -- > [ zo] /zyo/ — > [ zhol
/zu/-- > [ zu] /zyu/ — > C zhu]
Chart 2. 17 Analysis of C sh] and [zh] in 11.

The above suggestion can easily be handled in an abstract 
phonological description and it is probably the better way of resolving 
the problem at hand. However, the approach we have adopted in this 
thesis^lies on analyses that can be observed in 'surface phonology*.

2.2.4.2 Consonant-semlvowel sequences in II
The restrictions involving the combinations of consonants and semi

vowels are given in Chart 2.18, below.

y w

i. p. 8. t .  1. m. + +

ii. k. nvt ft]. +

iii. s. n +

iv. h.

V. hh +

vi. c. sh

Chart 2.18: Consonant-semivowel

sequences in II.
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If we now look at the constraint in row <iii> we find /s/ and /z/ 

cannot occur before /y/, This can be accounted for as in Chart 2. 17 

above. Another observation in Chart 2. 18 is that there are no

sequences / cy/ and /shy/ nor /cw / and /shw/, Cc] and [ sh] already 

contain the element C y] in their pronunciation and as such.Ccy] and 

[shy] redundant. The sequence /yw/ is also not permitted in any of
A

the Tonga lects and since [c] and Csh] contain the gesture for Cy] in 

their production we cannot have these sounds followed by a [ y].

2. 2. 5. Observations on L.1 and SI.

2. 2. 5. 1 Consonant-Vowel sequences in L.1 and SI.

The charts 2. 19 and 2.20 below combine the phonotactics of both Lj 

and SI. This is because the restrictions in both lects are the same.

i e a o u

p. 8. t. k. 1. m. n. nvt fil + + + + +

s + + + 4

f 4 4

r\ + 4 +

w + 4

y + + 4 +

Chart 2.19 Consonant, semivowel and vowel 

sequences in L.1 and SI.

As the chart shows the restrictions are fewer in Lj and SI compared 

to lects like PI. With respect to the consonant /s/ before /i/ we can 

see that the constraint is the same as in II discussed in Chart 2. 16-17
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above. In addition we can see that /f/ occurs only before the /of 

and /u/. The constraint is the same as that discussed above under Vy 

and Tk. <See Table 2, 15)

2, 2. 5. 2 Consonant-semivowel combinations in L.1 and SI

Basically the restrictions here are similar to those of II 

illustrated in section 2.2.4.1-2, above, The only difference in the

present case is the addition of /f/ in the inventory.

sh. nvC fi]. r\

Chart 2. 20 Consonant and semivowel 

sequences in Li and SI.

The phonotactic constraint described for II in respect of the 

sequence /si/ and /sy/ also applies to Lj and SI, Chart 2. 19 above 

also indicates that /c/ is found before /w/. This rules out for Lj 

and SI the analysis of /c/ as /ky/ already suggested for PI, Vy, Tk and 

II,

We do not have enough data to conduct a detailed analysis of Lj and 

SI morphophonemics. However, after fN>, /p/ and /l/ have the 

alternants /d/ and /b/ respectively as in all the Tonga lects.

2. 2. 6. Summary.

We now give a conspectus of the phonemic inventories of the Tonga 

lects in one Chart 2. 20 and 2. 21 below. Vowels and consonants are
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given in vertical column on the left hand side while individual lects 

are listed from left to right. The intersection of sound with lect 

will be marked by a ' +' if that sound exists in the lect in question 

and by a ' -' if it does not. The brackets < ) indicate that only a 

few lexical items have the sound in question. On the other hand C ] 

indicates an allophonic realization of the preceding sound. This is

particularly relevant to consonants with alternant forms after a 

homorganic nasal.

as we have taken the decision that prenasalized 

consonants are not unit phonemes we shall not include them in the 

phonemic inventory, just as we have excluded consonant clusters with 

semivowels.

Vowel PI Vy Tk 11 Lj SI sp Tt

i + + + + + + + +

i: + +

e + + + + + + + +

e: +

a + + + + + + + +

a: + +

o + H* + + + + +

05 + +

u + + + + + + +

Ul - - - - - - + +

Chart 2.21 Vowel Inventories of Tonga lects
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ConSenank
pi Vy Tk 11 LJ SI Sp Tt

P + P P P P P p P
b + P P - - - <+) <+)
t + P P P + P p P
d + P + - _ - (+) <P>
k + P P P P P p P
S + P P - - - <+) <P>
c + P P + P P p P
J + P P
P + P P P P P + P
f - P P - P P p P
V - P P - - - p P
s + P P P P P p P
z + P P P - - p P
sh - - - P + P p P
zh +
Y + P -
h + - - P - - p P
hh - - P - - p P
1 + P P P P P p P
m + P P P P P p P
n + P P P P P + P
ft + P P P P P p P
n + P P P P P p P
w + P -P -P P P p P
y + P P P P P p P

Chart 2. 21 Consonant Inventories of Tonga consonants
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CHAPTER 3.

3. SOUND CORRESPONDENCES AND RECONSTRUCTION OF PROTO-TONGA

In chapter 2 we attempted to establish the consonant inventories 

and relevant morphophonemic processes found in each of the Tonga 

lects. It is the aim of the present chapter to relate these inventories 

by reconstructing the sound system of the ancestor lect which we 

shall term * Proto-Tonga*, or 'PT' in short. The theoretical framework 

within which we shall conduct the reconstruction is described above in 

81. 2. 4.

The correspondences presented will be based mainly on verb and 

noun stems. Other lexical categories will not be considered because 

their membership is very restricted. Furthermore non-stem morphemes 

like conjunctions belong to a few closed systems within which 

regularity of correspondence cannot be formally demonstrated because 

the data is too limited to afford recurrent patterns.

We shall distinguish different kinds of stems. In Bantu, verb 

stems fall into two categories: the 'simple* (unextended) stems and the 

extended ones. Generally the unextended stems have the canonical

shape -CVC-a, where ' C' stands for an obstruent, nasal, liquid or 

semivowel and ' V* stands for any vowel. The final vowel /a/ stands for 

the vowel ending in indicative verbs. Other canonical shapes include - 

CV-a and -C^p-a. In some stems there may be a homorganic nasal 

preceding *C*. Furthermore, some verb stems incorporate a semivowel

after an obstruent, nasal or liquid. There are different

correspondences specific to a given stem-type. This will become clear 

in the discussions below. Any verb stem longer than -CVCja or -CVNC-a
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is likely to have a verbal extension incorporated in it. We shall find 

that consonants and vowels in extension position are subject to certain 

constraints.

Noun stems have the canonical shape -pVCV. As in the case of 

verbs there are noun stems in which there may be a homorganic nasal 

preceding ' and some stems incorporate a semivowels after an 

obstruent, nasal or liquid. These will be treated as forming a subset. 

Trisyllabic and other longer stems are generally few and in most cases 

they are derived by various nominalization processes. As in the

case of verb stems, correspondences in extension position of noun stems 

have their own peculiarities; see for example discussion of the 

correspondences involving PI /n/ in 3.1.2 (Table 3.2b).

In some cases it is necessary to refer to a correspondence 

obtaining in a specific environment. For example in a stem of the 

shape CVCV we may refer to C, or V, if the correspondence applies to 

the first consonant or the first vowel of the stem. We may also refer 

to Cs or Va position to draw attention to correspondence obtaining in 

the second consonant or second vowel position.

Finally, other explicit references will be made pertaining to 

the sound preceding or following the one currently being discussed. 

This way we hope to delimit the context in which a given type of 

correspondence is found. Examples of such restrictions can be seen in 

Table 3.26, where before /i/, PI /s/ corresponds to /sh/ in II, Lj 

and SI whereas elsewhere /&/ is found in all lects. Some 

correspondences appear to be unconditioned, e. g. those involving PI 

/t/, /m/ and /n/.

The analysis that follows seeks to be exhaustive, that is, the 

correspondences and reconstructions should account fully for all the
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data in the Appendix leaving for comment only a small residue of 

'aberrant' forms. The sets of correspondences that will be used in the 

reconstruction will be called "correspondence series" or CS in short. 

The term 'correspondence series' is employed here to refer to instances 

where a PI sound shows consistency of correspondence which may be 

either unconditioned or conditioned by environment in word-structure or 

by phonetic context. In the tabulations of the correspondences each 

correspondence series is followed by the reference numbers of the items 

that support it. When appropriate we shall present lexical items on 

which the correspondence are based which are also thought to be 

putative reflexes from PT forms. These lexical items will be termed 

'reflex sets'.

For purely practical reasons the items of PI are given in the 

first column. This has no theoretical significance; we are merely 

continuing the way we designed the questionnaire. Another reason is 

that the researcher being native speaker of PI is aware of sound 

alternations existing in this lect. For this reason a CS is one where 

PI has a uniform entry, while entries in the cognates of other lects 

may show variants. However, the method we have adopted here also 

forces us to split the putative correspondence series in two or more 

subsets of correspondence series if there are variations in the 

reflexes of any of the lects. Examples of such a split can be seen in 

the separation of the treatment of PI /s/ before /!/ from that of PI 

/s/ before other vowels.

We shall proceed in our study as follows. We shall first attempt 

to give the correspondence series together with their phonetic 

environments as far as our data allow us. Then we shall seek to 

reconstruct the proto-segments on the basis of the established
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correspondences.

In the following tables we first list the correspondences in 

which all the Tonga lects have the sound in question in comparable 

cognates. Where a lect lacks a cognate we indicate this absence with a 

dash ' .  It is often not possible or desirable to give all the 

correspondences in tabular form because doing so would create , in some 

cases, very large tables covering a page or more <e. g. Table 3.7). A 

practical solution to this was devised whereby only a limited number of 

correspondences are tabulated and the rest of the correspondences 

listed by reference numbers of the Appendix. The reference numbers 

together with the items that are tabulated read as one table. As we 

have already indicated C.S. are grouped according to realisation in PI. 

Prenasalised consonants are generally treated separately, but may 

sometimes be subsumed under the corresponding single consonant (e. g. t 

and nt in 3. 1. 8).



3.1 Consonants
3. 1.1 Correspondence series involving PI /m/

PI Vy Tk II Lj SI SP Tt References

m m m m m m m m  71,151,329,332,337,338,

399, 384, 469, 473, 478,

489, 497, 529, 586, 588, 590, 

616, 652, 665

m m m m m m — m 338, 408

m m m m m - _ - 73a,293a

m m m - m m m m 96a

m m m m - m m 76a

m m m m m _ m m 174a

(See also: 13a, 32a, 77a, 87a, 97a, 106a, 132a, 109a, 146a, 164a,

193a, 252a, 275a, 306a, 314a, 316a, 339a, 349a, 356a, 376a, 386a, 397a, 

434a, 444a, 458a, 474a, 485a, 498a, 535a, 537a, 542a, 554a, 557a, 563a, 

573a, 575a, 591a, 596a, 601a, 612a, 631a, 645, 652a).

Table 3. 1. Correspondence series involving PI /m/ in all 

environments

PI /in/ corresponds to /m/ in all the other lects In all environments. 

There are 71 lexical items in which the correspondences in Table 3. 1 

are found.

The correspondence is symbolized as *m in PT.



3. 1. 2 Correspondence series involving PI /n/.

PI Vy Tk II Lj SI Sp Tt References

n n n n n n n n  100, 141, 247, 250, 337, 362,

396, 449, 586, 589, 665

n n n n n — n n 12a

n n n n n n - n 20a, 99a

n n n n n n n — 130a

(See also 47a, 50a, 54a, 62a, 72a, 89a, 112a, 139a, 140a, 188a, 193a, 

233a, 252a, 261a, 249a, 314a, 331a, 333a, 349a, 352a, 355a, 410a, 411a, 

421a, 424a, 426a, 429a, 444a, 458a, 474a, 475a, 485a, 486a, 499a, 509a, 

527,542, 557a, 573, 599a, 622a, 630a).

Table 3, 2a: Correspondence series involving PI /n/ in all 

environments

There are 57 lexical items in which the correspondences in Table 3.2 

are found. PI /n/ corresponds to /n/ in all the lects in all the 

environments. Note that /ny/ has been treated as representing a

simple consonant Cffl, see 3.1.3 below.

There are however, a few lexical items showing skewed 

correspondences of PI /n/. These are given in Table 3.2b. An 

alternation /m/ versus /n/ can be found in PI 'yu-doneya versus Vy 

yudomeya ’to light a cigarette* <547), (547) is a patent loan word,

though from an unkown source. Other reflex sets, in which /n/ 

alternates irregularly with /!/, are shown in Table 3.2b. It is
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noteworthy that all of these alternations are in extension position, 

and, with the exception of 533a, C2 is prenasalised.

(333a) '(344a) (477a) (533a/b)

'rooster' 'tick' 'to hatch' 'to undo

sewing'

PI xnuzirjgini nzeijgene yuyoi^kona yudapununa

Vy muzi^gili nseijg£le 'yiiyogkona ytidapulula

Tk -------  ns£ijgele ktikoijkona kuzambununa

II -------- ns6?jgele ---------- ktizambulula

Lj -------- mdsdijg£le kukoijkola ----------

SP -------- maserjgele --------- ----------

Table 3. 2b Skewed correspondences of /n/

The correspondences /n/i 71/ (and /n/: /m/) in the above examples are 

irregular. Items (333a) and (344a) represent stems that probably 

incorporated extensions, in PT. The discrepancy between PI /n/ and /l/ 

in the other lects in these two nouns may be accounted for if we 

compare the behaviour of the applied verb extension -11- when it is 

suffixed to the verb stems ending in a simple nasal e.g. /in/ and /n/. 

The rule is that -in- is found after verb stems that end in a nasal 

whereas the alternant -il- occurs elsewhere including after stems 

ending in prenasalized consonants. In (333a) and (344a) the lects with 

/l/ seem to follow this latter pattern suggesting an irregularity in PI 

in the nouns in question. Even in PI other nouns have the extension 

-ele or -ili as in: zhi-pembele 'rhinoceros'; mwiingili 'species of
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tree* and zhiBengele. * species of bird*.

(477a) would also seem to have an extension in the form of -on-. 

This ending in PI contrasts with that of 'yddonkola. * to pierce' 

((548a), in Appendix). As the stems of (477a) and (548a) both end in 

-nk- the extension should have been either on or -ol- in both verb 

stems. However -ol- is the regular ending rather than -on- given in 

PI. PI again represents an irregularity.

Let us look at (533a). The verb stem here has an extension in 

the form -ulul in Vy and -unun- in PI. This extension is generally

known as the ' reversive' in Bantu. Further treatment of this extension 

can be found in 2.1.2.1 (Table 2.3). There is no question of

assimilation here because the putative simple stem would be -da6~. 

which does not end in a nasal. We are unable to account for the form 

of (533a) at present.

3. 1. 3 Correspondence series involving PI /ny/.

PI Vy Tk II Li SI SB Tt______ Ref erences

ny ny ny - ny ny ny ny 96a

ny ny ny - ny ny - - 152a

ny ny ny ny ny ny - - 3a

ny ny - - - - - - 36a

Table 3. 3a Correspondence series of PI /ny/ in 

the environment before C—rd3.

The above correspondences are exemplified in only a few cognates. 

However they are exemplified in C, and C2 positions of stems and before 

the vowels /a, e, i/ or alternatively before non-round vowels. As far 

as II, Lj and SI are concerned Table 3.3a shows complementarity with
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Table 3.3b below where /ny/ suggests an alternant /n/ before round 

vowels and /w/:

<31) (156) <125)

" to drink' 'to suck" "salt"

PI yunywa ■yimyoî ka munyo

Vy yunywa --- munyo

Tk kunywa kunyorjka munyo

11 kunwa kunoijka mwino

Lj kQnwa --- mwino

SI kOnwa --- ---

sp kunywa kunyooijkd mwiinyo

Tt kunywa kunydorjka ---

Table 3.3b: Reflex sets of PI ny before C+rd3t

There are two counter examples to Table 3.3b. The first mu-nyono 

1 malice" <297b) where we have a palatal nasal in Lj and SI In spite of

the fact that the following is a back vowel. The other is PI linyo

versus SP and Tt liinyo "tooth" <173). The problem with <173) is that

SP and Tt form has a palatal nasal in contradiction to Table 3.3b. It 

is possible here to argue that the original PT nasal was *n which

became reinforced in accordance to the phenomenon associated with class 

5 nouns. The problem is how to account for differential treatment of
-jft

<125) and <173). Perhaps *1 was lost after i of Class 5 prefix<^.i->.

but retained after /u/ of class 3 Cmu~).
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3. 1.4: Correspondence series involving PI /t)/. There are only three

Instances of prevocallc /n/ in our data as Table 3. 4 below shows.

PI Vy Tk II Lj SI Sp Tt References.

597
T | - r | T ) r | r i - -  584a

T j r j r | T i ^ r | - -  585

Table 3. 4 Correspondence series invloving PI /r\/

It was pointed out in Chapter 2 (section 2.2.2.3) that this nasal is
*.tt

synchronically marginal ^ the Tonga. lects. Item <585a) q61a

'scotchcart* is a loan word and <584a> rfdnda 'house* and (597)

mu^ar^ga or r̂ at̂ ga ' witchdoctor' are in Ganda Law environment described 

in 2.2.2.3 and could be attributed to PT *g. There is uncertainty

about the velar nasal and since it is found in so few words

prevocalically we feel we cannot reconstruct it for PT.

3. 1. 5 correspondence series involving PI 76/ and /mb/.

3*1* 5.1 Correspondence series involving PI /B/

The above correspondences show no variation. They are found in all 

positions and before all vowels, -J „ - -
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P1 Vy Tk II Lj SI Sp Tt References

P P P P P P P P  83, 123, 157, 187, 201-2,
212, 216,220-222, 224,
222, 224, 229,
231-2,234-5, 289, 303 
345, 390, 433, 656

(See also 23a, 24a, 26a, 53a, 61a, 75a, 84a, 112a, 130a, 133a, 175a , 
176a, 182a, 192a, 142a, 203a, 204a, 205a, 206a, 207a, 208a, 209a, 210a, 
211a, 213a, 214a, 215a, 217a, 218a, 219a, 223a, 225a, 226a, 227a, 228a, 
230a, 233a, 236a, 237a, 238a, 239a, 240a, 241a, 268a, 288a, 318a, 326a, 
340a, 375a, 403a, 451a, 452a, 454a, 457a, 464a, 479a, 491a, 507, 517a, 533a, 
534a, 541a, 555a, 556a, 560a, 561a, 593a, 650a, 582a, 583a, 593a, 623a,
643a)

Table 3.5. Correspondence series involving PI 78/.

For /mb/ see section 3. 1. 5. 2, Table 3.6 below. There are 98 

items in which the correspondences above are found in our data.

There are a few lexical stems that do not fit into the above 

regularity. The first one is PI /p/ in yuBi.la. which corresponds to 

'zero* consonant in SI kwipa. 'to be bad ' (219). The other two which

show apparent alternations with /p/ and with /b/ are the natural 

consequence of a change in noun class. We should just note here that 

the correspondence /p/ to /b/ in (30) and (649) is expected because 

/Np/ is realised as mb (see Table 2. 14 in Chapter 2). Similarly /p/ 
is realised as Ebb] in class 5 (See 2.2. 2.7, Table 2.13b).

3.1.5.2 Correspondence series involving PI /mb/.

PI /mb/ corresponds to /mb/ in the other lects in all environments 

except apparently before /y/. Let us look at Table 3.6 below.
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P1 Vy Tk II Lj SI Sp Tt References

mb mb mb mb mb mb mb mb 127, 135,
158,180
231-2,285,303,466,526 

mb mb - mb mb mb - - 21a
mb mb mb mb mb mb - - 205a, 233a
mb - mb - - mb - mb 131a
mb mb mb - - - - - 124a
(See also 9a, 108, 312a, 313a, 320a, 333a, 335a, 351a, 365a, 387a, 
409a, 418a, 435a, 443a, 496a, 511a, 512a, 526aa, 526a, 564a, 598a, 
599a, 625a, 641a, 648a, 658a, 663a, 670a, 678a)

Table 3. 6 Correspondence series Involving PI /mb/

The correspondence series in Tables 3. 5 and 3. 6 are in complementary 

distribution. The correspondences in Tables 3.5 and 3. 6 show similar 

alternations to those in Tables 3.14a and 3. 14b below.

We reconstruct PT
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3. 1. 6 Correspondences involving /!/ and /nd/.
3. 1.6. 1 Correspondence series involving PI /!/.

PI Vy Tk II Lj SI Sp Tt References

1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1  15,22,37,48,64,71,90,115

118, 123, 136, 160, 177, 216,

222, 224, 242, 258, 260, 266,

277, 280, 281, 285, 310, 334,

343, 344, 346, 347, 360, 361,

381, 382, 383, 384, 385, 388,

390, 394, 399, 519, 525, 531,

605,652,656 

1 1 1 - 1 1 1 1  203a

1 1 1 1 - - 1 1  16a, 24a, 204a

(see also 6a, 13a, 47, 92a, 108a, 113a, 119a, 148a, 164a, 172a,

176a, 179a, 186a, 215a, 217a, 230a, 237a, 238a, 244a, 245a, 248a, 249a, 

253a, 257a, 259a, 262a, 265a, 269a, 270a, 274a, 275a, 276a, 283a, 284a, 

290a, 301a, 305a, 307a, 308a, 321a, 322a, 324a, 340a, 325a, 350a, 358a, 

364a, 366a, 367a, 375a, 376a, 377a, 378a, 379a, 380a, 385, 386a, 387a, 

391a, 392a, 393a, 398a, 400a, 402a, 407a, 414a, 417a, 419a, 358a, 430a, 

440a, 442a, 443a, 446a, 48a, 450a, 453a, 454a, 463a, 464a, 465a, 470a, 

471a, 480a, 481a, 483a, 493a, 506a, 510a, 512a, 515a, 517a, 518a, 522a, 

527a, 528, 534a, 544a, 546, 548a, 553a, 562a, 568a, 569a, 570a, 578a, 

580a, 583a, 585a, 595a, 596a, 609a, 612a, 619a, 621a, 625a, 627a, 628a, 

633a, 634a, 640a, 641a, 643a, 644a, 646a, 650a, 655a, 657a, 567a, 659a, 

661a,675a,677a)

Table 3. 7 Correspondence series involving PI 71/
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P1 /l/ corresponds to /l/ in all environments and stem positions. 

Mote however, that Eli is not found after <M>, nor with class 5 

prefix for which see Tables 3.8 and 3.16 below. /I/ is in

complementary distribution with Ed3 after (N> in all the lects (see 

Table 3.8 below) and in class 5 it has a reinforced alternant Edd3 

in PI, Vy and Tk (see Table 3. 16, section 3. 1. 11.2).

There are 174 lexical items in which the correspondences in 

Table 3.7 are found.

3.I.6.2 Correspondence series involving PI /nd/.

PI Vy Tk 11 Lj SI Sp Tt References.

nd nd nd nd nd nd nd nd 98,178, 385, 467a

nd nd nd nd nd nd nd - 414a

nd nd nd nd nd nd - nd 621a,669a

nd nd nd nd nd nd 206a, 243a, 286a, 

353a

nd nd - nd nd nd - - 207a

nd nd nd nd nd *— — — 121a, 315a 

412a

nd nd nd nd nd _ — nd 660a

(see also 48a,248a,321a, 378a, 391a, 413a, 419a, 445a, 446a, 

476a, 514a, 520a, 546a, 608a, 638a, 646a, 667a)

Table 3. 8 Correspondence series Involving PI /nd/.
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P1 /nd/ corresponds to /nd/ in all environments. /nd/ does not 

occur in C, position. However nouns in classes 9 and 10 this is 

allowed but as the realisation of /Nl/ (e. g. PI ndongwe 

' groundnuts* >. The prefix cannot be separated from the stem.'. We 

can in fact make a ge^ralisation to include [mb] and Cr|k3 which are 

the phonetic realisations of /N(3/ and /tty/ respectively (see Chapter

2, Chart 2. 12).

However, in the current problem there are 33 lexical items in 

which the correspondences in the above table are found. As indicated 

in 3. 1.6. 1 above /l/ is not found after (Nl in which position it is

in complementary distribution with /d/. We reconstruct *nd for

Tables 3. 7 and 3. 8 provisionally, pending discussion of the

correspondence of PI /d/ in 3.1.11.2 below. We are assuming that the

synchronic alternation /l/ to /d/ after /n/ was operative in PT as 

well.

3. 1. 7 Correspondence series involving PI /p/ and those in which SI

has /p/ corresponding to /y/. /w/ and zero consonant in PI and

other core lects.

3. 1. 7. 1 Reflex sets in which PI has /p/.

PI /p/ corresponds to /p/ in all the core lects and to /h/ in

Sp and Tt (Table 3.9b), although a few cases show /p/ also in Sp and

Tt (Table 3.9a and Table 3,10b). There are however lexical items 

in SI and sometimes in Lj as well in which /p/ corresponds to /h/ in

Sp and Tt. In some of these cases we get /y/f /w/ or /©/ in PI and

the other core lects; see 3, 1.7.2 (Table 3.10a) below.

We shall be concerned with two problems in this section: (a)
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When do SP and Tt have /p/ and when /h/; when does PI, Vy, Tk and II 

have a zero consonant or /y/ and when /p/. These two questions are 

interrelated but we shall deal with the first one in 3.1.7. 1 and the 

second in 3. 1. 7. 2.

There are three cognates which show a correspondence of /p/ in

all the eight lects. These are given in Table 3.9a, below. Since

there are only three cognates showing invariant /p/ in all the lects

we cannot at the moment say whether this is the regular

correspondence or not until we have considered all the other 

correspondences. The complete uniformity in Table 3.9a could

easily be due to lect contact, especially since SP and Tt have no 

cognates in many of words with /p/ in the core lects as Table 3.9c 

below shows,

<246) (250) (251)

'to suffer' 'to get well' 'to wipe out dirt'

PI ytipenga yupona yupuyuta

Vy yupenga ytipona yupuyuta

Tk kupenga kupona kupukut a

11 ktipenga ktipona kupukuta

Lj kiipenga kupona kupukut a

SI kupenga kdpona kupukuta

sp kup£nga kup6na kuptikuta

Tt kup&nga kupona kupukuta

Table 3. 9a Reflex sets in which PI /p/ corresponds to /p/ 

in all the lects.
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We shall now turn our attention to Table 3. 9b below.

There Is a limited number of lexical items in which PI /p/

corresponds to /h/ in Sp and Tt. These are given in Table 3.9b

below. For ease of reference the lexical stems of PI and Sp/Tt are
s i'iteincluded on the right hand of the table.

PI Vy Tk ii Lj SI sp Tt Ref erences.

PI. : SB/Tt

p P P p P P h h 60, *. -pa~ -ha-,

242 -pal- -hal-

py py py py - py hy hy 104a: - p y - -hy-

py py py py - py hy hy 255: -p y - -hy-

Table 3. 9b Correspondence series involving PI /p/ and /h/ 

in SB/Tt.

The above table shows four lexical items in which PI and the 

remaining core lects have /p/ and Sp and Tt /h/, As the data 

indicate there are too few items on which to base any firm 

conclusions about the correspondences. Nevertheless, as a

conjecture, we can say that the data in Table 3. 9b come from the 

source in which PT had *p and that only SP and Tt changed this 

original consonant to /h/. This analysis forces us to re-examine the 

data in Table 3. 9a above in which Sp and Tt have /p/ instead of /h/, 

We can attribute the data in 3.9a to sources in which PT had *p but 

that the lexical items that have /p/ in Sp and Tt are possibly loans.

There are however lexical items in SI and sometimes in Lj as
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well in which /p/ corresponds to /h/ in Sp and Tt, In some of these 

cases we get /y/, /w/ or zero consonant in PI and the other core

lects. We deal with these latter correspondences in 3.1.7.2.

Before we turn to 3, 1,7.2 we would like to show that there are 

correspondences in which the core lects have /p/ and that in the 

words Involved there are no comparable words in Sf3 and Tt; see table 

3.9c below. The significance of Table 3.9c will be seen when we 

discuss the data in Table 3.10a below.

PI Vy Tk II Lj SI SP Tt References

p p p p p p - -  243a, 252a, 406a, 487a

p p p p p - - -  45a, 245a, 377a, 437a,

515a

p p p ~ p p - -  248a, 254a

p p p - p - - -  628a

p p p - - - - -  106a, 249a, 322a,

647a

p p - - - - - -  19a

p - - - - - - -  617a

Table 3. 9c Correspondence series involving PI /p/ in all 

stem positions and environments.

There are 18 lexical items in which the above

correspondences are found. Out of these sixteen of them are verbs. 

Of the sixteen verbs six have /p/ in C-, position which were elicited
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with the infinitive prefix {711). We shall only give PI forms here: 

yflpanda 'to clear woods for farming' (243a); yflpumuna 'to rest'

(252a); (PI ytipatila 'to be jammed' (245a); yupindula 'to turn

inside out' (248a>; yupwaya 'to crash' (254a) and yupola 'to change 

residence' (249a). In all these verbs the /u/ of the Infinitive 

prefix (yul is the invironment where we get the correspondence /w/ in 

Table 3. 10a below although this is not the case in the present case.

There are six lexical items in which /p/ is found after /m/.

Out of these one is a class 9/10 noun namely PI mpemo 'nose'

(106a), The rest are verbs of which we give only the PI forms:

yusimpa 'to erect pole in the ground' (406a); PI yulampa (377a) 'to

be tali’; yflhumpa ' become blunt' (647a); yuumpa 'to burn' (19a); 

yuywempa ' to snatch1 (617a).

There also some verbs in which /p/ is found in Cffi position. Two

are found after /a/ e.g, (PI: yfltapaula 'to scatter' (515a)) and

II ktizapula 'to tear' (322a); Others are found after /o/ or /u/ in

respective lects: (PI yuhyupuya 'to slip from grip* (437a); -yuvupa

'to peel' (459a); yflyopela ' to button up' (628a)). In this

position shall also include one noun PI muyupa 'milk' (487a). All 

these are discussed again in Table 3.10b below where we discuss their 

relationship with the data in Table 3. 10a.
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3. 1.7. 2 Reflex sets in which SI has /p/ but PI /y/. /w/ or zero 

consonant.

The reflex sets in which SI has /p/ but PI and some core lects 

/y/, /w/ or zero consonant,

(14)
1 black'

(15)
'blood1

(17)
' bone'

(134c)
' short'

(247)
' hoe 
handle1

PI •yusiya Pulowa zhihuwa (-hw&dhwi mw-iini
Vy Yusiya pulowa cifuwa mwlini
Tk kusiya Pulowa cifuwa mwlini
11 kushiya Pulowa cihuwa mwlini
Lj kushiya pulowa cifuwa mtiplni
SI kushipa milopa ciftipa -fupi mtipini
sp kusiha malohct cifuhd -f uhi muhini
Tt kuslha maldha ciftiha -f uhi mtihini

(259b) (291) (450a) (121b)
1 to become 'to tear ' root'
less'

PI Ydzheya yuyaula
Vy kticeya ydyaula
Tk kticeya kdyaula
11 lcuceya kdzapula
Lj kulipila kticeya
SI kulipila kticepa mtipishipishi
sp kulihd muhisi
Tt kuliha mtihisi 1

Table 3. 10a. Reflex sets in which SI has /p/ but PI /y/. /w/ or 

zero consonant.

We can make the following observations about the above table.

1): in items (14), (15), <17), <121b>, <134c), (247) and

(259b) /p/ in SI corresponds to /h/ in Sp and Tt.

(2): in some of the items like (14), (15), (17) and (291a)

/y/ and /w/ in PI correspond to /p/ in SI and Lj and to /h/

in Sp and Tt.



(3): item <247) shows that the 'zero1 consonant in PI, Vy,

Tk and II corresponds to /p/ in SI and sometimes in Lj and 

to /h/ in SP and Tt.

<4): (291) is similar to <14). The only difference in the

former is that there are no cognates in SP and Tt.

<5): Finally we can see that in <450a) there is a 'zero'

consonant in PI, Vy and Tk against /p/ in II. However,

<450a) is problematic particularly for PI, Vy and Tk because 

of the existence of item <322a): 'yfizapula which is identical 

to the II form. Speakers in the lects concerned use either 

form freely. We shall ignore <450a) and <322a) for the sake 

of the present discussion.

We shall suggest two possibilities in the development of the data in 

Table 3. 10a above, The first one is to say that the PT forms had 

originally which was lost in PI and some of the lects but that 

developed into /p/ in SI and /h/ in Sp and Tt. This would imply

merger in SI, Sp and Tt with the developments suggested in 3, 1. 7. 1

above where PT #p was regained in SI but developed into /h/ in Sp 

and Tt. Depending on the vowel preceding(j)'the reflex in PI, Vy, Tk 

and II is /w/ or /y/ <i. e. /w/ after /o u/ and /y/ after /i e/. 

There is a problem with this kind of development. This concerns 

the complete disappearance of PT As such we do not know what

happened to this sound in other environments like stem initially, 

after /a/ and after the nasal. Apart from item <247) where /p/ in SI 

and /h/ in Sp and Tt correspond to 'zero consonant' to the remaining 

lects the development of in various lects is non-stem initial

position. It is therefore uncomforting to suggest a proto-segment 

which was only found in restricted positions and environment.



We shall reserve final judgement until we have considered the second 

alternative below.

The second alternative is the one that suggests PT *p as the

original PT consonant for Table 3.10a. Looking at <14, 15, 17, 247 and

291 ) one might say that perhaps PT *p was lost after the vowels /!/, 

/e/, /o/ and /u/ in PI, Vy, Tk and II and that the semivowel we get in 

these cognates is determined by the preceding vowel, i.e. /y/ after 

/i/;/e/ and /w/ after /o/ /u/ as already suggested in the preceding

paragraph. The vowels /i e o u/ share the feature f-low3. This 

means we could derive all the items in the above table from forms that 

had *p in PT. /h/ in SfJ and Tt developed as suggested for the 

correspondences in Table 3.9b above while /p/ was retained in SI and 

sometimes in Lj. There are problems with this suggestion as can be 

seen in Table 3. 10b. The data show that /p/ appears in the

environments in which it would be expected to have been lost in some

lects or have the correspondence /h/ in others. We supply these data 

in Table 3. 10b below. Table 3.10b also includes cases in which the 

correspondence in Sp and Tt is /p/ rather than /h/, contrary to the 

observations in Tables 3. 9b and 3. 10a above.
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(45a) (437a) (459a) (487a)
'feather* * to slip from 'to peel* ‘milk1

grip'

PI pepe 
Lj lipepe
SI -----
Sp ----
Tt -----

(502a)
'whip*

Pi -----
Lj ciswepu 
SI ciswepu
sp ---
Tt ciw6pu

Yuhyupuya
kusupuka
kushipuka

yuyupa

(515a)
* to scatter* 
ytit apaula 
kutapuula

muyupa
mukupa
makupa

(542b)
* t o be bent *

kupetama
kupetama
kupetama
kupetama

(628a)
'to button up*
ytiyopela
ktikopela

Table 3. 10b Reflex set with /p/ after /a e A o u / in P1.L.1. SI.
SS and Tt only.

One item shows /p/ in PI (yupandula 'to split (e.g. wood)' 
corresponding to /©/ in Vy and II (ywaandula/kwaandula). We shall treat 
this as a divergent correspondence.

The foregoing has explored the correspondences involving /p/ in PI 
and SI. We have also suggested two possible sources for the 
correspondences. We cannot attribute all the above cognates to a single 
source in PT because there are too many data that would not be 
accounted for. For example if we say that PT *p became /w/ in PI, Vy,
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Tk and II we cannot account for /p/ in these lects in yuhyupuka (437a>; 
Yuyupa (459a), Yfryopela (628a) and muyupa (487a). We cannot even 
account for the data in Table 3.9a (namely ytipa (60> yupala (242), 
ytipya and yupya (104a) since in these words /p/ is preceded by the

In PI the second and third person subject singular pronouns are both 
represented by a homophomous (u> in certain tenses. These pronouns can 
be directly prefixed to verb stems beginning in /p/ such as those in 
Table 3.9b e.g. up6 'that you give'. The third person object pronoun 
singular is (mu>- can also be prefixed to verb stem beginning with /p/ 
e.g. Bdmupa 'they have given him*. Finally /p/ in PI can be preceded 
by /i/ as in the case of reflexive pronoun tlil, e.g. BAlipa 'they have 
given themselves up'. Since /p/ in PI can be preceded by any of the 
vowels /i e a o u/ it is difficult to maintain the suggestion that PT 
*P was lost in PI after certain vowels especially /i e o u/ although
such an environments can be stated as after E-lowl. The only data that
can be accounted for are those in Table 3. 10a.

If however, we propose that the correspondences in Table 3. 10a are 
from PT and that we get /w/ after /o u/ and /y/ after /i e/ as
suggested already we can exclude Table 3.9b. The data in Table 3. 10b
may be accounted for as skewed items. Then Table 3.9b can be derived 
from PT *p. The problems with this suggestion have already been 
indicated above. As can be seen from the data ^  is no longer realised 
in any of the lects unless we were to suggest that it became /p/. We 
shall abondon this position in favour of PT *p for the following 
reasons. The main reason deals with the fact in SI /p/ is reflected 
not only in Tables 3, 9(a-b) but also in Tables 3. 10(a-b>. Similarly we

infinitive prefix (yu-l. There are also other grammatical elements 
... , that can precede /p/. We shall illustrate from data in PI.
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get /h/ for the SB and Tt reflexes in Tables 3.9b and 3.10a. We feel 
that SI represents the original situation in all the correspondences 
presented above. At this point we can also look at the situation in 
wider Bantu. For SI milopa 'blood* (15), cifupa * bone' (17) and -f upi 
•short* (134) we get the following respective Nyanja equivalents mlopa 
'blood*, cipfupa 'bone* and -fupi 'short'. SI -cepa * to become few' 
(291a) has also an equivalent in Nyanja, namely -cepa. These forms of 
Nyanja persuade us to believe that we should reconstruct PT fcp1. We 
shall therefore maintain that the environments in which PI, Vy, Tk and 
II have /y/ or /w/ should remain as [-low]. There is an obvious 
problem with the data in Table 3.9a-b but data from wider Bantu have 
persuaded us to reconstruct PT *p.
3- 1- 7. 3 Summary of correspondeces involving /p/.

Table PI Vy Tk II Lj SI S(3 Tt PT

3.9b p p p p p p h h *p 3. 1.7. 1

Chart 3. la Summary of correspondences involving PI /p/

Table PI Vy Tk II Lj SI SP Tt PT Environment Reference.

3.10a w w w w w p h h * p / C o  u3___ 3. 1. 7. 2
3.10a y y y y p p h h *p /ti e3___ 3. 1.7.2
3. 10c P P P P P ~ ~ - * P  elsewhere 3. 1. 7. 2
Chart 3. lb Summary of the correspondences involving SI /p/.

1. It is possible that SI /p/ diffused into Soli area; see
Chap$ &
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3. 1.8 Correspondence series involving PI t.

PI Vy Tk II Lj SI Sp Tt References

t t t t t t t t  22,35,42,43,68,111,187,212,
251, 382, 388, 455, 478, 500, 519, 
522, 525, 526, 529, 530, 531, 532, 
590,603, 676

t t t t t t - t  253a, 294a, 511 
t t t - t t t t  373a 
t t t - t - -  - 74a
t t - t - - - ~  86a
t - t - - t - ~  131a
(See also 56a, 81, 137a, 218a, 263a, 278a, 290a, 294a, 359a, 376a, 
393a, 420a, , 425a, 431a, 463a, 482a, 490a, 493a, 506a, 507a, 508a, 
509a, 510a, 512a, 514a, 515a, 516, 517a, 518a, 520a, 521a, 523a, 524a, 
527a,528a,608a,609a, 666a).

Table. 3.11: Correspondence series involving PI /t/.

PI /t/ corresponds to /t/ in all environments and stem positions. 
In one word, (531), PI /ty/ corresponds to /c/ in SB and Tt in the 
verb stem -tyol-/-col- 'to break'. There is no other example of this 
kind of correspondence. Although the development is entirely plausible 
a correspondence series cannot be established on the strength of a 
single item. The correspondences in Table 3. 11 are found in 70 items.

The correspondence series is symbolised as *t in PT.
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3*1* 9 Correspondence series involving PI /k/.
There are 17 correspondences (given in Tables 3. 12a and 3.12b) in 

which PI /k/ corresponds to /k/ in all the lects. These 
correspondences are of interest because, from the point of view of PI 
and Vy, they contrast with the regular correspondences in Table 3. 21 
(section 3.1.15.1 below) where /k/ in other lects corresponds to /y/ in 
PI and Vy. In Chapter 2 we pointed out that /k/ is a reinforced 
consonant in PI and that it is associated with the strenthening in 
class 5 prefix (see 2.2. 2. 6, Table 2.13a). Secondly, /k/ in PI is 
associated with loss of stem initial and postvocalic /i/ still present 
in some lects like II, Lj, SI, Sp and Tt (see 3.2.8).

The correspondences in which PI /Ic/ corresponds to /k/ in all the 
lects are given in Tables 3.12a (11 lexical items) and 3.12b (6 lexical 
items).



PI VY Tk 11 L1 SI sp Tt Ref erencees
k k lc k k k - 90a
k k k k k k - - 523
k k k k k k k k 136a
k k k k k k k k 500a
k k k k k k k k 221,505
k k k k _ - k k 328a
k k k k k - - - 405a
k k - k - - - - 494a
k k k k k k _ — 498a. 594a
Table 3.12a. Correspondence series involving PI /k/.
(In the II, Lj, SI, and Tt reflexes /k/ is 

preceded by /!/, which is not found in the other lects.. 
(11 items)).

PI Vy Tk 11 L1 SI SB Tt
k k k k k k k k
k k - k k k - „

k k k k k k - -
k k k - _ - - -
k k k k k k - _

k k —

497(kumi/md-yumi; 5/6) 
21a(kumbi/ma-yumbi; 5/6) 
496a(kombo/m&-yombo; 5/6) 
501a(kwa/ma—ywa; 5/6) 
503a(kowa/ma-yowa; 5/6) 
137a(kutu/md-yutu: 5/6)

Table 3. 12b. Correspondence series involving PI /k/ in 
classes 5 and 6 noun (6 items).

Let us first examine the correspondences in Table 3. 12a by giving 
the cognates in which the correspondence series in Table 3. 12a are 
based:
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(90a) (136) (500) (523a)
'to live' 1 to sit' 'to become * to put

satiated) head*

PI yukala yukala ydkuta yutuka
Vy yukala yukala ytikut a ytituka
Tk kukala kukala kukut a kutuka
11 kukala kukala kukut a kutwika
Lj kukala kwikala kukuta kutwika
SI kwikala kwikala kwikuta kutwika
S(5 kwik&la kwiikuta
Tk kwiikdla kwilkuta

Table 3.12c Reflex sets In which PI /k/ is preceded by /!/ 
in some lects.

As table 3.12c indicates some of the lects have cognates in which 
/k/ is preceded by /i/ or /ii/ but that this vowel is consistently 
missing in the other lects like PI, Vy and Tk. Since /y/ in PI and Vy 
regularly corresponds to /k/ in the other lects we should now try to 
account for the presence of /k/ in Table 3.12c.

The first question to ask is whether /k/ in PI and Vy in the 
correspondences above is related to the absence of /i/ before this 
consonant . In order to try and answer this question we should also 
find out whether there are any cases in PI and Vy in which /k/ is 
preceded by /i/ stem initially or postvocalically. If such examples 
exist then the incidence of PI /k/ in Table 3. 12c cannot be attributed 
to the loss of this vowel. Going by the data in the above table one
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would expect that when /i/ precedes we should always get lyi instead of 
/k/ in PI and Vy. Let us examine the data below.

(221) (328a> (405a> (494a)
•to put' 'to bury 'to put wood 'to put axe

 ' in handle*
PI ytipika 
Vy yhpika 
Tk ktipika 
II ktipika 
Lj kOpika 
SI kupika 
Sp kupiika 
Tt kupiika 
CB *-bllk-

(505)
* fire-place 

PI zhlko 
Vy clko 
Tk clko 
II clko 
Lj clko 
SI clko 
Sp clko 
Tt clko______

yuzika
yuzika
kuzika
kuhhika

kuzllka
kuzllka
*-dltk-

on fire'
yhsika
yusika
kusika
ktishika
ltilshika

yiiywika

yiiywika

kukwlka

Table 3.12d Lexical items in which /k/ is preceded by /i/ in 
all the lects.
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It is also true in PI and Vy that the consonant /y/ is also found

after the vowel /i/ as can be seen in items (55a) hiyunku/siyunkwe.
'fog* (55a); yusiya * to arrive* (404) and yflsindiyila 'to accompany*
(414). Given this situation it is important to delimit specifically
which /i/ we are talking about instead of assuming an unconditioned
environment /i/. We shall now pursue this point below.

Item (405a) has a restricted distribution in wider Bantu and for
this reason very little can be said about this item.

In items (221) and (328) we have a long vowel preceding /k/ in SP
and Tt. Vowel length here is attributed to PT (see 3.2.2.1.). This
(i.e. long vowel) is one of the environments in which the following /k/
was reinforced in PI which in turn was also accompanied by reduction
of vowel quantity in the remaining core lects. PI has the reinforced
/k/ in (494a) because etymologically the form in PT was *-ku*k-. PT
** here occurred postvocalically and this is another environment where
we get reinforcement of /k/ in PI. In Table 3. 12c above we have
reinforced /kf in PI again because this consonant immediately follows
post vocalic *i of PT (i.e. *-tu*k~). It is suggested here that

&postvocalic *i developed into postvocalic which has, reinforcingA
characteristic as in class 5

If we look at the etymologies of items (221) and (328a) we find 
that in the cases under discussion CB *k was preceded by a long vowel 
and a cedilla vowel respectively. In the cases where CB *k was 
preceded by *1 we find that this vowel is absent in PI and Vy but 
reflected as /i/ in remaining lects. However, the following CB *k is 
is reflected as a reinforced consonant as already indicated in the 
previous paragraph. But it is not the case that *1 caused 
reinforcement of the following *k. If this were so item (404) -sik-
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(CB *-pfk-) would have been reinforced. In this case CB does not have 
a reinforced reflex in PI because CB *1 was^short vowel. But if *1 
occurred stem initially as is the case in (90a, 136 and 500 in
Table 3.12c).

PI zhiko 'fire-place' (505) does not have a preceding /i/ in any 
of the lects and yet we get a reinforced /k/ in PI and Vy. The 
reinforced conscfnli'vfc. here may be accounted for by referring to the 
CB source. This item was reconstructed as CB *-yfko. As we can see 
*-yf- here is found stem initially and therefore and this is the 
position for reinforcement in PI.

There are two other items in which /k/ is reinforced in PI but 
without a preceding /i/ in relevant lects. The first one, PI yukoma 
"to hit nail with hammer (as in roof-making) (498a). This item does 
not have preceding /i/ etyBiologically. The reinforced /k/ here may be 
due to borrowing. The second lexical item, PI zhikdci 'cart' (594a), 
is likely to be a borrowed word as well and this may account for this 
divergence.

Let us now look at the correspondences in Table 3. 12b. The 
correspondence series in Table 3. 12b represents correspondences found 
in the initial position of class 5 noun stems. In the plural, (class 
6, ma-). /k/ in PI and Vy alternates with /y/. There is no alternation 
between the singular and plural forms in the other lects. For the 
summary and reconstruction of the correspondences involving PI /k/ and 
/y/, see 3. 1. 15. 3 below.
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3.1. 10 Correspondence series involving PI /b/

3.1.10. 1 Correspondences involving PI /b/ versus /p/ in
II. Li. SI SB and Tt.

PI Vy Tk II Lj SI Sp Tt References.

b b b P P P P P 260,273, 277

b b b P P P - P 253a

b b b P - P - _ 274a

b b b P - - - - 259a, 263a, 265a, 275a

b b b P P P „ - 261a, 262a

b b - P _ - - - 276a

b b b P - - - P 278a

b b b - - - - - 264a, 270a, 516a

b b b P P P - P 253a

b b - 271a

b - - - - P - - 622a

Table 3. 13a: Correspondence series involving PI /b/ versus /p/ 
in II. L.1. SI S8 and Tt in all invironments except after 
/N/(for which see Table 3.6).

PI /b/ corresponds to /b/ in Vy and Tk and to /p/ in II, Lj, SI, SP and 
Tt in all stem positions and all environments except after (W>. 
Correspondences after /N/ can be found in section 3, 1. 5.2, Table 3.6 
above. PI, Vy and Tk have voiced stops in environments other than 
after nasal, (see chapter 2, Charts 2. (6-10) and compare also Chapter 
3 sections in 3. 1, 11. (1-2) and 3. 1. 12. 1 below). Most of the words
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are restricted to PI, Vy and Tk, although II, Lj and SI have some 
cognates as well. Where there are cognates in II, Lj and SI and to a 
lesser extent Sp and Tt the cognates are special lexical items such as 
onomatopoeic words. This is certainly the case for items PI Yubutaila 
■to wrap' 253a; PI Yu^a^̂ *Ya ' stick' 263a; PI Yubol°ya * burst* 
270a; PI YubulumuYa * to run aimlessly* 275a and PI zhibutu ' parcel* 
278a. Furthermore, two cognates CPI zhlbddela * hospital* (260)
zhibutula (277) 'shorts*) refer to concepts or cultural items that have 
recently come into the Tonga culture. The possibility of borrowing in 
the case of (260 and 277) cannot be easily dismissed, although we are 
unable to identify the source lects. The two words in question are 
given in Table 3. 13b below.

260 'hospital’ 277 'shorts'
PI zhlb&dgla zhlbudula
Vy cibad£la cibudula
Tk clbdd61a kabudula
11 cipdt&la kaputula
Lj cipatala kaputula
SI cipatala kaputula
Sp cipdtdla kaputula
Tt cipdt61a kaputula
Table 3. 13b. Suspected borrowed words.

These nouns are also found in other Bantu lects. In some of the 
lects the cognates have /b/. Such lects include Shona (S. 10) and 
Ndebele (S. 44). Others have /p/ in both nouns, such as Bemba CM. 42),
Kaonde (L. 40). Yet others like Nyanja (N. 31b) have the /p/-form for 
'hospital* and the /b/-form for 'shorts'. Although the object
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'shorts' is a foreign cultural item the word itself would seem to have 
Bantu origins. For instance, in Bemba there exists the verb ukuputula. 
•to cut', which is conceivably etymologically related to the noun
akaputula as in <277) above. As Zambian lects are in constant
contact especially by speakers in urban areas, Tonga speakers might 
have borrowed from Bemba speakers. Nevertheless, nothing for certain 
is known about the ultimate origin of this word. The word for
'hospital' is even more difficult to trace as it is also widespread in 
Southern and Central Africa. On the other hand assuming that the 
lexical items in question are borrowed and had the bilabial voiced stop 
it is likely that this consonant was adopted as voiceless in those 
lects which do not have tbl, while as all the Tonga lects have C p3 the 
development p to b is not likely.

There is another set of correspondences involving PI /b/ versus 
/p/ in some lects. These are given in 3. 1. 10. 2 below:

3.1.10. 2 Correspondence series involving PI /b/ and /B/ in II. Li. SI
SB and Tt.

Let us now look the correspondences in Tables 3. 14a and 3. 14b in 
which PI /b/ corresponds to /p/ in II, Lj, S, SP and Tt. The 
correspondences in Table 3.14b are found in the initial position of 
noun stems of class 5 whose plural are class 6, prefix ma- in which /b/ 
has the alternant /p/ in PI, Vy and Tk. It is suggested that because 
/b/ is morphophonemically derived the initial consonant should be 
posited as /p/.

The items in Table 3. 14a comprise of one noun mubl/mwifll , <267a>
and two verbs ktiba/kwiBa/kwiiBa (256), 'to steal' and Yubala/kwiBala 
(257). The former two words are clearly etymologically related. (256)
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has cognates in other Bantu lects such as Bemba, ukwiiBa and Nyanja 
kuba. This verb was reconstructed as *-yfb by Guthrie. Item (257a> 
represents the correspondence in the verb Y^bala/kwiBala 'to carry on 
the back*. It has no Bantu etymology.

The three correspondences in Table 3.14a are similar to those
observed in Table 3. 12a. In both cases it is PI, Vy and Tk that do 
not have the vowel /i/ preceding the consonant in the correspondences. 
In the present case the absence of this vowel coincides with the ' .
plosive /b/, which also happens to be a reinforced consonant. ( A 
discussion of the alternation between 'reinforced* and 'weak* 
consonant can be found in 2. 2. 2, 6.̂  As we have indicated the vowel /i/
is a reflex of CB *1. We shall return to these forms later.

PI Vy Tk II Lj SI Sp Tt References

b b b p p p p- 256a<P1 y u b m  II kwipa)
b b b - - p - -  267a(Pl mtibi: SI mwipi)
b b b p - - - p  257a (PI -ytibala: II kwipala

Table 3. 14a. Correspondence series involving PI /b/ in all 
environments except after /N/ and class 5 prefix.
(In II, Lj, SI, Sp and Tt reflexes of 256a, 267a, and 275a, 
/p/ is preceded by /i/, which is not found in the other 
lects. >
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PI vy Tk 11 Lj SI Sp Tt Ref erences
b b b P P P p P 258(bdPa/mapapa els. 5/6)
b b b P P P p P 266(bele/mdPele els. 5/6)
b b b P P P - - 272a(bozu/mdpozu els. 5/6
b b b P - - - - 268a(biPi/mApipi els. 5/6)
b b _ P — _ — — 192a(b&Ba/mSB&Ba els.5/6)
Table 3.14b. Correspondence series involving PI /b/ in Class 5 
and 6.

There are two other correspondences that we need to point out. The 
first one is PI (269a): Yabila ' sink', which has the cognates
kwiBila in II and ktipila in Lj and SI. The correspondences series 
b: p: p does not belong to either Table 3. 13a or Tables 3. 14<a-b>. 
Nevertheless PI Yubila regularly corresponds to II kwiBila according to 
the correspondence series discussed here (Table 3. 14(a-b), but Lj and 
SI kupila reflect the alternate correspondence series in Table 3.13a, 
suggesting that they may have been borrowed from PI.

The second item is (611a): PI YubQja* sto bet* which has the
cognates Sp kub6ca and Tt kub&za. The issue here is that Sp/Tt has 
/b/, rather than /p/ as in Table 3. 13a or /p/ as in Table 3. 14(a-b). 
The practice of betting is likely to be a recent cultural acquisition 
in Tonga society and that this activity was not present in PT period. 
(611a) has an irregular correspondence because it is a borrowed 
concept.

In Table 3. 13a above we observed that /b/ is restricted to PI, Vy 
and Tk while the other lects have /p/. The words involved in these 
correspondences appear to be either borrowed or onomatopoeic. Since 
onomatopoeic words are unpredictable we shall treat the correspondences
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in Table 3. 13 as peripheral for the purposes of reconstruction.
In Table 3. 14b the correspondences are regular in the environment 

specified, that is after class 5 noun prefix which has the 
characteristic of strengthening in PI, Vy and Tk. As we can see in 
the table, /b/ in singular nouns alternates with /p/ in the plural. 
This alternation is parallel to that given in Table 3. 12b above where 
there is an alternation between /k/ and /y/ in class 5 and class 6 
respectively in PI and Vy. In fact the whole correspondence series in 
Table 3. 14a-b is parallel to that of Table 3. 12a-b above since the 
same environment is involved.

Some of the words in which /b/ in PI, Vy and Tk corresponds to 
/p/ in the rest of the Tonga lects in both Tables 3. 14a have cognates 
in wider Bantu. Some Bantu lects such as Chewa^ Luganda „ have
a reinforced consonant in the reflexes e. g. Luganda -bbir- 'sink' 
<269a) and -bba 'steal' (256a)j Chewa H _  ~*'to steal' (256a).
All these reflexes agree with PI, Vy and Tk in having a reinforced 
consonant stem initially. However there are some other Bantu lects 
that have /p/ in these items e.g. Bemba -iBa (256a) -iBila (269a). The 
two lexical items here have the CB reflexes *-yfb- and $~yfbid-, 
respectively. The syllable *-yl-~ is no longer realised in PI, Vy and 
Tk while the other Tonga lects and Bemba retained the vowel /i/. It is 
likely that the loss of this syllable in these three lects and indeed 
in Luganda, Chewa gave rise to the following reinforced
consonant. As far as PI, Vy and Tk are concerned loss of the CB 
syllable *--yI- always gave rise to a reinforcement of the following 
consonant. The data in Table 3.12c involving CB *-yIk- is another case 
in point since in all the other reflexes (except after a homorganic 
nasal) CB *k is reflected as /y/ in PI and Vy. Similarly in the
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present case CB *b has the reflex /p/ in all the environments (except 

after the homorgaflfc- nasal). A similar type of correspondence can be 

found in a few items involving CB &-yIp- which is reflected as /j/ in 

PI, Vy and Tk but as /ip/ in SI (and in wide Bantu, e.g. Bemba). The 

point for discussing reflexes involving &— ylk- and s-ylp- in the 

present section is to try and show that there are related cases in the 

Tonga lects involving reinforced consonants which are all ultimately 

derived from the same environment in CB. Other cases involving 

reinforced consonants can be found in 2. 2. 2. 6

Having now looked at correspondences involving PI /p/(section 3.5, 

PI /mb/ Table 3.6) and various correspondences involving PI /b/ we 

can try to reconstruct the original PT segment for these

correspondence series. For the present reconstruction, we shall rely

on the information given in Table 3.14a-b. This data will be taken in 

conjunction with the correspondence series discussed in Table 3.5 and 

Table 3. 6 which deal with PI /p/ and /mb/ respectively. The summary is 

given in Chart 3. 2 below.

Table______ PI Vy Tk II L.i SI SB Tt Environment Section

3. 14(a-b) b b b p p p p p  class 5 and

analogous 

environments. 3. 1. 10. 2

3. 6 mb mb mb mb mb mb mb mb after INI 3. 1.5. 2

3. 5________ B B B B B B B B  elsewhere 3. 1.5. 1

Chart 3. 2 Correspondences involving PI /b. B. mb/.
£We propose to symbolise these three ^ries in complementary

distribution of PI /p/ as PT *p. The reasons for suggesting this 

symbol are as follows. /b/ is found in restricted environments of
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class 5 and after nasal. Secondly all the lects have /p/ in Table 

3. 5. This suggests that #P is original,

3.1,11 Correspondence series Involving /d/.

3, 1. 11, 1 Correspondences involving /d/ in PI and /t/ in other lects.

There are only three lexical items in our data in which PI, Vy and 

Tk /d/ corresponds to ft/ in the other lects. These are given in Table 

3, 15 below.

(259a) (260) (277)

'to pay fine' 1 hospital* * pair of shorts

PI yubadela zhibAddla zhibudula

Vy 'yubadela cib&ddla cibudula

Tk kubadela clb&ddla kabudula

11 kupatela cipAtdle kaputula

Lj cipatala kaputula

SI cipatala kaputula

sp clp&t61a kaputula

Tt clpdt^la kaputula

Table 3. 15 Reflex set involving /d/ in PI

Corresponding to /t/ in other other lects.

Other correspondence series involving PI /d/ can be found in

3.1.11,2 below, Also, correspondences involving /d/ after /N/ can be 

found in 3.1.6, Table 3.8, above, The cognates represented by (260)

and (277) refer to foreign cultural items and they have already been 

discussed in 3. 1. 10. 1 under the discussion of the correspondence series 

involving FI /b/, We observed in 3, 1. 10,1, that /b/ in PI, Vy and Tk 

corresponds to /p/ in II, Lj, SI, Sp and Tt. The correspondences in



the present case are similar to those of 3,1, 10. 1 in that PI, Vy and 

Tk have a voiced stop in environments other than after nasal. As

this suggests local development, especially as the three lects 

concerned are spoken in a continuous area, we can say that the material 

in Table 3. 15 should be treated as peripheral for the purposes of the 

reconstruction of PT.

The above correspondences are parallel with the correspondence 

series /b/: /p/(Table 3,13a) and /g/: /k/(Table 3.17a).

3. 1. 11,2 Correspondences series involving PI /d/ in class 5 and 6 

nouns.

There are 18 lexical items in which PI /d/ corresponds to /d/ 

in Vy and Tk and to /l/ in the other lects in nouns of class 5. The 

correspondences in Table 3. 16 below are found in mutually, exclusive 

environments with the correspondences involving PI /l/ in 3. 1. 6 above,

PI Vy Tk II L.i SI SB Tt______Ref erences_______

d d d l l l - -  53a, 541a, 546a

d d - 1 - - - -  538a

d d d - - - - -  10a, 536a, 552a, 542a,

547a, 553a, 554a, 556a 

d d - - - - - -  533a, 534a, 537a, 548a

555a

d d d l - - - ~ ______ 16a___________________

Table 3.16 Correspondence series involving PI /d/ in class 5 

6 nouns.

/d/ in PI, Vy and Tk alternates with /l/ in plural (class 6 , prefix 

ma-). Since /d/ in the above Table is morphologically determined we 

can say that the stems are all /l/-initial. This suggests that the
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noun stems in all the cognates above should be treated as beginning in 

/l/. The above correspondence series compares with the series 

discussed in 3. 1. 6 where PI /l/ has the correspondence /l/ in all the 

lects. After /N/, /l/ has the alternant /d/ as indicated in 3. 1. 6. 1. 

These three correspondence series, 3.1.6, 3.1.6.1 and the present ones

should be considered t o f o r  the purposes of reconstruction. We 

have seen the distributional restriction of /I/: it is in complementary 

distribution with /d/ after / W  and in class 5. We give the summary in 

Chart 3. 3 below.

Table FI Vy Tk II Li SI SB Tt Environment Reference

3.16 d d d l l l  — - fclass 5 3.1.11.2

3.8 nd nd nd nd nd nd nd nd 3. 1.6. 1

3. 16 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1  elsewhere 3. 1.6

Chart 3. 3 Summary of the correspondences involving PI /!/./d/ and 

/nd/

The correspondence series is symbolised as *1 in PT

The above correspondence series and restrictions are compare^with 

those discussed in 3. 1. 9. and 3, 1. 15. 1 involving /k/ and /y/ and in 

3. 1, 10.2 involving /b/ and /fJ/.
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3. 1. 12 Correspondence series involving PI /g/ and
3.1.12.1 Correspondences involving non-prenasalized /g/ in PI.

There are 16 lexical items involved in the correspondences in Table 

3. 17a below. The consonant /g/ is normally found after a homorganic

nasal in II, SI, and Tt but in Table 3. 17a we find examples of non- 

prenasalized /g/ in these lects:

PI Vy Tk 11 Lj SI sp Tt Ref ex

g g g k k k k lc 120

g g g g k k g g 566

g g g g k g g lc 567

E g g g - k g - 559a

E - g g - k k k 564a

E g g „ - - lc k 569a

E g g - k lc - - 575a

E g g - lc - - 316a

E S g - - - - k 568a

E g g k k - - - 574a

(See also 560a,561a,562a,563a, 570a, 577)

Table 3. 17a Correspondence series involving non-prenasalized 

/g/ in PI.

The correspondences are found in all environments (except after 

INI for which see Table 3. 18) and in all stem positions. The above

correspondences are parallel with the correspondence series /b/:/p/
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(Table 3.13a) and /d/:/t/ (Table 3.15). In the latter correspondence 

series the voiced plosives are restricted to PI, Vy and Tk, but /g/ 

occurs in II, SI and SP and Tt. The correspondence is presumably as 

in item (120) in the above table although /b/ appears to be common in 

II and Sp. In some of the lexical items above PI /g/ has a 

corresponding /g/ in Sp and Tt (566); Lj/Sl (567); II (559a), 

(564a), (566), (567). The lexical items in question are exemplified in

3. 17b, below. The glosses in the following examples refer to items 

which are likely to be of recent acquisition in the lects concerned.

kugaya (566)

cigamba (564)

cigaba (559)

cigayo (567)

' to grind in a mill* 

* patch*

'tin container*

' grinding mill*

(in II).

(in II)

(in II and Sp)

(II, SL, Sp and Tt).

Table 3. 17b: Suspected borrowed words with /g/.

We are unable to trace the sources of these lexical items. However 

there are apparently related words in other Bantu lects including 

Lozi, Nyanja, Shona and Ndebele.

In addition to the apparent loan words 120, 568, 669 three lexical 

items (574a) PI yuguhya : Lj/Sl kukusha. to remove’; (575a) PI yflguma: 

Lj/Sl kukumya. 'to touch* and (316a) yflhugama : Lj ktif ukama. 'to

kneel' also show the correspondence /g/ : /k/. These words have no

known cognates in wider Bantu. The question of whether PT had non

prenasalised *g will be taken up after considering correspondences 

involving /qg/ in 3. 1.12.2 below.
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One lexical item (578a) has PI /g/ corresponding to /q/ in II, Sp and 

Tt as follows lugwalo : lfiqwalo : iq61o. This word has a cognate in

Lozi iqolo. This correspondence will be treated as skewed. In item 

(656) SP has mugiBelo 'Saturday*. This noun is likely to be a loan.

3.1.12. 2 Correspondence series involving PI /qg/

There are 40 cases in which PI /qg/ corresponds to /qg/ in all the 

lects. We have not found any variations in the following

correspondences.

PI Vy Tk II Lj SI Sp Tt References

ns ns ns ns ns ns ns ns 103» 246»334.394,530,
597

ns n e ns ns — ns ns 582a

ns ns ns ns ns ns - - 119a

ns ns ns 126a, 342a

ns ns ns ns ns - ns ns 171a, 354a

ns ns ns ns - ns - - 344a

ns ns ns ns ns - ~ - 448a

(See: 58a, 208a, 213a, 223a, 233a, 288a, 333a, 342a, 368a, 379a,

415a, 430a, 432a, 447a, 448a, 468a, 538a, 580a, 587a, 602a, 613a, 639a, 

653a, 654a,666a).

Table 3. 18 Correspondence series involving PI /qg/.
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The above correspondences are found in all stem positions and 

they are overwhelmingly before back vowels; exceptions are Pl/Vy 

muziiygini 'rooster' (333a); PI nze^gene 'tick* (344a) and PI zhiyaiygilo 

'crop* (448a) which are all derived forms. One item however suggests 

palatalisation to /hj/ before front vowel, namely (287a): (PI) yti-

zheqga : (Lj/Sl) kucenieka. 'to deceive'; cf. Bemba ukucenjela 'be

claiming'. Even in PI yuzhenjela exists with the same meaning as in 

Bemba. The verb in this case incorporates an extension -el- . Data 

giving correspondences similar to (287a), i.e. /ng/: /nj/ can be found 

in Table 3. 25 below.

Two other examples have /k/ after / W  in some of the lects. These 

are (581a): PI qguzu versus Lj qkusu. 'strength*; (583a) PI qguluBe

versus Tt iqkuluBe. 'pig', This correspondence is not completely 

surprising since /k/ in the present case is found in the lects which 

normally do not have /g/ as Table 3.17a above shows. Assuming that PT 

had a voiced consonant, devoicing did not affect those words in which 

the nasal and the following voiced stop are inseparable. In the

present case the nasal prefix in the nouns of (581a) and (583a) is 

separable from the stems. In wider Bantu we find that CB voiced 

prenasalised stops have voiceless stop reflexes: e. g. in Lozi, CB

tmb, £nd, *qg have the reflexes p, t, k respectively.

The question now is whether we should posit *g in PT. Evidence 

that this consonant existed in PT can be seen in Table 3. 18 where it is 

attested after the homorganic nasal. Many of the lexical items 

exhibiting /qg/ have CB etymologies. This indicates that PT retained 

/qg/ in these words. Because of this one might reconstruct *g for PT.

It is ,tru€ that internal reconstruction with PI suggests g but on

comparative evidence we cannot attribute g to PT. It is for this lack
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of support from comparative data that we tentatively assume g was 

already absent in PT except in the restricted environment after <N>,

3*1*13 Correspondence series involving PI /c/Etf].

3. 1. 13. 1: Correspondences involving PI /c/[tn

There are only six cases exhibiting the correspondences involving PI 

/c/Etf3. These are given in table 3. 19 below,

PI Vy Tk II Lj SI SP Tt Referencees

- - 302a, 594a

<c> <c> 305a

596a 

637a 

304a

Table 3. 19 Correspondence series involving PI /c/. 

(In Sp and Tt the reflexes of (305a), /c/ is 

preceded by /i/t which is not found in other lects.)

In all but one word, this consonant is found in words which refer 

to recent cultural concepts like 'preaching', ' ironing' and 'church

wedding'. We suggest that the correspondences in Table 3.19 should 

be treated as peripheral. Non-prenasalized /c/ in other lects regularly 

corresponds to /zh/ in PI(see Table 3.20, in section 3.1.14). This 

correspondence series is thus comparable with Table 3. 12 versus Table 

3. 21.
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3. 1. 14 Correspondence series involving PI /zh/[ 3]

PI Vy Tk II Lj SI Sj3 Tt References

zh c c c c c c c 160, 175,279, 281

285, 289,

292, 298

zh c c c c c c - 175a, 287a, 294a

zh c c c - - c - 59a

zh c c c c c - c 279a, 296a

zh c c c c c _ _ 286a

zh c c c c - - - 291a,293a,300a

zh c c c - - - - 283a, 297a

zh c c 124a, 299a

(See also 108a, 282a, 284a, 288a, 290a, 295a, 301a)

Table 3. 20 Correspondences involving PI /zh/.

The above correspondences are found In all environments except 

after nasal In PI. PI /zh/ does not occur after /N/. /zh/ In PI

alternates with /c/ after /N/ and this is indicted in Table 2. 14.

Finally there is one lexical item (280) with the following 

correspondence: (PI) -zhaal- : -shaal- (II, Lj, SI, Sp) : -sial- (Tt),

'to remain'. This correspondence is irregular and is discussed in the 

appendix. The summary of the correspondences is given in Chart 3. 4 

below.
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Table PI Vy Tk II L.1 SI SB Tt Environment_____Ref erence

3. 19 c c c c c c c c  [class 53 3. 1. 13. 1

/VI

3.20 zh c c c c c c_______elsewhere_______3. 1. 14. 1

Chart 3. 4 Summary of correspondences 3. 1. 13. 1 and 3. 1. 14. 1.

Table 3.20 shows that only PI has reflexes different from the other 

lects. We can compare Table 3. 20 to Table 3. 21 below although in the 

present case only PI has the continuant. We can symbolize PT as *c.

3. 1. 15. Correspondences involv} /y/ and /r\k/.

3.1.15.1: Correspondence series involving PI /y/.

The correspondences in Table 3.21 below are parallel with those in 

Table 3. 20 above.

PI Vy Tk II Li SI SB Tt References________________

Y Y k k k k k k  85,105,144,177,229,234,251,

334, 404, 423, 449, 466, 467, 469 

472-3, 478, 488-9 

y y k k k - - k 172a

y y Ic k - - k - 327a

(See also 8a, 34a, 36a, 99a, 113a, 128a, 153a, 165a, 179a, 195a, 196a, 

215a, 263a, 288a, 295a, 308a, 309a, 317a, 318a, 323a, 353a, 355a, 359a, 

363a, 378a, 380a, 391a, 401a, 402a, 414a, 416a, 420a, 431a, 437a, 443a, 

456a, 462a, 463a, 464a, 465a, 468a, 470a, 471a, 474a, 475a, 476a, 477a, 

479a, 480a, 481a, 482a, 483a, 484a, 485a, 486a, 487a, 490a, 491a, 492a, 

493a, 494a, 495a, 506a, 508, 510a, 527a, 540a, 543a, 547a, 602a, 613a,

619a, 628a, 630a, 633a, 635a, 638a, 640a, 641a, 644a, 645a, 651a, 659a, 

661a. 668a)________________________________________________

Table 3.21. Correspondence series involving PI / y i
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The above correspondences are found in all positions and 

environments except before /y/: for /i\k/ see Table 3.22 below.

3. 1. 15. 2 Correspondence series involving PI /r\k/.

PI Vy Tk ii Li SI sp Tt Ref erences

t\k r\k ilk nk nk nk nk nk 141

nk nk ilk nk nk nk nk - 425a

r)k ilk ilk nk nk nk - - 55a, 645a

nk - ilk nk - - nk nk 156a

nk ijk T)k nk nk - - - 9a, 52a

nk ijk ?lk - nk - - - 664a

l)k ilk nk - nk - - - 477a, 664a

v|k ilk nk nk - nk - - 484a

rjk ilk nk nk - - - - 485a

n\k ilk nk - - nk - - 634a

r|k nk 548a

nk. 565a

Table 3. 22. Correspondences of PI /qk/ in all 

positions and environments except 

before /y/.

Only item <149a) does not fit into the pattern of Table 3.22; this is 

found in PI yutyanka ; Lj/Sl kutyana in which /r\k/ corresponds to /n/. 

Since this is the only lexical item in the present series with this 

kind of correspondence we shall treat it as an irregularity.
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3.1.15.3 Summary of the correspondences involving PI /k/ and /y/» 

Table PI Vy Tk II Lj SI Sp Tt environment section

3. 12a k k k k k k k k /Vi  3. 1.9

3.12b k k k k k k k k  /[class!  3.1.9

3.22 nk nk nk nk nk nk nk nk / /n/ . 3.1.15.2
3. 21 y y k k k k k k elsewhere 3. 1. 15. 1

Chart 3. 5 Summary of the correspondences involving PI /k/. 

fyf and /nk/.

The above chart shows that only PI and Vy have reflexes /y/ 

corresponding to /k/ in all the cases except after fN> and in class 5. 

We reconstruct PT *It because it is the reflex found in the majority of 

the lects, assumming that PI and Vy underwent their own developments, 

/k/ is less restricted and from the point of simplicity and economy we 

have suggested to symbolize PT as *k.

An alternative reconstruction would to posit *y in PT. It is 

possible that PT had which was in all environments in PI and Vy 

except after the postvocalic $i or where it was reinforced. In all 

the other lects it would have developed to [k3. We shall not adopt to 

this alternative because although *y would parallel PT »P and £1 its 

developments into the various forms in the present lects would require 

complicated rules. We shall stick with the first alternative.

Chart 3. 5 is parallel with Charts 3. 4.
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3. 1. 16 Correspondence series involving PI /.I/,

PI Vy Tk 11 L.1 SI sp Tt References.

3 3 3 y c c w w 362

3 3 3 y c c y y 361

3 3 3 y c c y y 360

3 3 3 - c - - - 74a

3 3 3 - - - - - 365a-6a, 369a

3 3 3 y c c - - 214a,374a

3 3 3 - c c y y 373a

3 .1 .1 - y . - c c - — 374a

Table 3-23. Correspondences Involving PI /I/ In all 

environments except after /N/, ( In the reflexes of Sp and 

Tt In (360) /y/ Is preceded by /i/, which Is not found the 

other lects. An Initial /i/ is also found in other Bantu 

lects in 361, but not in Tonga).

Since /y/ and /w/ are semivowels that might plausibly be 

conditioned by preceeding or following vowels, it is tempting to see 

their complementary realisations, but the data is too limited and the 

parallels too inexact to reach safe conclusions.
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P1 Vy Tic II Lj SI SP Tt References.

j j 3 y c - h hh 82

j 5 j 0 h h 363

j J j - c p — • - 370

j j 3 y c p y y 29,219

Table 3. 24a. Corresnondence series involving

PI I.i/ having divergent correspondences in

other lects. (In SP and /Tt (82a,363a) and !

(370a) the consonants are preceded by the vowel 

/!/ which is not found in other lects. )

Table 3. 24a covers miscellaneous correspondences especially as regards 

Lj, SI, SP and Tt. The lexical items in question are given below,

supplying only those of relevant lects and data from Bemba and CB.

(29) (82a) (360) (363a) (370a>

•dirty* •to kill' 'to close* 'to cook* 'nephew*

PI yupija yu j aya yujala yujiya mujwa

11 kOpiya kuyaya kuyala kwika

Lj ktipica kucaya kucala mucwa

SI kwiipa kucala mwipwa

sp kupiya kwih&ya kwiiyald kwiihika

Tt lcupiya kwiihhdya kwilydla kwiihlka

Be. ukupipa kwipaya lcw-ipika mw-ipwa

CB *-blip *-ytpag- £-yigad~ fc-ylpik- *-yipua

Table 3. 24b Comparison with cognates in Bemba and CB



Table 3.24b shows that the Items in SI, Sp and Tt that have the 

initial vowel /i/ have similar cognates in Bemba and they also reflect 

CB stems with initial *1. This then indicates that the lects like PI 

without initial /I/ in the stem innovated more radically. If we 

compare the PI stems with those of CB we can see the following 

correspondences in the initial position of the stems (82a, 363a, 370a) 

/j/ in PI corresponds to *-y!p- in CB. If the PI stems have the 

source in the CB forms given above then the S-ylp- gave rise to /j/. 

The development is likely to have taken place in stages. Since Guthrie 

uses *y in the reconstructions *~yl~ as a typographical convention for 

'zero consonant', it is likely that *1 developed into a preconsonantal 

#y in PT. This created the unwanted cluster *-yp- which later 

developed into PI /j/(Cd33). The cognates in Lj and SI developed along 

the same lines. The difference is that these two lects do not have the 

voiced palatal affricate /j/ (i.e [d3]), hence the development to /c/ 

(i. e ttjl). PI ~.1al~ from CB *-yfgad-(360) is likely to have 

developed along the following lines. We suggest that *T developed into 

and then into preconsonantal *y as already suggested creating *-ygal 

at some stage in PT. $g was then palatalised and reinforced hence the 

reflex ,jal . This clearly suggests a merger of the reflexes of *yp.

If we now turn to (370a) we can see that SI lost CB &y but retained 

&p just as in Bemba.
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(66a) (138a) (364a)

PI janza/maanza julu jilo

Vy janza/maanza julu jilo

Tk janza/maanza jilo

11 ---

Lj lydsnsa/maansa liculu liilo

SI lyulu liilo

sp iy&nza/may&nza iyuuld ---

Tt iy&nza/mayanza iwtilu ---

Table 3.24c Reflex sets involving class 5 nouns.

Table 3.24c involves nouns of class 5, whose plurals are in class

6 (prefix ma-). The plural forms of (66a) are supplied above to show

the form the stem takes in the plural in PI, Vy. Tk, and Lj. The

consonant /j/ in PI, Vy and Tk is the result of the strengthening

effect of class 5. These nouns and similar ones in class 5 are

discussed in 2. 2. 2. 7.

From what we have seen we can say that /j/ in PI, Vy and Tk, 

/c/ in Lj and SI and /h/, /hh/, /y/ and /w/ in Sp and Tt cannot be

attributed to the same source. It is possible that the reflexes in

Table 3,23 may be reflexes of PT *j, while those in Tables 3. 24a-b may 

be referrable to *p or *g in the environment after Vi or after

C+class 53.
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Correspondences involving PI /ftj/ are given below.

(93) (95) (209a) (595) (679a)

'louse* * many* * dagga* ' to enter* ' railway line

(cl. 9/10) (els. 9/10).

PI fijina -fiji ltifidfije yAfijila ftjdfiji

Vy ftjina -fiji lupAhje ■yufijila ft j df£ j i

Tk ----- -ftji ltifidfije kufijila fijdfiji

11 fijina -fiji lupdfije kwifijila fijdfiji

Lj fijina ~fij i Iflpdfije kwffijila ft j dft j i

SI --- -rjgi mbdfi j e kwifijila ft j dfi j i

SP l^gind -ngi kwiirjgila

Tt ijjgina -nsi kwiirigila

Table 3.25 Reflex set involving PI /fij/

As can be seen in Table 3.25 there are inconsistencies in the 

treatment of of PI /nj/ in SI. In all but one item, <679a), SI has 

/r|g/ corresponding to PI /nj/. (679a> may be treated as an exception

because the word is likely to be a loan: (679a) is widespread in many

Zambian languages including Nyanja and outside Zambia cognates can be 

found in Shona and Ndebele, both spoken in Zimbabwe.

The correspondences in Table 3.25 are overwhelmingly before front 

vowels (except the first syllable in (679a). We can assume that the 

correspondences in Table 3.25 are in complimentary distribution with 

the correspondences in Table 3. 18 (section 3, 1.12.2) where the 

correspondences are overwhelmingly before back vowels.

The above correspondences are symbolised as PT *r̂ g.

We can assume that S($ and Tt retained PT $»jg in all environments
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whereas in PI, Vy, Tk, II and Lj *tjg has the reflex fij. SI shows
variability. An account for this kind of inconsistency can be found in 

Chapter 6 where we deal with sound change from sociolinguistic points 

of view.

One of the significant outcomes of the foregoing correspondences 

Tables 3.24<a-b> is the absence of complementary distribution of the 

reflexes involved. This, as haS already^indicated may be attributed 

to multiple sources of the reflexes.

3.1.17. Correspondence series involving PI /s/.

In the following correspondence series the position of /s/ in the 

stem will not be specified because the correspondences are generally 

regular irrespective of position,

3.1. 17.1 Correspondence series involving PI /s/ before /!/.

PI Vy Tk 11 Lj SI sp Tt Ref erences.

s s s sh sh sh s s 14, 103, 105, 404, 600

s s s sh sh sh s s 142

s s s sh sh sh - s 225,621, 662a

s s s sh - sh - s 654a

s s s sh - - s s 607a, 668a

s s s sh sh - s s 633a

s _ _ sh sh sh s s 410

(See also: 405a, 406a, 407a, 408a, 41 la, 412a, 414a, 415a,

532a. 634a. 642a. 653a. 663a)___________________________ .

Table 3. 26 Correspondences of PI /s/ before /i/:/ii/ in all 

positions. ( In the Lj and SI reflexes of (142), /sh/ is 

preceded by /i/ which is not found in the other lects).
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P1 /s/ corresponds to /s/ in Vy, Tk, SP and Tt and to /sh/t/3 

before /!/ in II, Lj and SI. These correspondences are found in all 

stem positions . There is however, one lexical item in PI with /si/ 

which has the correspondence /hwi/ in II. This is found in the word 

(Fl> 'ytisiBa : (II) kuhwiBa 'to spit' (403a). As this is the only

example we have with this kind of correspondence we shall treat it as 

skewed in II. The correspondences in Table 3.26 are found in 27 

lexical items,

3.1. 17. 2: Correspondences involving PI /s/ elsewhere.

PI Vy Tk 11 Lj SI sp Tt Ref erences.

s s s s s s s s 49, 85, 180, 399, 396

s s s s - - s s 424a, 426a, 427a

s s s s s - s s 174a

s s s s - - - - 150a,297a, 418a

s s s s s - - - 395a

419a, 420a

s s s s s s - s 296a

s s s s s s - - 302a

s - - - s s - - 170a

s s s s s s - s 296a

s s s 132a,460a, 615a

(See also: 1, 112a, 153, 126a, 193a, 196a, 397a, 398a, 416, 417, 419a,

400a, 401a, , 402a, 409a, 420a, 421a, 470a, 592a, 601a, 618a, 654a, 664a,

673a. 674a)__________________________________________________

Table 3. 27 Correspondence series involving PI /s/ before 

/a. e. o. u. w/ and in all stem positions.
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There are 47 lexical items in which the correspondences in Table

3.27 are found. They are found before /a, e, o, u, w/ and in all

positions in the stem including after {Ml. The environments in Tables

3.26 and 3.27 are mutually exclusive, since /s/ is not found before /y/ 

in PI. (See however, 3.1.22.2 for correspondences involving PI hy).

3.1. 17.3 Skewed correspondences Involving PI /s/ before /u/ and /w/

PI Vy Tk 11 L.1 SI SB Tt References__________

PI: II:

s s s h s s s s 4 2 3  (ma-suyu: ma-huku)

s s s h - - s s  422a (pu-su: pu-hu)

s s s h - s s 147a (yu-swa: kti-hwila:

s s s h s s - -  34a (ya-suyo : lu-huko)

Table 3.28 Skewed correspondences of PI /s/ before /u. w /. 

There are 3 lexical items in which before /u/, PI /s/ corresponds to II 

/h/ and one in which before /w/ PI /s/ corresponds to II /h/. The 

correspondences of II in the above table are the ones that are 

problematic. As only four stems are represented we can say they are 

skewed correspondences. Some of the stems can also be found in Smith 

(1907)1. (34a>, (147a), (422a) are recorded as lufulco. kufwila and Bufu.

respectively.

In II there are many lexical items with /s/ immediately followed by 

/u/. It would appear that there is no restriction on such a sequence. 

The items in Table 3.28 have parallel correspondences involving PI /z/ 

before /u/ given in Table 3.33(a-b) below where PI /z/ corresponds to 

/hh/ in some cognates and to /z/ in others in II. It is possible that

1. E. Smith (1907). A handbook of the Ila Language. Part II
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II preserved an original distinction before /w/ and /u/ which was lost 

elsewhwere in Tonga; but with so little data no firm conclusions can be 

arrived at, but we return to this issue in Chapter 6.

Table PI Vy Tic II Li SI SB Tt environment

3.26 s s s sh sh sh s s / i, ii

3, 27 s s s s s s s s  / a, e, o, u, w

3.28 s s s h s s s s /- u. w_____

Chart 3. 6 Summary of the correspondences of PI /s/

We reconstruct PT fs-s because it is the one that is found in most
&

cognates and since /sh/ is conditioned. The correspondences in TbleA
3.28 are treated as skewed (hence the dotted line in Chart 3.6 above).

3. 1. 18. : Correspondence series involving PI /y/.

Table 3.29 below represents correspondences of PI /y/ in C, 

position and before all the vowels except /i/. PI /y/ is not found 

before /w/ or after (W>. There are 34 items in which the 

correspondences below are found.



PI Vy Tk 11 Lj si sp Tt Ref erences

y y y z y y z z 32, 438, 449, 455, 616

y y y z y - z z 12a, 440a, 441a
453a

y y y z y y - _ 443a, 444a, 454a

y - y z y y - z 452a

y y y z - - - - 442a, 445a, 450a, 631a
459a

y y - z - y - - 18a

y y y - y y - ~ 439a, 451a

y y y z y y - - 456a,

y y y z y - - - 121a,457a

y y y 44a, 461, 460a

y y y - y - - - 446a,447a, 458a

y y y - y y - - 451a

y y y z y y - - 166a

ible 3. 29 Correspondence 

position.
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P1 Vy Tk II Lj SI Sp Tt References

y y y y y y y y  566-7 PI: -gaya/-gayo.

600 PI: -siya; II;-shiya

y y y y y - y y  82a PI: -jaya: II: -yaya

y y y y - - -  - 241a PI: -Buye: II: -puye

y y y y y y -  - 428a PI: -swaya: II: -swaya

- - - y - - y y  44b Il/Sp/Tt; -tiya

Table 3. 30a Correspondences of PI /y/ in Co and before all the 

vowels except /!/.

Table 3.30a shows that in C^ position all the lects have the 

correspondence with /y/. The correspondences are found before all the 

vowels except /i/, and except after OJ). Item (44b) above has no 

reflex in PI, Vy, Tk, II, Lj and SI but we have included it in the 

table because it has /y/ in C2 position in II, Sp, and Tt.

There are also some lexical items that have no reflexes in II, SP 

and Tt but that have nevertheless /y/ in C^ position in the other five 

lects. The items include (Pl/Sl looye * rope1 122a, (Pl/Vy lfiBaya 

•fence* 210a ), (Pl/Lj/Sl yuBaya/kuBaya 211a 'to be blind'), <P1/Vy/Tk 

Biyo 'only* 226a), (all lects except Sp/Tt yupwaya/kupwaya '^° crush* 

254a ), (all lects except Sp/Tt/Il yumwaya/kumwaya 'to scatter* 591a).

However, as with the other correspondence series we have looked at 

so far there are some here also which do not fit Table 3.29 or 3.30a. 

In C, position II has /y/ in the following words ku-yasa* to stab* 

(150a) and ciyangilo 'crop* (448a). At the same time , there are three
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lexical items in which II and Tt have /z/ in C2 position. These are 

given in Table 3.30b, below. Additionally II has two z's in kuzeeza 

'to think' (166a), which compares with PI yuyeeya. It is arguable 

that the second /z/ in II is a reduplication of the first.

(70a) (488) (649a)

'heart' ' Aig tree' 'baobab tree'

PI moyo 

I1 mozo 

Sp —
Tt mozo

nnryuyu

mukuzu

mukuzu

ikuzu

mupuyu

ipdzu
(mupuyd)

ipdzu

Table 3. 30b. PI /y/ corresponding to II /z/ and 

Tt /z/ and to S8 /y/ or /z/ in C-̂  position.

The problem cases are the items in Table 3.30b above which have 

/z/. These forms contradict the earlier suggestion that II, SP and Tt 

have only /y/ in C2 position. Although both /y/ and /z/ are found in 

C2 position in II, Sp and Tt we can see that there is a generalisation 

that can be made with respect to the environment of preceding vowel. 

Table 3.30a shows that /y/ is found only in the environment after t-rdl 

vowels. This environment is mutually exclusive with Table 3.30b where 

we find /z/ after t+rdl vowel. We shall come to this point later.

If we now go back to Table 3.29 above we can see that it gives 

correspondences in which /z/ is found in C, position. This position is 

accessible to morphophonemic alternation which can be triggered by the 

prefix of classes 9 and 10 in the case of nouns or that which can be
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brought about by the prefixation of the first person pronoun in 

subjunctive constructions exemplified in Table 2.12 < section 2.2.2.7). 

We observed in the aforementioned section that after (N>, /y/

alternates with /j/ so that <82) kuyaya. 'to kill* becomes n,iAye, 'that 

X kill', in the subjunctive in II. In this morphophonemic context it 

is possible fij developed into nz. It is possible that this development 

took place in pre-PT period because CB &j became PT <see 5.9 below). 

II would then be reflecting a development pre-dating PT. In synchronic

terms we have seen that in some lects such as PI /Ny/ >flj (see

Chapter 2, 2.2.2. 5, Table 2.12). We would like to suggest that it is 

from this that II /z/ developed. However it is imposing a heavy 

burden to ask this hypothesis to account also for Sp and Tt 

development. If we adopt the former alternative which suggests a 

general development of PT *y to z in II, SP and Tt the only problem 

cases are the data in Table 3. 30a.

Let us now return to those lexical items in table 3.30b in which 

II, Tt and Sp have /z/ in C2 position. C2 position is not accessible 

to morphophonemic alternations and for this reason the hypothesis 

given in respect of class 9 prefix and the prefixation of the first 

person pronoun cannot be applied in this position.

Given the two alternatives above we can say that the one which 

advocates general development of PT *y to Il/Sp/Tt /z/ is a better one 

because we can account in terms of environment for those cases in which 

PI has the reflex fyf in these lects. The only real problem here is 

(241) ciBuye because /y/ is found after /u/ in II. Similarly item 

(649) muBuyu has /y/ after /u/ in Sp. The two forms here, (241a) and 

(649) can be treated as loans in the lects concerned.

Two cognate sets in which PI /y/ corresponds to SI /p/ are
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discussed in 3. 1.7.2 above; see also 3. 1. 19. 1 below.
We can now summarize the foregoing discussion in Chart 3.7, below.

Table PI Vy Tk II Lj SI Sp Tt environment.

3.30 y y y y y y y y  / C -rd]__

3. 29 y y y z y y z z

Chart 3. 7 Summary of the correspondence series involving PI 7y/.

The correspondence series is symbolised as *y in PT.

The reason for suggesting PT *y is that /z/ is restricted to II, 

SP and Tt. We cannot reconstruct PT #z for Chart 3.7 also because this 

would clash with correspondences in 3.1.20.1. The items that have 

skewed reflexes in II and Sp are <11 ciBuye 'floor* 241a ) and <Sp 

mupuyu 'baobab tree' <649) respectively, shall be attributed to 

borrowing.
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3.1. 19. Correspondence series involving PI /w/
PI Vy Tic II Lj SI SP Tt References

w w w w w w w w 35, 68, 389

w w w w w w - 503, 592a, 606a, 

677a

w w w 240, 461

w w w w w w w 8a

w w w w - w w w 40a

w w w w w w - - 191a

w - w 357a

Table 3. 31. Correspondence series involving PI /w/.

The above correspondences are exhaustive and they include PI /w/ in all 

positions. Correspondeces involving PI /w/ after /ff/ can be found in 

3. 1.3. 1, Table 3.5 Clexical item <31), 'to drink') where

irregularities in II, Lj and SI are discussed.

There are two cases in which PI /w/ correspond^ to SI fpf (and SP

and Tt /h/). These are discussed in 3. 1.7.2 above.
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It is perhaps better to treat the correspondences in Table 3.31a 

together with the correspondences in 3.1.7.2 CTable 3.10a) since 

correspondences involving PI /w/ and /y/ versus SI /p/ are the subject 

of the discussion there also.

Table PI Vy Tk ii Lj SI sp Tt Source section

3. 31 w w w w w W W W *w 3. 1. 19

3. 9b w w w w w p h h *p /Co ul_  3. 1. 7. 2

3. 31c y y y y y p h h *p /Ci el__ 3. 1. 7. 2

Chart 3. 8. Corresnondence series involving PI /w/ and /y/ with

reflexes /p/ in SI and /h/ in SB and Tt.

Discussion of the correspondences involving PI /w/ and /y/ versus /p/ 

in SI and and /h/ in Sp and Tt can be found in 3. 1. 7. 2 above.
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3.1.20. Correspondence series involving PI /z/

3. 1. 20. 1. PI /z/ before /i/.

PI Vy Tk 11 Lj SI Sp Tt Ref erences

z z z hh sh sh z z 158, 329, 332, 334, 346

z z z hh - - z z 328a

z - z hh - sh z - 335a

z z z hh sh sh - _ 392a

z z z - sh sh - - 152a

z z z - - sh - - 326a

z z z hh _ - z ~ 327a

z z - hh - - - 331a

z z z hh _ — — _ 380a

Table 3. 32 Correspondence series of PI /z/ before /i/:/ii/.

There are 13 items exhibiting the above correspondences which are 

all found before /i/ or /ii/. The above correspondences have been

investigated in all stem positions, and after the nasal fN>. Lj and SI 

show palatalisation before /i/ as in the case of /s/ <3. 1. 17. 1), and 

devoicing as in the case of /v/ in 3.1.21. 1 Devoicing is a feature of 

Lj and SI as can seen in 2. 2. 1. 4 and 4. 1. 5 and 4. 1. 6.

However, there is one cognate which does not follow the above 

pattern. This is (345): PI nziBa <cl. 9/10) ’dove' versus <Lj;Sl>

ciiBa <cis., 7/8, prefixes ci-/shi-). giving us the correspondence /z/

and a 'zero consonant'. This item may be a loan from a variety of II 

reported by Guthrie as having izhiBa. This word (i.e. izhiBa) could
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have been transferred to Lj and SI as ci8a with regular devoicing and 

then re-analysed as ciiBa.

3.1. 20. 2 Correspondences involving PI /z/ before /u. w/:

PI Vy Tic II Lj SI SP Tt References

z z z hh s s z z 337, 341, 665

z z z hh s s z - 340a

Table 3. 33a CorresDondences of PI /z/ before /u/ and /w/ in

Ci position.

PI Vy Tk 11 Lj SI Sp Tt Ref erences

z z z - s s z z 26a (PI: zuBa)

z z z z s s z z 157 (11: izuBa)

z z z z - - - - 339a(11: ku-zuma)

z z z z - - - - 651a(11: nzuki)

Table 3. 33b Correspondences of PI /z/ before /u/ and /w/

Tables 3.33(a-b) illustrate the correspondences of PI /z/ before 

/u/ and /w/. They have been separated into subsets because of certain 

differences in some of the lects. Table 3.33a shows that before /u/ 

and /w/, PI /z/ corresponds to /hh/ in II. But in the same environment 

Table 3. 33b shows the correspondence with /z/ in II. Tables 3.33a-b
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parallel the correspondences observed in Table 3. 28 where PI /s/ 

corresponds to /s/ before /u/ in some cognates and to /h/ in others in

II. Nevert her less we observed that the correspondences with /h/ are 

fewer and can be regarded as irregular. In the present case however 

we have four items having the correspondences with /hh/ against five 

with /z/ in the same environments in II. Deciding which of Table 3.33a 

and 3.33b is regular can only be made with reference to the 

correspondence of PI /z/ in the environment before the high vowel /i/. 

Since the correspondence in this environment is regularly /h/ in II we 

can say that before /u/ and /w/ PI /z/ corresponds to /hh/ as well in 

II but that the forms with /z/ are deviant forms that are likely to be 

due^lect contact. This problem is taken up in Chapter 6.

There are three lexical items in PI in which /z/ before /u/ 

corresponds to /f/ in Lj and SI. In all these three cases /z/ in PI is 

in position. The lexical items involved are given in Table

3. 33c below.

(272) (581a) (605)

* goitre' 'strength* * beard*

PI bozu 

Lj cipofu 

SI cipofu

Sp ----

Tt ---

rjguzu

(t\kusu)

Tjgufu

it^guzu

zhilezu 

mulefu 

mulefu 

mulelu 

mul6zu

Table 3.33c /z/ before /u/ corresponding 

to /f/ in Li and SI in final position.
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Table 3.33c shows cases In which PI /z/ corresponds to /f/ in SI. 

In two of the three cases Lj agrees with SI in having /f/; in the third 

case , Lj has /s/ in accordance with the correspondence series in Table 

3.33a; it is therefore irregular with respect to the present table, 

hence the brackets around it. These correspondences in Lj and SI are 

of limited occurrence and we shall consider them as skewed. The 

strident fricatives in Lj and SI are generally voiceless. Finally Sp 

and Tt show regular correspondence in the environment before /u/ and 

/w/.

Item (605) of SP mu3 elu ' beard' has /l/ corresponding to PI /z/. 

This is the only item with this kind of correspondence. It reflects CB 

C~d6d0. A reflex can be found in Lozi mulelu. It is quite likely 

that the form of Sp is a loan from Lozi.

3. 1. 20. 3 Correspondence series involving PI /z/ elsewhere

In the present section we consider correspondences of PI /z/ before 

non-high vowels. The correspondences are similar to those found in 

Table 3.33b before /u, w/, (3.1.20.2) but that environment was

considered separately because of conflicting correspondences in II.



PI Vy Tk II Lj SI S3 Tt References

z z z z s s z z 220,235

z z z z s s z z 343

z z z z - - - - 320a

z z z - _ s - - 318a

z z z - - - - - 321a, 322a

z z - - - - z z 323a

z - z z - ~ - - 324a

z z z z s s - - 623a

z z z z - _ z z 607

z z z — s — z z 66

Table 3. 33d, Correspondence series involving PI /2/ before 

/a. e. o. /.

The above correspondences are exemplified in all stem positions 

and in the environments before /a, e, o/. The correspondences are also 

exemplified after (N>. As we can see all the lects have /z/ except Lj 

and SI that have /s/ in accordance with general devoicing in these 

lects.

Two nouns in SI have skewed correspondences: CPI) nzoya : (SI)

n1 oka , 'snake' (144) and (PI) muzohhu : (SI) n 1 of u , 'elephant*,

(336). The SI forms suggest borrowing from Nyanja which are reflexes 

of CB *jdk& and $-jdgfr respectively .
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3. 1. 20. 4 Summary of the correspondences of PI /z/ in all stem positions
Table PI Vy Tk 11 L.1 SI S(3 Tt environment.

3. 32 z z z hh sh sh z z /_[i,ii] (all posistions)

3. 33a z z z hh s s z z /Ju, wl (Ct position)

<3. 33b z z z z - s z z /_Cu] (C, position))

3. 33c z z z hh f f 1 z /-[u] (CE position)

3. 33d z z z z s s z z /-E a, e, o] all

positions

Chart 3. 9. Summary of the correspondences involving PI /z/. (Table 

3. 33b is enclosed in brackets because it has irregular 

correspondences in ID.

As we have already observed in Table 3. 33b, II presents 

conflicting correspondences before /u/ because in Tables 3.33a and 

3.33c the correspondence is with /hh/ while in Table 3.33b we get /z/. 

We observed in Table 3.33a that the correspondence with /hh/ in II is 

the regular one involving PI /z/ before /u/. Table 3.33c also shows 

the correspondences with /f/ in some of the items in Lj and SI. We 

have found three words only with this type of correspondence and we 

have treated them as skewed. The correspondences in Chart 3. 9 are not 

found before /y/ for which see 3.1,22.2 (Table 3.34b below).

The above correspondence series are symbolised as *z in PT.
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3. 1. 21 Correspondence series involving PI hh.

The following correspondence series will be discussed according to 

the environments in which they occur.

3.1.21. 1: Correspondences involving PI /hh/ before /i/

There are five lexical items involving the correspondences of PI 

/hh/ before /i/, The correspondences are found in all stem positions.

PI Vy Tic 11 Lj SI Sp Tt Ref es

hh 2 z hh sh sh z z 604

hh z z hh sh sh z z 83

hh - - (sh) sh sh z z 84a

hh 2 z hh (0) (0) z z 100

hh — _ _ _ — _ 143a

Table 3.34a Correspondences involving PI /hh/ before /!/.

(In Lj( SI, Sp and Tt reflexes of item (83), /sh/ is 

preceded by /!/ which is not present in the other lects).

In the following items: misohhi ’tears' (604), kOhhiBa 'to know'

(83) and hhina 'name' (100), II has the correspondence with /hh/ while 

in one case cishiBa 'lake' (84a), the correspondence is with /sh/. As 

there are only three II items involved in Table 3.34a we cannot make 

definite decisions as to what is the regular correspondence here in II.
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ln
We have enclosed the items .Question in brackets to highlight theirA
peculiar nature. Nevertheless, parallels can be drawn with the 

correspondences in Table 3.34c, where before /o/ and /u/ the

correspondences of FI /hh/ are considered. Table 3.34c shows that II

has the reflex /hh/. This suggests that item <84a) in Table 3.34a is

skewed. Although there are no lakes in the Ila area, there is a big 

river passing through this area, so that large expanses of water are 

not foreign to Ila people. Nevertheless, still, lacking in lakes, it

is possible that (84a) is a loan.
. 4In Lj and SI item (.liina 'name' (100)) has the correspondence

with * zero' consonant in contrast with three cases in which the

correspondence is with /sh/. Since there are only four words involved

in Table 3. 34a we cannot establish regularity here. However, Lj and

SI have voiceless fricative in Table 3.34a because there are no voiced

fricatives in these lects. The same applies to Table 3.34c below.

3.1.21.2 Correspondence series involving FI /hhy/.

PI Vy Tk II Lj SI S0 Tt References

hhy zy zy hhy - - - - -  492a

hhy zy zy - - - - - 128a

hhy _ _ _ _ _ _ _  330a, 579a, 614a

hhy zy - - - - -  _ 630a

Table 3. 34b Correspondence series involving PI /hhy/.
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Table 3.34b shows that there are very few Items with PI /hhy/ and 

that these have in turn very few cognates in the other Tonga lects. A 

parallelism can be seen with Table 3.34a above at least as far as Vy 

and Tic are concerned. In Tables 3.34a and 3.34b /hh/ before /i/ and 

/y/ in PI corresponds to /z/ in the same environments in Vy and Tk. 

For this reason Table 3. 34a and 3. 34b are the same.

3.1.21.3: Correspondence series involving PI /hh/ before /o. u./.

The correspondence in the Table 3.34c are closely related to those in 

Table 3.34d below. There are 18 leicical items involved in the

correspondences in Table 3. 34c.

PI Vy Tk 11 Lj SI Sp Tt Ref erences.

hh V V hh f f (hh> <hh> 347

hh V V hh f f — 350a, 352a, 353a, 

359a

hh V V hh f f V V 115, 336

hh V V hh f _ V V 354a

hh V V hh — — — 348a, 349a, 351a, 

355a, 356a

hh V - hh - - - - 86a

hh V V - - - - - 299a

hh -- V _ — — — — 357a

hh - - hh - - - 612a

hh - - -  - -  - - 632a

Table 3.34c Correspondence series involving PI /hh/ before 

/o. u/.
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Item 347 is possibly a loan in Sp and Tt, hence the brackets. The 

above correspondences are found in all stem positions and before /o,

u/ including after fN>. Lj and SI have correspondences with the

voiceless labiodental fricative because there is no voiced labiodental 

fricative in these two lects. It is because II has the correspondence 

with /hh/ in Table 3. 34c that a parallel was drawn with the

correspondence /hh/ of Table 3.34a. SP and Tt cannot be accounted for

adequately because they have four cognates in Table 3.34c; three

cognates have the reflex /v/ <Sp/Tt imvula/imvula ' * rain’ <115),

inzovu/inzdvu 'elephant* <336)) and <kuvtiunga/kfivunga 'to fold' <354a)> 

while one <Sp/Tt kuhhdla 'to receive wages' <347)) has the

correspondence with /hh/. The latter case, <347), 'to receive wages', 

is likely to be a loan which came into the culture with the western

money economy. If we compare the correspondences of Table 3.34c with

those of Table 3.34d below we can see that Sp and Tt have the reflex 

/v/. This suggests that /v/ rather than /hh/ is the recurrent 

reflex.

To show that /v/ is the more likely regular correspondence in 

Table 3,34c we can make further comparisons with the reflexes of the 

correspondences involving PI /h/ before /a, o, u, w/ in 3.1.22.3 below. 

The corrrespondence of /h/ before /o, u, / is /f/ in Sp and Tt. This 

further justifies saying that the regular correspondence in Table 3.34c 

is /v/ in these two lects. This means that Sp and Tt /hh/ is skewed 

in Table 3.34c.
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3.1.21.4: Correspondences involving PI /hhw/.

The correspondences in Table 3. 34c are closely related to those in 

Table 3. 34d above.

PI Vy Tk II Lj SI Sp Tt References

hhw vw vw hhw fw fw v v 298

hhw vw vw - fw - vw vw 76a

hhw - vw hhw - - - - 358a

hhw vw vw ~ - - - 69a

Table 3. 34d Correspondences involving PI /hhw/ bef ore 

/a. e. i. ii/.

There are only four cognates in our data showing the 

correspondences involving PI /hhw/. The correspondences are found 

before the vowels /a, e, i, ii/ and after -CM) in Ct stem position. 

Missing from the above correspondences are the correspondences of PI 

/hh/ immediately before /a/ and /e/. This is because words with

such sequences in PI are very few. There is only one noun and a 

related verb in PI in which /hh/ is immediately followed by /a/, namely 

hhAla 'harrow'; Yu~Lhala. 'to harrow'. This lexical item is a loan 

from English 'harrow'/'to harrow'. There are no indigenous words in PI 

in which /hh/ is immediately followed by /a/.

One item <P1 yuzhohhwa versus SP/Tt kucovd/kflcova 'to pedal' 298) 

has the reflex /v/ rather than /vw/ in Sp and Tt . It is unlikely that
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this is a function of the following vowel since /w/ is allowed after 

/ f/ as in kufwci/kufwa. Item (298) may be treated as skewed

especially since it refers to a probable loan word.

We can now summarize the above discussion in the following chart.

3.1.21.5 Summary of the correspondences involving PI /hh/ before

/i. ii».yZ.»

Table PI Vy Tk II Lj SI Sp Tt environment.

3.32 z z z hh sh sh z z /__Ci.il]

3.34a-b hh z z hh sh sh z z /__ Ci.ii.y]

Chart 3. 10 Summary of the correspondences involving PI /hh/ 

before /i. ii. y/.

If we compare Chart 3. 10 with the first line of Chart 3.9 , we 

can see that before /i/( corrspondences are identical except in PI, in 

which there is /z/ in Chart 3.9 and /hh/ in Chart 3. 10. Chart 3,9 was 

reconstructed as PT *z. We propose to reconstruct Chart 3. 10 as PT

*zy since the environment before /y/ does not occur as an environment 

in Chart 3.9.

With this information we can now ask whether we should symbolize 

PT by *hh, *hhy or &z for Chart 3. 10. We cannot reconstruct *hh or 

*hhy because it would be uneconomical and phonetically implausible to 

derive /z/ , /s/ and /sh/ from either /hh/ or /hhy/. We cannot
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symbolize PT by *z either because if we did we would not explain the 

correspondences in PI, Vy, Tk, Sp and Tt in Chart 3.9 in which /z/ is 

found before /i/. If however, we reconstruct PT *zy we can say that 

*z before *y weakened to /hh/ provided we postulate the loss of y 

before *i(i> in these lects as suggested synchronically in 2.2.2. 1. 

See also diachronic developments e.g. in Chapter 4, Chart 4.1).

3. 1. 21. 6 Summary of the correspondences involving PI /hh/ before 

/o. u. w/.

Table PI Vy Tk II Lj SI Sp Tt environment.

3. 34c-d hh v v hh f f z z  /__L o, u, w3

Chart 3. 11 Summary of the correspondences involving PI /hh/ 

before /o. u. w/.

We propose to reconstruct on the following grounds. The

environments in the above correspondences are mutually exclusive from

those given Chart 3.10. We can start by eliminating certain possible

reconstructions. We cannot say that /hh/ is the continuation of the

original PT consonant because its occurence is restricted; it is not
h

found before the vowel5 /a/ and /of.

One alternative to /hh/ is /v/. This consonant is also ruled out

because it is too restricted; it does not occur before /i/, /e/ and in

only one case does it occur before /a/(item 298: Sp/Tt ku-cov&/ku-

c6va>, * to pedal'.
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Although /f/ Is found before all the vowels, before front vowels

in Tt we cannot reconstruct it for PT because, it is uneconomical and

phonetically implausible to derive the consonant /z/ from it. In fact

this is one of the reasons why we cannot reconstruct /hh/ and /v/ for

PT. /vw/ and /fw/ are also eliminated for the same reason.

Finally, if we reconstruct /z/ there is going to be a clash with

the correspondences in Chart 3.9, because /z/ occurs before /o, u/ in

all the lects with the exception of Lj and SI where the correspondence

is with /s/. It is however possible to posit PT *zw. The advantage

with few is that it is possible to derive the correspondences in Table

Chart 3. 11 from it. As far as the reflexes of PI and II are

concerned we can say that before Sw, PT &z weakened to /hh/ while in

all the other lects &z became a labial dental fricative by assimilating

to the labiality of *w. In Vy, Tk, Sp and Tt this resulted in /v/

while in Lj and SI, PT *z became /f/ because these lects .

devoicing ones. We therefore suggest PT *zw for the correspondence

series in 3.1.21.6. We indicated in chapter 2, chart 2.11, that /w/
C,L rounddoes not occur before vowel. This restriction can be traced back

* t&e
to PT. We would also like to point that PI's neighbour to. Shona hasA
a labiodental sibilant z orthographically written as zv. It it is 

possible that developments in Shona spread to Plateau Tonga and that zv 

further developed into hhw in PI.

The reconstruction in Chart 3. 10 is related to that of Chart 

3. 11. The two, *zy and few contrast before all vowels, although no 

examples have been found for the occurrence of these sounds before /e/. 

One question that arises from these two sounds concerns items in the 

present lects in which /z/ is immediately followed by /w/. These can 

be seen in table 3. 34e below:
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(227a) C341) (342a) (636a)

* to ripen 'to come out/ 'to quarrel 'to leak'

from'

PI 'YtifJizwa yuzwa

Vy Ytipizwa yuzwa

Tk ---------  kuzwa

11   kuhhwa

Lj ---------- kuswa

SI ---------  kuswa

Sp ---------- kuzwa

Tt ------ kuzwa

yuzwangana yuzwihhya

yuzwangana ---------

ydzwangana ---------

kuzwiisa

kuzilsa

Table 3. 34e Lexical items with /zw/ in Tonga lects.

Except item (341) the other three items have limited distribution and 

can be attributed to innovation or borrowing. Item (341) can also be 

attributed to borrowing or a relic from PT.

3.1. 22 Correspondence series involving PI /h/

3,1.22.1: Correspondences involving PI /h/ before /i/

There are ten lexical items involving PI /h/ before /!/. We give 

these in table 3. 35 below.
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P1 Vy Tk II Lj SI SP Tt References.

h s s sh — — — 429a

h s s - sh sh — - 55a

h s s sh sh sh - - 677a

h s s sh - - s s 668a

h s s sh sh - s 662a

h s s sh sh sh - s 430a

h s s 625a

h s 87af 348,

Table 3. 35a Correspondences of PI /h/ before /!/.

The correspondences are found in the environment before /!/ and

in all positions, There is only one example of PI /hi/ after /N/,

yCtltimw6Nhi. 'leftside' (87a), which corresponds to Vy yulumw^nsi. 

Table 3. 35a shows that only PI has /h/. In II, Lj and SI the 

correspondence with /sh/ follows the general phonotactic constraint in 

these lects in which /s/ is not allowed before /!/ and /y/ ( see

2.2. 5, (1-2) in chapter 2 ,
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3.1.22.2 Correspondences involving PI /hy/
There are 11 items involving the correspondences of PI /hy/. 

these are given in Table 3. 35b below.

PI Vy Tk 11 Lj SI sp Tt References.

hy sy sy sh sh sh sh sh 433

hy sy sy sh sh sh - _ 432a,434a

hy sy sy sh sh - - - 574a

hy - sy sh - _ - 435a

hy sy sy sh sh sh s - 436a

hy sy sy sh - - s s 28a

hy sy sy 133a, 577a, 610a

hy - - - sh - - - 46a

Table 3.35b Correspondences of PI /hy/ before /a. o. u/

The above correspondences are found in the environments before 

the vowels /a, o, u/ in all stem positions. A parallel can be drawn 

between the present correspondence series and those in 3.1.21.2 (Table 

3.34b) in as far as PI, Vy and Tk are concerned. II, Lj and SI have 

the correspondence with /sh/ because /s/ cannot be followed by /if or

/y/ in these lects. As in Table 3. 35a /s/ is palatalized in such a

sequence. The correspondences in Sp and Tt do not give a clear

picture because they are poorly representedin Table 3. 35b above.

There are a number of lexical items that show irregularity in

Vy, Tk, II and Lj. These are given in Table 3. 35c, below.
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(6a) (39a) (437a> (635a) (606a)

'back* 'eye' 'to slip 1 to blossom 'cooking

from grip* stones'

PI yiihyule lihyo

Vy ytisule liso

Tk kusule ----

II ------ ----

Lj kwisule ---

Si ------ ----

sp ------  ----

Tt ----- ----

Table 3.35c Examples showing PI /hy/ corresponding to /s/ 

or /sy/ in Vy . Tk. XI. and Lj.

There are several difficulties in the above data. One of them

lies in the forms of Vy and Tk in which /s/ is not followed by /y/ as

would have been expected if we made a comparison with Table 3.35b 

above. Similarly, we expected on comparing with Table 3. 35b that PI

/hy/ would correspond to /sh/ in II and Lj. Perhaps what we need to

focus our attention on are the forms in PI because they are the ones 

with palatalisation in all the cognates.

Some of the items above (Lj kwisule 'back* 6a and Pl/Vy lihyo 

'eye' (39a)) have a stem initial /!/. It is possible that this vowel 

is responsible for palatalisation in PI in these two items. The 

palatalisation here suggests 'reinforcement' associated with class 5

yuhyupuya

yusyupuya

kusupuka

kusupuka

kusupuka

yuhyuuya

ytisuuya

lctishuuka

mdhyuwa

mdsuwa

mdsuwa
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nouns in PI since (39a) is a class 5 noun. Item <6a> is also likely to 

be a class 5 noun. This may be seen in the cognate of Lj where stem 

initial /i/ could be an allomorph of class 5 prefix and the preceding 

/kw/ is the locative prefix of class 17, Item (606a> is also a class 5 

noun in PI; cf. singular hyuwa. If we posit stem initial /!/ for (6a, 

39a and 606a) in Table 3.35c we can account for palatalisation in PI. 

However, the outstanding problem of lack of palatalisation in the other 

lects still remains unresolved unless we were to draw parallels to non

palatalisation of /n/ following a round vowel which we observed in 

3. 1. 3.

Table 3.35c also shows inconsistencies in Vy, Tk and II. We 

would have expected that Vy and Tk would have /y/ following /s/ in all 

the that above like in item (437a). In II we expected /sh/ in item 

(437a) just as in (635a). These problems are taken up in Chapter 6.

3.1.22.3: Correspondences involving PI /h/ before /o/ and /u/

Correspondences involving PI /h/ before /o/ and /u/ are given in 

Table 3.36d below. There are twenty lexical items involving the 

correspondences of PI /h/ before /o/ and /u/.
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PI Vy Tk 11 Lj SI Sp Tt References

h f f h f f f f 17, 42, 310, 311

h f f h - _ f f 16

h f f h f f - - 306,307a, 646a

h f f - - - f f 509a

h f f f - _ - 316a

h f f h f - _ 315a, 312a

h f f h - - - - 313a,314a

h - - - f f - _ 170a

h f f 647a

h f f h f - - - 92a

h - 165a

h - - _ f - - - 317a

h h 64a

Table 3. 35d Correspondences of PI /h/ before /. o. u/.

In the environments in question, the correspondences are consistent 

in PI, Vy, Tk, II and Lj. Sp and Tt have fewer cognates in Table 3.35d 

although those that are available have identical reflexes to those of 

Vy, Tk, Lj and SI.

There is however one verb in which Sp has /s/ in comparison 

with regular reflexes in in PI, Vy and Tk, e.g. PI: ydhuyula versus SP: 

kusukula. 'to doze* <308a>. As this is the only case with this kind of 

correspondence we shall treat the correspondence as skewed.
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Furthermore the verb itself is onomatopoeic and such words can take 

unpredictable forms.

3.1.22.4. Correspondences involving PI /hw/ .

PI Vy Tk II Lj SI Sp Tt References

hw fw fw hw fw fw fw fw 27

hw fw fw hw - - fw fw 593a

hw fw fw hw - - - - 599a

Table 3. 35e Correspondences of PI /hw/ before /a. e. i/.

PI /hw/ corresponds to /hw/ in II and to /fw/ in all the other 

lects. The correspondences are found before the vowels /a, e, i/. 

They are in complementary distribution to those of Table 3.35d which 

occur before /o/ and /u/. There are no examples of the above 

correspondences after INI.
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3.1.22.5 Summary of the correspondences of PI /h/ before /i. ii/ and 

/hy/ in all stem positions, 

positions

Table PI Vy Tk II L.1 SI SB______Tt______environment

3. 26 s s s sh sh sh s s / JL, ii

3.35a-b h s s sh sh sh s s /_i, y

Chart 3. 12 Summary of the correspondences of PI /h. / 

before /i. ii/ and /hy/ in all stem postions.

(For comparison we have included the first line of Chart 3.6 

which not found before /y/>.

The correspondences in 3.1.22.5 parallel those of 3.1.21.6 below 

except that in the present case II has /sh/. We cannot reconstruct 

/h/ because we would not be in a position to account for the

presence of the semivowel in /sy/ and /hy/. We cannot reconstruct 

/hy/ either because it is phonetically not plausible to derive /s/ or 

/sy/ from /hy/. If however we reconstruct PT *sy we can easily 

account for all the correspondences in all the lects except those of 

PI. Nevertheless the correspondences of PI can be accounted for by 

assuming weakening of PT *s to PI /h/ before /y/. This development in 

PI is parallel to that in Chart 3. 10 where we reconstructed PT *zy.

3. 1. 22. 6 Summary of the correspondences of PI /h/ before /o. u/ and 

/hw/ in all stem positions.

Chart 3. 13 below shows that all the lects have the reflex of /f/ 

and /fw/ in the correspondences involving PI /h/ and /hw, respectively.
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It is our task now to try and relate these reflexes, to see whether 

they are from the same source. To start with we can say that the chart 

below is parallel to that found in Chart 3. 11 above involving the 

correspondence of PI /hh/ before back vowel and that involving PI 

/hhw/. It was discussed then that labio-dental fricatives /f/ and /v/ 

cannot be reconstructed because none of these sounds 'can plausibly be 

the source of /z/ as the reflexes of S(3 and Tt show. For the same 

reason of phonetic implausibility we did not reconstruct /hh/ or /hhw/. 

We therefore opted for *zw, for the reasons given in that section. In 

the present section we cannot reconstruct /f/, /fw/, /h/ or /^w/ for

the reasons spelt out in section 3.1.21. We give Chart 3.13 below.

Table PI Vy Tk II L.1 SI SB______Tt environment

3. 35d h f f h f f f  f /_o, u

3. 35e hw fw fw hw fw fw fw_____ fw

Chart 3. 13. Summary of the correspondences of /h/ before 

/o o/ and /hw/.

The reflexes of Vy, Tk, Lj, SI, Sp and Tt compare with those in Chart 

3. 12 which have the reflex /s/ or /sh/ before /y/ or /i/ in respective 

lects. The presence of /s/-reflexes in Chart 3. 12 suggests that we can 

reconstruct PT *sw for Chart 3. 13 as well , so that a parallelism can 

be drawn.

There are lexical items in the present-day lects which have 

/sw/ given below.
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<49) (147a) (182) <428a) <615a)

•fish* 'to spit' 'we' 'to visit* 'to be become

ill'

PI nswi 7dswa swePo •yuswaya •yuzhiswa

Vy nswi ytiswa swePo 'y usway a yuciswa

Tk nswi It us wi da swepo kuswaya kuciswa

11 nswi ktihwila swePo kuswaya —

Lj nswi swepo kuciswa

SI nswi afwe

sp inswi ltuswd isw6

Tt inswi kuswa Is we

Table 3.35f. Lexical items with /sw/ in the Tonga lects.

Table 3. 35f gives cases in which the reconstruction of PT tsw 

would have caused problems in some lects. However, II and SI do not 

constitute a problem in the reflexes of items <147a) and (182) as /hw/ 

and /fw/ (jQ'tpl ^
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3.1.23. Con^jpectus of Consonant and semivowel 
Correspondences and Reconstructions

Table PI Vy Tk ii Lj si sp Tt PT Environment Reference
3. 1 m m m m m m m m 3. 1. 1
3. 2 n n n n n n n n 3. 1. 2
3. 4 ny ny ny n n n ny ny *ny /— [+rd] 3. 1. 3
3. 3 ny nv nv nv nv nv nv nv *ny elsewhere 3. 1. 3
3. 14a b b b 0 P 0 P P /Vi__ 3. 1. 10. 2
3. 14b b b b P P P P P *p /C+Class 53_ 3. 1. 10. 3 ■
3. 6 mb mb mb mb mb mb mb mb *mb / m __ 3. 1. 5. 2
3.5 P P P P P P P P *8 Elsewhere 3. 1. 5. 1
3. 10 P P P P P P h h *p 3. 1. 7. 1
3. 31b w w w w w P h h /[o ul 3. 1. 19. 1
3. 10a y y y y y P h h *p /[i el 3. 1. 7. 2
3.31a w w w w w w w w *w 3. 1. 19. 1
3. 11 t t t t t t t t 3. 1. 8. 1
3. 16 d d d 1 1 1 - 1 *1 /[Class 51__3. 1. 11. 2
3.8 nd nd nd nd nd nd nd nd *nd / IN)__ 3. 1. 6. 1
3. 7 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 *1 Elsewhere 3. 1. 6
3. 26 s s s sh sh sh s s *s / __  [ il 3. 1. 17. 1
3. 27 s s s s s s s s ■S'S elsewhere 3. 1. 17. 2
3. 32 z z z hh sh sh z z *z / [i ul 3. 1. 20. (1-2)
3. 33c
3. 33d z z z z s s z z *z Elsewhere 3. 1. 20. 3
3. 19 c c c c c c c c *c /Vi_ 3. 1. 13. 1

<N>__
3. 20 zh c c c c c c c #c elsewhere except

/—  [y. wl 3. 1. 14. 1
3. 23 j j j y c c y y *j 3. 1. 16
3. 24a j j j y c p h h *p /Vi__ 3. 1. 16
3. 24b j j j - c 0 y y p 3. 1. 16
3. 24c ,1 ,1 ,1 c 0 y w - *,1 3. 1. 16
3. 25 nj nj nj nj nj ng ng ng *ng / __1 3. 1. 16. 4

except / [yl
3. 18 m *1S ns m ns m m Elsewhere except

/__ /y/ 3. 1. 12. 2

3. 30 y y y y y y y y -Sy /[frdl__
not f ound
/__ [ wl or
/ my 3. 1. 18. 2

3. 29 y y y z y y z z *y Elsewhere but
not / [ wl or
/ (N> — 3. 1. 18. 1

3. 12a k k k k k k k

3. 12b k k k k k k k
3. 22 TpC i\k T|k tjk nk ypt t)k

3. 21 y y k k k k

k *k /Vi  (not found
/ [yJ> 3.1.9

k *k /[class 53__3.1.9
Hk *i\k / O O   (not 3.1.15.2

/  [y] )
lc k *k elsewhere except
________ / [y]/< m ______3. 1. 15. 1
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3.1.23. Summary of Consonant and semivowel Correspondences and
Reconstructions (cont'd).

Table PI Vy Tk XI L.1 SI Sp Tt PT Environment Reference
3. 35a h s s sh sh sh s s $sy /__[i] except/<N>_

and /__[wl 3. 1. 22.
3. 35b hy sy sy sh sh sh s s *sy /__ Ca o u], in all

stem positions including
/ __ (not f ound
/_ CwJ. 3. 1. 22. 2

3. 35d h f f h f f f f *sw /__ Co u] 3. 1. 22. 3
3. 35e hw fw fw hw fw fw fw fw *sw /__ C i e a], except

/ i m __ 3.1.22.4.
3. 34a hh z z hh sh sh z z *zy /__ til 3. 1. 21. 1
3. 34b hhy zy zy zh sh - - - *zy Elsewhere 3.1.21.2
3. 34c hh V V hh f f V V *zw /___Co ul 3.1.22.3
3. 34d hhw vw vw hhw fw fw vw VW #zw elsewhere 3.1.22.4

3. 1. 24 Conclusions.

In conclusion to the foregoing discussion we give the consonant 

inventory of PT as follows in Table 3.36 below.

bilabial alveolar palatal velar

stop *p. #t *k.

fricative

*0

■*s

#z

affricate $c. -H

lateral *1

nasal •tm •»n *1
semivowel &w *y

Table 3.36, The consonants of PT

The above table represents the proposed invei^ory of consonant 

phonemes of PT reconstructed from the correspondences in 3.1.1 -

3.1.22.4. One of the problems which remains unresolved concerns the
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question of whether PT had /g/. We have seen in 3. 1. 4 that some nouns 

of class 9 which appear to be vowel initial take the velar nasal q- as 

prefix. It is possible by internal reconstruction within PI to 

establish that some of these nouns have latent /g/ stem-initially and 

that the reason we have the prefix /q/ is because of this fact. 

However, cross-lect data do not give us evidence for positing *g in PT. 

It is possible to argue that CB *g was lost in PT but was preserved 

after the homorganic nasal.

Another problem that needs further research involves the 

non-prenasalised reinforced stops . These are mainly found in borrowed 

and onomatopoeic words which are restricted to PI, Vy and Tic. It is 

because of these features that we cannot posit the voiced stops Cb3 and 

[d] in PT.

Although we have reconstructed PT *p, the reconstruction is 

tentative. One could have reconstructed J but our choice rests

mainly on evidence in wider Bantu and with Tonga SI has Cp3.

In some cases we have seen conflicting correspondences in some 

lects, e.g. II in the case of /s/ and /z/ before /w/ and /u/. These 

problems are dealt with in chapter 6 where we view the relationship of 

the Tonga lects from the point of view of lect contact instead of 

divergences.



3.2 VOWEL CORRESPONDENCES AMD RECONSTRUCTION.

3.2.0. Introduction.
In this section vowel correspondences will be presented with the

view of reconstructing the vowel Inventory of PT. All the eight lects

have the short vowels /i e a o u/, (see correspondences in Tables
fit*3.37-41) below which generally correspond in one to one fashion. For 

this reason we can assume that the five vowels were also present in PT. 

Because of this general agreement we are going $o concentrate on 

correspondences that are not uniform in all the lects. Among the 

issues to be addressed is the status of the correspondences in which a 

single vowel in the core lects corresponds to a double vowel in SP

and Tt. It will transpire that S{3 and Tt preserved the distinctive

vowel length of CB.

We shall consider differences in the vowels of some of the cognate 

items in extension position (3.2.4). We shall also see that in final 

position of noun stems vowels may differ among lects; typically the 

difference is one of vowel height (see 3.2.5). This may be accounted 

for as final raising along the lines of Luvale (K, 14) and Lunda 

(L. 52), In a number of correspondences we shall see the

correspondence of zero-vowel and /i/ (see 3.2.8). This correspondence 

is found in lexical items which were reconstructed with *-yI- in CB. 

However, other zero-vowel and /i/ correspondences are a result of loss

of eg^onsonant in the cognates of some of the lects. Loss of^original

consonant created the following correspondences: in some cases zero-

consonant versus /j/ (3.2.9); zero-consonant versus /y/ or /z/(3.2. 10) 

and zero-consonant versus /p/<3.2. 11). The reason why the

correspondences involving consonant loss are discussed in the present
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section is that we would like to account for all the current vowel

correspondences among the Tonga lects. It is the aim of this section 

to examine all these correspondences and to reconstruct the proto-Tonga 

vowel inventory.

A change to the format utilized in comparison with section 3.1 on 

the consonants is in the introduction of the term Proto-Tonga-Core 

Cor PT-Core), which refers to the immediate ancestor of the core lects 

PI, Vy, Tk, II, Lj and SI. We have decided to group Sp and Tt

separately because these lects can be shown to have preserved vowel 

length distinctiveness which ultimately is traceable to CB. The core 

lects show short vowel reflexes with respect to both long and short 

vowels of CB. We have decided to reserve the term Proto-Tonga to refer 

to the ancestor of all the eight lects. In this section PT long vowels 

will be symbolized by writing the symbol '!' after each long vowel 

namely i; , et , a: , o: , u:. As original long vowels of CB were reduced

to short vowels in the core lects any subsequent presentation of a

sequence of identical vowel symbols is to be interpreted as a vowel 

sequence that has arisen since PT-C.

3.2.1. Uniform vowel correspondences among the Tonga lects.

Tables 3.37-3.41 below, give the references in which lexical items 

in all the eight lects have identical correspondences in the vowels /i 

e a o u/ in all environments.
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P1 Vy Tk II Lj SI SP Tt References.

14, 48, 49, 100, 103, 105, 160, 

222, 224, 247, 292, 332, 329,

346, 383, 384, 449, 497, 600, 652. 

21a.

225, 392, 413a, 541, 594a.

268, 429a, 651a.

327a.

345

(see also 23a, 37, 245, 263, 293, 294a, 296a, 302a, 331a, 345a, 373a, 

380a, 407a, 444a, 421a, 415a, 481a, 546a, 607, 633a, 639a, 642a, 653a, 

654, 655a, 660, 662, 663a, 679a, >.

Table 3. 37. Correspondences Involving PI /!/ in all stem 
positions.

There are 61 items in which all the lects have identical reflex 

/!/. PT *1 is reconstructed.
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PI Vy Tk II Lj SI Sp Tt References,

e e e e e e e e  71, 175, 216220, 235, 246, 266, 285,

381, 382, 5199, 605, 611, 656

e e e — e — — — 6a

e - e e e - - - 45a

e e e e - - e - 59a,230

e e e 295a, 365a

e e e e - - e e 427a

e e e e - e - - 491 a

e e e - - - e e 569a

e e e e e e - - 657a

e e e e e e - - 344a, 520a

CSee also 113, 214, 264a, 284a, 291a, 323a, 324a, 328a, 381a, 402a, 

419a, 492a, 609a, 623a, 637a,

Table 3,38 Correspondences Involving PI /e/ In all stem 

positions

There are 52 Items in which all the lects have an identical reflex

/e/ of PT *e.
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PI Vy Tk II Lj SI Sp Tt References,

a a a a a a a a  10a, 15, 17, 26a, 30, 42, 64, 100, 115,

120, 144, 157, 160, 212, 202, 203, 

204, 242, 469, 489, 597. 

a a a a a a -  - 53a, 243, 254, 375, 398a, 428a,

566, 586, 675, 676.

a a — a a — a a 93a

a a a - a a a a 96a

a a - a a a a a 97a

a - a a - a - - 153a

a a a a a — a -a 172a

(see also: 20a, 66a, 84a, 119a, 149a, 150a, 205a, 206a, 208a, 209a,

211a, 213, 238, 245a, 258, 259a, 261a, 262a, 263a, 316a, 321a, 322a, 346, 

356a, 377a, 379a, 392a, 393a, 394, 395a396a, 397a, 399a, 400a, 408a, 411a, 

415a, 432a, 442a, 445a, 447a, 449a, 462a, 464a, 465a, 468a, 490a, 503a, 

507a, 508a, 509a, 512a, 514a, 556, 559, 563a, 564a, 567a, 578a, 584a, 597a, 

598a, 608a, 619a, 648a, 658a, 669a, 670, 679a.

Table 3. 39 Correspondences involving PI /a/ in all stem 

positions.

There are 108 items in which all the lects have an identical reflex 

/a/ of PT *a.
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P1 Vy Tk- II Lj SI Sp Tt References.

o o o o o o o o l 5 ,  22, 4-8, 103, 123, 144, 173, 216,

229, 250, 298, 336, 347, 388, 389, 

394, 433, 472, 473, 478, 505, 526,

o o o o o o o — 34a, 130a.

o o o o o o - - 191a, 236, 307a, 416a, 617a

o o o 125

(see also 59a, 106a, 131a, 153a, 228a, 230a, 401a, 409a, 416a, 418a, 

419a, 420a, 421a, 434a, 451a, 452a, 454a, 456a, 465a, 474a, 475a, 476a, 

477a, 482a, 491a, 496a, 503a, 570a, 578a, 582a, 585a, 604a, 628a, 650a, 

657a, 662a, 676a,

Table 3. 40 Correspondences Involving PI /o/ In all stem 

positions.

There are 67 items in which all the lects have an identical reflex

/o/ of PT *o.
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P1 Vy Tk II Lj SI Sp Tt References.

u u u u u u u u  17,27,31,105,111,115,251,273,

277, 310, 311, 336, 341, 361, 390, 

423, 488, 497, 532, 616, 649.

u u u u — — u u 422a

u u u u u u u - 436

u u u u — — _ — 239a

(see also 26a, 34a, 40a, 53a, 65a, 69a, 77a, 131a, 138a, 147a, 237a,

238a, 239a, 240a, 277a, 278a, 300a, 308a, 312a, 313a, 314a, 315a, 316a,

318a, 321a, 322a, 337a, 348a, 350a, 351a, 352a, 353a, 354a, 355a, 356a,

359a, 367a, 397a, 402a, 427a, 437a, 458a, 479a, 512a, 517a, 539a, 553a,

554a, 574a, 575, 581a, 605a, 609a, 626a, 643a, 646a, 647a, 655a, 661a, 

672a, 678a.

Table 3. 41 Correspondences involving PI /u/ In all stem 

positions.

There are 85 items in which all the lects have an identical reflex 

/u/ of PT *u.

3.2.2 Contrast of vowel length.

3. 2. 2. 1 Contrast of vowel length in -CVC- radicals

There are some items in which a short vowel in PI and the rest of
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the core lects corresponds to a long vowel in Sp and Tt. Examples are 

given in Table 3, 42a, below.

PI Vy Tk 11 Lj SI sp Tt Ref erences.

a a a: a: 89b

- - - - a at a: 462b

e e e e e e e: e: 381,382

i i i i i i i: i: 221,328a

o o o o o o o: o: 388, 453, 455, 471, 525.

u u u u u u u: u: 234 (PI -puY"J -puuk-

CB *-buuk-

Table 3. 42a, Vowel length in -CVC- radicals.

Table 3. 42a shows that Sp and Tt cognates have long vowels as 

against short vowels in the core lects. The total number of instances 

exhibiting this correspondence is not particularly large and some

vowels are poorly represented. But these correspondence series 

contrast in the same environment as the ones with short vowels 

throughout. Furthermore, if we compare the above data to the 

reconstructions in CB we find that 9 out of the 12 long vowels in the 

above data are confirmed by reconstruction by Guthrie. Some linguists 

have raised questions about whether all the items above were correctly 

reconstructed with long vowels by Guthrie (Meeussen 1979: 3), but long 

vowels are found in cognates in Bemba as Table 3,42b, below shows, 

suggesting that long vowels were characteristic at least of the common
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ancestor of these Eastern Bantu languages if not of Proto-Bantu as 

such.

Sp Tt Bemba CB. Ref. gloss

kul&: la 

kuk&: na 

kul6: la

kul6: ta 

kupi: ka 

kuzi: ka 

kuz6: la 

kul6: ta 

ktitd: la 

kupO: ka

kul&: la 

ktikdna 

kul6: la

kul£: ta 

kupi: ka 

kuzi: ka 

kuz6: la 

ktild: ta 

kut6: la 

kupO: ka

tikula: la 

tikuka: na 

ukulela

tikule: ta 

ukupi: ka

ukulo: ta 

ukuto: la 

ukupu: ka

#-d*ad- 89b

■fc-k&dn- 462b 

*-d6d- 381

*~d<§6t~ 382 

*-biik- 221

ukushi:ka #-dffk- 328a
-------    453

*-d66t- 471 

*-t66d- 525 

#-bddk- 234

'to sleep' .

1 to ref use' , 

'to look after 

child'

1 to bring'.

'to put'.

1 to bury' .

'to scoop' 

to dream' .

' to take'.

'to wake 

up' .

Table 3. 42b Comparison of long vowels in SB and Tt with 
t hose of Bemba and CB.

Sp and Tt generally agree in vowel length but this is not entirely 

so in the above table. In item <462b), SP has the cognate which 

agrees in vowel length with that of Bemba and the reconstructed form
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of CB. Tt however, has a short vowel Instead of the expected long 

one. This same phenomenon was observed in Lamba (Meeussen(1979: 

6)). As Tt has only one example of a reflex with a short vowel we 

can say that its reflex in (462b) is skewed.

In (381: Sp/Tt kul££la) both SP and Tt have the long vowel

reflex while in Bemba and CB the vowel is short, Lisimba (1982), 

gave three Luyana lects Mashi, Kwangwa and Simaa as having a double 

vowel for (381) as well. The three Luyana lects just mentioned are 

Bantu lects spoken in the continuous area where SP and Tt are 

spoken, (381) and (462b) thus appear to show innovations but in 

different directions, of reduction and lengthening, respectively.

Long vowels are also found in Sp and Tt in environments other 

than -C-C-, but not always in the same cognates in both lects. We 

give the data in Table 3.42c below. The environments in question 

here are after semivowels and before prenasalized consonants
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PI Vy Tk 11 SI Sp Tt Reference.

i i 1 i i: i: 76a(Pl -hhwim-: Sp/T -vwi: m)

a a a a a a a: a; 180(-samb- Sp/Tt -saarab-)

i i i i i i i: i: 158(PI -zimb-: Sp/Tt -zi: mb-)

i i i i i i i i: 334(PI -zinguluk-:

Tt -zi:nguluk-)

1 - C e31 i - i i: - 335a (PI -zimbilw-;

Sp -zi:mbilw-)

i i i i i i i: 430(PI -hingulul-: Tt -si:ngul-)

i i i i i i i: 621 (PI -sindail-: Tt -si:ndil-)

o o o o o o o; o: 231 (PI -pomb-: Sp/Tt -po:mb-)

u u u u u u u: u: 232(PI -pumb-: Sp/Tt -pu: mb-)

u u u u u u: u 354a(PI -hhung-: SP -vuung-)

Table 3. 42c Contrast of Vowel Length in Radicals other than

-c-C-.

The data in Table 3.4j£c above shows that Sp and Tt have a long

vowel after a semivowel (item 76a) and/or before a prenasalised

consonant, There are 15 other cases in SP and 11 in Tt supporting

the above observations but we have not given them in the table. The

26 items are not included because they are generally local to SP and

Tt, i. e. not found in the core lects ,

1. Item 335a is skewed in Tk.



There is a significant number of lexical items in which vowel length 

can be seen before prenasalised consonants, 24 items in sp and 17 in 

Tt. Nevertheless, the overwhelming number of words have short 

vowels in these same environments (i.e. after a semivowel and before 

a prenasalised consonant), 51 cases in Sp and 59 in Tt. This 

suggests to us that in the environments in question vowel length may 

not be distinctive in SP and ‘Tt. These data include only 

disyllabic verb radicals and noun stems although most of the data 

predominantly comprises verbs.

Although there are unresolved problems the correspondences in 

Table 3.42b confirm that the long vowels *i: , #e: , *a: , *o: and *u: 

should be reconstructed for FT. As we have indicated, evidence from 

wider Bantu and also CB suggests that SP and Tt inherited vowel 

length.

3.2. 3 Correspondences involving identical vowel sequence <or ’double 
vowels) in the core lects

Table 3.43a, below, gives the correspondences in which some or 

all of the core lects have double vowels. Most of the lexical 

items involved have no cognates in Sp and Tt.
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PI Vy Tk 11 Lj SI sp Tt Ref erences

aa aa aa - aa aa - - 290a CPI Y^zhetaala)

aa aa aa aa e e aa aa 285 (PI yuzhembaala)

aa aa aa aa 599a. 631a CPI 'ytihwambaana and 

yhvaama)

aa aa aa aa aa aa aa ia 280 CPI v^zhaala)

aa aa aa - - - - - 506aCPI Yutaaluya)

ee ee ee ee ee ee - - 166a CPI yuveeva)

ee ee ee ee ee - - - 518a(Pl Ytiteelela)

- - - ee ee ee - - 509bCI1 ku-nveela)

- - ii - ii - ii ii 46c(Tk -nilni 'few')

- - - - ii ii ii - lOldCL.1 -niini 'narrow')

- - ii - ii - - - 102b(Tk -fwiifwi )

ii ii ii - ii - ii ii 140aCPI -niini 'small')

ii ii 495a(Pl ytiywillay

ii ii ii 542CCPI Ytidiimana)

00 oo oo - - - - - 23a.44a CPI yuBoola. Y^voowa)

oo oo oo oo oo oo - - 306a(PI yuhooma)

uu — uu uu — — — — 435a CPI hvuumbwa:

Tk syuumbwa

uu uu - uu - - - - 635a (Y^hyuuya)

Table 3. 43a Correspondences involving double vowels In the 

core lects

Some of the items involving PI /aa/ involve putative verbal 

extensions and are therefore found at what must have been a morpheme 

juncture. Item (290a) is found in the stem -zhetaal/-cetaal- , 'to



become poor*. There is some evidence that this stem includes an 

extension in the form of (aal>. This is because there exists a noun 

stem in PI -zhete/-cete. 'poor'. Since the verb and noun are 

lexically related it is likely that one was derived from the other. 

We would like to suggest a simple stem -zhet-, The 'extension' has

no recognisable meaning except perhaps loosely ' to become ____1 ,

where '___' can be filled by a noun. In PI there are other verbs

which incorporate -aal- although not all of them can be said to be 

derived. Apart from (285) above, other lexical items which include 

-aal- in PI are Y ^ u^aa -̂ai ' ̂ ° become foolish'; yuvangaala. 'to 

become dull/foolish' (cf. pu-yanga 'foolishness') and ydyasaala 

(470a) 'to become warm'. These words are not all in the wordlist; 

they are given here for the purpose of illustration. None of the 

items quoted in the present paragraph have been reconstructed in CB. 

However, we envisage a form of extension *-aCal- in which *C was 

lost in intervocalic position. We assume that this was CB 

dimunitive suffix *-pad- in which #p was lost intervocalically('see.. 

3. 1. 7. 2).

Item (285) shows the correspondence of /aa/ with /e/, 1. e. PI

Yuzhembaala versus Lj/Sl kucembela. No plausible phonological

account can be given for this correspondence which may involve 
CL

^substituted extension element.

Item (631a)Pl Ytiyaama 'to lean' is also suspicious but there is 

no known corresponding nominal stem in any of the lects which 

compares with this item. However, there is an extension in CB *-am- 

called 'neuter' by Guthrie (1967-71 Pt 2 Vol. 4 p.215). This
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extension may be termed 'positional' because it refers to bodily 

'posture' or 'position'. It is found in many verb stems in PI, 

although it can no longer be extracted from the stems. All the 

other examples in PI have a single vowel*, 'ytihugama 'to kneel' <316), 

Yusalama ' to lie on back' (399a) and Ytihhuntama. ' to lie supine' 

(356). The element -am- cannot be extracted from these verbs.

Item <599a) represents the stems -hwambaan-/-fwambaan-. 'to 

hurry up' . This stem could also be said to have an extension in the 

form of -an-. It is possible among PI speakers to say Y^~^wamba to 

mean the same thing as (599a). In Bantu, there is the

reconstructed extension *-an- called 'reciprocal'. But this meaning 

is not reflected in the present item and in any case this contrasts 

with -aan~. As with the extension (aal)- it is likely that -aan- is 

originally from *-aCan- and that *C was lost intervocallcally,

Item (506a) #~taaluk- is different from the cases we have looked 

at so far because /aa/ is found in non-juncture position. It is 

the only one that can be said to have a double vowel in a position 

other than at putative morpheme juncture,

The indication that item (280), Y^z^aa^a* 'to remain', has an 

extension is suggested by the reflex of Tt in which we have a 

sequence of two unidentical vowels /ia/. The radical would seem to 

be -2hi-/-ci- and the putative extension is -al-. In all the 

lects except Tt, there would seem to be assimilation of the /i/ to 

the following /a/ in the item in question. We do not get the 

semivowel /y/ because the preceding consonant is also palatal and 

contains the gesture for [ y] in its production as discussed in

2. 2. 2. 2 In any case we do not get /syaal/ in Tt because /y/ does 

not occur after /s/ in this lect. But, still we cannot say why /i/
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did not assimilate to /a/ in Tt. We propose that the PT form was

possibly #-syaal- which became -sial- in Tt.

There are some items in Table 3.43& that indicate reduplication

with lengthening of first syllable. For ease of reference we

extract the relevant data and present it as Table 3. 43b.

PI Vy Tk II Lj SI S0 Tt Referencees,

ii - ii - ii ii 46c(Tk -niini 1 few' >

- - - ii ii ii 101d(Lj -niini 'narrow')

- ii - ii 102b(Tk -fwiifwi 'near')

ii ii ii - ii - ii ii 140a(Pl -niini 'small')

ee ee ee ee ee ee - - 166a(PI Yuveeva 'think')

Table 3,43b Correspondences in putative reduplicated stems.

It is no longer possible to recover the simple stem in the data 

given in Table 3.43b. The exception is (102b) which may be traced 

to PT *-supi. Loss of intervocalic #p created *swi by

semi vocalisation ( see 3. 1.7. 2), PT *swi became fwi in Lj and SI. 

This stem was reduplicated accompanied by doubling of the vowel /i/. 

Although it is not given in Table 3, 43 above (but see Table 3. 43) 

another item which possibly developed from loss of an intervocalic 

consonant is 44a (PI Y^y°ovja 'to fear'). The stem -voowa has a 

Bantu etymology, reconstructed as #-ydgup- by Guthrie. Generally, 

intervocalic CB *g was lost in the Tonga lects. As was shown in

3,1.7.2 even CB *p has the reflex of zero in all the lects except in
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Sl, Sp and Tt. This means that in (44a) these changes together 

brought about the vowel /oo/ in the radical. It cannot be said for

certain which of these consonants was lost first. Assuming CB *g

was lost first we can get #-yoop-, This in fact is similar to the 

radical found in Nyanja while in Cewa it is -op-. The next stage in 

the Tonga lects was the loss of CB *p, which has parallels in 

3. 1. 7, 2 (Table 3, 10a) and 3. 1. 19 (Table 3. 31) above. We suggest 

that (44a) be reconstructed as f-yoop- in PT.

Item (518: PI ^dteelela 'to listen', (23a: PI Yu$oola 'to come')

and (306a: PI yuhooma 'to pant') are unanalys'Table. Of these words 

only (518a) has a cognate in Shona -teerera. None of these words 

suggest reduplication of stem as suggested for the data in table 

3. 43 /ee/ or /oo/ as the case may be cannot be attributed to any 

morphological source.

Items 509b (II kunyeela 'to chew') and 495a (PI Ydywiila 'to 

scream' ) may be exhibiting vowel adjustment discussed 2.1.3 above, 

It cannot be ascertained at the moment but it is possible that 

kunyeela incorporates an applicative extension although this is not 

plausible on semantic grounds; similarly it is possible that 

Y^Ywilla incorporates the applicative extension {-II-} so that the 

verb stem would be -yu-. Semivocalization would then apply with 

expected doubling of the vowel /i/ of the extension. But since 

(509a) (495a) are highly local they cannot be confidently

attributed to PT-C.

If we now turn to item (542a) Yfldiimana ' to be bent (e. g 

stick)', we can see a double vowel /ii/. The distribution of this 

item is restricted, being found only in three lects.

Items 435a (PI svuumbwa and Tk syuumbwa ) 'lion' and 635a: PI
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yuhyuuya ' to blossom', have a doublets well but these items are 

highly local to PI, Vy and Tk.

The foregoing discussion has attempted to account for identical 

vowel sequences in the Tonga lects. Some of the vowel sequences 

can be attributed to morphophonological sources while others can 

be said to have arisen from the loss of an intervocalic consonant. 

It is possible to find vowel contrasts involving a single (i.e. 

short vowel) versus sequence of identical vowels, but these 

contrasts are not very frequent and in most cases the contrasting 

cases are at morpheme juncture.

3- 2* Correspondence series involving PI /ai/ in putative extension 
position.

In Table 3. 44, below, we can see three types of correspondences. 

In item (253) PI /ai/ corresponds to Tt /e/; in (281) PI /ai/ 

corresponds to /ae/ while in (62|) /ai/ in PI corresponds to /i/ in 

Tt. Item (253) is lexically related to item (278a) Pl/Vy/Tk 

zhi-butu versus Il/Tt ciputu 'parcel'. The data are given in

Table 3.44, below.

(253)
'to wrap'

(281) (543b)
'to drive' 'to collapse
oxen'

PI ytibutaila yuzhaila
Vy yubutaila yucaila
Tk ktibutaila kucaila
11 ktiputaila kucaila
Lj ktiputaila kucaila
SI kdputaila kucaila
sp kucaela

(e.g. building)

yumwaiya
kumwaika
kumwaika

(562a)
'to hammer' 
(as in roof 
making' ) 
ytigagaila

kdgagaila

Table 3.44 Correspondences involving PI /ai/ in extension 
position.
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PI
Vy
Tk
II
Lj
SI
Sp
Tt

kOiptit̂ la
(596a)
'to preach'

Yticumaila
Yticumalla
kticumaila
kticumaila

kucaela
(621)
'to pound
earth down'
Ytisindaila
Ytisindaila
ktislndaila
ktishindaila
ktishindaila

(629a)
'to pray'

Yupaila
kupaila
kupaila

(640b)
'to weed'

kuzaila
kuzaila

------- ktisllndila -----  -------
------- ktisiindila -----  -------

Table 3.44 Correspondences Involving PI /ai/ in extension 
position (cont'd)

All the above data have the shape of extended verbs but in none 

of them is there an attested matrix form without^extension element 

nor is there any discernible semantic content associated with the 

extension element. The vowel /e/ in (253) ktiptittila (Tt) could 

result from fusion of /ai/ which would explain otherwise aberrant 

vowel harmony (see 2. 1.2. 2), but we do not have more supporting 

data. Item 281) kucaela (Sp/Tt> is possibly a loan from Lozi which 

again could explain the sequence /ae/ Instead of the expected /ai/ 

(see 2. 1.2.2). Finally, (621) ktisiindila could be a case of

morpheme substitution in extension position,

3. 2. 5 Correspondences involving PI /of versus /u/;

/o/ versus /a/ and /i/ versus /e/ in final position:

The data below mainly concern stems showing variation in the 

final vowel. Generally the opposition is between a high vowel and a 

mid vowel /u/ versus /of and /i/ and /e/, which is generally taken 

to be one of final raising as found in Lunda and Luvale. Item 

(448a) and (465a) which involve the opposition /o/ : /a/ has also

been included for discussion. Although, generalisations in the data
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below could have been made, we have frequently found it more 

convenient to treat items individually.

Item (174a> represents the noun stem -samu / -samo. 'tree'. 

The stem has no known cognates in wider Bantu. The variation in the 

vowel itself has a partial similarity with item <332). As the 

stem has no Bantu etymology it would be difficult for us to know 

whether we are dealing with final raising in this stem as well.

(174a) (176) (332)
'tree' ' two' 'spirit1

PI mtis&mu -opilo milzimo
vy mtis&mu -opilo mtizimu
Tk mtis&mu -opilo m&zimu
11 mtis£mo -opile mtihhimu
Lj cisdtmu -oPili radshimu
SI -opile mdshimu
sp cis£mo -opele mtizimu
Tt cis&mo -oPile mtizimu

(317a)
'bird's 
nest' 
zhihuYo

cifuka

(448)
'crop'

zhlyangilo
clyangilo
clyangilo
ciyangila

PI

(465a)
'water-hole' 
zhlYala 

Vy muyalo 
Tk mukalo 
II mukalo 
Lj mukalo
SI ----
Sp -----
Tt ----

<578a)
'letter'
ldgwalo
ltigwalo
ltigwalo
ltirjw&lu

ir|61o 
.oiq61(

(656)
'Saturday'
mtijip^lo
mtij ip61o
mtijip£lo
ciP^lu
p&clp61o
cip^lu
mtigip^lo
mflki861o

<77a)
'husband' 
mtilumi 
mCilumi 
mtilumi 
mtilumi

P£lume

Table 3. 45 Correspondences involving PI /o/ versus /u/: 
/o/ versus /a/ and /i/ versus /e/ in final position:

Item (176) Involves variation in the second position and in the 

final vowel. But for now let us look at the correspondences in the 

final position. We have not found parallel data in other Bantu 

lects which have final /o/ in (176). The Tonga lects are also the 

only Bantu lects in which the cardinal numerals 1-5 begin in the 

vowel /o/, namely -omwe<1). -oBile/-oBfcle/-o8ili (2), -otatwe (3), 

-one <4) and -osanwe (5) (see also Table 3.46). Ordinal numbers do 

not begin in this vowel: -mwi (1st), -Bill (2nd). -tatu(3rd).
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-ne <4th) and -sanu (5th). It is clear that cardinals have

undergone modification both initially and finally and this is 

restricted to the Tonga lects. The final vowel in ordinal stems are 

the same as those found in neighbouring languages. Item (176) also 

shows correspondence /i/(Pl -oBilo) and /e/(Sp -oBele) stem 

medially. This kind of correspondence is irregular and it is only 

attested stem finally as final raising in Lunda and Luvale. 

Numerals raise issues beyond this thesis.

Let us now look at item 332 (PI mtizlmo ) above. Only PI has 

the vowel /o/ corresponding to /u/ in the other lects. The PI form 

is deviant and reflects #u which is general in CB in all zones 

except zones B and H, Guthrie also reports mu-zhimo from II, 

contrary to the form that our informants supplied us with. There 

are two possible explanations for the form of PI (and II according 

to Guthrie): (1) hypercorrection in an area where there is a

tendency to final raising; (2) if there is a perceived relationship 

with the verb stem -zim- to extinguish', this may be an alternative 

deverbative. There are many nouns in PI which are formed from verbs 

by adding the vowel -o.

Item 317a(Pl zhihuyo versus Lj cifuka 'birds nest') shows PI 

/o/ corresponding to Lj /a/. These two vowels are likely to be 

derivative morphemes added to verbs to derive noun stems. A verb 

■yuhukila exists in PI which has the meaning 'preparing a nest'. It 

is likely that (317a) is derived from this verb and that it is 

related to the noun of Lj. Lj and PI have applied different 

deverbative elements.

Item (578a PI Iflgwalo: II ldrjwdlu.) may be accounted for in the

same way as far as the reflexes of PI, Vy, and Tk are concerned.
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The noun is related to the verb yugwala or ^ugwalaula which means to 

make scratch marks either on the ground or on paper. The verb form 

is usually used by old people to 1 to write' and is

perhaps onomatopoeic. The items in II, Sf3 and Tt do not have

corresponding verb forms that we adduced for PI. However, the

reflex of Sp and Tt are identical to the reflex found in Lozi, from 

which these lects are likely to have borrowed. In Lozi there exist 

the verb kur|ola ' to write' , which is lexically related to the noun 

iqolo. The II form can be seen as a loan. But since II does not 

have a non-prenasalized /g/ the source is likely be from S(3 or Tt or 

ultimately from Lozi. The problem however, is the semivowel in the 

stem in II which is not reflected in the Lozi cognate. We can 

therefore assume that this is an irregular borrowing. It is also 

possible this II form partially converged with the PI form,

Let us now examine item 656 <i. e. PI mtiiiBelo versus Il/Sl

clBelu 'Saturday'). The irregularity in this lexical item can be 

seen in all the elements preceding -Belo-/-Belu. Nevertheless, our 

concern here is with the final vowel. II and SI have stems with 

final /u/ while the other lects have /o/. The noun 'Saturday' is 

itself a loan and the differentiation in the reflexes in all the 

other lects may be due to this phenomenon. We are unable to trace 

the source of 'Saturday' at the moment.

Item 448a exhibits /a/ in II corresponding to /o/

zhiyangilo/civangila Ccrop' ) in the other lects. The noun stem is 

lexically related to the verb stem -yang- , 'to scratch ground as 

fowl', <447a), The noun would seem to be derived from the verb by
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the addition of the affix -llo in the relevant lects. In II the 

affix would seem be -ila added to simple unextended verb stems to 

derive nouns. An example can be seen in the noun stem -gavo.' 

‘grinding mill' (567), which is derived from the verb stem -gay- , 

'to grind' (566); cililo 'funeral', (544b) which is derived from 

kulila. 'to cry', (383). There are many such words with this

kind of relationship in Tonga, However /of may also be added to 

verb stems already extended such as those bearing the 

applicative/instrumental extension -11-. When the applicative 

extension takes the suffix zo. the result is -ilo. We would like 

to suggest that this is the case in the noun stem (448a),

In item 465a (PI zhiyala versus mukalo) the vowels /a/ and /of 

may represent suffix elements but these vowels cannot be extracted 

from their stems.

Item 77a (i.e. PI mfllumi versus SI 861ume 'husband') reflects 

two sources in CB, namely #-ddmi and *-ddm6, respectively. In

wider Bantu we find that there are lects which have the stem with 

final /e/ as well. In the Zambian context these include Bemba and 

Nsenga, Certain Bantu lects such as Lunda and Luvale show final 

raising of CB #e to *i as in the present case. Item (77) might 

point to this phenomenon in some of the lects.
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3. 2. 6 Correspondences involving PI /u/ versus /we/ and /wi/

In Table 3. 46, below, we present data in which PI /u/ 

corresponds to /we/ and /wi/ in the other lects. Let us first look 

at the numerals: items 50 (i.e. PI -osanwe versus SI -sanu 'five')

109a/b/c ( PI -omwe versus Vy/Il -omwl and SI -mo 'one' ) and <169a) 

(PI -otatwe versus SI -tatu' three' . The problem with both the 

initial vowel and the final vowel have already been discussed under 

item (176) in 3.2.5 above.

It is only in Tonga that we find such form of numerals and this 

observation prompted Torrend to nick-name the Tonga lects as Bantu 

Botatwe because '. . .they alone in the world use the typical 

expression Bantu Botatwe for three people' (Torrend 1931: v), We 

have indicated in the discussion of item (176) in Table 3. 45 above 

that the initial vowel in cardinal numerals alternates with zero- 

vowel in the ordinal.

The ending in the final of (50) and (169) has no parallels in 

wider Bantu. As we indicated in 3. 2. 5 above, since the final forms 

of cardinals are restricted to the Tonga lects, we are unable to 

give a satisfactory account of them. In fact we can say for all the 

data in Table 3. 46, that the suffixation of the vowel /e/ may 

represent a freely available mode of expressivity. The data are 

also too heterogenous to make any generalisation.
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(50) <55a) C109a/b/c) (169a) (401b)
'five1 'fog' 'one' 'three* 'chickens nest

PI -osanwe hi-yunku -omwe -otatwe
Vy -osanwe siyunkwe -omwi -otatwe
Tk -osanwe sikunku -omwe -otatwe
11 -osanwe -omwi -otatwe cltaanto
Lj -osanwe shikunku -omwe -otatwe citaantwe
SI -sanu shikunkwe -mo -tatu
sp -osanwe -------- ---- -otatwe
Tt -osanwe -------- ---- -otatwe

Table 3,46 Correspondences involving PI /u/ versus /we/: /wi/
versus /we/: /wi/ versus /o/ and /we/versus /o/.

(544a/b>

'f uneral

PI dilwe

Vy dilwe

Tk dilwe

11 illlwe

Lj cililo

SI cililo

Sp cililo

Tt cililo

Table 3. 46 Correspondences Involving PI /u/ versus /we/: /wi/

versus /we/: /wi/ versus /o/ and /we/ versus /o/ (cont* d' .

The reflex cillio in the above table is also found in Nyanja. 

The final vowel /o/ here can be analysed as a derivative suffix 

because there exists the verb kulila/yulila 'to cry' (383) in all 

the lects which must be lexically related to cililo. In FI, Vy and 

Tk, the reflex dilwe has a reinforced /d/ because the noun is in 

class 5, although in this noun there is no alternation of initial



stem in class 6 (i.e. madilwe), Otherwise the final -we may be due 

to the suffixation of /e/ to the stem dilo in PI, Vy and Tk.

3. 2,7 Final composite vowels in items other than numerals.

There are a number of noun and verb stems that end in the form 

-CV where V historically represents a composite vowel. By 

composite vowel here we mean stems in which the stem final ^-V^V^, 

is reflected as a single vowel (e. g. (57 and 603) or where CB *V-, 

if high is reflected as a semivowel (as in 68). The data are given 

in Table 3. 47 below.

PI Vy Tk 11 Lj SI Sp Tt CB References

e e e e e a e e - (57) -one/-na

e e e i i e i 1 68 (mil-1 we)

*-ttii (mti-twi)

e e e e e a i e - 603 (md-te)/

(ma-ti)

Table 3.47, Miscellaneous composite vowels.

The above data fall into two groups; those that have the stem 

ending in /i/ and those that end in /e/. So far we have observed 

that some Tonga lects have the tendency of raising CB *e and #o to 

/i/ and /u/ respectively in the final position. For item (68) we 

can see that CB too has two reconstructions. Since the two CB forms 

are reflected in the lects we can say that both stems were retained
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in PT. But the possibility that only the form ending in CB *e was 

retained and that the /e/ was subsequently raised to /!/ in some of 

the Tonga lects still remains. The lexeme (68) compares with the 

correspondence in Table 3. 45.

Item (603) shows three vowels in the noun which appears as mdt- 

te. m&ta and mati. in respective lects. All three can be traced from 

a possible source PT *~tai. To get the reflexes -te. -ta and -tl 

we need a development specific to each reflex. For those lects with 

the reflex -te the vowel /e/ developed from the vowel fusion of /ai/ 

suggested in 2,1.3. In the reflex -ta. the vowel fusion rule did 

not apply, instead final PT *i changed to a postvocalic semivowel 

which was lost. It is more difficult to see the development of -ti 

from #~tai, unless we were to suggest loss of *a before *i. The 

developments suggested here took place in post-Proto-Tonga period in 

the lects concerned. (603) has cognates in other Bantu lects 

including Ndebele and Bemba amate. and Shona mat a and Nyiha 

amati.

The other numeral which would seem to be from a similar complex 

source is 'four' which in PI has the stem -one while in SI it is -na 

(see (57) in the above table), It is also possible that the 

reflexes of (57) can be attributed to a single source in PT. We are 

encouraged in thinking so by the data in wider Bantu. For example 

in Nyanja and Maqanja we have the corresponding form -nai. This more 

complex form than the ones found in the Tonga lects could represent 

the form that was present in Pre-Proto-Tonga period, possibly in PB 

itself. To get the forms that we now have in the Tonga lects a stem 

as complex as that of Nyanja and Maqanja should be hypothesized for
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PT, We therefore suggest PT *-onav. In the final position of the 

stem /ay/ fused to become /e/, In SI post vocalic y was lost. 

Meeussen<1973: 6-7) observes that although Guthrie attributes (57)

and (603) to osculant series all the respeCtiVs. reflexes could be 

reduced to a single source, namely #-naI for (57) and *-taI for 

(603).

The initial vowel /o/ in 57 (e.g. PI -one 'four') is

problematic owing to the fact that parallel data in wider Bantu is 

not available (see discussion of item (176) in 3.2.5 above). 

Nevertheless, the final vowel /e/ is widespread iri Bantu (e.g. Bemba 

-ne). As far as SI is concerned all we can say at the moment is 

that this vowel was lost independently under circumstances which are 

not quite clear. Similar developments can be seen in the other 

numerals discussed under Table 3. 46 above.

So far we have looked at two types of anomolous vowel 

correspondences in the final vowel of nouns; final raising and 

final composite vowels. From what we have seen we can say that the 

Tonga lects do not always behave in the same way especially with 

respect to raising.
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3. 2. 8 Correspondences involving zero-vowel corresponding to /i/ 
in other lects

Let us now examine the data in Table 3, 48 below. The data

indicate that zero-vowel corresponds to /i/ in some lects.

(83)
r to know*

PI Yiihhipa 
Vy YuziPa 
Tk kuzipa 
II kuhhipa 
Lj kushipa 
SI kwlshipa 
Sp kwizipa 
Tt kwiizipa

(136)
'to sit'

yukala
yukala
kukala
kukala
kwikala
kwikala
kwikala
kwiik&la

(256)
'steal*

Ytiba
Yuba
kuba
kwi p a
kwipa
kwi pa
kwiipa

(257)
1 to carry
on back*
Yubala
Yubala
kubala
kwipala

kwiipala

(267)
' thief

mtibi
mtibi
mtibi

mwipi

(269)
* to sink*

(309a)
* to become 
detached*

(357b) (360)
* to answer* ' to close 
call* door*

(363a) 
* to 
cook*

PI Yubila 
Vy Yub^^a 
Tk YubH a 
II kwipila 
Lj kupila 
SI kupila
sp -----
Tt ----

YUYukuYa
Yuyukuya

kukwikuka 
kukwi ilcuka

(370) (522)
* nephew' * to pour1

PI mtijwa yutila
Vy mtij wa yutya
Tk mtijwa kutya
11 kutila
Lj mwicwa kutila
SI mwi pwa kutila
sp kwiitilS
Tt kwiitila

kutyapa

kutaPa

kwitapa 
kwiitaPa 
(523a)
'to put
load
head*
ytituka
ytituka
ktituka
kdtwika
kdtwika
kdtwika

yujala
yujala Yu^ 7 a
yujala kujika
kwiyala kwika
kucala ----
kucala ----
kwiyal& kwihika
kwiiyala kwihika
(524a) (590)
'to follow ' to

become 
pregnant 

yucilila yumita
--------- yiimita

kumita
--------- kwimita
kucilila kwimita
kucilila kwimita
kwiicilila kwimita
kwiicilia kwiimita

Table 3.48 Correspondence series involving zero-vowel 

corresponding to /i/ in other lects).

Except for items (309) and (524a), all the other lexical items 

in Table 3.48 are reflexes of CB reconstructions. What is more all
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the items are also reflexes of verb and noun stems which began in 

the form *-yi-(item 83) or #-yI-, In either case CB *i/*l does not 

have a reflex in PI, Vy and Tk. Let us first look at (136) and 

(309a). Before /k/, /i/ is opposed to zero-vowel in some items.

(136), is a reflex of CB *-yikad-. This item is discussed in 3.1,9, 

where we suggest that /k/ in PI is a regular reflex of CB *-yIk-, 

Item 309 (Pl/Vy ytiyukuya versus Sp/Tt kukwlkuka/ktikwliktika 'to 

become detached e. g. axe* ) has a cognate in Bemba ukukwika ' to 

attach axe head'; an analogical development with (136 yukala 

versus kwikala/kwlikala 'to sit') can be postulated. We can also 

see a parallel with item 523a (PI ytituka versus Il/Lj/Sl ktitwika). 

We propose PT *-kuik- for (309a) which is likely to have later 

developed to -yuyk- and then to -yuk-. Original PT #i is no longer 

reflected in the stem in question in PI and Vy, except by its 

reinforcing effect, while Sp and Tt kept it.

Items 256 (PI ytiba versus kwiPa/kwiiBa 'to steal'), 257(PI 

ytibala versus II kwiBala 'to carry child on back'), 267(P1 mtibi 

versus SI mwiBi 'thief' and 269(PI ytibila versus II kwiBila and 

Lj/Sl ktipila) have similar developments and these are discussed in 

Table 3. 14a in section 3. 1. 10. 2 above. All these items are reflexes 

of stems which begin with #-yIb- in CB, As in item (136) just 

discussed above CB *1 'protected' *b from developing into a 

j-riGzftit _ reflex /p/ in PI, Vy and Tk. In item 269( ktipila) of Lj 

and SI there is an added problem in that we would normally^expected 

to have the /ip/ or at least /ip/ stem initially instead of /p/, 

The absence of /i/ suggests that ktipila is possibly a loan from PI, 

Vy or Tk.

The cedilla vowel *1 is also present in the CB reconstruction of
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which 360 (1.e, PI yulala. Lj/S/ kucala and Sp/Tt kwival6/kwiiyala )

and 370(1. e. PI mu.iwa versus Lj mwicwa and SI mwipwa 'nephew) are

reflexes; Lj and SI do not have initial /i/ in the reflex of

*-yigad- and *yfpua, respectively. In both *-yigad- and *-yfpua 
&the vowel #T developed into a semivowel at some stage in PT: #—yjal

and *ypwa respectively, giving rise to the verb radical and noun 

stem -1al- and -1wa, respectively. This development is relevant 

only for PI, Vy and Tk. In the other lects *1 in these lexical 

items developed into /i/.

Similarly 363 (PI yuliya versus II kwika and Sp/Tt kwllhlka 'to 

cook') has a cedilla vowel in the original form CB i.e. *-yipik-. 

In Lj CB #Ip developed into /j/ as in item (370). As PI /j/

corresponds to /y/ in II, (363) is expected to be kuvika in II,

However, since /y/ cannot precede /i/ we find that the stem begins

in /!/ in II. In Sp and Tt, PT *-yIpik- has the reflex -ihik-. 

since CB *p is regularly reflected as /h/ in these two lects and CB 

*1 has the reflex /i/ as well.

522 (i.e. PI yutila versus Sp/Tt kwiitilti/kwiitila). and 590

(i, e. Pl/Vy/Tk versus kwimita/kwiimita) are also reflexes of

CB *-yitid- and *-yimit-, respectively. The difference is that the 

initial consonants in PI, Vy, and Tk were not affected. But Lj and 

SI lost stem initial /i/,

Item (524a) has no wider Bantu reflexes but we envisage a 

development along the same lines as the other lexical items in Table 

3.48 above. PI has reinforced /c/ presumably arising from the loss 

of initial /!/.

Item 523a (PI ytituka versus Il/Lj/S/ kfltwika 'to put load on 

head') has a CB etymology #-ttilk- 'put (a load) on another' , and it
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has reflexes in Luvale, Bemba and Yao, In all the reflexes given by 

Guthrie (C.S.1812) we find forms that are comparable to those of II, 

Lj and SI, i.e. the stems incorporate /w/. CB $-ttiik- is

semantically associated with two other series , namely, CB *-ttitid-

'carry on the head' and *-ttitid-, 'put down a load', Both of these 

are widely reflected in present-day Bantu lects. It is possible 

that the three verb stems share the same radical #-tu- which must 

have been present in CB. In the problem at hand, (523), can be seen 

as a reflex of *-tti-ik- where CB #-ik- is a causative morpheme 

attested sporadically in Bantu languages.

Item 626a <P1 yuhunya versus Vy/Tk kufwlnva 'to close eyes') )

suggest that PT had the verb stem f-swu^nv-. *v was assimilated

to the following nasal to form a palatal nasal, but in addition it
ttriggeijd semi vocalization in the reflexes of some of the lects. We 

have found it necessary to posit a postvocalic y here because we are 

attempting to account for palatalisation of /n/ to /ft/ and 

semivocalisation.

We propose the reconstruction t-swu^n- for (626a).

We can see now how the circumstances in which a zero-vowel in 

PI, Vy and Tk corresponds to /i/ in the other lects, Since the verb 

radicals and noun stems begin in /i/ in some of the reflexes we can 

see that morphophonemic rules of semivocalization and vowel doubling 

occur in relevant lects, That is why in some cases above we get 

the correspondences 0: i
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3. 2. 9 Correspondences involving PI /I/ versus 0-zero.

There are noun stems in class 5 that are vowel initial and 

in PI Vy and Tk these stems take the prefix. Addition of the 

class 5 prefix in PI, Vy and Tk to (66) -anza, (138) -ulu , (364) -

llo and presumably -iwe (371a) gives the forms we have in the table 

below in the lects in question. In the nouns that have plural forms 

such as (66) the stem can be clearly shown to be vowel initial; 

maanza (class 6 Prefix ma-). We have /aa/ in maanza not because of 

the following /nz/ but because when the prefix (ma> is added to the 

stem -anza there is no syllable reduction discussed in 2. 1. 3. 

However, if we look at the Sp and Tt form in (66) we find that the 

stem is /y/ initial, As the plural is maydnza. the semivowel cannot 

be looked at as a transition between the vowel of the prefix and the 

initial vowel of the stem, although it is reasonable to think that 

this is how it arose originally. The Lenje form is vowel initial 

in both singular and plural; maansa (class 6, ma-).

Item 138 (PI .lulu; Lj liculu; SI lyulu). is vowel initial in SI, 

while in Sp and Tt it begins in /w/ and /y/ respectively. All 

these contrast with Lj /c/. As described in Table 3. 24b (in

3. 1. 16) the Lj form is likely to be the rendering of .iulu found in 

PI, Vy and Tk since Lj has only voiceless plosives. The SI form has 

preserved the probable original vowel in the initial position of 

the stem. This also applies to 364a(Pl/Vy/Tk iilo versus Lj/Sl 

liilo) which can be reconstructed as *-ilo. /y/ and /w/ in SP 

(ivuulti) and Tt iwfllu) can be seen as transitional semivowel, The 

data are given in Table 3. 49 below.
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(65a> (138a) (364a) (371a)

1 hand1______ 1 sky* 1 yesterday1_____ 1 east1

PI janza julu jilo yujwe

Vy janza julu jilo yujwe

Tk janza --- jilo kujwe

11 ---- ---- kwi we

Lj lyansa liculu llilo kucwe

SI lyulu liilo kucwe

sp iydnza iyuulti ---

Tt iv&nza iwtilu ---

Table 3. 49 PI 7.1/ corresponding to 70/ 

consonant in other lects in other lects.

Finally, let us look at (371a). This Item has no CB etymology. 

But it is possible to suppose a source like *Ypue whereby in PI, Vy 

and Tk the reflex of #yp is /j/ but that in II *Ipue became #-

ipue. PT *p was then lost in the environment after C-lo] vowels 

as suggested in 3.1.7.2 above, giving rise to -i0ue.

Semi vocalization then applied to /ue/ to give rise to -we. The

stem for (371a) then became -iwe in II. However, it is also 

possible that (371a) is a class 5 noun which, being a locative noun 

Incorporates locative prefix1, in this case, class 17, ku, In II,

the vowel /I/ in kwiwe. can be seen as an allomorph of the class 5

prefix <1i> in this lect. Both of these analyses may account for

1. The locative prefixes are always superimposed on other prefixes,

i.e. they do not replace prefixes of other noun classes. The 

locative prefixes in PI are: cl. 16 â j cl. 17 ku-: cl. 18 mu-.
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/i/ In II. But we shall opt for the latter hypothesis because it is 

simpler and can be demonstrated with comparable data from within II.

3.2.10. Correspondences involving PI zero-consonant versus /z/t/y/

in SB and Tt,
(100) C127)

'to sav'
(135)
' to sing'

(151)
' to stand’

PI hhina Ywaamba 'ywiimba ywiima
Vy zina ywaamba 'ywllmba ywiima
Tk zina kwaamba kwlimba kwiima
11 hhina kwaamba kwiimba kuhhima
Lj li ina kwaamba kwiimba kwiima
SI li ina kwaamba kwiimba kwiima
sp izlna kuw6mba kuziimba kuzima
Tt izlna kuw&mba ktizimba ktiziima
*CB *-gfna *-g&mb- t-yimb- *-yim-

(178) (338) (345) (670)
' to walk* 'life' 1 pigeon' 'hornbill1
PI Yweenda piizumi nzipa moomba
Vy yweenda ptitimi nzipa moomba
Tk kweenda ptitimi nzipa
11 kweenda ptitimi Nhhipa moomba
Lj kweenda Ptitimi ci ipa
SI kw6£nda Ptiyumi moomba
SP inzipait. u yecuua
Tt ku-y££nda ---- iy66mba
*CB #-g6nd- ----- ----

*-y&nd-

Table 3, 50. Correspondences involving zero-consonant 
versus /w/. /y /and /z/ in some lects).

(672) (675)
■ visitor/ fingernail'
traveller

PI mw£enzu lw&la
Vy mw££nzu lwdla
Tk mw&&nzu lwdla
11 lwdla
Lj lw&la
SI lfiy&la
sp izdla
Tt muy6nzi izdla
CB *~yddd/*-gadd 

fcjadd
Table 3.50. Correspondences involving 
zero-consonant versus /w/. /y /and /z/ 
in some lects (cont'd).
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The zero consonant in Table 3. 5"$! is from different

sources in CB. 135 <P1 Ywiimba versus Sp/Tt kuziimba/kuzimba 'to 

sing'> and 151 <P1 "/wilma versus Sp/Tt kuzima/ktiziima 'to stand'),

have a source in CB radicals that begin in *y. Before *i, *y would 

not be realized in PT or in subsequent daughter lects. For this 

reason the reflexes with /z/ in Sp and Tt in (135) and (151) are 

irregular. The only observation to make is that CB *y is

regularly reflected as /z/ in Sp and Tt although the environment 

in (135) and (151) does not support the reflex /z/. The reflex in 

II in (151) suggests a source in PT #-zim-, not *-yim. Whether we 

choose *-yim~ or *-zim- as the probable PT source, the reflexes in 

some of the present-day lects are going to be irregular. Because of 

the reflex of II we shall adopt *-zim- since before *i PT *z has the 

regular reflex of /hh/ in II.

Let us now look at item 127 (PI Ywaamba versus Sp/Tt kuw&mba 

'to say'). This was reconstructed as CB *-g&mb~, CB *g was 

generally lost in PI reflexes when not prenasalized. (127) is 

similar to 178 ( PI yweenda versus Sp/Tt yuy^6nda ) and 675 ( PI

lw&la versus iz&la ), for all of them may be traced back to CB stems 

which began in *g. Nevertheless, (675) could be from other sources

as well in as far as SI, SP and Tt are concerned. The semivowel in

SI in (675) is also likely to be a transition between the vowel of

the prefix and that of the noun stem, although we should normally

expect /w/ since the vowel of the prefix is a back vowel. Although 

/y/ in SI regularly corresponds to /z/ in SP and Tt, the 

relationship in the present case is accidental.
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Item 670 (PI moomba versus Tt iv66mba). has no known CB source. 

However, we can reconstruct PT *-gomba here.

Finally, let us

look at 672a (PI mw££nzu versus Tt muy^nzi). The form of Tt is 

likely to be closer to the original but we cannot easily account 

for the difference in the final vowel, unless we were to postulate a 

derivation from the verb radical -end- by suffixing derivation 

morphemes /u/ and /i/ in respective lects, essentially the radical 

of (178).

The above description attempts to account for the vowels in the 

initial position of the stem in some of the lects. Loss of an 

original stem initial consonant , possibly CB *g, gave rise to vowel

initial stems in some of the lects.

3.2.11 Correspondences involving PI zero-consonants versus /p/

The data in Table 3.51, below, give further examples of items in 

which some reflexes have a vowel where others have a consonant. In 

items (102a>, (247) and (450a), PT *p was lost in some lects as

suggested in Table 3. 10a, section 3.1,7.2 above. In (102a) and 

(134a). loss of medial #p in PT fcswupi created *swui which had the 

reflex fwi. which was in turn reduplicated in Tk and Lj, 

Reduplication created the double vowel at juncture in the lects

concerned. There are some PI speakers who would prefer the form of

hwlihwi to the one we recorded -hwaahwi. The latter could possibly 

be derived from /hwi + at* hwi/ which at one level of derivation 

should be /hwyaahwi/ and that /y/ was deleted. The vowel /a/ here 

may be taken as a derivative morpheme. Both -hwi1hwi and hwaahwi



are possibly from PT *-supi.

In item 247 (PI mwiini versus SI mtipini and Sp/Tt

mtihini/mtihini). PT #p was lost creating a vowel initial stem in some

of the lects. The double vowel is morphophonemically derived by the

semivocalization rule. Finally in (450a) *p was also lost in PI, Vy

and Tk,

(102a) (134a) (247) (450a)

'near' 'short* 'handle' 'to tear*

Pi -----  -----

Vy   -----

Tk -fwiifwi -fwiifwi
H  -------  -------

Lj -fwiifwi -fwiifwi

SI -fupi ------

Sp -fuhi -fuhi

Tt -fuhi -fuhi

mwiini ytiyaula

mwiini Ytiyaula

mwiini ktiyaula

mwiini ktizapula

mtipini

mtipini

mtihini

mtihlni

Table 3.51 Correspondences involving PI zero-consonants 

versus /p/

One lexical item that can be included in the above table is 

PI yuvandaula (446a) ' to search' , which has the reflex of Tk ku-

vandaula. but kuyandoola in Lj. We have deliberately left it out of 

Table 3. 51 because none of the reflexes has the consonant between 

/a/ and /u/. Nevertheless, we can assume that an original
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consonant, perhaps PT *g from CB *-agud- , was lost between /a/

and /u/. The reflex of II has /oo/ corresponding to /au/ in other

lects in <446a), In this case the vowels /a/ and /u/ fused to

produce /oo/ in Lj. Vowel fusion is found in the Tonga lects as 

discussed in 2. 1. 3, above. In PI too there are some words that have 

/oo/ in fast speech alternating with vowel sequence /au/ in normal 

speech, e.g. Yugonkoola which has a variant Yuffonfoaula ' to chop into 

pieces' .

There is one further item in PI which has initial /p/

alternating with zero consonant in Vy and II, i. e. PI YuPanc*ula 

versus Vy and II Ywaandula 'to split (e.g. wood'). This can be

accounted for as in 3. 1.7. 2,

The correspondences described so far exhibit generality of 

varying degrees. We have attempted to account for some of the

correspondences involving vowel and zero-vowel arising from the 

loss of PT or CB consonants.

There are some irregularities in vowel correspondences which are 

too inconsistent to be discussed in a general way in the text here.
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3.2.12 Miscellaneous correspondences not involving PI

(86d) (207) (317d/401b) (378b)

'leaf' 'to converse' 'bird's nest1 'to cross road'

P1       ----------

Vy       ----------

Tk gdni kwaambuula ----------- -----------

II --------------   citaanto kuhhupuka

Lj ---      kusapuka

SI ---      kusapuka
sp       ---------

Tt lydni kuwdmba citdntwe ----------

Table 3. 52 Miscellaneous correspondences not involving PI.

(126b)

'sand'

PI -----

Vy -----

Tk musese

!1 ------

Lj museense

SI

Sp

Tt

(128b)

'to scratch'

kukwenya

kukwanya

kukwanya

(152b) 

'star'

ntongweehhi

(564b)

'patch'

cimtimo

cimdmi

ntungweezi

Table 3. 52 Miscellaneous correspondences not Involving PI 

(cont'd).
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The data in Table 3. 52 cannot be characterized in a general way. 

One can therefore just talk about peculiarities in the individual 

items. In item (86d) the Tk form contrasts with that of Tt in /g/ 

and /ly( respectively. This is a class 5 noun whose plural in class 

6 (prefix ma-) is mdni. suggesting that the noun stem is -anl. In 

Tt the singular form given above takes the usual class 5 prefix li- 

in this lect, which has the alternative form ly- before vowel 

initial stems. The problem here is the form of Tk which has gr_ 

acting as the prefix. Class 5 prefix is complicated but see 2. 2. 2. 7 

(Table 2. 13a), Nevertheless, in PI and Tk there are many nouns of 

class 5 which have this consonant initially, but which is not 

reflected in the plural. Notice that (86d) has the CB form *-gtini. 

(Other examples include gaBo : class 6 maaBo 'species of fruit').

In (207) we have /w/ contrasting with zero consonant in Tk, 

This is discussed under item (127) in Table 3.50 above.

Items (317d/401b) and (564b) can reasonably be viewed as forms 

that are lexically related to the verbs kutanta ' to climb' and 

kumama. 'to patch' respectively. In their natural setting

chickens make their nests up in granaries and similar structures 

which need climbing up to, The nest made from the result of 

climbing was derived from the verb; in Lj the derivative morpheme ô. 

was added to the verb. In Tt the noun was derived from the passive 

-tantw- by suffixing the nominal derivative morpheme ê. One of

the objections that can be raised against this kind of analyis in 

both lects is that neither Lj nor Tt has the verb radical -tant- or 

-taant- from which to make the suggested derivation (see (513a-b) 

above). Nevetheless since this stem is found in (513a) we can
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assume borrowing from the other lects.

Item (152b) involves contrast in the first vowel of the stem. A 

possible account of this contrast might be to suggest vowel 

assimilation of /u/ to the following /e/ in terms of height. But 

equally, there is no inherent reason not to think that dissimilation 

took place if we propose original *o in the first vowel of the stem. 

This contrast is similar to that of (335a) PI yuzimbilwa which 

contrasts with Tk kuzembelwa. The two forms (152b) and (335a) can 

be treated as skewed.

The remaining items in Table 3.52 above (namely 378b, 126b and

128b) can be treated as skewed since the correspondences have no 

parallels and cannot be supported by sound changes.
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3, 3 Tone.
3.3. 1 Introduction.

The following observations on tone are concentrated on PI, because

our data for other lects are limited to citation forms. In this

limited context no variation has been observed within the core lects

but the relation with Sp and Tt is complex and the tonal reliability of

the data is suspect; for this reason these two lects are considered

separately in 3. 3. 5.

In the following discussion we shall use the following symbols

h = 'high* or ' '* and 1 = 'low' or ,V{' tone. As we have already
jrexplained above these tonal classifications will be refe^ing to purely 

surface tone patterns.

Like vowel and consonant tone plays an integral part in the 

phonology of the Tonga lects. It is used to distinguish words which 

otherwise have identical segmental forms. Examples from PI are given 

in below.

PI.

P uyoyb 1 beer1.

PuYoyo * laziness*.

mddmba ' hoes'.

maamba * cracks in f oot'.

ydloPa 'to fish with fish-hook*.
v \  \yulopa * to vanish, disappear*.

Tone has also a grammatical function in that it is used to 

distinguish constructions which have Identical sequences of consonants 

and vowels. Examples from PI are given . below:



tuldmuPona
x  ̂  ̂\ tulamuflona

'They <class 13) shall see you'

' We shall see you’.

w&Pobla ' ' <The one) who came'.

waPoola ' he has come'.

ndalyd 11 have eaten'.

nd&lya 1 I eat'. '

3. 3. 2 Previous studies of tone in Tonga lects.

Among the Tonga lects only PI has received tonological study. 

The best known works are by Carter <1962; 1971-72), Meeussen (1963) and 

Goldsmith <1983; 1984). Each of these works had the aim of

establishing the underlying tones by reference to surface tones.

Among her other contributions to Tonga tonology Carter <1962)

discovered that there are three tone classes among the nominals1 in PI.

These are given below <the numbering is Carter's)22.

1. In Carter's system nominals are sometimes written with an extra 

prefix i-. This extra prefix together with the ordinary prefix are 

termed 'double prefix' in her terminology. All nominals except those 

of classes without an overt prefix marking < namely la and the subclass 

of class 5) and locatives optionally take this extra prefix <see Carter 

1962). Carter includes infinitives among nominals. 2. We have made a 

change in Carter's orthography <and the orthography of other authors to 

be quoted below) to agree with our own in the rest of the thesis: 

Carter's b, c, k are symbolised by our P, zh and y respectively.
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Type A. The stem has low throughout and the double prefix is
A

high.

Al. ifiusi ■ smoke'

I'ytipa ' to give'

ijwi * voice' cl. 5

A2 imdyani * news' cl. a.

i'yusuma 'to sew cl. 15.

Type B. The double prefix and the first stem syllable have high tone.

Bl. imdll * money' cl. 6.

'far away' cl. 17

B2. imusune ' ox' cl. 3.
V.impdngo 'goat' cl. 9.
s

IpdfJwe ' f east' cl. 5.

Type C. Prefix and stem have low tone.

> v \ ... . .Cl. ipusu 'meal, flour' cl. 14
*S, NIda ' stomach, womb* cl. 5.
"" " s.C2. imatongo 'ruins' cl, 6.

izhoolwe 'luck' cl. 7.

ipepe 'feather' cl. 5.
- V X ^iyusamba 'to wash' cl. 15
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The above tone classes are Identical to the tones of the 

respective citation forms of nouns and infinitive verbs in our data. 

These three types of tone cover all disyllabic nominals in PI. 

Carter's data go beyond our own in that the above tone classes are 

tested in different constructions. We shall not go into these data 

because we lack comparable material for the other lects.

A second Influential work on Tonga tone is by Meeussen (1963). 

Meeussen's aim was to present a ' morphophonologic analysis of the 

tones of Tonga' (p. 72). Meeussen's contribution was at the level of

underlying structure. In this model surface tones are predicted by 

means of diacritic marks which designate certain morphemes as 

'determinants' and others as 'neutral'. Surface tones are then 

assigned to words on the basis of the location of the determinant and 

neutral vowel, (Meeussen 1963: 73).

The third major analysis of Tonga tone can be found in Goldsmith 

(1983; 1984). Goldsmith developed his Autosegmental approach in the

study of Tonga tonology. The approach was developed within the theory 

of Generative Phonology. Generative Phonology as expounded in Chomsky 

and Halle (1968) perceived the phonological component as a set of rules 

that modified feature specifications and rules that deleted or inserted 

segments (Clements and Goldsmith 1984: 8), Another central point of

generative phonology was that phonological phenomena were linearly 

ordered. This approach was not adequate to handle tonal phenomena.

In order to deal with this problem Autosegemental Phonology was 

revolutionary in that it said that phonological processes do not 

simply add or delete segments or change feature specifications 'but 

that also, and perhaps primarily phonological processes could modify 

the structure or organisation of the representation. The autosegmental
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approach relaxed the view that phonological representations were 

linearly ordered. Instead, the proposal was that phonological 

representations consisted of multilinear tiers. These tiers were

autonomous, and phonological rules could apply to one tier without 

affecting representations on another tier. The tonal phenomena were 

organised on a separate tier from the tone bearing elements, e.g. 

vowels. A single tone could associate with more than one vowel and 

similarly a single vowel could be associated with two tones. A 

principle known as the Well-formednes Condition was devised to govern 

autosegemental representations (Clements and Goldsmith 1984: 10). This 

is stated as (1) below.

(1). Well-formedness Condition.

i. All Vowels are associated with at least one tone.

ii. All tones are associated with at least one vowel.

iii. Association lines do not cross.

Goldsmith (1983: 23) suggests that Tonga has undergone change from 

a tonal language to an accentual one. It is also suggested that 

Tonga has undergone further change in which the accented tone shifted 

from High to Low but the basic tone melody remained High-Low. Thus in 

the modern form it is Low tone which is associated with the accented 

syllable' (p. 227). In the accentual treatment of Tonga Goldsmith 

symbolises the accent with an asterisk '

over the accented syllable. Accent deletion rules precede the

assignment of tone melodies. The words iBusi 'smoke* (Carter's Type 

A) and imu-sune 'ox* (Carter* s type B) have their tones assigned as in 

(2) below.
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*(2) iBu-si <2b) imu-suni£

i;
L

Cl. e. i6u-sl and imu-sune).

(3) V

T

In <2a) the vowel of the stem has a low tone and reflects 

Goldsmith's Initial accented stem. The L of HL is linked as in <3> 

above to the accented vowel. The other vowels are associated with 

their correct tones by the Well-Formedness Condition.

The tones of verbals are derived by a series of accent

simplification rules that precede tonal assignment. As we have

indicated already the morphotonology of verbs does not concern us in 

this thesis, What we presented in (2a and b) is sufficient to account 

for all the data we have, at least those of the core lects.

3. 3. 3 Comparison of FB tone classes with those of PI.

Let us now go back to Carter* s study of Tonga tone. Her tone

classes confirmed Guthrie's finding about the tones of the 'Tonga'

nominals namely that ' Tonga' has three tone classes instead of the 

expected four of a two-tone system. Proto-Bantu had four tone classes

*HH, *HL, *LH and *LL. Goldsmith (1984: 48) proposes the following

diachronic developments from the point of view of accentual analysis:
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Proto-Bantu1 Tonga/tone 
(= PI)

Tonga/accent 
0= PI)______

(stem) 
H H 
H L 
L H 
L L

(prefix + stem) 
H + L L 
H U L  

H + H L 
L + L L

(stem)
ikCV CV

CV
*CV CV

CV CV
Table 3.53 Development of Tonga (= PI) tones from PB..

PT *HL and *HH merged to give HL but *LL stayed as LL, *LH became 
HL. Accent appears where the first High tone in PB did.

3. 3. 4 Comparison of PI tone classes with those of Shona.
The present forms of Tonga tones compare with those of Shona as 

follows (Carter 1962: 102)M
Tonga Type A: Tonga Shona
1 to ripen' kubizwa kuibvd
* skin' cikand^ gdndd
' fat' mdhuta maftitA
' guineafowl \  \ inkanga hdngd
' sun' \izu(3a ztipd

There is a regular correspondence between Tonga Type A and those 
of Shona. We summarise the relationship between Tonga and Shona in 
Table 3.54 below:

1. Clements and Goldsmith (1984) use the term PB instead of CB.
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Tonga Shona

h-11 1-hh

Table 3. 54 Correpondence of 
Tonga h-11 In Shona.

two tone patterns 1-hh and 1-hl correspond to one tone 
pattern in Tongâ ' ftlSo lOn^jQ TyP e &/ .

Tonga Type B:
' T o W *

'school' cikdlo cik6l£
'train' citima citima
'summer' mdinzi^ mainza
'three' -tdtwe -thtti
'herd* it&nga d&ngd

s X'in the middle' muyati mukdtl
'court case' muldndu1 mur&ndti

1. We have made an alteration to Carter's data by leaving out the 
monosyllabic stems.



We present the relationship of Tonga Type B to those of Shona in 
Table 3.55 below:

Tonga Shona

h-hl 1-hl
h-hl 1-lh

Table 3. 55 Correspondence of 
Tonga . Tone Type to Shona.

As in Table 3. 55 we can see here that Tonga collapsed the two tones of 
Shona into one tone type.

Tonga Type C:

'to dwell' •yukala  ̂S Vkugara
'to cook* *yu j i-ya kubika
"to cultivate' \ N \Yulima' kurima
* body' mubili N v vmuviri
'blood* \ %  ̂bulowa \ \ uropa

Tonga Type C tone-class has an identical pattern in Shona.

We now present in Table 3.56 the overall tone correspondences 
between Tonga and Shona.
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Tonga Shona

h-hl 1-hl
h-hl 1-lh
h-11 1-hh
1-11 1-11

Table 3. 56 Summary of tone 
correspondences between Tonga 
and Shona.

The comparison of Tonga Shona Indicate that there are three tone 
classes in Tonga compared to four in Shona. In this respect Shona 
agrees with PB in having four tone-classes. The tone classes 1-lh and 
1-hl of Shona correspond to a single tone type in Tonga, namely h-hl. 
This is exemplified in Tonga Type B where the Shona mur&ndfl and citima 
correspond to Tonga mul&ndu and zhitima. respectively.

3. 3. 5 Comparison of PI tone-classes with those of SB and Tt1.
As pointed out in 3.3. 1 above the data for SP and Tt are not 

satifactory with respect to tone because of fieldwork conditions and 
the impossibility of checking (see also Chapter 1, section 1.3.4). The 
following limited study is based on consonant-initial disyllabic verb 
stems. ,

The tones of PI are given on the vertical column on the left while 
those of SP are given in the top row. The figures represent the
number of items in which PI tones correspond to the given tone pattern 
of Sp.
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SB*
PI h-hl h-hl h-11 1-hl 1-hl 1-lh
1-11 4 6 6 14
h-11 2 3 4 17 9 1
Table 3. 57 Comparison of PI and SB tones.

The predominant pattern corresponding to PI h-11 is SfJ 1-hl (or 
_ %1-hl) and for PI 1-11 is 1-lh, but there are almost as many examples 

which have Sp 1-hl/l-hl. Sp also also appears to have 4 tone-classes 
(ignoring distinctions of vowel length), which is suspiciously many.

The comparison of the tones of PI and Tt are given in Table 3. 58 
below.

Tt
PI h-hl h-hl h-11 1-hl 1-hl
h-11 8 2 6 11 10
1-11 4 1 20 10 .
Table 3. 58 Comparison of PI and Tt tones.

Tt appears to have three tone-classes, if we ignore distinctions 
in vowel length, (in comparison with 2 in PI and 4 in SP). But in this 
case 1-hl/l-hl correspondences predominate for both tone classes

1. We gratefully acknowledge the help from Mr. Michael Mann for the 
following tables (3.Jp£*8.5^) which are extracted from his more 
comprehensive computer-assisted comparison of PI tones between each of 
Sp and Tt respectively, and between Sp and Tt.
a. SvfMtp/ ^  V  indicates a 1**3 U a r . a j

Q high fcon-Q'
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Cnamely h-11 and 1-11>. Without opportunity to check extend the data 
no conclusions can be drawn.

3. 3. 5. 1 Conroarison of Tt and SB tones.

Tt

SB h-hl h-hl h-11 1-hl 1-hl

h-hl 3 1 5

h-hl 2 2

h-11 2

1-hl 2 4 22

1-hl 6 3 1 21

1-lh 5 15 1

1-11 2 2 2 2

Table 3. 59 Comparison of 56 and Tt tones.

Two points emerge from Table 3.59. Firstly, yet another tone-

class emerges making a total of 5. Secondly, the frequency of

correspondences is almost exactly what we would predict given the 

frequency of tone-classes in Sp and Tt observed in the previous two 

tables. Therefore we have to conclude that on the basis of the 

recorded data there is no correlation of tone-classes between Sp and 

Tt.

The absence of any clear cut tone correspondences show that more 

investigation is needed to be done especially on Sp and Tt to determine 

the exact number of tone classes. In particular the predominance of 

in both Sp and Tt of a 1-hl pattern suggests that tone classes have 

been obscured (or replaced) by some form of penultimate prominence such 

as reported for Cokwe and Mbunda (Guthrie 1948: 54).



Although we have not been able to reconstruct PT tones we have 

tentatively marked the tones of the wordlist in the Appendix and the 

proposed reconstructed vocabulary items based mainly on the citation 

tones of the data from the £0^. , lects. The tones should be taken as 

tentative pending further study.
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CHAPTER 4

4. PUTATIVE HISTORICAL DEVELOPMENT OF TONGA LECTS

In chapter 3, a reconstruction of the sound system of Proto- 
Tonga based on the consonant and vowel correspondences between the 
Tonga lects was given. In the present chapter we shall be concerned 
with the following objectives. In 4.1 and 4.2 we shall study the 
historical development of the consonant and vowel systems of each of 
the Tonga lects from that of PT. The investigation in this chapter 
will be based on the principle of the regularity of sound change and it 
will be our task to account for the changes in terms of the conditions 
that trigger them. In accordance with this Heogrammarian principle the 
working assumption is that the conditions that trigger sound change are 
purely phonetic ones and that it is not affected by morphological , 
syntactic or lexical factors. Heogrammarians believed that the
rules that govern sound change apply without exception to all eligible 
data and that if some of the eligible data "should violate the rules 
and not be explainable by reference to some other linguistic principle 
the rule is invalidated" <Bynon 1977. 25).

We have excluded vowels from 4. 1 because there is considerable 
uniformity across lects.

In 4.2 and 4.3 we shall attempt to study which sound changes are 
shared by which lects while in 4.4 an attempt will be made to study the 
subgrouping of the Tonga lects with respect to shared sound changes. 
In 4. 5 we shall study how the sound changes are reflected in the form 
of isoglosses. Finally,, in 4.6 we shall attempt a lexicostatistical
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classification of the Tonga lects according to shared basic vocabulary. 
This will be followed by conclusions in 4.7.

In the following Charts 4. (1-6) we map the consonant PT 
inventory into individual present-day Tonga lects are given. The 
environments which triggered these potential sound changes and splits 
are also be indicated in the tables by placing a numbered reference
to a note against the appropriate line. Absence of a number is to be
read as ' elsewhere*. * Elsewhere* is not listed in the * key*.
Developments after PT are not shown in the charts since we assume
that respective allophones were already present in PT (e. g. the 
alternant Ed] after and [13 elsewhere.

The conversion of these mappings into sound changes, and the form
and order of application of these changes will be taken up when the
sound changes affecting all the lects are considered in 4.3 below. The 
mappings in Charts 4. (1-6) conceal ordering problems which we will 
discuss in 4. 3.
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4. 1 Reflexes of PT consonants and semivowels in individual Tonga 

lects.

4. 1. 1 Reflexes of PT consonants and semivowels In PI.

PT

kit

PI

Chart 4. 1. Reflexes of PT consonants and semivowels in PI

____________ m n ii

PI

Chart 4.1. Reflexes of PT consonants and semivowels in P K cont* ed)

Key to conditioning factors in PI. :

1. sp, sk, tc, si, sp > fjj, ltk, cc, dd, bb>/ SV1___

2. Sp > y /{&i, Se}_

3. Sp > w / {So, &u>__

4. Ss, &z > h, hh / {Sy, Swl

5. Sw > 0 / to, &u>

6. &y > 0 / Si
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4.1.2 The reflexes of PT consonants and semivowels in Vy and Tk.

The reflexes of PT consonants In Vy are given In Chart 4.2 below.

PT

*z*k

Vy, Tk

Chart 4.2. Reflexes of PT consonants and semivowels In Vy and Tk. 

ft *m *n *fi

Vy, Tk
Chart 4.2. Reflexes of PT consonants and semivowels in Vy and 
Tk (confd).

Key to to conditioning factors in Vy and Tk. ;
1. *p, *k, *1, *p > kk, dd, bb|/ *Vi__

2* *p > y /{*if___ ___
3. *p > w /f*o, fu>__

4. *s, fz > f, v /__ tfy, fw>
5. *w > 0 / fo, *u>
6. *y > 0 / *i

4. 1. 3 Reflexes of PT consonants and semivowels in II.

The reflexes of PT consonants in II are given in Chart 4.3
below.
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PT

*k *c *1 *8 *z *w*s

sh hh

II

Chart 4.3. Reflexes of PT consonants and semivowels in II.

*m____________*n______*fi.

Chart 4.3. Reflexes of PT consonants and semivowels In I K cont* ed>.

Key to Reflexes in II,
1. *y > z_/ l*o, *u>__.
2. *y > 0 /__*i.

(3, > y>
4. *p > y /<*!, *e>___.

5. *p > w /l*o, *u>___
6. *& > sh /  <*i, *y>.

We have included <3) in order to draw attention to an ordering issue; 
see 4. 3. 4 and 4. 3. 5.
4. 1.4 The reflexes of PT consonants and semivowels in Li

Lj and SI share most of the sound changes together. For this

7. *w > 0 / to, *u>.

8. *s > h /__ t*u, *w>,

9. *z > hh /__ Oi, *y, *u, *w>.

10. *ft > n/ t*of *u, *w>.
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reason we present the reflexes for the two lects In the same chart 

below:

PT

*1 *s *2 *W

Lj

Chart 4.4. Reflexes of PT consonants and semivowels in L.1. 

PT

*n

L 5
Chart 4.4. Reflexes of PT consonants and semivowels In L_1 (cont'ed). 

Key to conditioning factors in Lj:

1. *z, *s > sh/ <*lf *y> 9. > n/__{*of *uf *w>,
2. *z, *s > f / *w.
3. *z, > s, c
4. *p > c /*Vi .

5. *p > y /{*!, *e>___.
6. *p > w / f*o, *u>___.
7. *w > 0 /__{*o, *u>.

8. *y > 0 /__ *i
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4. 1. 5 Reflexes of PT consonants and semivowels in SI.

sh f

SI

Chart 4.5. Reflexes of PT consonants and semivowels in SI.

PT

*n

SI

Chart 4.5. Reflexes of PT consonants and semivowels in SI (cont'ed).

Key to conditioning factors in SI;

1. *z, *s > sh/ f*i, *y>

2. *z, *s > f /__*w.

3. **z, j > s, c

4. *y > 0/____*1

5. > 0 / <*of *u>.

6. > n/ <*o, *u, *w>.
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4. 1. 6 Reflexes of PT consonants and semivowels in SB and Tt.

PT

*1 <-z

Sp

Chart 4.6. Reflexes of PT consonants and semivowels in SB. 

PT

*m §n______

m n_______n

sp

Chart 4.6. Reflexes of PT consonants and semivowels In SB and Tt 

(cont* ed).

Key to conditioning facotrs in SB and Tt.

1. *y > z /{*o, *u>__

<2. > y>

3. *y > 0/_*1.

4. *s, *z > f, v /__  *w

5. *p > h

6. *w > 0/_f*o, *ul.
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In the actual Implementation of the sound changes (1) must have applied 

before <2); see 4.3.4 and 4.3.5. We can assume that <3) applied before 

<2). If the ordering was reversed we would find that later /y/* s which 

developed from (2) would allow the sequence /yi/. Ordering (3) after 

(2) prevents this violation.

In SP and Tt PT *p was retained after the homorganic nasal. This 

is not indicated under the keys.

As already indicated the survey in 4. 1 above is meant to be a 

preparation for 4.3 <* Shared Sound Changes* >.

4.2 Shared Vowel changes.

There are two considerations in sound changes affecting vowels. 

One is the retention of the long vowels. Secondly, certain vowel 

sequences were reduced to one vowel in some lects with concomitant 

'reinforcement* of PT *P, *k, *1, *c to tb], Ekkl, Edd3, and Ecc],

respectively. PT *ip was reinforced, to Egg], in PI, Vy, and Tk.

PT

*i/V *i *i: *e *e: *a *a: *o *o: *u *u:

PI, Vy, Tk

Chart 4. 7 Reflexes of PT vowels in PI. Vy. Tk.

The special allophone of *1 which occurred after vowel was in these 

lects lost, causing 'reinforcement* of the following consonant.
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PT

1 e a o u

II, Lj, SI

Chart 4. 8 Reflexes of PT Vowels in IX. L.1 and SI.

In Charts 4.8 (and 4.9 below) we can see that the change *i>0/*i_ 

is not listed in the charts because the vowel was retained in the lects 

concerned.

PT

*i *i: *-e *e: -ta *a: *o *o; *u *u:

i i: e e: a a: o o; u u:

SP, Tt

Chart 4. 9 Reflexes of PT Vowels in SB and Tt.

The above charts show that the Tonga lects fall into two broad 

divisions in terms of the reflexes of PT vowels. We have on one hand 

the core lects in which the long vowels merged with the short vowels 

as the charts show. Sp and Tt on the other hand kept the long vowels.



Beyond these two broad divisions we can see that three divisions emerge 

as the charts show. There are two considerations in this division. 

The first one deals with those lects in Chart 4.7 in which the vowel *i 

was lost after another vowel, resulting in the reinforcing of the 

following consonant. As we have indicated above postvocalic *i was 

retained in the lects in Charts 4.8 and 4.9. But the two charts still 

differ in that while long vowels were reduced in the lects of Chart 4.8 

we see that these vowels were retained in those of Chart 4. 9.

4. 3 Shared consonant changes.

3* 1 Pevoicing.

One of the observations coming out of the reflexes in 4. 1-4. 7 

above is a process of devoicing. This sound change is exclusively 

found in Lj and SI and involves PT *j and *z which became c and s, 

respectively. Note, however, that before the semivowel *w, PT *z has 

the reflex f in Lj and SI. This suggests two possible intermediate 

stages. Either *z was devoiced to /s/ which was then labialised to /f/ 

as in 4.2d, or *z first became v <as in 4.1a> and was then devoiced to 

f (as in 4. lb). Both options are ordered after 4. la. A discussion of 

this issue can be found in 4.3.2.1 below where we conclude that the 

latter was the course this change took because devoicing is restricted 

to Lj and SI only and we assume assimilation covered a much wider area. 

We represent the changes as 4. la-b below.
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4. 1 (a) PT *z > v/ *w (Vy, Tk, Lj, SI, Sp, Tt).

(b) PT *z, ■tv, tj > s, f, c (Ljj SI).

4.3.2 Realisations of PT fs and tz before tw.

PT tz and ts are realised in two different forms in the present- 

day Tonga lects. In some lects they are realised as the f 

f and v, while in PI and II they are realised as the glottal 

fricatives h and hh respectively. We shall first study labialisation 

in 4.3. 2, 1 followed by glottal realisation in 4.3.2. 2 below.

4.3.2.1 Realisations of PT ts and tz as dentilabials before tw in Vy.

Tk Lj, SI, Sp and Tt.

Let us look at the changes below.

4.2 <a). PT ts > f/ tw (Lj, SI, Vy, Tk, Sp, Tt)

<b). PT tz > v/ tw (Vy, Tk, Sp, Tt)

(c). PT tz > f / tw (Lj, SI)

As the above tabulation shows the of PT tsw and tzw merged in Lj 

and SI as a result of devoicing. Let us consider the chronology of 

events as regards the in these two lects. Instead of ordering 

devoicing before assimilation we would like to suggest that 

assimilation is likely to have taken place first. The reason for this

ordering is that assimilation is the more widespread change which also

includes Vy, Tk, Sp and Tt while devoicing is confined to Lj and SI

only.
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Another possibility follows directly from 4. la above which 

involves devoicing of PT tz to s in Lj and SI. Essentially this 

suggests a potential pathway like 4. 2d below:

4. 2d PT *z > s > f/  tw (Lj, SI).

One might want to choose 4.2d instead of 4.2c on the grounds of 

4. 1 above which devoiced tz to s. From the phonetic point of view 

there is nothing to make us choose between the two. But, we shall opt 

for 4.2c because the development of tz to v parallels that of ts to f 

(4.2a) and the latter development covers Lj and SI as well. In other 

words labial assimilation being widespread might have applied first and 

devoicing came as a later change in Lj and SI.

There is also the question of whether devoicing started in the Lj 

or SI area. The question is raised because these two lects are 

bordered to the north by other devoicing lects in Guthrie's zone M 40, 

the representaive of which is Bemba. It is possible that we are 

talking about the diffusion of devoicing which started among the Bemba 

lects and spread southwards to Lj and SI.
fe.j.texuS'- /

It should be pointed out that^4.2a-c represent: lects which do 

not form a neat geographical unit or behave alike in other respects. 

Lj and SI are spoken in the northern area of Tonga and they are 

separated from Vy, Tk, SP and Tt by PI and II in between. Vy and Tk in 

turn are separated from S{$ and Tt by PI and II. It is conceivable 

therefore, that, the labiodentals may have existed in PT as allophones 

of /s/ and /z/ before Cw] and that the change to glottal fricatives was 

the only innovatory change
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4- 3.2.2 Glottal realisation of PT ts and tz before tw in PI and II.
This sound change/exclusively applies to PI and II . But even

k flexes ■ aS
then the two lects do not always have identicals , shall be seen in 

v.of PT tsy, tzi and tzu. Let us look at the changes represented in
A
4. 3(a-d>

4.3a ts >sh/. ti <I1) (see also 4.4 below).

4.3b ts, tz > h, hh /__ tty, } 3-PI.

4.3c tz > hh / t tlV ]- II

f i i
4.3d ts >_h/_tw (PI, II).

4. 3e ts > h/_tu (ID.

As has been indicated already PI and II share the same sound 

changes with respect to PT ts and tz before tw. However, there are 

also sound changes that apply to these lects individually as 4.3c 

shows. PI retained tz before ti and tu while in II tz became a 

glottal fricative. In 4.3b , PI ts became h before ty while in II ts 

became sh just as in Lj and SI (see 4.4 below).

Clearly II shows oddas regards PT tz and ts before ti, ty, and 

tu. PT ts became sh before ti and ty. We would have expected that
■ <3{before ti and ty, PT tz would have changed into a platal fricative as
' k

well, namely zh(CSj 3), but the actual change for ®z is hh. Since ts 

and tz share so many features in comMon^ simplicity would have 

suggested that they undergo similar sound changes in identical 

environments. However, before tu and tw this congruence is satisfied 

because they both have glottal realisations, namely h and hh 

respectively. Vocabulary lists compiled by Yukawa (19f£jf0 and Smith
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(1907) report zh in the words where we have Chh] in our data. The

variety of II from which we collected the data is closer to PI and it

is possible that the deviant reflexes we see above might reflect

i
found in Chapter 6 (section 6.2 below).

influence from PI. A discussion . lect contact , „ involvf/jjf II can be

Since II and PI share the same sound changes at least with

respect to PT *sw, *zy and Szw one might ask whether the changes

happened in both II and PI separately or they started off in one place

and spread into the neighbouring lect. An answer to this question

might help us to answer the problem we face in ^  4.3b-c above.

Since the II variety under study here is closer to PI and contrasts 

with the variety reported by Smith (which we shall call Il2) and 

that by Yukawa (which we shall call Il3 ), the change can be assumed 

to have started in II. The reason is that the realisation of PT *z as 

a glottal fricative is restricted to the environment before semivowels 

only in PI while in II it is found before semivowels and both the high 

vowels *i and &u. We can then say that the of glottal realisation of

*z became less general as it spread from II to PI.

Another sound change to be commented upon here is that involving 

the change of PT £s to h before *u in II. Chart 4.4 shows that before 

*u, PT *& has the realisation s in this lect. But again, we observed

in 3.1. 17.3 that some of the words in II have h before *u and *w 

rather than s. Those with h rather than s are more in line with the 

change given in 4.3b-e. Here again Il3 has h before w and u as

reported in Smith (1907). One lect, Lundwe, spoken roughly between

the II and PI localities agrees with Il2 and Il3. It is possible that
T+V-V

originally , before k+hi|, PT *s and #z became h and hh,

respectively, in II and Lundwe but that due to the influence from PI
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some varieties of II reassigned original PT *s and *z in some words 

where h and hh would have been the norm.

4.3.3 Palatalisation

3. 3. 1 Palatalisation of PT *s before *i and *y in II. Li and 51

Before *i and *y, PT *s became sh in all the three lects. This 

is given as 4. 4 below.

4.4 PT *s > sh /__*i, *y (Lj, SI, ID.

However, we have also seen in Charts 4.4 and 4.5 above that before 

*i and *y, PT *z became /sh/ in Lj and SI. Since it is not possible 

that PT *z became sh directly, we shall now try to see the chronology 

of events between palatalisation and devoicing. Firstly, we already 

know from 4. 1 that PT *z became s in Lj and SI. It might be assumed 

that chronologically palatalisation came after devoicing: in other

words devoicing might have applied before palatalisation since the 

former is a general change not confined to environments in the lects 

concerned.

As a second alternative we can say that palatalisation applied 

first in the development of PT *z to sh before *i/*y in Lj and SI. 

Arguments supporting this assumption can be found in Fig. 4. 1 below 

where it is shown that related varieties of II (namely Il2 and Il3> 

have zh in the cognate words where we have sh in Lj and SI, suggesting 

that sh could have developed from zh by the process of devoicing. If 

devoicing took place first as suggested in the previous paragraph we 

would not be able to get zh in Il2 and Il3.
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PT *z /__<*i, *y>

zh

I I 2 1  H 3  

Fig. 4.la and b. Development of 

I W I l ^  zh from PT *z 

before *i and *y..

<b>. *z /__(*i, *y>

sh

(Lj, SI)

Fig. 2 Development of L.1 and SI 

sh from PT *z before *i and *y .

4. 3. 4. Weakening of PT *i to y in II. SB. Tt.

Chart 4.4 above shows that non-prenasalised PT *j became *y in

II. This is regular and it is shared by Sp and Tt. We shall 

represent the change as 4. 5 below:

4.5: PT *j > y (except after <N>) (II, Sp, Tt).

The question of at what period this sound change took place must 

be addressed here. We ask this because of 4.3.5 below where it is 

argued that PT *y became z in the SP, Tt and II. If PT *j had become y 

before PT *y become z we would not have any y left in II, SP and Tt. 

The change to y can therefore be said to be a late development in 

these lects and that it filled the slot left by the original PT *y.

Furthermore, as far as II is concerned PT and the development 

of *p as y after postvocalic *i merged in II as Figure 4. 3 indicates:
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PT *j

y
Fig. 4. 3 The merger of PT *1 and %ip in XI.

XI then differs from Sp and Tt with respect to this merger since PT *p

became h in the above stipulated environment in Sp and Tt (see 4.3,6

below).

4.3.5. Development of z from PT *y in II. SB and Tt.

This sound change is clearly problematic and as we suggested in

3. 1.18 above it is possible that there was an intermediate sound change

which we cannot recover any more. nevertheless, Chart 4.3 above shows

that PT *y split in II, Sp and Tt: after C+rdl it has the /z/ while

it was retained elsewhere.

4.6 PT *y > z /l+rdl (II, SP, Tt)

The developments in 4.6 took place before 4.5. This way we 

can avoid having sound changes that would have changed all instances of 

y to z.

4* 3. 6 Development of h from PT $p in SB and Tt.

PT #p developed into /h/ in Sp and Tt in all environments

except after 6NS> where it was retained. The change can be
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represented as 4. 7 below.

4. 7 PT *p > h (except after (N>) (Sp, Tt>.

4.3. 7 Realisation of w and v from PT *p after E-low] vowels In PI. Vy.

Tk. II and Li.

PT *p has multiple developments in PI as well as in some of the 

other Tonga lects . The environments in which we get the various 

changes are to some extent problematic in that there are many cases of 

indet erminacy.

If there is a conditional development of PT *p to semivowel in 

PI, Vy, Tk and II after non-low vowels we expect every instance of PT 

*p to have also undergone this change. A discussion of this problem 

can be found in 3. 1.7.2 (Table 3.10a). Although we give 4.8 below we 

do so with reservations because it is also possible to assume that PT 

became 0 in the environments indicated in 4.8, (see 3. 1.7.2) and y 

and w were subsequently introduced as glides.

Although we have given 4.8 this should be taken as provisional as 

Indicated in 3. 1. 7. 2.

4. 3. 8 Reinforcement.

4. 3. 8. 1 Realisation of PT *8. *p and *k as reinforced rbb3. ti.13 and 

[kk] in PI. Vy and Tk after postvocalic *i.

After post vocalic *i, PT *p and *k have reinforced

realisations as indicated above. Examples are given below. To show

4. 8: (PI, Vy, Tk, ID.
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that the realisations are reinforced we give the forms in phonetic 

brackets '[ ]' as well.

PT P1 Ref erences

-ip- Yub- [yubbal (256a) ’to steal’

*-ipal- *ytibal- [yubbala] (257) ’to carry on 

back’

*-ipi -bi Cbbil (267a) ’thief’

*-ipay- -yu- j ay- C YuJ J ay3 (82) •to kill*

*-ipik- -Yu-jiY- Cyujjiy] 363a ’to cook’

*-ipwa mu-jwa Cmtij jwal 370a * nephew’

*-ikal- -kal- [kkall (90/136) ’to sit’; ’ to 

live*.

*-pi:k -pik- [pikkl (221) ’to put* .

*-zi: k- -zik- [zikkl (328a) ’ to bury*.

*-siik- -sik- EsikkJ (405a) ’ to put wood on 

fire*

*-kwik- -ywik- C YwikkJ (494a) * to put axe inti 

handle’.

*-ikut- -kut- [kkut] (500) ’to become

satiated’.

*-twik- -tuk- Ctukkl (523a) ’to put load 

head*.

*-icilil- -ccilil--[ ccilill

Table 4. 1 Lexical stems in which the ̂ of PT *k. *p.
Oand *c wgrtf reinforced after *Vi in PI.
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In environments other than after postvocalic *i and the 

homorganic nasal, *{i was retained in all the Tonga lects. *k has the 

normal reflex y in PI and Tit. Finally, *-p was retained also except 

after E-low] vowels as discussed above where we indicate the change to 

semivowels (see 4.3.7). We characterise the changes as in 4.9a and

4. 9b below:

4,9a: PT *lc > E kk] / *Vi—  (PI, Vy).

Elsewhere PT *k has the reflex y in PI and Vy except after (N>, where

&k was retained as a light plosive Ek) in PI and Vy. It is possible

to look at the above change from a different point of view. One could

say that the sound that should be reconstructed for PT is *y rather

than &k. If this were done we could then say that %y became [kk] in

the environments in question. This view is credible since would be

put in the same natural class as *P and $1, i. e. they are all

continuants. One objection to this is that y is too restricted, being

found only in PI and Vy. Secondly if we go outside Tonga into the

other Bantu lects like Bemba, k rather than y is found in cognate
4k{S$*S*fUint -fa 
be traced back^Proto-

Bantu. We shall therefore maintain the other view which says that PT

had *lc which developed into y except after postvocalic $i. and after

the homorganic nasal (see also 4.3.9 below).

The other sound changes to consider are *p, and *1 which

became reinforced as 4.98b below shows.

4. 9b:

words. It can then be said that PT had #khnay

PT *p, *p, *1 > (bb, jj, dd> / *Vi <P1, Vy, 
Tk).
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PT *p, *p, *1 have reinforced as indicated in 4. 9b. As was

indicated in Chapter 3 (section 3. 2 ) postvocalic PT #i developed into 

some kind of palatal glide symbolised as as an intermediate stage

and this was subsequently lost resulting in the reinforcing of PT

*P and Sp to Cbbl and Ljj3 respectively. This loss parallels the

phenomenon found in the morphology of the nouns of classes 5 and 6, in 

which we also find that in PI, Vy and Tk some noun have initial Edd], 

Ebb], Eldt] which represent the fusion of prefix on stem-initial

consonant. Reinforced consonants in class 5 alternate with ' weak®

consonants in class 6, This is why we have included the environment of 

class 5 in 4.9a-b above.

It was indicated in 3. 1. 16 (see Table 3.24b) that the 

development from $yp to Ejj] was not a direct one since a direct 

development in the present case is phonetically implausible. It was 

suggested that since &Vig became #yg and finally Ejj] it is plausible 

that reflexes of *yp and &yg merged to give the present PI Ejj]. We 

shall maintain the same argument here. The issue of voicing in the 

case of PI in the present case is still problematic but it is plausible 

that this was due to the influence of the preceding postvocalic $i.

4. 3. 9 Fricativisation and voicing of PT Sc and *k to zh and y

respectively.

PT *c developed into zh in PI while *k became y in both PI and Vy 

in ’weak' environments as 4.10 below shows. These involved complex 

developments which suggest intermediate stages which are now 

irrecoverable. We are suggesting intermediate stages because it is not 

likely that fricativisation and voicing occurred in a single step, It 

is likely that PT -£c and fik became a voiced palatal and velar stop,
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respect ively at some point during their developments. But PT *c could 

not have become j or even jj since such a development would have 

created mergers which would have consequently produced wholesale 

fricativisation of j and Cjjl. That there is no evidence of 

fricativisation of these consonants argues against the suggestion just 

given. This problem is specific to PI only. The same problem however 

can be seen in the development of PT *k and it extends to Vy as 

well. This development of PT *-k contrasts with that discussed in 

4.3.8. 1 above and in the environment where *k was not preceded by a 

homorganic nasal.

4.10 PT «c, *lc > PI zh, *y (in 'weak' environments).

4. 3. 10 Depalatisation of PT *fl before <*o. *u. frwl in II. SB. Tt. Lj and 

SI.

4.11 PT > n /__(So, #u, *w> (II, Lj, SI).

This development was tentatively posited for II, Lj and SI in 3.1.3 

above.

4.4 Subgrouping.

It can be seen in the foregoing discussion that the Tonga lects 

share many sound changes between them. It is however quite difficult 

to find clear breaks in terms of subgroups. Nevertheless it is also 

true that some lects share some innovations together. For example Vy 

and Tk are separated only by the sound change that involves PT *k

which was retained in Tk but split into *k and in Vy. We might
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therefore assume Proto-Vy-Tk at a certain period in the development 

from PT. On the other hand PI also shares sound changes with Vy and Tk 

not found in the other lects; this is in respect of reinforcing sound 

changes and the loss of post vocalic *1. But it would be difficult to 

talk of Proto-PlVy-Tk simply on the basis of the reinforcing sound 

changes since Vy and Tk share certain sound changes with Sp and Tt

(i.e. PT *z > v/ *w> and with Lj, SI, SJ3 and Tt (i.e. PT *s >/___*w >

fw). In all the other cases Vyf Tk, Sp and Tt share retentions (i.e. 

of PT &s and *z in all the other environments).

Although SP and Tt share some of the sound changes with other

lects, one sound change, PT ®p > h, is exclusive to Sp and Tt.

Similarly devoicing of PT *z, and possibly *vw is a phenomenon 

unique to Lj and SI. So although SI and Lj on one hand and Sp and Tt 

on the other share sound changes with Vy and Tk, there are some sound 

changes that exclude Vy and Tk from the other pairs of lects.

II shares some sound changes with PI in certain cases (i.e. 

realisation of glottal fricatives) and with Lj and SI in one case 

(palatalisation). But there is one sound change that is exclusive to 

II, namely PT *-z >hh/  *i and $u.

Lastly PI not only shares sound changes with Vy and Tk (i.e. 

reinforcing and vowel loss) but also with II. In addition it shares 

with Vy the splitting of PT &k into Ekk], Ck3 and But

development of PT ®c > zh is unique to PI.

Although there are some sound changes that are specific to 

certain individual lects, on the whole most consonant sound changes are 

shared between lects. But it is the sound changes involving vowels 

that give us a much clearer subclassification, i.e. two distinct 

subgroups of the lects, SP and Tt would seem to form one subgroup
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because they are the ones that retained the long vowels of PT (see 4. 3a 

above).

PT,

3 V: >V: 
-3p> h

3[3, Bp, *1, 3k, 3c> E bb3, E j j] , 
"Sw E dd], E kk3

Ecc3/3Vi .

3s > sh/ &i, By

Proto Il-Lj-Sl Proto Pl-Vy-'Tk

£z > hh/__&i, &u

Proto-Pl-VyProlo Sl-Lj

3s > h/ By
3c > zh /

TkPIII

Fig. 4. 4 Possible Family tree showing the developments of the Tonga 
lects from PT. .

Fig. 4.4 indicates Sf3 and Tt retained the long vowels while the 

rest of the lects which we have called the core lects shortened them, 

Secondly it is only in S(J and Tt that we find the reflex h of PT £p
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(reflex 8). These two facts suggest that there was an early division 

of PT into PT-Core and Sp and Tt. Sp and Tt do not have other reflexes 

which unite them, but most changes can be seen in PT-Core. One clear 

division can be seen in the development of reinforced consonants <P1, 

Vy and Tk reflex 8) and palatalisation of 3s to sh (Lj, SI and II: 

reflex 1). We can therefore suggest Proto-Pl-Vy-Tk and Proto-Lj-Sl-Il. 

Devoicing (Bz, 3j >s, c : reflex 3>) is specific to Lj and SI,

therefore we reconstruct Proto-Lj-Sl. At this stage II branched to 

form its own cluster while Lj and SI also formed a cluster of their

own. But Lj had a further development in the form of the change of PT

Bp to w and y (reflex 9).

A division Proto-Pl-Vy was formed by the development of 3k to y 

(reflex 7a) while Tk branched off alone since it retained PT 3k in all 

environments. PI subsequently branched off as can be seen in the 

change Be to zh (reflex 7b).

The innovations mentioned above are the ones that represent one 

possible set of unproblematic developments of the Tonga lects from PT. 

We shall now discuss innovations that make the construction of the 

family tree in Fig. 4.4 above problematic.

It can be seen that certain sound changes put together lects

which otherwise belong to conflicting lect clusters. Let us look at 

II for instance. This lect shares the sound changes By > z (reflex 5) 

and Bj > y (reflex 6) with Sp and Tt. If we look at Map 4. 1 below we 

can see that this in fact is not surprising since II is closer to Sp 

and Tt. However, II also shares with PI the sound changes PT Bsw and 

Bzw to h and hh respectively. This again is not surprising since II's 

closest neighbour to the east is PI. The question then arises as to 

which cluster II belongs. That we should probably include II in the
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palatalisation, with Lj and Sl^'isogloss 1, Map 4.1 , But in the

final analysis a satisfactory subclassification for II is difficult to 

arrive
[

The other sound change that is problematic is the reflex of PT *p 

after non-low vowels (isogloss 9, Map 4. 1). As the family tree shows 

this change includes Lj but leaves SI out. Apart from Lj, all the 

other lects in which *p became w or y are spoken in a continuous lect 

area. Although SI is close to the lects in question we find that this 

lect was not affected; instead Lj which is geographically further away 

was affected. This makes it difficult to use this sound to construct a 

family tree. Problems of this nature cannot be adequately handled by

the family tree model.

An attempt to account for the conflicting facts we have observed 

so far may be found in the wave theory. The wave theory suggests that 

sound change diffuses across geographic space. Sound change starting 

in one lect will spread to the neighbouring lects. This goes some way 

to explaining why the change Bzw and &sw > hhw and hw; By > z and Bj >y 

are not easy to place on the tree. These sound changes are likely to 

have started in one or the other present-day Tonga lect and spread to 

the neighbouring lects. However the wave theory also runs into 

problems if we look at the change of PT Bp to w and y since diffusion 

of features should ideally not skip neighbouring lects only to be 

manifested in lects geographically further away. We return to these 

problems in 4. 5. 1 below. We have sketched in some of the changes that 

cut across hierachical brances at the bottom of the tree
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4. 5 Isoglosses Showing Shared Consonant Change (non-hierachical 

clustering).

In this section we shall represent the sound changes observed in 

Chapter 4 by means of isoglosses in Map 4. 1 below. As we have seen in 

the foregoing very tentative tree diagram the sound changes do not give 

a neat picture of subdivisions. We see this clearly in the Map 4. 1

below. Let us first look at possible lect clusters as evidenced in the

map. The isoglosses show that Lj and SI share commmon sound changes

together (lines 1 and 3) . The change that is outstanding in these 

lects is the devoicing of the fricative Ez3 and the affricate I j]. 

This sound change is not shared by any other lect in the group.

Other than the feature of devoicing, Lj and SI share sound 

changes with other lects. For example we can see that they share the 

development of PT Bsw to Cfw] with all the lects except PI and II in 

which PT tsw became Ehw3. Lj and SI share the palatalization of the 

alveolar fricative with II. In this way we can see that apart from the 

phenomenon of devoicing nothing else sets Lj and SI apart as a distinct 

cluster (see Map 4.1).

Another possible division that comes out on the map is Sp-Tt

cluster. These lects share one exclusive sound change as far as the

consonants are concerned. This is the development PT Bp to Eh], 

Otherwise the other sound changes from PT to Sp and Tt are shared by 

some other lects os well, e.g. the development of PT &sw to Efw] is 

shared by Lj, SI, Vy and Tk while the development of PT &zw to Ehhw3 is 

shared by Vy and Tk only. Sp and Tt also share with II the

development of PT Bj to Ey3 and of By to Cz3,

II and PI share two sound changes uniquely between them. These

are the developments of PT Bzw and Bzy to Ehhw] and Ehhy3,
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respectively. These two lects also share uniquely in the development 

of PT Bsw to [hw]. Otherwise II and PI have distinctive sound changes 

each. In II for instance we find that PT Bz and 3 s become Ehh3 and 

Eh3 respectively also before Bi and Bu, not only before the semivowels. 

This latter development did not take place in PI. And PI for its part 

had its own sound developments. We can see that PT Be here split into 

c and zh. But it shares with Vy the development of PT Bk to Ek3 and 

IY3 *
Vy and Tk have the characteristic of not having sound changes un

shared by any other lects. They share with all the lects, except PI

and II, in the development of PT Bsw to /fw/. They also share with S(3 

and Tt in the development of PT Bz to /v/ before the semivowel Bw.

The isoglosses of consonantal sound changes are given in the list 

of reflexes below.

1. Palatalisation.
PT Bs > sh/  Bi, By 3-<Lj, SI, ID.

2. Realisation of Bs and Bz as glottal fricatives.
Ca) PT Bz 
(b> PT Bs 
(c> PT Bz 
(d) PT Bs

hh / 
h / . 
hh / 
h /

Bw, By
By

 *i, Bu
SU, §W

]- PI,
3- PI. 
3- II. 
3- II

II.

3.

4.

5.
6. 
7.

9.
10.

11.

]- <Lj, SI),
Devoicing.
Bz Bj, > S, C,

Reinf orcement.
PT 3(3, 31, Bk, Bp, 3c > Ebb3, Cdd], [jj]/{BVi

(cl.
3-11, SP, Tt.

>
5>.

Weakening of By > z.
Realisation of PT Bj > y 3- II, 
Fricativisation and voicing of 3k,
(a) Bk > y 3- PI, Vy.
<b) Be > zh 3- PI.
PT *p > h 3- Sp, Tt.
PT Bp > (y, w) /[+Vow -low3  3-
Depalatalisation of PT Bny
PT Bny > n/ {Bo, Bu, Bw>
PT BVV > V 3- PI, Vy, Tk, II, Lj, SI.

sp,
and

PI,
3-

Tt.
Be.

Vy,
II,

PI, Vy, Tk.

II,
Lj,

Lj,TK
SI.

Table 4.5 Key to Isogloss numbering.
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Map 4. 1: Isoglosses
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4.5.1 Interpretation of the isoglosses.
Map 4. 1 shows that although there are not many isoglosses that 

bunch together to make good cases for subclassifications,

nevertheless we can see that there are pockets of innovations, 

frequently pairing lects. This can be seen if we take isoglosses 

2a (Bz > hh/ Bw, By in PI and II); 3 (Bz, Bj > s, c in Lj and SI),

7a (Blc > y in PI and Vy) and 8 (Bp > h in SP and Tt). These pairs

reflect the geographical proximity to one another of the lects 

concerned. Innovations in individual lects can also be seen in the

Map namely, 2c (Bz > hh / Bi, Bu in II) and 7b (Be > zh in PI).

Isoglosses that group three or more lects include wider geographical 

distances.

Another observation is that there are no sound changes that 

apply solely to the individual lects Tk or Vy or to both of these 

lects together to the exclusion of the other lects. In other words 

every sound change that is reflected in these two lects is reflected 

in one or more other lects.

If we look at Map 4.1 again we find that II's geographical central 

location has repercussions for sound changes. Significantly we can see 

that some isoglosses pull this lect towards Lj and SI (isogloss 1, 

palatalisation of PT Bs) while the reflexes of PT Bj and By

(isoglosses 5 and 6) pull it towards Sp and Tt. Isogloss 2a makes II

form a cluster with PI. It is possible to say that the changes we have 

just mentioned started in II and spread to the neighbouring lects. The 

reason for saying so is that most changes that cover more than two 

lects include II as well. An objection to saying II is a possible 

center of innovation might be isogloss 1 (palatalisation of Bs). 

Palatalisation is found in some lects to the north of Lj in Zone M 40
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the representative of which is Bemba. It may be argued that

palatalisation did not start in II, but that it spread from Bemba

related lects into Lj, SI and II. At present nothing for certain can

be said about the sound change in question.

As we have indicated above II shares certain sound changes with PI 

namely PT Bz to hh before Bw and By and Bs to h before Bw. Taken

together PI and II are both centrally located in geographical terms.

The Il-Pl area would seem to have initiated a number of sound changes.

Let us now look at isogloss 4 (i.e. reinforcing of Bp, Bl, Bk, Be

and Bp to Ebb], Edd3, Ekk], Ejj3 and Ecc] respectively). Since the

Plateau area is the locus of some exclusive sound changes (Isogloss 2a 

and 7b) one might suggest that reinforcement also started in PI and 

spread to Vy and Tk. As we indicated in 1. 6. 2 a high degree of contact 

exists between the speakers of the three lects such that spreading of 

sound changes along the lines suggested by the wave theory con be 

imagined.

One surprising fact is seen in the form of isogloss 9 which we 

discussed in 4.4 above. It does not seem correct to see isogloss 9 as 

representing a true picture of Lj. Hocket£ (1958: 478) observed that it 

is not always safe to make historical references from the geographical 

distribution of linguistic traits. The reason is that linguistic 

traits diffuse. In the case of Lj informants had a good grasp of PI 

and the lexical items they gave us that produced isogloss 9 may be 

attributed to lexical borrowing from PI. In this way we can account 

for the oddity of isogloss 9.

The core area of Tonga as defined in Chapter 1 seems to be 

subdivided into small clusters. Only Isogloss 11 applies to the whole 

of the core area. The core area covers a wide geographical area.
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Because of this it can be seen in Map 4. 1 that the core lects form 

subclusters which are dependent on the geographical closeness the lects 

are to one another. In some cases the wave theory offers us the 

means to account for why lects neighbouring lects share certain sounds 

which may not necessarily be due to common ancestry. Because Lj and 

SI are further apart from the rest of the core lects, certain sound 

changes e.g. devoicing (isogloss 3) is localised to the Lj-Sl area. 

However, wave theory cannot account for the fact that palatalisation of 

PT Bs (isogloss 1) covers the II area as well. Furthermore, 

reinforcement has excluded II although II is very close to PI, unless 

we were to suggest that this particular change started either in Vy or 

Tic and only spread as far as PI.

The wave theory might account for the fact that the change Bp > h 

(isogloss 8> is restricted to SP and Tt because these two lects are 

isolated from the other Tonga lects. Nevertheless two sound changes 

(PT By > Bz and Bj > y) found in Sp and Tt is also found in II. It is 

true that Sp and Tt are closer to II than they are to the other lects 

but this cannot account for the fact that the change Bp > h does not 

include II. The other problem with the wave theory is that we cannot 

say why some changes are restricted to individual lects instead of 

spreading at least to the nearest neighbour (2b and 2c).

Although some lects are paired according to certain sound changes 

it can be seen that one cannot arrive at an adequate family tree 

because some lects like II make such construction impossible. Sound 

changes spread across geographical space. This way some sound changes 

which arise after the break up of the original lect may interfere with 

the tree.
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4. 6, Lexicostatistical classification of Tonga lects.

In the foregoing investigation we have attempted to classify the 

Tonga lects according to shared phonological changes. As the lects 

form a network of shared changes constructing a family tree has proved 

difficult. In the present section we are going to attempt a

classification based on the percentage of shared basic vocabulary, or a 

lexicostatistic classification.

The replacement of the basic vocabulary, e. g. words including 

those for body parts , pronouns and universal activities like eating 

and sleeping was claimed to take place at a regular rate and that the 

rate of replacement is the same in all languages. The claim is based 

on the two lists devised by Swadesh <1951; 1955). The first list

consists of 100 words and the second of 200. These have come to be 

known as Swadesh* s 100- and 200-word list of basic vocabulary.

This method has not gone without criticism. Firstly, there is 

some disagreement as to what consitutes basic vocabulary items. In 

our own research we found that some of the words from the 200-word list 

we used had no equivalents in the Tonga lects. For example concepts 

like yellow, green, sea, snor?.*, and ice are foreign. Others could not 

be easily elicited because in the Tonga lects they required long 

phrases as equivalents. Others include words like dull , wide. We 

can see then that the concept of a universal basic vocabulary cannot 

work for every language,

The second problem concerns the idea that the rate of replacement 

of basic vocabulary is constant and that it is the same in all the 

languages of the world. This has come under attack because such a 

claim has not been demonstrated. The third criticism is that it is not 

always clear how cognates can be recognised between the lects. In the
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present case item <116) raises the problem as to whether the Vy root - 

sufiila is to be considered cognate with the Sp -fufiela 'red’. The 

two roots only differ in the initial consonant and the second vowel. 

These correspondences cannot be supported by known regular sound 

correspondences between the lects concerned. In such cases the

researcher may just admit or not admit the two roots as cognates 

subjectively. Finally, a question can be raised about reliability of 

informants, especially in the case where the researcher is not familiar 

with the lect he is researching. The informants could easily give 

forms of a lect that he is more comfortable with in the event when his 

own lect plays a subordinate role in the community. The likelihood 

that this kind of situation arose in the present case with regard to Tt 

and SP is high. Informants for these lects could have easily given us 

forms for Lozi, since they were all conversant in this lect and they 

use Lozi more often than their own lects for wider communication in the 

community.

These problems have led some researchers to dismiss the use of 

lexicostatistics as a valid tool of historical linguistics. However in 

the present study we are using it in conjunction with the phonological 

reconstructions to see whether it will give us comparable results. We 

have also decided to use the 200-word list rather than the 100 because 

with the larger list we hope that the margin of error will be reduced.

As we have indicated above not all the meanings from the original 

200-word list were applicable to the lects. The ones that we could 

not use from Swadesh* s list are : <33) 'dull': this adjective as the

opposite of clever or Intelligent has no lexical equivalent among the 

Tonga lects. All we got for it were phrases meaning foolish or idiot, 

Me therefore decided to leave it out of our final list used for the
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calculations of lexicostatistical information; (63) greeni this colour 

term has no lexical item in most of the lects. Only one Vy informant 

gave us an equivalent for it - nydnzafiili. The word exists in PI as 

well but as the name of a green water-weed. Since only one informant 

gave us a lexical equivalent for this colour we decided to leave it 

out of our final list. In PI in particular green is expressed by the 

adjective which roughly translates as blackish Ci. e. zhisivasiya). 

Items (67) he, <78) I, <110) other, <163) 'they', <168) thou, and 198 

ye were not easy to elicit because the informants kept giving us the 

bound morphemes which usually had complex morphophonemic forms. The 

decision was to leave these items out. Items <79) ice and <145) snow 

have no equivalents since the items to which they refer are not found 

in that part of the world. The lexical item <129) sea was also left 

out because the Tonga lects are spoken in a landlocked country without 

direct access to the sea or ocean. Although the equivalent for <162) 

there exists it was not easy to elicit because it came out in various 

forms depending on the distance being referred to: it was not easy to

get a uniform answer from all the informants. We were unable to get 

equivalents for <189) wide except in PI where the terms zhdmba or 

fiuywazeme are used. It may be of interest to mention that all the 

lects had a form for length. The term for <197) worm has no single 

equivalent in any of the lects. This lexical item is used to refer to 

many species of animals which in turn have their own specific names 

which could not have been obtained from the form implied by <197). 

Finally, the colour term yellow <200) does not have a lexical 

equivalent. It is expressed by the term whitish. This means that our 

calculations were made from 187 lexical items instead of the
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traditional 200. The results of the calculations are given in Table 

Chart 4. 10 below.

Vy 86

Tk 84 82

11 79 73 65

Lj 63 65 69 63

SI 54 53 54 55 60

Sp 56 53 54 54 46 43

Tt 56 54 56 56 51 44 73

PI Vy Tk 11 Lj SI Sp

Chart 4. 10 Percentage of shared cognates (200-word list).

Lects are said to be closely related if they preserve about 81 % 

of the original 200-item-core vocabulary (Anttila 1972: 396). If this 

is the criterion for determining close relationships between such 

lects then Chart 4. 10 shows PI, Vy and Tk form what can be called a 

typical dialect cluster in that the agreement is over 81 %. II is a 

close third in this group: (the precentages were rounded to the nearest

whole number). According to the information in the Table Lj, SI, Sp 

and Tt are much more distant from PI, Vy and Tk. There are a number of 

issues unsettling about the results of our calculations. The first one 

is that, contrary to the layman's view of Lj and SI, these lects are 

shown here to have only 60 % basic vocabulary agreement. Similary Sp 

and Totela also have less than 80 % contrary to our informants' view of 

that the mutual intelligibility between them is very high.

Perhaps one positive outcome of the lexicostatistical study as 

applied here is that it has enabled us to subgroup PI, Vy and Tk to-



gather. Some linguists such as Collins (1962) do not distinguish 

between the three lects. Torrend (1931) recognized the close 

relationship existing between some of the lects studied here, namely 

Plateau Tonga, Valley Tonga, Toka (which he called Reya), Lenje (which 

he called Mukuni) and Ila since he termed all these lects Bantu 

Botatwe.

Chart 4.10 indicates that II and especially Lj cannot be included 

in the sub-group that includes PI, Vy and Tk if the precentage of 

vocabulary agreement is considered. However, Torrend"s cover term 

Bantu Botatwe covers every variety we are studying here, that is 

including all those in Chart 4. 10 which fall under 70 % of vocabulary 

agreement.

4.7 Conclusion.

The main objective of the present thesis is to investigate whether 

the eight lects studied here belong to the same subfamily of Bantu 

languages. The study in the present chapter has brought out a number 

of observations which make answering the question difficult.

We have, however, seen that a close relationship existing among 

the lects core lects (namely PI, Vy, Tk, II, Lj and SI) may be 

established. The one factor that would seem to unite all the six lects 

/^gather is the merger of short and long vowels of PT into short 

vowels (see 4.2). SP and Tt on the other hand retained distinction of 

vowel length. This observation was noted by Guthrie (1967-71, Part 1, 

Vol. 2 : 54). But on closer examinations of of the entire innovations 

from PT to the eight lects studied here one notices that there it is 

only the vowel developments that relate the core lects together to the 

complete exclusion of Sp and Tt. life shall now discuss the implication
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of this fact for classification.

In the present chapter we have seen for example that SP and Tt 

share some consonant changes with II (with respect to PT *y > z and 

$j > y) and with Vy, Tk, SI, Lj and SI (with respect to the realisation 

of PT -as and &z as f and v respectively before $w). It may be the case 

that some sound changes started in one lect and then diffused into the 

neighbouring lects. A possibility of this having happened might be 

suggested for the reflexes of PT &j and &y for II, SP and Tt since 

these three lects are spoken in a geographical continuum (see 6.2).

It is true that only Sp and Tt realised nonprenasalised PT *p 

as h. This innovation together with the retention of long vowels of PT 

(which are ultimately inherited from CB) might suggest a sharp division 

between the core lects on one hand and SP and Tt. It cannot be decided 

on the basis of the present study whether one can actually make such a 

sharp division. In order to say categorically how Sp and Tt might be 

ultimately classified, i.e. whether they form a distinct subfamily of 

Tonga together with the core lects further studies incorporating other 

neighbouring lects of SP and Tt need to be investigated. This way we 

can know whether there are changes ultimately from PB which are 

exclusive to this hypothetical PT and are not found in any other 

subfamily of Bantu, The present can be seen as having contributed to 

this debate. Studies similar to the present one could utilize our 

findings while concetrating on the lects of the western province of 

Zambia where SP and Tt are located. There are some lects which Kashoki 

(1978: 21) included under . 'Tonga' which to our knowledge have notsuaw
been caref ully^but which^when investigated^might shed light on Sp and 

Tt.

Another classification on which linguists are not agreed upon is
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Sl. On the basis of the grammatical system of conjugation of verbs Van

Eeden <1936: 244) sayss 'Soli shows more affinity to the languages

of the west , Herero, Mbunda, Kuanyama and Luvale" . The main reason

for aligning SI with 'the languages of the west' is based on

assimilation of the perfective suffix vowel to the preceding vowel

syllable of the stem, e. g, kupona' to see " and kuluma ' to bite' have

the perfective verb forms BalaPono 'they have seen' and Balalumu 'they

have beaten' respectively. The perfective marker is the vowel e in PI

for example but in SI the marker assimilates to the preceding vowel.

This characteristic was subsequently observed by Dolce and put down as

one of the criteria for classifying Soli in the West-central zone of

Bantu. Our study does not delve into grammatical material but it is

open to question whether an isolated peculiarity such as this warrants

the exclusion of SI from the other Tonga lects. Soli is surrounded by

lects of Zones M 40 and W 30 which do not have the vowel assimilation

in question and one might assume that this phenomenon final vowel

assimilation developed independently in this lect and not due to common
eheritage with the other lects in Doke's West-c^itral zone which show the 

same phenomenon. As in the case of SP and Tt there has not been a

comparative study of the languages surrounding SI to show whether SI

could be related to these neighbouring languages and those in zones 

L 50 and K10 to which this lect is has been associated. An 

investigation in this direction would shed light on the issue of the 

classification of SI.

lie can conclude by saying that although we have seen somg 

interrelationships between the lects studied here, more lects still 

need to be studied to determine their correct position in Bantu.
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CHAPTER 5

DEVELOPMENTS OF PT CONSONANTS AND VOWELS FROM CB.

5. 1. Development of PT consonants.

The aim of the present section is to try and study the 

development of CB consonants in PT. Our source of CB data is Guthrie 

<1967-71). Before we embark on this task we should first say that the 

phonetic reality of Guthrie's symbols are not certain <Guthrie 1967- 

71, Pt 1, Vol 1. p.12). For example, the symbol &b could be interpreted 

as voiced bilabial fricative or plosive. Guthrie's system is also at 

variance with that of Meinhof <1932). Where Guthrie used the character 

&b in the voiced labial series for example, Meinhof used the symbol 

' v'. But as Guthrie was not concerned with the phonetic nature of his 

consonants we shall not reinterpret his symbols but give them as he 

presented them. Nevertheless we should point out that the symbols *b 

and td have the reflexes (5 and 1 in modern Bantu lects although after 

homorganic nasals £b and *d are reflected as plosives.

According to Guthrie PB had an opposition between long vowels 

and short vowels. This opposition was maintained in PT.

In the following discussion we have adopted Guthrie's 

reconstructions because they are more widely used than Meinhof' s in 

spite of the cautions about them.

5. 1. 1. Reflex of CB #b in PT.

The reflexes of CB &b before $1 and &U are given in Table 5. 14a 

below. As the data below show only three examples of CB &b before &U 

and one before -£1 could be found in our data. This change is parallel
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to the change of CB £-d to PT #z/£zw which we observed in Tables 5, 2a 

and 5. 3a above. And in general way the change really means 

fricativization of non-fricatives which include the data in Table 5.7a, 

5. 3a, 5.4a, 5. 6b, and 5. 7a. In all the relevant cases rounding

accompanied fricativization if any of these obstruents were immediately 

followed by CB Let us now look at Table 5. la below.

CB PT Ref erence

£b *zw

*-bfmb- $-zimb- (158) 'to swell*

£-btJdA $~zwulA (115) 'rain*

S~b(Jmd $-zwumo (10c) 'belly'

&-bUd- S-zvjuI- (350) ' to become'

full*

Table 5. la Reflexes of CB ^b before &I and &U.

Rule 5. la CB $b > PT *z/___*1.

Rule 5. lb CB £b > PT $zw____£U.

After the homorganic nasal CB &b was retained in PT as Table 5. lb 

below shows.

PT References

&-amb- 127 ' to say'

CB

*~g&mb- 

&-yimb- 

£-bf mb

s'-c a mb

s’- bdmb- 

S-bdmb- 

See also

S'-imb- 135 

^"-zimb-158 

«-samb- 180 

*-Pomb- 231 

&'-pumb-232

'to sing'

'to swell'

'to wash*

'to be soft/wet*

'to mould in clay*

351a, 352a, 443a, 511, 512, 670a, ).

Table 5. lb Reflex of CB %b after IN>.



There are thirteen lexical items in which &b was preserved after

/N/.
Elsewhere CB $b has the reflex &P in PT as the data in Table 5. lc 

indicates.

CB PT Reference

*b

&-bbd- -S-pbl- (24a) 'to count'

3-bub &~Pwb (30a) ' dog'

$-bd- £-pd- (201) 'to become'

(See also 7, 26a, 29, 51, 53a, 83a, 84a, 123, 130a, 154, 157, 175, 176, 

192, 202, 203, 204, 206, 216, 219, 220, 221, 222, 224, 229, 230, 231, 232, 

233, 234, 236a, 240, 256, 258, 266, 268, 269, 288b, 289, 303, 318a, 345, 

357a, 390, 457a, 541, 583, 643a, 649, 650, ).

Table 5. lc Reflexes of CB &b elsewhere except after (N).

Rule 5.2: *b > PT «p (except after <N>).

This change is widespread in the present Bantu languages.

5.1.2 Reflexes of CB %d in PT.

Before and W  CB &d has identical reflexes as &g in Table 5,̂ |a 

b&Oli). We can add here that this development is the same as for CB ®b 

in the same environements, see Table 5. 3a above. The developments 

concerning CB &dl and &dU are given in Table 5. 8a below.
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CB PT Ref erence

&d 3Z /__ m ,  *U> •

<a) S-ydny6dl 3-yenyezi <152a) 8star’

<b) S-kddi 3-kdzi <190) * woman"

<c) &-dXngd &-zing- (320c) 9 to wind8

(d) *-dtik- 3-ziik- <328a) ’to bury*

<e) *-dCf- *-zw- C341) 8 to come out"

<f> S-dU- t-ZUItt- (339) "to thunder8

(see also 84,122c, 195, 332)

Table 5. 2a Reflexes of CB 3d before and &U.

Rule 5. 3a:: CB *d > PT 3z /

Rule 5. 3b:: CB 3d > PT *zw/ #U.

CB *d was retained after / W  as the data in table

show.

CB PT Reference

#-tend& "tende 56 8 f oot8

&-dundh 3-lilndu 98 8 mountain8

■S-pendud- 3-pandul- 148a 8 to split wood8

£-gdnd-/*~y6nd~ S-yend- 178 8 to walk8

S-bdnd- 3-'pand— 206a 8 to clear bush; 81<

(See also 353a,385, 413a, 414, 439c, 444b, 467, 546a, 584a, 608a, 660a

669)._____________________________________________ __________

Table 5. 2b Reflex of CB M  after <W>.

There are sixteen items in which CB &d was retained after /W/ in PT.

Elsewhere CB *d has the reflex &1 as the data in Table 5. 2c
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indicate.

CB PT Reference
*d SI elsewhere (except after nasal).

*-d& S-la (10a) 'intestine'

S-dftm- *-lum- (13a) 'to bite*

*-ddpa S-lopa (15a) 'blood'

Table 5.2c Reflexes of CB Sd elsewhere (except after (M>).

(See also 24af 37, 47, 48, 53, 64, 71, 77a, 89b, 90, 98, 115, 119,

155, 160, 172, 176, 177, 203, 204, 216, 222, 224, 242, 258, 310, 346, 350 

377, 381, 382, 383, 384, 385, 386, 389, 392a, 394, 471a, 474b, 483a,

512a, 525, 528a, 541a, 546a, 650, 583, 595, 661, 675).

There are fifty-three items in which CB &d became PT #1 elswhere.

Rule 5.4 CB $d > PT Si elsewhere.

As we can see CB -s~d became PT #1 in all the other environments 

except as in Table 5. 2a above and when it was preceded by a homorganic 

nasal in which case it was retained (Table 5.2b). The change of CB &d

to PT si is widespread in Bantu languages. The development in Table

5.2c is similar to that found in Table 5. lc above.

5. 1. 3. Reflexes of CB ftg in PT.

There is only one example of the reflex of CB &g before »i. This 

development is the same as that of the development of CB ftg before 

given in Table 5. 3b.
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CB__________ PT______Ref erence
3Sg &z

a
(a) S-gidd «jilo (365a) * yesterday'

Table 5.3a Reflex of CB %g before -Si.

o>> *-gi *-zi (54) “fly'

(c) ®-gln& S-zina (100) ' name'

(d) ®-gOfm- $-zwim- (76a) 'to hunt'

(e) ^-jogft &~zozwu (336) 'elephant'

(f) -S-gOn- *-zwun- (352) “to stop fight

8 to help8

(g) ^-gUnd- s-zwCaidik- (353) 8 to put aside

'to ripen/ripen 

artificially'

Table 5. 3b Reflexes of CB %g before &I and %U.______

Rule 5,5a CB fg > PT /___&I, *1.

Rule 5. 5b CB $g > PT zw/ SU.

After the homorganic nasal /r\/t CB $g was retained in PT as 

indicated in Table 5. 3c below.
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CB PT Reference

fc-gSng- fi-ang (58)/171 *to freeze1 / 

*to B tie up’

&-yIngi 3--ngi <95) ' many'

s-kf ngd &'-singo (103) 'neck"

*-ddng& &'-16nga (119a) * river’

£-ceng& &'-senga (126a) 'sand*

&-yIngid- t—ingil- (595) * to enter*

£-g&ngd £-anga (601) 'doctor*

(See also 132b, 223a, 233a, 394, 415, 468a, 530, 613b,

653a).

Table 5.3c Reflex of CB £g after 1M>.

Elsewhere CB ®g was lost In PT as the examples in Table 5. 3d 

below indicate.

CB__________ PT__________Ref erence_______________

(a) $-g&ng- &-ang (58)/ 'to freeze’/'to

(171) tie up

(b> &-gamb-~ (127) "to say/’to

* to speak*

(c) ^-g&ndd &-dndS (586) * house’

(d) -*ganga 5-anga (601) * doctor*

(e) $-gdn- $-dn- (13) * to sleep'

(f) *-g6di s-ozi (122c) 'rope; bark

f ibre'

(g) &-gudii MilCi (88) ' leg'

(h> »-g£nd- S-end- (178) 'to walk*

Table 5. 3d Reflexes of CB »g elsewhere. 

Rule 5. 5c CB &g > PT 0 elsewhere
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CB &-giidtlb6 was retained as PT c-gulupe <585) ' pig' < classes 

9/10, prefix <N1. One might want to argue that the presence of the

homorganic nasal q, whether- as a prefix or otherwise prevented the 

deletion of CB -*g. This only works in some of the reflexes as

exceptions like (c) exist as well where CB $g was lost stem initially.

In the present-day Tonga lects the noun stem of (j) goes with class 9 

prefix INI in the singular and class 6 ma~. < thus maanda in plural 

versus qanda 'house8 (586)>. What is likely to have happened in the 

case of this noun is that the original consonant CB *g assimilated to 

the nasal prefix.

In many Bantu languages there exists what has come to be called

Ganda Law or Meinhof' s Law (cf. 2.2.2.3 above). As we showed in
/kChapter 2 this law distillates the first of two nasal clusters such that 

NCVWC di^nilates to NNVHC. This ' law' still applies in II and we 

suggest that remnants of it can be found in the other lects as well 

like PI which have the nouns like rfdnda which would suggest the 

structure /rjgdnda/. But as the consonant /g/ does not appear in the 

plural we would like to suggest along the same lines we did for class 

5 nouns (cf. 2.2. 2. 7. ) that the stem has a zero consonant which 9
surfaces in the form of the stera-initially in the singular.

Another observation about CB &g is that it does not have a

single reflex. However, it would seem that the reflexes and Szw 

before the extra high vowels are the ones represented in the most 

number of lexical items. All the other reflexes of CB &g are less 

f requent.
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5. 1. 4 Reflexes of CB ^p.
CB £p developed into before $1 and into before &U.

Examples are given in Table 5. 4a below. Elsewhere CB &p was retained 

in PT.

CB PT Reference.

■Sp &s Before CC, *U.

-S-pIIp- -s-siy- (14) 'to be black.

&-plk- -&-sik- (405) 'to arrive*.

*-Pin &-sin- (412) 'to throttle*.

'S” pi nek -S-sinct (413) * pus*.

-S-pUd- $-swul- (16) ’ to blow' .

S-pU S" S W U (10b) ' belly/stomach'

Table 5. 4a Reflexes of CB Sp before *1. $U,

(a): CB sp > PT ®s /__  *1.

<b> : CB. &p > PT tsw/ «U.

Elsewhere CB Sp was retained in PT; see Table 5. 3b bel<

CB PT.

S - p & - -S-pa- (60) 0 to give'

kCu1 s-pmn- (73) 'to hit'

«- p 6 n - $-pon- (250) 'to get well'

S-pet— &-~pfet- (354) 'to fold5

S-pindi s-pindi (664) * shin'

(see also 47,192b, 242,243,244,251,252,253, 

273,274)

Table 5. 4b Reflexes of CB *p elsewhere.

Rule 5. 6c CB &p > PT &p elsewhere
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5, 1. 5 Reflexes of CB *t.
Before the cedilla vowels and &U, CB £t has the reflexes PT 

and $sw, respectively. This change represents fricativization of CB 

St. It would seem as if CB non-continuants became continuants before 

the cedilla vowels as can be seen in Tables <5.5a). These

environments are, however, not the exclusive sources of fricatives, see 

Table 5.3a above for example where before si CB &g became PT &z.

Nevertheless, examples illustrating the £tl and &tU

are given in Table 5. 5a below.

CB__________PT______________________ Ref erence.

ft Its Before &i, ■SX, fU

-S—t L ku v'-siku (105) 1 night"

#-tIndf *-sindi C415) •heel'

f-tlnd- &-sindikil- <416) 1 to accompany'

5-tInga $-sing- (417a) • vein1

5-tUm a-suiu- (132) * to sew’

*-t0- &~s^- (147) "to spit'

Table 5.5a Reflrex of CB &t bef ore IH. *u in PT.

Rule 5.7a, CB *t > PT *s /____*1.

Rule 5. 7b CB *t> PT sw/_____ *U

Before the other vowels CB was retained in PT as Table 5.5b below,

shows.
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CB PT Reference.

3t &t

3-tii£ 3-twe (4a) ’ ashes'

&~tui 3—twl (35) * ear*

3-tem- 3-t6m- (25b) 'to cut'

■3—t amb- 3-t&mb- (513) 'to invite/invite'

3-t66d- 3-t861- (527) 'to take/pick up'

(see: 43, 44b, 56d, 68, 81, 107, 111, 245a, 294a, 389, 457,

502, 511, 516, 518, 522, 531-2, 534, 350).

Table 5. 5b Reflexes of CB &t elsewhere.

Rule 5,7c. CB &t > PT 3t elsewhere.

5. 1.6 Reflex of CB 3k In PT.

Table 5.6a indicates that CB 31t has the reflex PT &s before &U 

and 31. This development is parallel to that observed in Tables 5. 4a 

and 5, 5a above. Since the consonats involved in these three tables are 

of the same kind, (they are all voiceless non-continuants), we can 

generalise Rule 5. 8a below.

CB PT Ref erence.

3k 3s Before 31, 3U

3-kfngd 3-singo (103) 'neck'

S— kf ma «--sima (498) * mush'

*-k0- 3-svm- (27) ' die*

3-kUt a 8-swuta (42) ' fat’

3-lcU- 3-SWU- (311) 'death

Table 5. 6a Reflexes of CB 3k before

31 and *U.
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Rule 5. 8a, CB t&p, t̂, *k> > PT *s /___ SI

Rule 5.8b CB (*pf ftt, *Ucl > PT sw /___*U.

Before the vowels -Si and CB -&k has the reflex PT Sc. The data

are given in Table 5. 6b below.

5.1.6.1 Reflexes of 8k before Si. &e.

Before the front vowels f-i and Se, CB Sk became a voiceless 

affricate -Sc as can be seen in Table 5.6b below.

CB PT Ref erence.

•S-klda s-cila <160) •tail’

3-ki- $-ci~ (279) 'to dawn*

-5—k<§- •8-ce- (282) 'younger sibling

(in Meeussen 1980,

$-It6b- -s-cep- (289) 'to look behind8

&-kedp- &-cep (291) 'to become few'

£-klt- #-cit- (294) 'to do'

Table 5. 6b Reflexes of PT 51t before

Sj/Se/See.

The above development is one of softening of -»k before .front 

vowels #i and £e, A relationship with the developments in Table 5.7a 

below can be envisaged whereby it is possible that the development #k 

to *s before cedilla vowels through the intermediate stage of

Table 5. 6b.
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Rule 5, 8c CB &k > PT Sc /___  CB 1*1, &e>

Elsewhere CB $k was retained in PT as Table 5. 6c below indicates.

CB__________ PT______Reference

$-kdti £-kati (80) 'inside'.

&-cdk- #-sek- (85) * to laugh'

S-b6kd &-{ioko (229a) ’arm' .

S-ylk&d- S-ikal- (136) 'to sit'

*-k6rabd S-korabo (498) "navel'

S-Itu- Htinir- (8a) " to bark'

s-khnk- &-kunk (52a) 'to flow'

(See also 85, 90, 105, 172, 177, 221, 229, 328, 355, 364,

405, 495, 458, 473, 490, 502, , 507, 549)

Table 5. 6c Reflexes of CB elsewhere.

There are twenty-five lexical items in which CB was retained in PT.

Rule 5. 8c CB fik > PT *k elsewhere.

Table 5.6a-c indicate that CB Sk developed into three different 

consonants in PT, namely: PT $s, Sc, &k.
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5. 1. 7 Development of CB &c in PT.
Table 5. 7a below shows that before the cedl^/a vowels and &U, 

CB developed into PT ®sy and &sw, respectively. It will be seen in 

Table 5.7a below that before &U, CB &c became PT &sw just as did PT 

and &t in the same environement. Similarly, before #1, CB &c became 

$s. Examples can be seen Table 5. 7a below.

CB PT Ref erence.

&c *b before &I and £U

-t-cih ^-syu (438) * face' .

®-cin- 8-syin- (149b) * to squeeze

&~cUe !S-swe (182) " we/us".

Table 5. 7a Reflex of CB &c before -$I and

The examples below show that CB Sc became PT $s before all the 

vowels. This direction of change is quite widespread in other Bantu 

languages as evidenced by the data in Comparative Bantu and Hedinger 

(1987, p. 109).

CB__________PT______Reference.

&~y6nce B—y6nse (1) "all" .

#~can& &-sana (6c) 'back".

•2-yincd •®~inso (40) ' eye".

&-ciiki &-suki (65b) •hair'.

(see also 49, 85, 180, 192a, 399).

Table 5. 7b Reflexes of CB &c elsewhere.
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Hence: Rule 5.9a CB &c > Osy}/__OT>

Rule 5.9b CB Sc > {&sw>/__«U.

Rule 5. 9c: CB Sc > PT &s elsewhere.

5. 1.8 Reflexes CB in PT.

There are no examples of CB *jl, sje, sjU and Snj with which we 

can illustrate the developments in PT. But we notice that even in

Guthrie (1967-71, Pt. 1, Vol. 2) there are few entries of

reconstructions of CB &jl, Sje and SjU. On the evidence of the data

that we have we can see that CB sj is reflected as Sz in PT; see Table

5. 8 below.

CB PX Ref erence

S-j S z

(a) S-yij- S-iz- (23) 'to come'

(b) s-jubd s-zuPa (26a) 'day'

(c) S-ganja s-janza (66a) 'hand*

(d) &-jdgfr S-zo2wu (336) 'elephant'

(e) &-jid& S-zila (346) 'path'

(See also 83, 157,343,219,220)

Table 5.8 Reflexes of CB s.1 in PT.

Hence Rule 5. 10 CB Sj > PT Sz,

Table 5. 8 shows the same development as described voicelessA
plosives, that is turning non-continuants into continuants, although 

there is a major difference in the present case in that that it would 

seem that all instances of CB S-j became PT &z. To a limited degree CB
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ftg had a similar developments before fti.

5. 1. 9 Reflex of CB fty In PT.

CB fty has two reflexes In PT, It Is was lost before &I and fti, 

while it was retained in all the othe environments. The data can be 

seen Tables 5, 9<a) and <b) below.

CB PT References.

ft-ylk&d- ft-ikal- (136) ' to sit'

ft-yfngi ft-ngi (95) ' many*

ft-yfk&d- ft-ikal- (136) 'to sit'

ft-yfngid- ft-ingil- (595) 'to enter

a-yij- ft-iz- (23) * to come'

ft-yimb- ft'-imb- 135 'to sing'

ft-yij- ft-iz- (23) "to come*

Table 5.9a Reflex of CB fty before fti. fti in PI.

Hence Rule 5. 11a CB fty > PT S0/&H, fti)

CB__________ PT__________Ref erence.

ft-y£nyedt ft-y6nyezi (152a) 'star'

ft-ySmbukid- ft-yambukil- (443a) 'to roast'

ft-yot- ft'-yot- (455) 'to warm oneself

at fire)

ft-y6k- ft-yok- (456a) 'to roast'

ft-yum- ft'-yum- (458) 'to dry'

ft-yhni ft-yuni (12a) 'bird'

ft-yfic- ft'-yusa (460a) 'to take shelter

Table 5. 9b Reflex of CB fty elsewhere.
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Hence Rule 5. lib CB -Sy > PT &y elsewhere.
One peculiarity of &y In CB is that it was only reconstructed in 

C, position.

5.1.10 Summary of the development s of CB consonants in PT

CB. . PT CB PT After /N/ After ivl Else-

where

ip/~il is &p/_JJ iSW mp p ip

£t/-*I is *t/_U isw nt t it

*k/-*I is *k/_U isw nk k iC

Sc/“SI is §c/ U -Ssw iS

*b/_jfrl &z *b/„U &ZW imb ip ip

*d/_*I iZ *d/-U &ZW ind - *1

ig/_&I iZ ig/_U &zw £0/£j.

*j/_*I ■Sz --- --- ---- iz iZ

iy/-Cil'f 0 --- --- ty --- y
(«;•

Chart 5.1 Sumarrv of the reflexes of CB consonants in PT.

The following CB sounds were retained in all environments in PT it, &w, 

iy, &m, &n, &ny.

The above chart puts to-gether all the discussions given above in 

the previous tables. The chart includes crucial environments which 

triggered the sound changes. Nevertheless we can see that there were

many mergers and splits. Most of the changes are limited to

environments before the extra high vowels and &U.



5.2 Reflexes of CD Vowels in PT.
The object of this section is to study the development of PT 

vowels from CB. It will not be necessary to refer to reflexes of 

vowels in particular positions of the stems nor of correspondences 

found in specific lexical categories since no variations have been 

found. The significant changes among vowels are: (a): the merger of

CB SU and Su to PT Su and CB £1 and si to PI’ #i; <b) the realisations

of high vowels Sl/#i and SU/Su as PT semivowels #w and Sy, when they 

occurred as the first member of the sequences of unidentical vowels.

5.2.1. Reflexes of CB fti and 81 in PT.

CB______________ PT______References.

Si Si

ft-bi ft-pi (7) ' bad'

ft-ci ft-si (36) 'earth/ground'

ft-ngl ft-ngi (95) * many'

ft-gi ft-i (37) ' egg'

ft-did6 ft-lild (48) 'fire’

ft-kid& ft-ci1& (160) 'tail'

ft-gim-/ft-yimr- ft-zim- (151) ' stand'

ft-bidi ft-pili (224) 'body'

(see also 35, 37, 49, 62, 101, 109, 246, 222, 268,

294, 338, 345, 367, 384, 385546).

Table 5. 10a Reflexes of CB fti in PT in all stem 

positions and environments.
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CB fti became fti in PT in all positions and environments except in 

prevoccalic environments for which see Table 5. 10b below.

CB PT Ref erences

ft-dl- ly- (37) "eat*

ft-diAt- ft-lyAt- (394a) 'to tread*

ft-diAngd ft-lyAngo (395a) * entrance; doorway)

Table 5. 10b Reflex of CB fti in prevocalic environments.

As the above examples show CB fti became PT fty before an unlike 

vowel. This is similar to the development of CB fti when it was 

followed by unlike vowel although we only have one example of this, 

namely CB ft-citU which became PT ft'-syu. As we are interpreting CB 

ftll and ftii not as sequences of identical vowels we can say that 

nothing happened to these long vowels exept that CB ftiI (or fti; ) became 

PT fti: . Examples include CB ft-dllk versus PT ft-zi:k- 'bury* (328a)

and CB ftii in ft— bilk- has the realisation FT ft-bi: k-).
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CB PT Ref erences

fc-y&nl £-y£ini (12) 'bird*

*-dfb& 8— zip& (84) ■ lake1

#-g£n& &-zin& (100) * name'

&“b£mb- &-zimb-- (158) 'to swell*

3-kadI &-kdzi (195) ' woman'

ft-dtmh s~zin& (332) 'spirit*

5-dIm- £-ziin- (329) 'to extinguish

5-pflc- i— sik- (404) ' to arrive*

ft-pln- £-sin- (410) 'to throttle'

(see also 103, 105, 410, 413, 414, 415),

Table 5. 11 Reflexes of CB fti in PT in all stem positions.

CB &I was reflected as PT ^i in all the stem positions and 

environments (except as stipulated in the preceding paragraph).

Rule 5. 12: CB $1.
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5. 2. 2. Common Bantu &e.

CB PT Ref erences

&—t u6 *-tw6 <4a) 'ashes*

5— tende *-t£nd& <56) * leg*

&-tu£ I~tw6 <68 ) * head*

&-bedd S-P616 <216) 'thigh*

*-cue &-swe <182a) ■we'

£-c6 <282) * younger sibling'

8--beb& <303) * rat’

*-bd6 <— pwe <154) * stone*

Table 5. 12 Refleates of CB fee In PT in all environments

and stem positions.
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5.2. 3.Reflexes of Common Bantu &a

CB PT References

&-y&m& (3) ' meat*

SKLa (10a) ' belly*; ' stomach1

-$-ydn& (20) ’child*

$-j6b& 3-zCipei (26a) * day*

ft-bua &-pw& (30a) * dog*

duPot &-ihpa (53a) * flower*

&-k&t i $-kdti (81) ' inside*

(see also 24a, 58, 89, 126, 115, 127, 144, 157, 159,

172, 180, 192, 195, 202, 203, 243, 258, 303a, 343, 345, 346, 450, 

468, 469, 509, 511, 586, 601).

Table 5.13. Reflexes of CB &a in PT .

CB *a was retained in PT as £a.

CB PT References

t-bOrno &~zw£imd (lob) 'belly*

tf—ddp& 8—ldp& (15) * blood*

$-ylncd ^-inso (39b) ' eye*

$-did6 S-did6 (48) ’fire*

&-j6k& &-zdka (144) 'snake*

£~bokd S— p6k6 (229) * arm*

s-ddbo S—lopd (650) 'fishing hook

(see also 70a, 103, 123a, 130a, 131a, 139a, 156, 173, 216, 229, 231, 

250, 364, 388, 395, 455, 456, 472, 478).

Table 5. 14 Reflexes of CB *o in PT .



CB So was retained in PT as &o.

CB &u in -C-C steins was retained as *u in PT.

CB PT

S~bu& (30) ■ dog*

*-ttif >1r-twl (35) ' ear*

3-gu &—w— (40) •to fall'

-S~du— 3-1W" (47) 1 to fight'

«■—t Aik— 3-t wilc- (523a) 'to carry on

&-tti- 'S-twa (532) 'to pound in

Table 5.15a. Reflexes of CB #u in PT 

before a vowel.

As has been pointed out already CB $u became PT $w in prevocalic 

environments and in those verb stems in which *u is the final vowel. 

We are assuming here that the suffix vowel /a/ in indicative verb was 

the environment that triggered semivocalisation in verbs. There is 

however, a problem with saying that semi vocalisation goes back to PT 

rather than being an innovation of the present day Tonga lects. This 

concerns CB -S-tuiik- (523a) above. It was observed in Chapter 3, 

section 3.1.9 (Table 3.12c) that reinforced [Ick3 in PI is found in 

postvocalic PT *i in general. If we postulate PT &-twilt- we remove the 

environment in which to get the reflex -tuk- in PI. It is unlikely 

that vowel sequences where the first vowel was &i or £u were still 

present in PT. We can say then that in order to get the development PI 

-tuk- from PT -s-twik- we need to say that PT &k was retained not only 

in postvocalic environments but after the semivowel &w as well. This
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clearly complicates the formulation but we can tentatively hold on to

it as a possibility in order to try and account for item PT &~twik

versus PI -tuk-.

5. 2. 5 Reflexes of Common Bantu ffu in Proto-Tonga.

CB PT References

&-kug- &~kuw~ (8a) ’ t o  bark’

S-dura- g-Tiim- (13) ’ t o  b i t e ’

^-ydrail ft-ymnu (32) ’ d ry ’ ( a d j e c t iv e )

&~dCtba (53a) 8 f lo w e r ’

*-giLdtii s - u lu (88a) ’ l e g ’

$-ddndh g--lundu (98) ' mountain*

ft-nt u -S—n t u (111) ’ p erso n ’

(see also, 26, 65, 68, 72b, 73a, 77, 88, 98, 109, 131, 138, 141, 154, 182, 

230, 236, 240, 273, 332, 338, 391, 436, 475, 488, 529, 530).

Table 5. 15b. Reflexes of CB ^u in PT in in -C-C stems.

CB &u was retained in all stem positions and environments except in 

prevocalic positions, for which see Table 5. 15a above.

5* 2. 6 Reflexes of CB long vowels in PT.

In Guthrie’system long vowels were characterised by writing the 

same vowel twice. We shall maintain this sytera here except that in PT 

reflexes of long vowels are characterised by a vowel followed by a 

colon ’ : ' to indicate length.
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5.2.6.1 reflexes of CB Eli and *11 PT.
CB PT Ref erences.

*-biik fc'-pi:k- 221 'put*

-id Ilk- i-zi: k- 328 'to bury"

Table 5. 16 Reflex of CB *ii and *11 in PT.

CB *ii was retained as PT *i: while *11 became *i: .

5. 2. 6. 2 Reflexes of CB *ee in PT.

CB PT. Ref erences

&-b66p- *-{36ep- (214) 'to tell a lie*

*-d6et- *-leet- (382) 'to bring*

$-d&&d- ft-lefel- (381) "to bring up child*

Table 5. 17. Reflexes of CB *ee in PT.

CB tee was retained as PT *e: in PT.

5.2.6.3 Reflexes of CB taa in PT.

CB PT Ref erences

*-d&&d- &-1&&1- (89c) 'to lie down'

•S-k&fkn- *-lt&&n~ (462) 'to refuse'

Table 5. 18. Reflexes of CB &aa in PT in -C-C- radicals
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CB *aa was retained in PT as *aa.

5.2. 6. 4 Reflexes of CB too in PT.

CB PT References.

d<56t- s-16ot- (389) * to dream*

Table 5. 19 Reflexes of CB too in PT.

Only one item was found with CB too and this was retained in PT.

5, 2. 6. 5 reflexes of CB tuu in PT.

ft-bumb-/*-buumb- *-putimb- (232) 'to mould*

*-buuk- *-pduk- (234) * to wake up'

Table 5.20. Reflexes of CB *uu in PT from CB *-C~C- radicals.

There is only one clear case of retention of CB *uu in PT, namely (234) 

in the table above. Item (232) is ambiguous from the point of view of 

CB.
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CB PT Ref erences

3-bUrno &-zwumd (10c) * belly®

*~kUp& 3— swup& (17a) 1 bone'

3-pUd- svjul- (16) 'to blow with mouth*

-3-kOt a S-swuta (42) 'fat; •oil*

*-bOd& s-zwtilA (115) ' rain*

3-ttJ- £~sw— (147a) 'to spit*

3-pUd- K-SWUl- (310) * to blow bellows*

*-k0 $-swu (311) (death)

•s—dOmin- &-zwdmin- (337) ' to agree'

(See also 27, 341, 350, 352-5,

Table 5. 2\ Reflexes of CB &U in PT

The above Table shows that Common Bantu &U has the reflex of but it

also triggered rounding of the preceding conconant.

5. 3, Conclusion.

In this section we have attempted to show the development of PT 

vowels from CB. All in all the changes we have observed concern the 

high vowel. The extra high or cedilla vowels &I and &U of CB merged

with &i and ftu respectively to form the five vowel inventory of PT,

namely Si, $e, &a, So, Su. We have also seen that the high vowels, SI

and &U were responsible for the development of fricatives from stops. 

But the information on this is limited to just a few examples, such 

that it still needs further investigation. We summarise the reflexes 

of CB vowels in PT in Chart 5. 2, below.
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CB -x-

PT

■ S e i  § - a  ■&{

i: $e £e: *a

&o: Su: &u

«o: «u: &u

Chart 5. 2. Reflexes of Cb vowels In PT.
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CHAPTER 6 

SOCIOLIMGUISTIC PERSPECTIVES.

6.1 Introduction.

In the foregoing chapters we have examined the relationship 

between the Tonga lects from the point of view of the diachronic 

perspective. The shared consonantal sound changes in particular have 

made it difficult for us to arrive at a satisfactory chronology because 

there is such a network of shared sound changes <see Fig' 4.4 and Map 

4.4). We have also seen that there are certain sound correspondences 

that are not consistent in some of the lects. In the present chapter 

we suggest how sociolinguistic methods, if applied systematically would 

help and what they might achieve. Furthermore the sociolinguistic 

consideration should be seen as complementary to the comparative 

method we have applied in the previous chapters.

As the problem cases to be studied below have not been 

investigated systematically what the present chapter offers are 

personal observations.

6. 1. 1 Review of the sociolinguistic methods of Labov.

The reason for the lack of discrete bundles of isoglosses is that 

lects in a geographical continuum will be in contact with one another 

with the likelihood of innovations diffusing across geographical space 

from different centres and to varying degrees. The diffusion of sound 

changes in a dialect continuum was accounted for by traditional 

dialectologists within the wave theory Csee 1.4.1 above). More



recently sociolinguistic methods developed initially for urban speech 

communities have been successfully applied to dialects in contact. We 

observed in 1.4.3 above that the speakers of Tonga lects are bilectal 

and even trilectal according to our own observations.

As is well known by now one of the short-comings of the

generative research program is the insistence that the valid object of

linguistic research is to study the linguistic competence of a speaker

in an ideal homogeneous speech community, thereby ignoring variation as 

belonging to performance. We know however, that an ideal speaker in a 

homogeneous speech community does not exist. Linguistic variation

will always be there and it is a valid object of linguistic research. 

But if we look at sociolinguistic research programs as practised for 

example by Labov C196J' 1966, 1972^ we find they have established the

fact that language change is triggered by many factors, linguistic and 

non-linguistic alike. One of the important contributions this approach 

brought was the concept of the variable rule, that is 'a rule that is 

sensitive to extralinguistic factors (class, age, sex, religion) and 

within these parameters, statistical controls which are correlated with 

them in a complex way.. '(Lass 1984: 304). The presence of the age

dimension in a variable rule indicates that the variation pattern in 

question is likely to represent a change in progress Bynon (1977: 213). 

Because change is influenced by specific social factors for it to 

apply it may take a long time to be completed without losing impetus 

and direction.

It cannot easily be predicted how closely the variation observed 

by Labov within a dense urban environment might be paralleled in the 

widely extended and largely rural communities in Zambia. Labov (1972) 

did research on the island of Martha's Vineyard which may be likened to
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our own area. Nevertheless, Labov* s research deals with speech 

communities not surveys of large geographical areas. In any case we 

have only been able to observe the speech of at most two individuals 

from within each community, the relevance of whose whose age, education 

and class was not investigated. Although we cannot make use of Labov* s 

methodology in our comparative study, nevertheless there remains the 

possibility that unresolved irrrgularity and variation remaining in our 

data might be attributable to social factors of the kind Labov 

identifies.

6. 1. 2 Accommodation Theory.

Accommodation theory championed by researchers such as Trudgill 

C 1983;1986) and others have shifted their attention from 

investigating language divergencies to the examination of the ways in 

which varieties of the same language can influence one another when 

they come in contact and have stressed the role of the individual 

speaker in an interdialect contact situation. One would expect that 

when speakers of mutually intelligible varieties of the same language 

meet in a speech situation each of the speakers will converse in his 

or her own variety without either of them having to adopt the speech 

form of the other. Trudgill has come up with empirical data to show 

that what happens in actual practice is that speakers will transfer 

linguistic features from one dialect to another. One of the questions 

asked is how and why transference of linguistic features across 

dialects takes place.

According to behavioural psyochologists such as Giles <1973), a 

speaker will modify his speech in the direction of his interlocutor 

for many reasons including the need to gain approval from his 

interlocutor and to reduce communication difficulties and linguistic



dissimilarities. Giles calls the latter strategy accent convergence. 

Although accommodation theory was developed to answer questions of 

individual behaviour it has been adopted by dialectologists because 

they feel it can explain and clarify in more detail a number of 

problems arising in dialect contact situations. For eaxample the 

accommodation theory enables dialectologists to explain why some 

features are modified while others are not. Labov <1972^ advanced the 

explanation that 'markers' (that is, those linguistic features that 

are indicative of social class) are relatively high in the speaker's 

consciousness. These features are frowned and commented upon by those 

who speak the more prestigious speech form. A speaker will make a 

conscious effort to choose a form that is more prestigious. As for 

those features that are not highly stigmatised (which he calls 

indicators) they will not be modified. Trudgill integrated these ideas 

in the development of accommodation theory to enable dialectologists 

account for the processes of accommodation.

Accommodation begins with those features that are salient. In 

this regard it starts at the lexical level followed by either 

phonological or morphological accommodation. The lexical level seems 

to be favoured first because it is less complex and it is not highly 

structured. It is not the case that linguistic accommodation can go 

unabetted. There are a number of factors that may hinder this process. 

The most obvious one is age. It is generally true that children of 

certain age ranges are able to totally accommodate to new speech forms. 

Secondly, the attitudes that a speaker has to a given dialect may 

hinder or accelerate accommodation. In the present thesis there are 

some cases which appear to fit in the kind of accommodation that 

Trudgill is describing. In particular, the Lenje informant who
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constantly accommodated to the present writer's speech form, only to be 

corrected by other people in the audience who sensed the deviations 

from Lj. We discuss these issues below.

We must also allow for the possibilty that when features are 

transfered from one dialect to another it is not always the case that 

they enter the receiving dialect in a form identical to that of the 

original dialect. Since accommodation essentially means reducing 

linguistic dissimilarities between dialects we expect that there will 

be many discrepancies between the forms in the original dialect and 

those in the recipient dialect.

Accommodation theory is more immediately relevant to us here 

because unlike the Labovian approach outlined earlier it accounts for 

convergent language change across dialect boundaries. Some of the

Tonga lects, namely PI, Vy, Tk and II share geograhical-adrainistative

borders. It is therefore correct to say that speakers of these lects 

have passive knowledge of at least one other lect in addition to the 

native command of their own because they frequently come into contact. 

According to our experience in the field PI seems to be one of lects

speakers of II, Lj, Vy and Tk all hove knowledge of because it (i.e.

PI) is the standard lect (see 1.6.3).

The sound correspondences we have established in Chapter 3 form 

the basis of the the observations we make in the sections below and as 

we have already indicated more systematic sociolinguistic work still 

remains to be done.

6. 2 Inconsistent correspondences in II.

There are some cognates in II with voiced stops —  e.g. Cb] and Cg] 

in cigaba ' a tin container' (559a) and Cg) in cigayo ' grinding mill'
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(567) where we would have expected E£] and Eld respectively. Won- 

prenasalised voiced plosives are generally associated with PI, Vy and 

Tk. The occurrence of these voiced stops in II might be ascribed to 

lect contact. Our II informants spoke PI well and they in fact come 

from that part of the II region which is closest to PI, We can assume 

that the pronunciation of those cognate words with non-prenasalized 

Eg] could only be due to the informants' knowledge of PI pronunciation 

(because Eg] only occurs as a prenasalised consonant in II). One of 

the II informants, a seventeen year old schoolgirl told us that she 

often spent her holidays in Monze, which is the heart of the PI 

speaking area. At the time that we collected data from her she was 

also studying Plateau Tonga in school. We assume that knowledge of 

PI caused interference in her native speech.

Another observation involves /hh/ in II. Our main informant 

consistently gave us the consonant E^J before EiJ while older

informants sometimes produced zhCEjJ*]). Some of the older informants 

coming from the same area (i.e. Mukobela's chiefdom) alternated 

between /hh/ and /zh/ in the pronunciation of the same words (e.g. ku- 

hhiBa 'to know' (83), hhina 'name' (100) and ku-hhimba 'to swell' 

(158)) which have the variant forms ku-zhiBa. zhina and ku-zhimba. 

respectively). In addition one boy aged 18 who was from a

different area, namely Shezongo chiefdom but who was not able to 

continue as our informant spoke a lect in which he consistently gave 

the pronunciation with zhljpi in the words in question. The consonant 

/zh/, and not /hh/, is the one that is recorded in published literature 

on II (cf. Smith 1908 and Yukawa 1987). It can be assumed that our 

informant who gave us forms with /hh/ would have been influenced by 

PI. This influence manifested itself also in the speech of some of



the Informants who alternated between /hh/ and /zh/. It is likely that 

this influence is only seen in the form of II which is closest to PI 

but that it is incomplete; otherwise we should have had only forms with 

/hh/. The lect that Is furthest from PI, (i.e. in Shezongo chiefdom) 

does not appear to have such variation.

The present writer can also report that during the seven months he

lived as a teacher in Namwala, in the Ila area, he could conduct a 

conversation in PI and his II interlocutors readily understood him, but 

responded in II. Even in class he spoke PI when teaching Tonga and the 

II pupils could follow lessons quite easily. Pupils as early as in

the first year of secondary school were found to have quite a good

command of written and spoken PI. However when one examined their

written work closely one noticed that pupils replaced PI consonants 

with II ones. These included hy which was substituted by /sh/ [/]. 

PI Chy] corresponds to II sh (see 3. 1.22. 1, Table 3.35a).

Some of the II pupils in the same class had problems with

fricative consonants such as the glottal fricatives and the voiced 

velar fricative [y]. For the glottal fricatives of PI, namely [hy3 

and [hhy], these II pupils replaced these with [sh] and [zh] 

respectively. At the school in question there were however also Vy, Tk 

and Lj speaking pupils. These substituted [hy] and [hy] with the

nearest equivalents in their native lects in their written work and 

speech. For example in the case of PI [hy], [hhy], [hwl and [hhw] the 

Vy and Tk pupils substituted [syl, [zy], [fw] and [vw] respectively

while the Lj pupils substituted [hy] and [hhy] for sh[J^ and both [hw]

and [hhw] for CfwJ. The other consonant that pupils had a problem 

pronouncing is the voiced velar fricative [y], This was replaced by 

[k] by all the pupils except the Vy pupils who had [y] in their
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phonological system.

The difficulties extended to vocabulary. Pupils would use words 

which were not in PI thereby creating difficulties between themselves 

and the teacher. In marking their work this presented the teacher 

with a dilemma: whether to mark the pupil wrong or to accept the local 

word. For example should an II speaking pupil be marked down because 

he or she has used the word mwandngu ' uncle* instead of the PI one

muj wa?

6. 3 Observations on Li responses.

One Lj informant gave us the impression that every PI word had an 

equivalent in Lj and for him the only difference between PI and Lj 

seemed to be the pronunciation. At one of the interview sessions

the informants kept correcting each other because the person who was 

supplying us with the data kept replacing the 'normal* Lj consonants 

with the PI ones. This in fact extended to the supplying of PI

vocabulary instead of the cognate Lj words we sought. At this point the 

listeners interjected and gave us the 'correct form*. There are 

several reasons why the informant might have been led to giving us the 

forms which he probably knew were not Lj. The informant was perhaps 

trying to accommodate to the researcher* s speech. It should also be 

remembered that since FI is the standard lect the informant could have 

been attempting to impress the researcher. Some of the data corrected 

by other Lenje speakers include Bulowa 'blood* <15) and cifuwa 'bone* 

C17). Other informants insisted that the Lj forms should be milopa and 

cifupa respectively. Our informant replaced g, by w in these words. 

The result of this is that with respect to this consonant the sound 

change affecting PT &p puts Lj in the same group as PI, Vy, Tk and II.
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This can be seen in 4. <1-5) where Lj and SI are separated by only one 

isogloss which also happens to be the reflex of PT &p. We are making 

these observations based on the speech of one informant. We are not in 

a position to say how consistent this overt accommodation to PI is 

among the other Lj speakers. This still remains to be discovered in a 

separate study. Another form that can be explained in a similar way 

is -fwiifwi 'short' <134). This form given by the informant was 

corrected to -fupi by other speakers. What this suggests to us is 

that other Lj speakers too have knowledge of PI, as they were able to 

distinguish PI forms from Lj ones. If we were to incorporate these 

corrections then Lj is virtually indistinguishable from SI from the 

phonological point of view. We should finally mention that the Lj 

speaker t-jho was our main informant might have been exhibiting his 

individual idiolect rather than showing us how much PI has penetrated 

into the speech of the Lj as a whole.

Lj and SI are generally thought to be mutually intelligible by 

their speakers. This is not surprising given their many shared sound 

changes as illustrated in Map 4. 1 above. All the informants we

interviewed among the Lj and SI speakers claimed to be conversant in 

each other's lect. We have no data to show how widespread this claimed 

mutual intelligibility is in the general population except what is 

presented in Chart 4. 10 above. In particular one has to ask whether 

intelligibility is unidirectional or not. We would like to suggest 

that there are more SI people who have some competence in Lj whereas 

the number of Lj speakers who are competent in SI are fewer. This is 

because Lj is used as the medium of instruction in some schools in 

the SI areas. This implies that the SI are more exposed to Lj from an 

early age.
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As Chart 4. 10 indicates, the basic vocabulary agreement between 

each of SI and Lj on the one hand and each of PI, Vy, Tk and II on the 

other is quite low. Although we cannot support it with statistics we 

observed during fieldwork that the speakers of SI had some passive 

competence in PI. When doing research among the SI speakers the 

present writer conducted a certain amount of the interviewing in PI. 

The interviewees would understand some of the questions without 

translation but their responses were in SI. But on the whole 

communication was quite hard between us. The present writer had more 

problems understanding SI than the interviewees were able to understand 

him because he had not been previously exposed to SI speech. 

Accommodation strategies of the type discussed by Trudgill <1986) 

seemed generally non-existent. Unlike the strategies observed in the 

case of the Lj informants, there was no attempt on the part of SI 

speakers to try and imitate PI speech. We cannot say how far this 

applied to tone since we lack extensive tonal data. However, the tone 

patterns of PI and SI were quite similar as judged by the tones of 

citation forms. Whether this was genuine or due to imitation we 

cannot tell at the moment. In more extensive tonal data we expect the 

similarity between PI and SI to diminish.

We can suggest that one of the reasons why SI informants seemed 

unwilling to accommodate to PI was simply that they did not have much 

knowledge of PI to be able to do so, just as the writer had little 

knowledge of SI himself. The other reason might have had to do with 

the overt desire for the SI speakers to maintain their identity. 

Although the interviewees readily acknowledged an affinity with PI 

they also insisted that they were a different people. It was not made 

clear to us in what sense they were different, but it is important that
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they felt that they were. Nevertheless, the SI speakers Interviewed 

had a definite opinion about the PI people. In particular they 

claimed that PI speakers were rather arrogant because PI speech was the 

one that was always aired on the radio. This feeling was quite 

strong. When it became difficult to understand one another we

resorted to a neutral lect, Nyanja, another Bantu language, but which 

is not immediately related to the Tonga group (see 1.1.3).

The desire for a distinct linguistic identity such as what we 

experienced among the SI informants was also quite evident with the 

speakers of other lects as well. For instance we indicated above that 

our Lj informant was corrrected by other Lj speakers because it was 

felt that he was giving us incorrect Lj. Since these informants did 

not want their lects to sound like PI at any point, we can interpret 

this action as assertion of group identity in the way described by 

Milroy (1987: 114-115 ).

r4ilroy suggests that independent non-linguistic variables like 

age, socio-economic class and sex might be viewed as various categories 

of identity. But the one thing that cuts across all these categories 

is ethnic identity, which can be expressed linguistically by insisting 

on using forms that make them feel they are different from other

linguistic communities. One of our Vy informants went to great lengths 

to try and show how different Vy was from PI although Chart 4. 10 in 

Chapter 4 in fact reveals how close these lects are from the point of 

view of shared basic vocabulary agreement. Vy and PI share

geographical boundaries and speakers of both lects have been in contact

for a long time. The movement of people in search of employment and 

education is from the Vy to the PI speaking areas because that is where 

there are more opportunities for employment. There are also more
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schools especially secondary schools and large government hospitals in 

the PI speaking area than found in the Vy area. People from the Vy 

have been coming to share in these facilities. Because of this seeming 

constant contact it can be assumed that innovation in one of these 

lects can readily diffuse into the other lect. In the area of basic 

vocabulary this is borne out by a very high precentage of agreement, 

which is over 80 %. In the area of phonology it is only PI and Vy that 

have the voiced velar fricative Cy3, corresponding to Ck] in the other 

lects. This consonant is generally associated with PI but the Vy 

informants had this in their speech rather than the expected plosive. 

An account of this might be that the pronunciation Cy] has spread from 

PI to Vy since these lects are actively in contact.

In discussing linguistic change in a community, Labov <1972: 

314ff) classified the various elements involved in the change according 

to the kind of social evaluation as follows: (1) indicators; these

show differentiation by age or social group but they are not the 

subject of evaluation; (2) Markers: these show stylistic stratification

and are relatively high in a speaker's consciousness compared to 

indicators. Linguistic features that are markers are also usually 

stigmatized and as such speakers modify them in speech situations. 

Labov was speaking about a stratified speech community as found in an 

urban setting. However these principles may be applied to some extent 

to studies of regional lects as well if such lects are present in the 

same community and in the command of a single speaker. The 

pronunciation involving lyl by the Vy speakers can be viewed as a 

result of adopting a form of pronunciation which is not stigmatised, 

for PI speakers make fun of people who produce the plosive /k/ where 

/y/ is the normal pronunciation in their speech. It may be a reaction
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[k] to [y] in Vy. The other variety of Vy not included in the

present study has the plosive Lk] rather than [y]. This information 

was supplied to the writer by a Vy informant. The people interviewed 

might have chosen to select the PI pronunciation [y] rather than their 

own Lk3 because PI is the standard lect and the more prestigious. We 

would like to suggest that the reason for this is that PI and Vy 

interact much more than do PI and the other lects, and that PI is the 

prestige lect.

If we go back to the phonological outlines in Chapter 2 (Chart

2. 1) we shall find that Vy has other distinctive sounds which are not 

found in PI, namely /sy/f /zy/, /fw/ and /vw/. Generally these sounds 

do not seem to have come under the influence of PI and yet they are 

even more salient or noticeable than the plosive /k/ in that PI 

speakers at least stereotype Vy speech with these four sounds much more 

than they do with /k/.

But why did our informant select only /k/ as a target for 

modification? One explanation for this may be found in MLlroy <1987: 

114ff). According to MLlroy, stereotyped speech may be maintained if 

it is one way of expressing regional or ethnic identity. This point 

aptly characterises Vy speech as far as the sequences /sy/, /zy/, /fw/

and /vw/ are concerned since these are the forms that are frowned upon 

by spaekers of other lects, e. g, PI speakers. But we have also seen 

that there are inconsistencies in the manifestation of the palatalised 

sibilant /sy/; /y/ is absent after /s/ in the words in which we would 

have expected it in Vy e. g. 7115010 ' back', liso (39a) ' eye* , yusuuya

'to blossom' (635a> and m&suwa 'cooking stones' (606a). A similar

unexepected form is the Tk word Icusupuka (437a) 'to slip from grip’



(see Table 3.35c in 3.1.22.2 above). It is true that the 

depalatalisation of /sy/ here can be accounted for in terms of the 

following phonetic environment, namely before [frd] as was suggested 

for PT &ii in 3. 1.3. The problem in the present case is that there are 

also words in which /sy/ is found before /o/ and /u/ in Vy, e.g. 

yucillsyo 'righthand' (118a), musyoBo 'colour* (433), yusyoma 'to 

believe', and Btisyu. 'face' (436a). yusyupuya 'to slip from grip' 

<437a) (see 3.1,22.2 Table 3.35b). Clearly phonetic environment alone 

cannot adequately account for loss of /y/ before /of and /of.

The reason for giving these data again is to try and explain 

the social consequence of the loss of /y/ after /s/ in restricted 

environments. Generally palatalised /sy / and /zy/ are stigmatized.

Although a phonetic account can be given as advanced in the previous 

paragraph there is a social dimension to this problem. Even among some 

PI speakers some palatalised consonants are frowned upon. Where

alternative pronunciations are available the forms with /hy/ are 

replaced by those with /s/. This goes for items like ydhyule 'back* 

(6a) and Libya. ' eye* (39) and mAhvuwa ' cooking stones' (606a) which 

have the preferred forms sule. liso. and masuwa. respectively. 

Other words that tend to have alternative pronunciations in PI are 

yutya (preferred form: yutila 'to pour') and hyumo (preferred form:

sumo 'spear' ). It is however curious that these alternative

pronunciations have /s/ rather than /h/ in PI.

As far as Vy is concerned it can be said that a rule of loss of 

fyf before /of and /of in the palatalised sibilants /sy/ and /zy/ seems 

not complete.
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6. 4 Conclusion and outlook.
The discussion in this chapter has illuminated certain 

sociolinguistic factors that need to be investigated much more

carefully with more data. The observations we have raised are not 

systematic since we did not set out to make a sociolinguistic study of 

the Tonga lects. A future study specifically designed to expand the 

enquiry by interviewing more informants in each lect may establish the 

extent to which there is diffusion of features from one lect to another 

in geographical space.

Another way of expanding future research is to include many more 

lects than we had the time for in the present study. For example we 

have seen conflicting data from II informants. It was suggested that 

our II informants might have been showing influence from Lundwe and PI 

but since Lundwe is not included in the present study firm conclusions 

cannot be made at the moment.

One of the problems we have raised above concerns how PI is

received by the speakers of other core lects. Reactions from SI and 

and some of the Lj speakers suggests that PI is resented by them. This 

point is worth making because PI is taught in some Lj speaking areas 

and it is imposed by the governn^t*. because it is assumed that Lj 

people have some competence in PI. We have reported in 6.3 above that

some Lj speakers were conscious of the differences between their lect

and PI and were keen on maintaining the differences. The present 

policy of the Zambian government to impose PI (and in some cases Semba) 

on the Lj people is unfortunate and needs to be reviewed.
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Map 6. 1. Map showing relative location of the Tonga lects 

Key; .

Railway line 

- Great North Road 

— - River 

§ Town/District centres



Errata:

1. Page 362: between Antilia, R. and Borowsky, T. 1983, insert:
Arlotto, A. 1972. Introduction to Historical Linguistics. Boston.

Hought on-Mi f f1en.
2. Page 362: between Arlotto, A. and Borowsky, T. 1983, insert:
Armstrong, L. E. 1940. The Phonetic and Tonal Structure of Kikuyu.

London. Published for the International Institute of African 
Languages and Cultures by the Oxford University Press.

3. Page 362 between Bailey, C-N. J. 1973 and Bloomfield L. 1933, 
insert:
Bleek, W. 1862. A Comparative Grammar of South African languages.

Part 1. Phonology. London. TrUbner and Company.
4. Page 363: beti-jeen Chambers J. K, and Trududgill P. 1980 and Chomsky fi
end M. Halle 1968, insert:
Chomsky, N. 1972. Introduction to Historical Linguistics. Cambridge, 

Mass. M. I. T.
5. Page 366: between Harris, J. 1989 and Herbert R. K. 1986, insert;
Hedinger, R. 1987. The Manenguba Languages (Bantu A. 15 Mbo Cluster) of

Cameroon. London. School of Oriental and African Studies.
6. Page 368: between Labov VJ. 1972 and Lass R. 1978, insert:
Ladefoged, P. 1971. Preliminaries to Linguistic Phonetics. Chicago.

University of Chicago Press.
7. Page 368: between Ladefoged P. 1971 and Lass R. 1978, insert:
Lanham, L. W. 1955. A Study of Gitonga of Inhambane. Bantu Linguistic

Studies 1. Johansburg. Witwatersrand University Press.
8. Page 370-1: between Mytton, G. 1978 and Ohanesian S. and Kashoki,
ME. 1978, insert:
Newton, B. 1972. The Generative Interpretaion of Dialect. London. 

Cambridge University Press.
9. Page 371: between Torrend, J. 1931 and Trudgill P. 1983, insert:
Trudglll, P. 1974. Sociolinguistics: an Introduction. Harmondsworth.

Penguin Books.
10. Page 372; between Weinreich U. 1970 and Yukawa Y. 1987, insert: 
Wenker, G. 1881. Sprachatlas von North und Mitteldeuschland (Murburg an

Lahn, etc. ).
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1. all CB. *-y6nce : FT *'-y6nse (see 4.3.9)
PI 6nse Cognates can be found in Cewa onse: Bemba
Vy 6nse onse: Kaonde onse and Luvale ose
Tk 6nse
I1 6nse
Lj 6nse
SI 6nse
Sp ons6
Tt 6nse

2. and

(a) (a): Guthrie quoted forms consistent with *ya from
PI a A74 Bulu, B75 Bali, H16 Kongo, M61 Lenje (contrary
Vy a to our data), suggesting that these forms are
Tk a probably unconnected 'mutations'. We can only

observe common innovations by PI, Vy, Tk (possibly 
other varieties of Lj) with related Innovation 
in II,
CB *-na PT *-na

(b) (b): This form may be historically related to (a)
II o and that /o/ is a result of vowel fusion found

when original *a was followed by an initial 
vowel of following stem. This morphonemic change 
has now become obscured.

(c)
Lj na (c); Except for SP and Tt, identical data is
SI na recorded for 194, below, q.v. The widespread
Sp na Bantu form found in (2a) reflects
Tt na CB *-na. Cognates also found in Bemba, Nyanja, and

Kaonde.

3. animal
(a) <a>: <3a) is widesprcefeid riiliJfBdntu.(:i%®f̂ o.t.ee!are

PI munyama found in Cewa, Kaonde and Luvale: all have
Vy munyama nvama.
Tk munyama CB *-ny&m& ;, 'animal'; 'meat'
11 munyama PT *'-nyaraa
Lj munyama
SI munyama

(b) <b) and (c) have no known cognates.
sp cinydlozi

(c)
Tt cipau

+. ashes

(a) CB *-ttte : PT *'-twe
PI twe Neither (a) nor (b) is predominant in Bantu.
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Vy twe
sp itwd
11 itwe
Tt itw6

(b)
Lj mulota
Tt mulota
Tk dot a

5. at
(a)

PI a
Vy a
11 a
Tk a

(b)
Lj pa
SI pa
sp ha
Tt ha

6. back

(a)
PI ydhyule
Vy y&sule
Tk kusule
Lj kwisule

<b>
Sp ktim&sana
Tt mtisana
II kiimtisdna

Cc)
SI ktinydma

However, Guthrie reconstructed (4a) as 
*ttid. Cognates can be found in Nsenga itwe

Cognates of 4(b) include Shona dota and Lozi 
lola, The Tk form is in class 5 and /d/ 
in class 5 alternates with /l/ in class 8 prefix 
ma) The present noun has no plural.

<a)/<b>: This is a locative prefix of class 16 
alternating with class 17 ku and class IS mu. 
This word compares with pa in many 
Zambian lects, e, g, Kaonde, Bemba, Cewa pa 
and Cewa. The form in 5b agrees with these 
lects in this regard. 5a can be said to have 
lost the initial consonant PT *p. The loss of 
PT *p has parallels in 244a and 247 below,

CB: *-pd: PT: * '-pa
Cognates include: Bemba, Nsenga and Yao p.

All forms except Totela are cited with a locative 
prefix of cl. 17, ku.
(a): No known cognates,
The form of Lj has a stem which is vowel initial. 
There are many stems differing in a similar 
manner e.g. (90). We can assume that the ones 
without the vowel in the initial position 
innovated. However, the element /i/ in Lj could 
be seen as an allomorph of class 5 prefix since 
kwisule is a locative noun of class 17.
PT *'-syule

<b): (b) can be analysed as a locative noun. It
is the same word cited at (396), q.v. In Sp and 
II there are two prefixes, ku (class 17) and mu 
(class 3), Tt has class 3 prefix only.
CB *-cdn& : PT *'~sana

(c): (c) is also a locative noun. It has cognates
in a few Bantu lects, e.g. Bemba, inuma. cf. CB 
root *numa, *yim&, **nimA, *(n)ytfmd, *nOm&.
The variant nyOrad, reflected in SI is also 
reflected in Swahili and Yao, nnvuma. The form 
reflected by Bemba innuma is also cited by 
Guthrie from II (cf. Smith and Dale : inuma). Cf. 
3a PI munyama vs Bemba in"*nama.
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7. bad This root is widespread in Bantu. Cognates can
(a) be found in Kaonde, Bemba and Nsenga: {3i.

PI Pi CB *-bi : PT * '-p i
Vy Pi
Tk Pi
11 pi
Lj Pi
sp Pi
Tt Pi

(b) (b): The Soli root was given in the verb form. I
SI ipa has cognates in other Bantu lects such as Bemba: 

biipa and Shona ipa. As the Bemba root showsy 
SI has actually lost the initial consonant. 
Compare (29) below.

8, to bark (a): A cognate is found in Bemba. ukukuwa: Lunda
(a) kuwa 'cheer1 and Nvan.la ku 'to crv out',

PI Ytiyuwa The forms have odd distribution and there is a
Vy Y&yuwa suspicion that (8a) is an onomatopoeia.
Tk ktikuwa CB: f-kug-.
11 kukuwa PT: * '-kuwa
Lj kukuwa
SI kukuwa
Tt ktikuwa

(b) (b): similarly onomatopoeic. No known cognates.
sp kdhQhdla

9. because

(a)

(9): nkaambo is the predicative form of i class 12 
kaambo 'reason*. ka is a prefix.

PI nkaambo CB: *-g&mbd, *-v&mbd. * reason. '
Vy nkaambo PT: *nkaambo
Tk nkaambo
11 nkaambo
Lj nkaambo

<b> No cognates have been found for (b) and (c) nor
SI mticandu have their morphological composition been
(c) investigated.
sp k&ktili
Tt k&ktili

10. belly CB: *-d&. 'abdomen and 'intestine* cf. (64)
(a) below. PI displays the strong consonant d
PI da expected in class 5, see chapter 2, §2, 4.
Vy da It does not display the expected alternation in
Tk da the plural (class 6) where we would have expected

/l/.
PT: *'-la

(b)
II Ihu (b): Cognates are found in Bemba icifu Mbunda
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11
<b>
Ihu

*1*

(b)! Cognates are found in Bemba icifu Mbunda

<c)

lifu and Cewa cipfu.
CB: pO

Cognates are found in Luyana ilipumo. Kaonde
Lj lifumo iivumo, and Bemba ifumo.
sp ivum6 CB: #bOmd
Tt ivtimo PT: *'-zwumo.

SI
<d>
lipunda There are no known cognates of <d) in other

11. big
Zambian lects.

(a) (a): No known cognates of Ca) in other Zambian
PI p&t i lects.
vy p&ti
Tk pdti PT *'-pdtl

(b) (b): No known cognates
11 kando
Sp kando

<c> Cc): Cognates can be found in Luvale pene.
Lj nene and Lunda nenl.
Tt nene CB: *-n£ne

SI
(d)
kulene <d>: Obscure relationship with CB fcktidu 'big.'

12 bird

<a) <a): This root is widespread in Bantu.
PI muyuni
Vy muyuni
Tk muyuni

CB: *-yuni/*-juni.11 muzuni
Sp cizuni PT -yunl
Lj muyuni
Tt ciztini

SI
<b)
cik£6ni Cb>: No known cognates.

13. to bite

<a> <a): Widely found in other Bantu lects.
PI YCiluma These include Kaonde, Lozi and Lunda all of which
vy ^01uma have the radical lurn. It does not seem as if
Tk ktiluma (a) is related in any way to (b)/ below(because 

the difference in the initial consonant cannot be11 kuluma
Lj ktiluma supported by known sound changes in these lects.
SI ktiluma CB: fdtim : PT *'lhm
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(b) <b): has a cognate in Bemba and Luvale : sum.
Sg kustima CB: *-ctim-.
Tt ktisuma

14. black

PI •yusiya <14) shows variation in CE position. This is
Vy Yusiya discussed under 3. 1. 18. 2 above. In a number of
Tk kusiya lexical items PT ftp was lost in Ĉ . position after
11 kushiya fti, fto, ftu and before fti and fta in PI, Vy, Tk, 11,
Lj kushiya and L.1. However PT ftp became /h/ in Sp and Tt.
SI kushipa PT ft -sipa
sp kusiha CB: ft-piip-
Tt kuslha See 3. 1. 7 for discussion

15. blood (15) is found in other Bantu lects e.g.
PI Pulowa Bemba umulopa and Manvika ropa. This again
Vy pulowa suggests an analysis as in (14) above where
Tk pulowa original ftp was lost in PI, Vy, Tk, 11 and Lj,
11 Pulowa /w/ is just a transition , SI retained PT
Lj pulowa ftp whiLe it has the reflex of /h/ in Sp and Tt.
SI milopa PT ftp has the ret lex h in Tt and Sp (see 3. 1.7.2)
Sp maloh& PT ft'-lopa.
Tt maldha CB ft-ddp6u

16. to blow 
with mouth

PI
Vy
Tk
II
SP
Tt

(a)
'ytihullda 
Y&f ulida 
ktif ulida 
ktihulila 
kuf tila 
kuf Ola

(a): no known cognates.
Sp and Tt have the simple root in Ca) while.the 
reflex in the other lects the root is extended 
The correspondence d and 1 seen in the extension 
il/id is regular. In PI the extension id 
is associated with vowel final verb roots. But 
in the present case this extension is found after 
a consonant final radical. This is irregular in PI 
Vy and Tk.
CB: #-pOd- PT ft'-swula/ft' -swulila

<b> Cb). Cognates can be found in Bemba puup Kongo
Lj kupuupa BuuB and Rundi huuh all of which are 

reflexes of CB: ftptitip 'blow (as wind).

(c>
SI ktifupaila <c): No known cognates.
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<a) <a>: Cognates include Bemba ifupa and Mar)anja
PI zhihuwa pfupa, Kaonde kikupa and Cewa pfupa.
Vy cifuwa CB: *-ktipa
Tk cifuwa PT *'-sw£ip&
11 cihuwa See discussion in 3.1.7
Lj cifuwa
SI cif 6pa
Sp cifuhd
Tt cif uha

18 to breathe

(a) (a): No known cognates.
PI yuyoya PT *'~yoya.
Vy yuyoya
11 kuzoza
SI kuyoya

Tk
<b>
kuyeeka <b>: no known cognates.

Lj
(c >
kupeema <c): cognates: Kaonde kupeema: Bernba ukupeema

and Nsenga pem. 
CB: *-p6&m-

<d)
sp ktihti&za <d>; No known cognate, but cf. Nsenga kusuza.
Tt kiihuniza

19 to burn up
<a> <a): No known cognates.

PI Yuumpa
Vy yuumpa

<b> Outside the Tonga lects <b) is cognate with Cewa
Tk kutenta tenta but it is not reported in CB. Notice vowel
11 kutenta length in Tt before prenasalized consonant.
Lj kutenta PT *'-tenta
SI kutenta
Tt kut 6: nta

<c) <c>: (c) seems to be the causative form of the
sp kuhhiisa root hya<255), It can then be analysed as

-hlisa where Is acts as the ' causative' 
extension. The only problem is voiced /hh/ in 
(19c)
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20 child

PI
Vy
Tk
II
Lj

(a)
mwAna
mwdna
mwdna
mwdna
mwdna

(a): This is widespread in Bantu,
Cognates include Luvale and Kongo mwana; 
Bemba umwana.
CB *-ydn&;
PT * r-dna

and

<b) (b)/(c): --Ike and -nuke seem to be suffixes of
SI mwdnike (20a) although these suffixes are not found in any 

other nouns. Comparable roots are found in Mwenyi, 
mwanuke and Nkoya kanuke respectively.
CB: *-ydnik£
Cognates of (b) can be found in Holoholo (Zaire) 
mwa: nlke and Nyamwesi mwa: nlkhe.

Tt
(c)
kddnuke

sp

21

PI

Vy

II
Lj
SI

(d)
muhwiile

cloud
(a)
kumbi
(maYumbi)
kumbi
maYumbi)
ikumbi
11kumbi
likumbi

(d): No known cognates.

(a): Cognates are found in other Bantu lects such
as Kaonde, Lunda and Bemba. The noun in all these 
lects is in class 5. In PI and Vy this means 
that Cl is /y/ rather than /k/. The consonant /k/ 
realized after affixing the class 5 prefix.
PT -kumbi

Sp
(b)
makopd
(likopd)

(b): No known cognates.

(c)
Tk jopa/mayopa (c): no known cognates. Although the root of Tk
Tt izbpa has /j/ in the Initial position this can be

(mazdpa) explained as arising from the prefixation of the
class prefix 5 as we explained in (a) above. In 
the plural /j/ altenates with /y/ (mayofia).

22 to be cold (22) is uniformly found in all the lects.
PI ydtontola Cognates are found in many Zambian lects:
Vy ytitontola Luchazl and Ambo (tontola: Nsenga
Tk kdtontola (tonthola) and Mbunda (tonoola). Notice
II ktitontola the absence of (t/ after /n/ in Mbunda. Note 
Lj kdtontola vowel length in Tt before the prenasalized
SI kdtontola consonant /nt/.
Sp ktitontdla PT *'-tontola
Tt ktitd: ntola
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23.

PI
Tk
Vy

II
L.1

come
<a) C23a): No known cognates.
yupoola PT *'-poola
kupoola
yupoola

<b)
kwiza (b>: widespread; cf. Bemba, ukwiisa
kwitea kwi Sftyl i- in* OBI i i. v, li.
SI kwisa PT *'-iza
sp kwizd
Tt kwiiza

24. count

(a) Both Ca) and Cb) are general
PI 'yupala CB: #-bStd-.
Vy ^uPala PT: *' -pala
Tk kuPala
11 Yupala
sp •yupaldi
Tt -yupdla

Cb) CB: *-b£ding-.
Lj kiipelenga
SI kiipelenga

25. to cut tree 
e. g. with 
axe

Ca) Ca): No known cognates,
PI ■yugonka

Cb) Cb): Cognates include Luvale,
Vy “yilt ema tem,
Tk kilt ema CB as *-t.6m-.
11 kilt ema PT * '-tema
Lj kilt ema
Tt kilt ema

Cc) Cc) and Cd) are restricted
SI kiltimbula

Cd>
kilkosol^
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26. day

Ca) Ca): (a) is homonymous with <157), 'sun', which
PI ptizupa has many cognates. However there are no
Vy ptizupa cognates of C26a) with the present meaning.
Tk pilzupa CB #~jiib&.
SI ptlsupa PT *'~zupa Csee 157 below)
Sp iztiPa
Tt izOPa

Cb) Cb): C26) is synonymous with C105) 'night'.
11 ptishiku cb tike*.
Lj ptishiku PT #'~siku Ccf. 105 below).

27. die C27) is widespread in Bantu,

PI ■yilhwa
CB: *-kO,Vy ytifwa

Tk ktifwa PT *'-swa
11 ktihwa
Lj ktifwa
SI ktif wa
sp kufwd
Tt ktif wa

28. dig

Ca) Ca): No known cognates. SP and Tt do not allow
PI Ytihya /y/ after alveolar fricatives,
Vy Yilsya PT *'-sya
Tk ktisya
11 k&sha
sp kus&
Tt ktisa

Cb) (b): No known cognates
Lj ktikapa

Cc) Cc): Cognates of this can be found in Bemba and
SI kwimba Kaonde. ukwiimba.

CB:, *-yimb. The distribution is limited in Bantu,

29. dirty <29) is the derived verb form of <?} above
PI Ytipija ©i * bad* , <29) can be broken down os pi.lo;
Vy Yiipi ja piya; pica and ipa Csee 3, 1, 16.), The SI
11 ktipiya form is skewed at C, Cognates can be found in
Tk ktipija Shona ipa and Bemba biipa both of which
Lj kiipica resemble more closely the SI form. All three ii
SI kwiipa reflect CB tbiipa. Guthrie suggested that
sp kupiya p. is a word building element.
Tt kuplya PT *'-piipa
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30. dog

Ca) Ca): C30a) Is widespread in Bantu. Cognates
PI mtipwa include Bemba, Nsenga and Kongo bwa; Lunda and
Tk mtipwa Kaonde kawa
11 m&pwa PT *'-pwa
Lj Imbwa CB *—bti&.
SI k&pwa
sp imbw&
Tt Imbwa

Cb) Cb): no known cognates.
Vy mtink&la

31. drink C31) is also general. The correspondence ny and
PI ytinywa n has parallels in <125,136 and 173). But it i:
Vy Y&nywa not regular. See 3. 1.3 for a discussion.
Tk ktinywa Cognates can be found in Luvale, Bemba and
11 ktinwa Kongo: nw
Lj kOnwa PT #'-nywa
SI kOnwa CB *~nO-/*-nyO-
sp kunywd
Tt ktinywa

32. dry C32) is the adjectival form of the verb of C616)
PI yumu Yiivuma. They are both widespread in Bantu.
Vy yumu PT * '-yumu
Tk yumu CB #-ydm-.
11 zumu
Lj yumu
SI yumu
sp zumu
Tt zumu

33. dull C33) was not easy to elicit,

34. dust

Ca) (a): No known cognate.
PI yasuyo PT *’~*swuko
Vy yasuyo
Tk kasuko
11 luhuko
Lj lusuko
SI lusuko

Cb)
sp masila Cb): (b) is cognate with Lozi masila.
Tt masila

35. ear (35) is a general in Bantu, cf. Bemba ukutwi,
PI yQtwi Luvana ukutwi and Luvale litwitwi.
Vy ytitwi CB:
Tk kQtwi PT *'-twi
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11 khtwi
Lj lit wi
SI lit wi
Sp kutwi
Tt ytitwi

36. earth

<a> C36) was not easy to elicit because of the
PI nyi ya ambiguity of the gloss. For example Ca) also
Vy nyiya means 'country' or even 'world' in PI and Vy. 

The root of Cc) exists in PI and Vy with the 
meaning 'ground.' There are no known cognates 
C36a).

Cb) Cb): No known cognates. However compare C126t
Tic muse to which may be related the reduplicated form c 

C36b).

Cc) CB: *-cl 'country1
11 nshi Cognates include Luganda ensl and Kongo
Lj nshi nsi. Guthrie quotes 11 as having the
SI nshi reflex Jjt. for CB 'country'.

PT * #s-i
Reflexes of this include Bemba mufi and Luvale 
muli.

Cd) Cd): no known cognates.
Sp nkaanda

Ce) Ce): CB: #-b0
Tt ivu Cognates include Luvana mupu: Luvale mavu and

Clpu) Manyika ivu. Guthrie quotes Tt as having iiSu

37. eat. C37): This is widespread in Bantu.
PI 7111 y a Cognates include Kongo dva: Luvale and Bemba
Vy ytilya lya
Tk khlya PT -ft'-lya
11 ktilya CB: *-di
Lj kill y a
SI kCilya
sp kulydt
Tt ktilya

38. egg.

Ca) We have given the plural forms as well to show
PI j i/mai the alternation in the initial position of the
Vy ji/mai stem. Nouns showing similar alternations in
Tk ji/mai class 5/6 are discussed in §2. 4.
11 iii/mai CB: *-gi.
SI lii/mai PT * '-yi
sp iyi/mayi
Tt iyi/may!
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Cb) <b): no known cognates.
Lj lindaanda/

mandaanda

39. eye

Ca)
PI lihyo (a): This is of wide distribution in Bantu.
Vy liso Cognates include Luvale liso: Cewa diso

and Yao liso. Generally PI /hy/ corresponds with 
/sy/ in Vy. This is not the case here. We can 
assume that s was depalatalized before /o/ in this 
case. On the other hand the PI form may have had 
a different source, namely CB: *-ci6 'face'
CB has a confusing abundance of osculant forms: 
*-yfcd/#-y]£ncd/*-clcd each of which is present in 
at least one of the Tonga reflexes. The operation 
between CB and PT is obscure.
CB: #-ylcd
PT: * '-isyo/*'-inso

(b) Cb): Cognates include Bemba illinso
Tk liinso CB: #-yfnc6
11 linso PT *'-ins6
Lj liinso
SI liinso
sp liinso
Tt liinso

40. fall

Ca) Ca): This is widespread in Bantu.
PI yuwa Cognates include Luvale and Bemba w;
Vy ■yuwa Cewa gw.
Tk kuwa CB
XI kuwa PT *'-wa
SI kuwa
sp kuw&
Tt kuwd

Cb)
Lj kdloka Cb): No known cognates.

41. far

Ca) Ca): The 11 and Lj roots would seem to be
PI ytile reduplications of the forms of PI, Vy and Tk.
Vy yCile We are unable to account for the actual mechanism
Tk ktile of the reduplication. Compare C102a/b) for
11 ktil£616 a similar phenomenon. The stem le. has CB
Lj ktilddl6 etymology and Guthrie suggested for it a partial
Sp kul6 series #-daIp with CB: #-d&. If CB *-daIp- is
Tt kul£ reconstructed all of C41a) can be derived from it
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if fusion of *al is also suggested. CB *p was 
lost as discussed in 3.2.7

(b) (b): (b) has cognates in Bemba, Cewa and Kaonde
SI tali tali.

42. fat (42) is widespread in Bantu.
PI mdhuta
Vy mdf uta CB *-kOt*
Tk m&f uta PT *'-swuta
11 mdhuta
Lj m&f uta
SI m&futa
Sp m&f ut a
Tt m&f uta

43. father

(a) (a): CB: *-taat$. PT: *'-t£dta
PI p&t&&ta Cognates include Kongo, Lunda and Bemba taata.
Tk patdSta Guthrie quotes 11 as having the form tata.
11 p£6ta In all the lects pa is the honorific prefix.
Lj p£t£ Secondly we can see that PI, Tt and Vy have the
SI pata stems that resemble that of CB while in Lj and SI
Sp mb&t&dyo the stems are shorter. But they are ultimately
Tt P&tS&ta from the same CB source. In Sp the noun ends in

yo. This can be viewed as an inalienable noun 
suffix due to the nature of the noun; compare 
(97).

(b) (b) has no known cognates.
Vy nd6£nd6

44* to fear.
(a) (a): Cognates can be found in Maqanja opj Fipa

PI Y&yoowa ozoh: Sukuma ogoh.
Vy Yilyoowa CB: *-ydgup
Tk ktiyoowa PT *'-yddw-

(b) (b): (b) and (c) would seem to be from the same
11 ktit iya source the same way that items in (2) are related,
sp kut iyd We assume that /n/ was deleted in 11, SP and Tt
Tt ktit iya although this development has no parallel 

PT *'-tin- 
CB *-tiin-/*-tiy~

(c) (c): see (b).
SI ktitina

Lj
(d)
kCtloonda

(d): No known cognates.
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45. feather

PI
Tk
II
Lj

SI

Vy

Sp

Tt

46.

<a)
pepe
pepe
ipepe
lipepe

Cb)
lingala

Cc)
muni mb a 

Cd)
mutipelo

Ce)
l<56za

few

Ca): No known cognates in Bantu, 
PT; *'-pepe.
Cf. CB *-p6£p& 'wind*

Cb); Cognates can be found in Bemba lingala: 
and Nsenga r̂gala.
Guthrie gives II kala and ingala. 1 feather 
headdress'.
CB: #-gad& 'featherheaddress'

Cc): No known cognates.

Cd): No known cognates.

Ce): Ce) may be related to the PI noun B6va.
which is a reflex of CB: *-ydy6 'feather'; 
*-ydyd 'fur*.

PI
II

Ca)
hyoonto
shoonto

Ca): No known cognates,

Vy
Cb)
ce

Cb): this is the adjectival form of the verb in 
C291) below: ceva which has cognates in other 
lects including Cewa and Bemba: cepa . See also 
C291) below.

Tk
Tt
Lj
sp

Cc)
niini
niini
niini
niini

Cc):
There are no known cognates of Cc) and Cd) 
outside the Tonga group,

PT * '-niini

Cd) Cd): The SI noun is one of the few cases in which
SI r|ana the velar nasal occurs prevocalically:

cf. C5867), below. C46c) suggests reduplication 
of Eli. which was accompanied by doubling of /!/.
No known cognates.

47. to fight C47); Cognates include Bemba, Nsenga and Luvale
PI Yulwana lwa. In all the lects except in II, SP and Tt
Vy Yu^wana ^Le stems have an inseparable reciprocal extension
Tk kulwana an.
II kulwa CB: *-d0-; #-dti&n~.
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Lj kulwana PT: *'-lwa; * ’-lwana
SX kulwana
Sp kulwd
Tt kulwd

48. fire
FI muli1o <48) is widespread in Bantu. Cognates include
Vy muli1o Bemba umulilo: Nsenga muliro and Luganda
Tk mul11o omuliro.
11 mulilo CB: &-didd
Lj mulilo PT: *'-lilo
SI mulilo
sp mul116
Tt mill £ 1 o

49. fish Widespread but belongs to osculant roots
PI nswi in CB: #-ctii and *-cOf.
Vy nswi PT *'-swi.
Tk nswi Cognates include Nvakvusa esw§: Bali ntswi.
11 nswi
Lj nswi
SI nswi
sp inswl
Tt inswi

50. five

(a) (a): The numerals 1, 3 and 5 all have final we.
PI osanwe It is only^Vonga that these numerals end in this
Vy osanwe way. Secondly, all the cardinal 1 to 5 begin in
Tk osanwe the vowel element o of which there is also no
11 osanwe parallel in Bantu. See 3.2.6.
Lj osanwe PT -osanwe,
sp osanwe
Tt osanwe

<b) (b): <b> is widespread in Bantu
SI sanu CB: #-Cci3nCt.

51. to float

(a) <a): Cognates can be found in Bemba iPuk:
PI YwiiPuka Mar) an j a buk.
Vy ywiipuya CB: *-yfbuk.
Tk kwiipuka PT t'-ipuka,

The significant thing about <5la) is that PI, Vy 
and Tk the reflex of CB *ylbuk is iiBuk rather 
than buk. see 3. 1, 10, 2.

<b> <b): No known cognates.
11 kweempa
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<c> Cc); No known cognates.
Lj kuseela
SI kuseela

Cd) Cd): No known cognates.CO.CQ kucimbokd

Ce) Ce); No known cognates.
Tt ktiktitika

52. to flow
Ca) Ca): No known cognates.

PI Yuyunka PT *'-kunka
Tk kukunka
11 kukunka
Lj kukunka

Cb) Cb): see C178) for a different meaning 1 to walk1
Vy yweenda and for comments.

Cc) Cc)/Cd): No known cognates.
SI kupupa

Cd)
sp kupupd
Tt kuptipa

53. flower In PI, Vy, and Tk Ca) exhibits alternation in d
Ca) and 1 Csee discusion in 2.4.). Cognates include

PI dupa/malupa Bemba iluBa. Luvana uuluwa and Nsenga luBwa,
Vy dupa/malupa Guthrie also quotes 11 as having as having
Tk dupa/malupa luluBa, contrary the form we have here.
11 1ldpdldpa CB: *-dObA
Lj 111upa PT: *'-lupa
SI lllupa

Cb) Cb): A cognate can be found in Lozi mpalisa
Sp mpalisa
Tt mpalisa

54. fly.

Ca) Ca): In the Zambian lects a cognate was only found
PI nzinini in TaabwaCRungu) M 41: uluunzi.
Vy nzinini CB: *-gt
Tk nzinini PT: *'-zinini/*-nzi;
11 iNhhi
sp inzi
Tt inzi

Cb) Cb): No known cognates,
Lj loonshi
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Cc)
SI shikdnshi <c): No known cognates

55. fog
Ca) Ca): There is a problem relating to Vy and SI:

PI hiyunku their stems end in 'we' as opposed to 1u'
Vy siyunkwe in the other lects. It is doubtful whether the
Tk sikunku nouns in this group come from the same source.
Lj shikunku We have reconstructed two osculant roots here
SI shikunkwe PT: #'-kunku / f'kunkwe. and shi are

formatives of class la.
CB: *"kOngd

Cb) Cb): No known cognates
II ngupi

Cc)
SP mbtindu Cc) has cognates in Lozi, mbundu. We cannot
Tt mbundu say at the moment whether this is a case of

borrowing and which way the borrowing went.

56. foot
Ca) Ca), Cb) and Cc) are restricted to their

PI zhituta respective lects.
Vy cituta

Cb)
II cihumba

Cc) Cc): No known cognates.
Lj cimpata
SI cimpata

Cd) Cd): On the other hand is found with a different
Tk t£nde meaning in Nsenga citende and Bemba akatende
SP itdnde CB *-t£nde 'heel1, ' Cfoot)',
Tt Itende PT *'-tende

57. four
Ca) Ca): CB #-ne

PI 6n6 PT *-on£
Vy 6n6 For comments on Initial /o/ see C50) above.
Tk 6n£ Putative cognates include Bemba ne and Luyana
II 6n£ nee. Further discussion can be found in 3.2 5.
Lj <5n6
Sp <5n6
Tt 6n£

Cb)
SI na Cb): cognate also exists in Kaonde, na.

CB: #-na
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58. freeze

(a) Ca): No known cognates with the present meaning.
PI Ywaanga However, it has an obscure relationship with
Tk kwaanga CB *-g£ng- 'tie up'. In PI, Vy and Tk the verb
11 kwaanga also means 'to tie up'; see C171a) below.
Lj kwaanga CB *"-g&ng-
SI kwaanga

Cb)

PT *'-anga

Vy Yiig6g6mina
(c)

Cb): No known cognates.

sp kutont61a Cc): In all the Tonga lects Cc) also exists as i:
Tt kut66nt61a (22) above.

59. fruit No known cogntes of 59a,b,c.

(a) Ca): is a derived noun from (284a> below: 'to
PI muzhelo pick fruit' .
Vy mucelo PT *'-c616
Tk mucelo
11 mucelo
sp cic£lo

(b) Cb): No known cognates.
Lj cisepo
SI cisepo

Cc) (c): No known cognates but cf. (227b) 'to ripen'
Tt muhisi burn up' which in turn is related to (255) kii 

hva/kuhvci. 'to become burnt',

60. to give This is widespread in Bantu. CB: *p£.
PI Yiipa Cognates include Bemba, Nsenga and Yao p.
Vy Yiipa The correspondence p CPI, Vy, Tk, 11 Lj and SI)
Tk kiipa and h CSp/Tt) before the vowels a and i and
11 kiipa before y seems to be the norm but there is not
Lj kiip a enough data to make a generalization. See also
SI kiip a 3. 1. 7.
sp kuhd PT: *'-pa
Tt kiiha CB: #-p&

61. good

(a) Ca): Ca) has no known cognates. the partial
PI gotu resemblence of Ca) and Cc) has no known parallel
Vy Potu PT: *'-potu
Tk Potu
11 potu
Lj potu

<b)
SI ina
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sp
(c>
lotu

Tt lotu

62. grass

<a> CB: *-jdni / #-y£ni : 1 grass'/'leaf'
PI m&ni Cognates are found in Biisa lzani. 'grass':

Cb)

Cewa. dzani/mani 'leaf and Bemba icaani 'grass' 
Compare C86d) of Tk and Tt.

Cb): no known cognates. 11 has an irregular
Vy Pwizu reflex before /u/ where we whould have expected
Tk Pwizu /hh/ instead. See discussion in
11 Pwizu 3. 1. 20. 13. 1. 20. 2.
Lj Pwlsu PT *'-izu.
Tt pwizu

Cc) (c): No known cognates
SI mwila

63. green C63): No responses for this gloss.

64. guts General Bantu noun: cf ClOa).
PI mala PT *'~la
Vy mala CB: *-d& 'intestine': 'abdomen'
Tk mala Cognates include Ganda munda: Bemba nda which
11 mala incorporate class 9 prefix /N/,
Lj mala
SI mala
sp mala
Tt mala

65. hair

Ca) Ca): no known cognates.
PI masusu PT *'~susu
Vy masusu
Tk masusu
Lj mlsusu

11
Cb)
instiki Cognates found in Kaonde and Lunda: nsuki.

Sp insdki CB: *-ctikl
Tt instiki PT #'-stiki

Cc) Cc); cognates found in Tambo, Nviha, Cewa sisi.
SI mlshishi It is widespread in Bantu

66. hand

PI
Ca)
janza All these nouns are in class 5 in the singular
Cmaanza) and class 6 in the plural. As can be seen the
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Vy janza /j/ alternates with 'zero' consonant in the
Cmaanza) plural in PI, Vy and Tk ; see 2. 2. 2. 7 and 3. 1, 16

Tk janza
Cmaanza) PT * '-janza

sp iydnza CB * -g&njA

Tt
Cmayanza)
iydnza

Lj
Cmayanza)
lydnsa

<b) Cb): No cognates found outside the Tonga group.
11 ltdnshi

SI
Cc)
likasa Cc): Cognates for this noun can be found in

67. he

Kaonde, Lunda as well likasa,
CB: -fc-kac-,

Difficult to elicit this pronoun as it is a bound

68. head

morpheme.

This is a general Bantu noun. The difference in
PI mhtwe final vowel cannot be easily explained; cf. CB
Vy mhtwe #-th£ and #-thi, A number of Zambian lects
Tk mht we such as Lunda, Cewa, Tumbuka, and Nsenga have the
11 mhtwi variant t_u. It could be that the Tonga lects
Lj mht wi that have the vowel /i/ in the stem raised the
SI mhtwe /©/. See 3. 2, 6
Sp mutwi CB: *--th£/&-thi
Tt mhtwi PT: # '-twe/#■ '-twi

69. hear

(a) Ca): cognates can be found in Kaonde, Nsenga
PI yhNhhwa and Mambwe. mvwa.
Vy ■yhrnvwa CB *-yUngU/#-yIngU/$-yigU
Tk kumvwa PT *'-nzwa

Cb) Cb): In PI this verb means 'to listen' not
11 kht££l£la 'to hear' as the case in 11 here, A cognate can

(c)

be found in Shona teerera. See also C518a). 

PT *' -zhwa
sp kuzuwa Cc): the correspondence z and s is regular.
Tt kusuwa Cc) has not been reported in the neighbouring
Lj kusuwa lects. CB *-jUb- 'know.'

Cd)

Tt has an irregular reflex in the form of /&/. 
We would have expected /z/.

Cd): no known cognates. However, Cd) is
SI khnyumf wa possiblv related to Bemba ukuumfwa

CB: #-yt)r|gU



70. heart
(a) Ca): Cognates include Sukuma i^woovo,

PI moyo and Kongo moovo
Vy moyo PT #'-yoyo
Tk moyo CB *-ydyd,
11 mozo
Lj moyo
SI moyo
Tt mbzo

(b) <b): a cognate can be found in Malania khulo.
Sp nkulo CB: *-k61d

71. to be C71) is widespread in Bantu. Cognates include
heavy Bemba, Nsenga and Lunda -lem-.

PI Yulema CB: #-d£ra-.
Vy Yulema PT *'-lema.
Tk kulema
11 kulema
Lj kulema
SI kulema
Sp kulemd
Tt kulema

72. here C72): this is also widespread in Bantu. CB: *n6,
PI no The contrast in the final vowel parallels that of
Vy no C174a> below.
Tk no PT *-no
11 no Cf. CB: *-n6 'this' ; 'these'
Lj no Contrast in final vowel is found in a number of
SI no cognates. Generally contrasts involving a high
sp nu vowel and a mid vowel can be seen as one of
Tt nu raising of the mid vowel, a phenomenon attested 

Bantu lects of Guthrie* s Zone K 10. See 
discussion in 3.2.5.

73. to hit

(a) Ca): Cognate: include Kaonde, and Lunda root
PI Ytiuma puma and huma respectively.
Vy YiSuma CB: #-ptim-/-yCim-.
Tk ktiuma We can assume loss of #p in Ca) in PT.
11 ktiuma PT #'-uma
Lj kiluma

Cb) Cb), Cc) and Cd) do not have known cognates,
SI kupumputa 

Cc)
sp kuk&pa

(d)
Tt kuddma
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74. to hold
Ca) Ca); No known cognates.

PI yiljata PT *'-jata
Vy ytijata
Tk kiijata
Lj kticata

<b) Cb); No known cognates with the present meaning.
Tt ktikw6&ta #-kti&t-/#“kMt-.
II kdkwata

Cc)
SI kwikata Cc) has cognates in Bemba ukwikata

Cd)
SP kuhhiisa

75. how
Ca) Ca); no known cognates.

PI ptiti PT -*-phti
Vy phti II does not have prefix u in its prefix system
Tk ptiti but in the present case we can see this prefix,
II tiptiti Parallel can be found in C182a) below.
Sp ptiti
Tt ptiti

Cb) Cb): No known cognates. We cannot tell at the
Lj ptiy&ni whether (Tu is a prefix although it

appear to be so if we compare C75b) with C184b).

Cc) Cc): no known cognates. The morphology of this
SI ac66ni item is not clear.

76 to hunt
Ca) Ca); no known cognates in Zambian lects. But

PI Ytihhwima C76a) could be the reflex of CB f-gOfm-*,
Vy yCn/wima This is because CB *g corresponds to PT z before
Tk khvwima cedilla vowels in PT,
Sp kdvwiima PT: #'-zwima
Tt kdvwiima CB: -fc-gOfm-.
Lj kdfwima

Cb) <b)/Cc): no known cognates,
II kuweza

Cc)
SI kuyala
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77, husband
Ca)

PI mtilumi
Vy mtilumi
Tk rmilumi
II mtilumi
SI pdlume

Cb)
Lj pdye

Cc)
Sp mukwddme
Tt mukwdme

78. I

79. ice

80. if

(a)
PI yuti
Vy yut i
Tk kuti
11 kuti
Lj kuti
sp kuti

<b)
SI na

Cc)
Tt haiva

81. in
PI mtiycit 1
Vy mCry^t 1
Tk mtikdt i
11 mtikdt i
Lj mtikdt i

(a): this is widespread in Bantu. Cognates 
include Bemba umulume; Nsenga mrume;
Many ilea murume Kongo nlumi. We can see that SI 
agrees with Bemba, Nsenga and Manyika in final 
vowel. This phenomenon is similar to (68) above, 
see also C178), below. See discussion in 3.2,4, 
CB: #~-d0m6
PT: #'-lumi j #'-lume

(b>: restricted to Lj. It would seem that pa 
is the honorific prefix of class la. But in this 
particular case it is not possible to extract it 
from ye which could be analysed as the stem,

(c): Cognates include Iwa evakwane.
(c) is probably a skewed reflex of CB: *kdd 
'inhabitant'; 'person of'. The morpheme me in 
Lj is the possessive, construction 'of mine' and 
it is inelianable; the medial morpheme aa/a is 
the associative indicating relationship.
Guthrie also reconstructed CB *ktid 'him'/'her';
'relative by marriage.

(78); It was not easy to elicit this item because 
it is a bound morpheme which varies accroding to 
context.

(79): ice is not known in the region for obvious 
climatic reasons.

(a): No known cognates. 
PT: *-kuti

Cb): No known cognates with this meaning. (80b)
is howver homophonous with (2c; 194c).

(c): No known cognates.

(81): This is general in Bantu.
CB: *-kdti.
PT: *'-kdti
Cognates: Kongo and Manyika mukatl: 
Cewa mkati.
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SI mtikdti
sp mOkdti
Tt mtik&ti

82. to kill
<a>

PI yuj aya
Vy yujaya
Tk kuj aya
11 kuyaya
Lj kucaya
Sp kwiihdya
Tt kwiihdya

(b)
SI kushina

83. to know
PI ytihhipa
Vy yiizipa
Tk khzipa
11 ktihhipa
Lj kdshipa
SI kwishipa
sp kwizipd
Tt kwiIziPa

84. lake
(a)

PI hhipa
11 cishipa
Lj lishipa
SI lishipa
sp izipd
Tt izipa

<b)
Vy dambwa

Cc)
Tk lwizi

85. to laugh
PI yuseya
Vy yuseya
Tk kuseya
11 kuseka
Lj kuseka
SI kuseka

(a): putative cognates can be found in Cewa. 
kupha, Nsenga kupava and Bemba ukwiipaya.
CB *-yip-/*-gtpag- 
PT: *'-ipaya

<b>: no known cognate. This verb may be 
related to <410) below.

In PI, Vy, Tk, II and Lj the stems do not 
begin in a vowel, Cognates with vowel 

initial stems Include Bemba IshiB : 
the two roots could be ambiguous reflexes of 
either *~jlib- or *-yljib~ of CB.
PT: #'~zyipa

(a): a cognate is found in Kaonde zhiBa, 
CB: *-dfbd,
PT: *'-zyipa

(b): No known cognates,

<c): Compare CB: ylji 'water1

<85): This is widespread in Bantu.

Cognates include Bemba, Nyanja and Kaonde 
sek
CB: #-c6k~
PT: *'-seka
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sp kus6ka
Tt kus6ka

86. leaf

Ca) Ca): No known cognates.
PI tuhhu
Vy t uvu
11 ituhhu

Cb) Cb) and Cc): No known cognates.
Lj llteu
SI liteu

Cc) Cc): No known cognates.
Sp Ikopo

Cd) Cd): This is similar to C62) above, q.v.
Tk gdni There are no clear cognates of (86d) outside
Tt ly66ni Tonga. Guthrie reconstructed #jdnt of which

there are no reflexes in the lects neighbouring 
Tonga. In both Tk and Tt there (86d) is in class 
5/6. The plural in both lects m£ni and m§ni, 
respectively. While the prefix Ty_ in Tt is in 
order g. as a prefix in Tt is irregular, but it 
likely to be the result of morphophonemic change 
involving the class 5 prefix , paralleling that 
of item <66) above.

87. leftside

<a> <a) and (b): No known cognates. This noun is
PI -Y&ltimw6Nhi in the locative construction: y u /,1<u <class 17);
Vy Ydldmw^nsi lu <class 11)/(ci, class 7).

Tk
<b>
kdclgdyo

Cc) Cc); Cognates include Luvana shimosho; Luyana
II kCicimdnsho ulumoo: Kwanyama olumosho.

The noun of II has a locative prefix ku class 17 
followed by the class 7 prefix ci_
Cf. CB #-m6nc<5. This forms an osculant pair with 
CB *~c6, Both *-m6nc6 and #-c6 have skewed 
reflexes in presentday Bantu.

Lj
SI

Cd)
kticipiko
kCicipiko

(d); Cognates include Kaonde piko.

sp
Tt

Ce)
inz6h6to
inzdhdto

Ce): Cognates include Lozi nzohoto.
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88. leg
<a) (a). Cognates include Bemba ukuulu Luganda

PI yuulu okugulu.
Vy yuulu CB: #-gtidu
Tk kuulu PT: *'-ulu

Cb) (b): this is homophonous with (56d)
11 itende CB: #-tdnd£ 'heel1; '(foot*
sp itdnde Cognates include Malania citende: Mbundu 

(Angola) etende.

Cc) (c): CB: *-y&ndd
Lj mweendo Cognates include Malania mwendo: Bemba
SI mweendo umweendo:

Cd) (d): no known cognates.
Tt mooko

89. to lie down
Ca) (a): Compare cognates of (139).

PI yoona Cognates include Yao and Cewa gon:
Vy yoona CB *-g6na
11 koona PT: #'-ona,

Cb) (b): Cognates include Bemba and LubaKatanga
Tk ktilala Sena lal. Notice the difference in radical
Lj kdlala vowel in Sp and Tt which contrasts with that
sp kuld&la Tk and Lj.
Tt kulddla CB: *-dddd- 

PT: *'-1661a

Cc) (c): No known cognates.
SI kdlambalala

90. to live.
Ca) (a): All the lects here have a voiceless vel<

PI yukala plosive invariant in the initial position. '
Vy yukala would normally expect this consonant to
Tk kukala correspond with /y/ in PI and Vy.
Lj kukala Non prenasalised /k/ in PI and Vy is general!
SI kwikala associated with stems that would seem to be

reflexes of CB #-yIk- as in the preent case: 
*-yikad-.
Cognates include Bemba ikal: Marjanja 
khal: Manyika gar.
The form of SI agrees with that of Bemba 
which also ultimately reflects the CB stem. 
CB: #-yikad 
PT: *'~ikala
See discussion in 3,1.9.1
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<b> <b): the correspondence h and k has no parallel
sp ktihala the Tonga lects.
Tt kuh&la

91. liver
(a) (a): No known cognates.

PI muni PT: *'-ni
Vy cini
11 muni
Lj lini

<b> (b): No known cognates.
Tk mp&f wa
SI mp3f wa

<c) (c): No known cognates.
Sp clpit1
Tt clplti

92. long
<a) Ca): No known cognates.

PI laNhu PT #'-lampa
Vy lamf u PT: *'-ldinswu
Tk lamfu (92a) is likely to be lexically related to
11 laNhu (377a). Ultimately both may be related (41a).
Lj lamf u Guthrie (196771) suggests that (41a) *de 

belongs to osculant radicals *-d&p-, *-d&I and 
the partial series *-d&ip-

(b) (b) and (c>: Refer to (41b) above
SI tali

<c> (c): See (41a).
sp le
Tt le

93. louse
(a) (a): No known cognates.

PI nj Ina PT: *'-ngina
Vy nj ina
sp inginci
Tt inglna
11 nj ina
Lj nj ina

<b> (b): No known cognates, The morphology of this
Tk ndanjili noun is not clear.

<c> (c): CB d&
SI nda Cognates include Bemba and Manvika inda.
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94. man

(a) (a): (94) was not easy to elicit because it
PI musankwa freely translated as 'boy' in the lects in (a)
Lj musankwa and <b).

<b> <b>: This noun suggests some kind of compounding
Vy mw^dlumi in which lumi carries the meaning
Tk mwd&lumi 'male'. The preceding vowel might be an

independent morpheme although we are not able to
say what it is at the moment, Compare (77a) 
above.

(c) (c): No known cognates.
II mtildmbwana

(d) (d): No known cognates.
SI mdtuloBa

(e) (e): Refer to (77c) above,
sp mukw&dme
Tt mukw&&me

95. many (95): Cognates are widespread in Bantu.

PI nji PT: #'-ngi
Vy nji CB -*-ngi and *-yingi. ‘many’; 'much'
Tk n j i
II nji
Lj nji
SI ngi
Sp ngi
Tt ngi

96. meat

(a) (a) is widespread in Bantu. Cf. CB *„y&m&. Refer
PI nyama to (3) above.
Vy nyama PT: #'-nyama
Tk nyama The segmentation of (96a) is not clear, since the
Lj nyama prefix cannot be separated from the noun stem,
SI nyama One can segement it as nyama. nyama.
Sp inyamdi or nyama done here, We opted for the nyama.
Tt iny&ma PI /n/ + /y/ gives /nj/ as discussed in 2.2,2.4

and 2. 2. 2. 7.
CB #-y&m&; *-ny&m&.

(b) (b): No known cognates
II ptizani

97. mother

(a)
PI Paama

(a): Cognates include Zulu and Xhosa uma: 
Lozi Boma. In PI and Vy the stems begin in a
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Vy Paama vowel a, unless we were to assume that the
11 P&ma prefix is Baa. Baa as a prefix would only be
j B&md posited to (97a). In Sp and Tt we can see that
SI pdmd there is the ending yo. This is an inalienable
SP pamayo possessive suffix. Compare (43) above.
Tt pamayo CB: #“m&&y6 and *-m&£tmd.

Tk
<b)
P&ndktiliswe

PT: &'-ama

(b): Restricted to Tk, &a is honorifix prefix of

98. mount ain

class 2a just as (97a); na. is a formative with 
the meaning 'of'/'belonging to'; ku is a 
locative prefix (class 17); !Li_ is the 'verb to 
be' and swe is the pronoun 1 us' . The whole word 
translates as 'the one belonging to us'.

(98): General in Bantu languages.

PI mtildndu Cognates include Bemba umulundu and Luvale
Vy mtiltindu and Chokwe mulundu.
Tk mtiltindu PT: *'-ltindu
11 iltindu CB: #-d(mdu
Lj
SI
sp
Tt

99.

PI

mtiltindu
mdldndu
ilundd
ildndu

mouth

<a>
muyanwa

(a): cognates found in other Bantu lects 
e.g. Kaonde and Lunda kanwa. and Lozi hanu

Vy muyanwa These cognates contrast with those of the
Tk mukanwa Tonga lects whose stem nwa are preceded by ka/
11 mukanwa ya, It is possible that ka/ya is prefix of class
Lj mukanwa 12 ka/ya which has now become part of the stem.
SI mukanwa Mu is locative prefix of class 18. In Tt i. is
Tt ik&nwd class 5 prefix. Guthrie quotes 11 as having the

sp
Cb>
mulom6

stem kanwa but stem does not exist without mu.
It is curious that (99a) does not have a plural. 
PT: #'-kanwa

(b): this exists in all the Tonga lects but with 
the specific meaning 'lip'. CB: #ddmd,

100. name

Cognates include Bemba umulomo and Manyika 
muromo.

(100) is widespread in Bantu. The correspondence
PI hhina Cognates include Bemba ishina: Manyika zina
Vy zina Luvana ilitina. Guthrie quotes 11 as having the
Tk zina stem izina,
11 Ihhina PT: -ft'-zylna
Lj 11 ina CB: *-gfn&
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SI
Sp
Tt
101.
PI

Vy
Tk

II

Lj
SI
sp

Tt

102.

PI
Vy
II

Lj
Tk

SI

Sp
Tt

If ina 
izina 
Izina

narrow
<a>
huundenye

<b>
maniyide
<c>
shoonto
<d>
huunkene
<e)
niini
niini
niini

<f>
sisani

near
(a)
hwaahwi
fwaafwi
hwaahwi

<b)
f wi i f wi 
f wi i f wi

(c)
peepi

(d>
f uhi 
f uhi

The reflexes here show variation in the initial 
position of the stem. See 3. 1.20, 1 and 3.2, 11.

(a): No known cognates. The adjective stem here
is the perfective verb form of huundana. The 

perfective suffix is e but it triggers change in 
radical. Reflexes (lOlb/d) are also in the 
perfective form.
(b>: No known cognates.

(c): (c) is homophonous with (46a).

Cd): No known cognates

(e): (e) is homophonous with (46c) 'few' and
(140a) 'small'. In wider Bantu cognates are 
restricted but they include Nyakyusa niini and 
Kongo niini ' meagreness'
PT $'~niini
(f): A cognate can be found in Lozi kasisani

(a): No known cognates. It is possible that (a) 
is duplicated but owing to to the difference in 
the vowels we cannot say how the reduplication 
was carried out. A similar problem can be seen 
in (41) above.
PT: #-swaaswi

(b): No known cognates. (b) and (c) are possibly 
from the same source but we cannot know at 
present how the development took place. (102b) 
and (102d) are from the same source, q. v.

(c): this has a cognate in Bemba. This root could 
be analysed as consisting of the locative prefix 
pa of class 16 and stem epi or ipi. This 
means that the vowel /a/ assimilated to the 
following vowel /e/.

(d): This root has cognates in Cewa and its 
related lects; fupi. As was pointed out in (60) 
above PT «p has the reflex /h/ in Sp and Tt, As 
already indicated (102b) is likely to be related 
to (102d). This relationship can be seen if we 
assume PT $-swupi
in which PT Sp was lost in (I02b) and that the 
resulting stem was reduplicated.
PT f-swupi.
CB *-kOpi.
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103.

PI
Vy
Tk
II
Lj
SI
Sp
Tt

104.

PI
Vy
Tk
II
SI
sp
Tt

Lj

105.

PI
Vy
Tk
II
Lj
SI
sp
Tt

106.

PI
Vy
Tk

SI

neck

nsingo
nsingo
nsingo
nshingo
nshingo
nshingo
insingo
Insingo

new
(a)
pya
pya
pya
piya
pya
hya
hya

<b>
nyowani

night

m&si'yu
mdsi^u
Pusiku
mdshiku
mdshiku
mdshiku
masiku
mdsiku

nose

(a)
mpemo
mpemo
mpemo

<b>
mtipembo

Cognates of (103) can be found in Kaonde singo 
and Lunda shir)u.
PT: ®'-singo 
CB: #-kfngd

Ca): this has cognates in a number of Zambian 
languages including Kaonde pya and Lunda 
ha. Compare (255) below.
CB #-pid,
PT: *'-pya

<b>: this is probably the rendering of the 
English form, 'new one.'

The noun is a general Bantu word. Cognates 
include Mbowe usiku and Bemba uBushiku

PT: #'-siku
CB: $-tIku. Cf, &tfku 1 day of 24 hours. 1

(a): No known cognates. However, it not entirely 
unlikely that (106a) is lexically related to 
(18c) kupeema 'to breathe' which has the CB 
source *-p&£m-.

(b): No known cognates but this noun is probably 
related to the CB root ftpdmb. ' to blow nose' ,
The final vowel o. in SI may be seen as 
derivative morpheme, which gives rise to 
instrumental or agentive nouns.

II
<c>
nango

(c): No known cognates.
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Lj

Sp
Tt

107.

PI
Vy
Tk
II
Lj
SI
Sp
Tt

108.

PI
Vy
Tk
II
Lj
sp
Tt

SI

109.

PI
Tk
Lj

Vy
II

SI

<d) (d); No known cognates,
nshono

<e) Cognates include Luvale muzulu: Luyana ilivulu
izulu Lunda muzulu.
iztilu <e): CB: f-jtidCi.

not <107): Widespread in Bantu.

ta
ta
ta
ta
ta
ta
ta
ta

PT:
CB:

*-ta-
#-ta-

old

<a)
zhembele
cembele
cembele
cembele
cembele
cembele
cembele

(a): A cognate can be found in Lozi. 
Cf. (285) 'to become old.’
PT: ■&' -cembele

<b>
nene

<b>: This is widespread in Bantu. Cognates 
include Luvale; Kongo and Luganda nene.
CB: #-n6n& 'big' : 'bigness*

one

<a>
omwe
omwe
omwe

(a): Cognates include Luvale mwe LubaKasai mwe 
CB
PT: *-omwe

<b>
omwi
omwi

<c>
mo

Cb): CB: t-mtii
This form is restricted. Cognates include Caga 
and Bena (Tanzania) mwi. The difference between 
(a) and (b) lies in the final vowel. The form of 
(b) probably shows raising of #e suggested 

already for (68) (77a). See also 3.2.7.

(c): CB: #~m6
Cognates include Bemba, Sukuma, Kaonde and 
Luchazi: mo, See 3. 2. 7.
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Cd) Cd): No known cognates.
Sp onke
Tt onke

110. other Gloss not easy to elicit in these lects.

111. person (Ill): Widespread in Bantu
Cognates include Bemba umuntu: Lozi mutu

PI muntu PT: *'-ntu
Vy muntu CB: #-ntCi
Tk munt u
11 muntu
Lj muntu
SI munt u
sp muntu
Tt muntu

112. to play

Ca) None of the verbs here have known cognates.
PI 711803800
Vy 7tisopana See 3. 1.20, 1 3, 1.20.2 for correspondences z: s
11 k&soPana PT: *'-sopon-

cb) <b): No known cognates, This verb is probably
Lj kusekana

(c>

an extended form of sek 'to laugh1 and that it 
has the reciprocal extension an,
Cf, CB: $~cakan~ and -&-ken-.

SI kufukana

Cd> Cd): No known cognates.
Tk ktisana PT: &'-sana / #'zaana
sp kuzd&na s(Tk) does not normally correspond to zCSp/Tt).
Tt kuzcina

113. to pull

Ca) Ca): No known cognates,
PI yuywela PT; *'-kwela
Vy yuywela
Tk kukwela
11 kukwela
SI kukwela

Cb) Ch): Cognates can be found in Bemba ukutinta.
Lj kutinta

Cc> Cc): No known cognates.
sp kukwiita
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Tt

114.

PI
Vy
Tk

II

Lj

SI

sp

Tt

115.

PI
Vy
Tk
II
Lj
SI
SP
Tt

116.

PI
Tk

Vy
II
SI
Sp
Tt

Cd)
kuk6ka

to push

(a)
'Ytitonta 
ydtonta 
ktitont a

Cb)
kdtonka

Cc)
kushindilca

Cd)
kunyaka

Ce)
kun&hhika

Cf)
kuk&sha 

rain Cl 15):

Nhhula 
mvula 
mvula 
iNhhula 
mf ula 
mf ula 
imvula 
imvtila

red

Ca)
salala
salala

Cb)
supila
supila
suPila
supila
supila

Cd): is widespread in other languages including 
Kaonde, Lunda, and Cewa: kok 
CB: #-k6k-,

Ca) and Cb) are suspiciously similar as they only 
differ in final consonant. But this is only 
Instance of the correspondence of nt and nk,
PT: #'-tonta

Cb): No known cognates. Cb) only differs from
Ca) in the consonant after the nasal, namely 
nk : nt_ . This correspondence has no 
parallel.

Cc): No known cognates. This verb is probably 
related to C414), 'to accompany'.

Cd): No known cognates.

Ce): No known cognates,

Cf): Cognates include Lozi kukasha.

This is general in Bantu.
Cognates include Bemba imfula: Luvale 
vula: Mar)anja mvula

PT: *'-zwula 
CB: *-btfd8i.

Ca): No known cognates. Ca) is homophonous 
C400a) below, for PT *'-salala was reconstructed

Cb): PT: *'-supila 
No known cognates.
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<c) (c>: No known cognates.
Lj f upela

117. right/
correct

(a) No known cognates of (117).
PI luzi

(b) (b): No known cognates, but cf. (155b).
11 luleme
Vy luleme

(c) (c): No known cognates, but cf. (61a). It is not
Tk kapotu apparent what role ka is playing.
Lj kapotu

(d) (d). No known cognates, but cf. (61b) above.
SI caina The morphology of this word may be broken down 

as ci_(class 7) and ina 'good*.

(e) (e): No known cognates, but cf. (61a).
Sp lot u
Tt lotu

118. righthand All the forms given here are clearly related and
PI 'ytiltilyo cognates can be found in Kaonde kilulvo
Vy 7110111 syo and Lozi silvo. (118) is derived from the verb
Tk kdldlyo root 'to eat'(37) by adding the derivative
11 kticilyo morpheme o, In all these cases the noun has two
Lj kdlulyo prefixes, the first of which is the locative
SI k&cilyo prefix of class 17, ku. The second differs
Sp lc&cilyo considerably, but classes 11 (lu) and 7
Tt k&ptilyo predominate; cf. (87) above. 

PT: &'-lyo

119. river

(a) (a): Cognates include Bemba umulonga: Lunda
PI mtildnga kaloor|a.
vy mtildnga CB: #-ddng&
Tk mdldnga PT: *'-16ng&
11 mtildnga (a) is widespread in Bantu.
Lj mtildnga
SI mtildnga

<b) (b): (b) is restricted in wider Bantu. However,
sp lwllzi cognates include Luvale lwizhi and Manvika
Tt IwlIzi rwizi,

CB *-yiji 'river'; 'water'

120. road This noun is not reported by Guthrie or Meeussen,
PI mdgwagwa But it is found in many languages including
Vy mtigwagwa Southern African languages like Ndepele and
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Tk m&gwagwa Shona. Culturally, it is a recent loan in Africa,
11 mukwakwa although we cannot be sure about the source.
Lj mtikwakwa Nevertheless the correspondence of g and k is
SI mukwakwa limited to a few words, see 3. 1. 12. 1
sp mtikw&kwa Most words exhibiting this correspondence seem to
Tt mukwakwa be loans.

PT: *'-gwagwa

121. root

Ca) Ca): No known cognates.
PI muyanda PT: *'-yanda
Vy muyanda
Tk muyanda
11 muzanda
Lj muyanda

Cb) Cb): No known cognates. The root of SI is
SI mtiplship!shi reduplicated.
Sp muhisi PT: -fc'-pisi
Tt mCihl si

122. rope

Ca) Ca): No known cognates.
PI looye
SI looye

Cb) Cb): No known cognates.
Vy luyole

(c) Cc): No known cognates.
Tk 16ozi CB: #-gdy&/ #-gddt
11 166hhi

Cd) Cd): Cognates can be found in Bemba umwaando.
Lj mwaando

Ce) Ce): No known cognates.
sp muhhdla
Tt muhhala

123. to rot C123) is widespread in Bantu.

PI ^uPola PT: *'-pola
Vy ^upola CB *-bdd-
Tk kupola
11 kupola
Lj kupola
SI kupola
sp kupdla
Tt kupdla
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124. to rub

(a) Ca): No lcown cognates;
PI Yuzhumba PT: #'-cumba
Vy Yucumba
Tk kucumba

<b> Cb): No known cognates.
11 kukuza

<c) Cc): No known cognates.
Lj kukwesa

<d> Cd): Compare C591) below.
SI kumwaya

Ce) Ce): No known cognates, This is the only example
sp kuplklta in our data where ' p' precedes 'i'.

<f > Cf): Compare C430) below.
Tt kusiingula

125. salt

Ca) Ca): C125a) shows variation in the initial
PI mtinyo position of the stem and in the consonant,
Vy mdnyo whether, alveolar or palatal. A parallel
Tk mtinyo can be seen in item C173) below. These nouns
11 mwino need special discussion and the reader is
Lj mwino to 3. 1. 3.
sp mwiinyo Cognates include Venda mupo: Luganda. omunnvo: 

Nsenga munvu. Manvika munvu,
PT: *'-inyd 
CB: *-nyC*j -̂ylnyti; &-yfnd

Cb) Cb): Cognates can be found in Bemba and Cewa,
SI mtic£le umucele and mcele. respectively; Luvale 

mukele.
CB : #-“k6de.

Cd) Cd): cf. with Lozi lizwal.
Tt izwdi

126. sand

Ca) Ca): Cognates can be found in Bemba umusenga:
PI mtis^nga Chokwe nsenga.
Vy mtis^nga CB: *-cenga
11 musdnga PT: #'-senga

Cb) Cb): No known cognates. The form of Lj has a
Tk musese vowel here which may be considered intrusive.
Lj museense
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Cc) Cc): No known cognates.
SI miisddya

(d) Cd): A cognate can be found in Lozi mushaBati
Sp lish&pdti
Tt Ish&p&ti

127. to say Cl27) is widespread in Bantu.
PI ywaamba Cognates: Cewagamba. : Luvale amb: LubaKasai
Vy ywaamba The verb root of SP and Tt begin in ' w‘ . This
Tk kwaamba be seen as a transition semivowel.
11 kwaamba CB: #-g&mb- 1 speak'; 'slander'
Lj kwaamba CB: &-y&mb- 'speak'; ' (answer)'
SI kwaamba PT: ■ft'-'S’amba
sp kuwdmba
Tt kuw&mba

128. to scratch

<a) Ca): No known cognates
PI yuywehhya PT: Ca): ^'-kwezya
Vy yuywezya
Tk kukwezya

Cb) Cb): No known cognates
11 kukwenya The correspondence /e/ : /a/ has no parallel.
Lj kukwanya PT #'-ltwenya / $'-kwanya,
SI kukwanya

(c) Cc): No known cognates.
sp kur|way&

Cd) Cd): No known cognates.
Tt y&r^&ya

129. sea Only Totela has a word for 'sea', namely, Iwdt

130. to see

Ca): Cognates can be found in Lozi kuBona. 
Nsenga and Manyika: on; Yao Bon

PI yiipona PT: *'-pona
Vy yiipona CB: #-b6n
Tk klip on a
11 kiipona
Lj kiip on a
SI kiip on a
sp kuP<f>na

Cb) Cb): No known cognates
Tt kutdnda
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131. seed
for sowing

Ca) Ca): C131a) Is widespread in Bantu.
PI mb Cito Cognates include Luvale. Lunda. Nsenga: mbuto:
Tk mbtito Bemba uluSuto and Kwanvama ombuto.
SI mbtito PT: f'-puto
Tt Imbiito CB: ■* '-btito. 'seed'

Cb) Cb): This is derived from the verb 'to sow ' cf
Vy nsyangwa C432a) below.

Cc) Cc): No known cognates.
11 manungo

Cd) Cd): No known cognates.
Lj nscsngu

Ce) Ce): No known cognates.
sp int&dnga

132. to sew

Ca) Ca): No known cognates.
PI 'ytisuma PT: t'-suma
Vy yilsuma
Tk ktisuma

Cb) Cb): cognates can be found in Bemba ukutunga. :
11 kilt unga Mbunda tur)g: Kongo tur̂ g.
Lj ktitunga CB: f~ttlng- 'sew*; 'thread on string'
SI ktitunga PT: $'-tunga

Cc) Cc): CB: *-dtik- ’plait'
sp kulukd Cognates can be found in Bemba luk
Tt kultlka

133. to be sharp

Ca) Ca): No known cognates.
PI pohya PT: #'-posya
Vy posy a
Tk posya

Cb) Cb): No known cognates.
11 lampa

Cc) Cc): No known cognates,
Lj kola

Cd) Cd): No known cognates,
SI 1umat a
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Ce) Ce): No known cognates
SP shengeta

(f) Cf): No known cognates.
Tt ceka

134. short

<a> Ca): No known cognates. Compare C102) above.
PI hwtitihwi PT: * '-swtitiswi
11 hwtitihwi
Vy f wtitif wi

Cb) Cb): No known cognates.
Tk fwiifwi
Lj f wi i f wi

Cc) Cc): Cognates can be found in Cewa fupi:
SI f tipi Sotho and Xhosa fuphi.
sp f tihi CB: *-k0pi
Tt f tihi PT: #'-swtipi

135. sing This is general in Bantu. Cognates include 
Luvale, Bemba and Manyika: imb.

PI Ywiimba PT: f'yimba
Vy Ywiimba CB: *-yimb-. * sing1 ; 'dance'
Tk kwiimba PT *y is reconstructed as the initial sound
11 kwilmba the stem because among the Tonga lects /y/
Lj kwiimba corresponds to /z/ in Sp and Tt. We do not
SI kwiimba find /y/ in the current stem because of the
sp kuzlimba constraint which prohibits /y/ before /i/.
Tt ktizimba

136. to sit C136) is homophonous with C90), q.v.

PI Yukala PT: ikala
Vy Yukala CB: *-yikad~.
Tk kukala
11 kukala
Lj kwikala
SI kwikala
sp kwiktila
Tt kwiiktila

137. skin/hide.

Ca) Ca): Guthrie reconstructed CB &ktitd 1garmeni
PI kutu Cskin). This has reflexes for example in Li
Vy kutu tlikuto and Kongo kir)kutu.

Cb) Cb): Cognates include Bemba irjkanda
Tk ' ltikanda and Manvika ganda. 

CB: -Sf-ktindti
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Cc) Cc): No known cognates.
11 clsdlu

Cd) Cd): Cognates include Bemba impapa and
Lj cipaya Lunda clpapa.
SI clpaya CB pdpd.

(e) Ce): No known cognates.
sp id&lo
Tt italo

138, sky

Ca) Ca): Cognates include Kongo zulu and
PI julu Malania dzulu.
Vy julu CB: f-jCidCi 'top*; 'sky1.
Lj liculu PT: #'-julu
SI lyulu This is one of two nouns in which CB *j was
sp iyuulii unchanged in PT. The other is C372).
Tt iwtilu

Cb)
Tk linkumbl Cc): No known cognates, but cf. C21a), above,

Cc) Cd): No known cognates.
11 izeulu

139. to sleep

Ca) Ca): Cognates include Cewa, Yao and Luganda:
PI yoona gon
vy yoona CB: #-gdn-
Tk koona PT: «'-ona cf. C89a) above
ri koona
Lj koona
SI koona

Cb) Cb): cf. C89b) above
sp kulddla
Tt kul661a

140. small

Ca) Ca): This homophonous with C46c), q. v.
PI nllni CB: a-nflnL
Vy nllni PT: * '-nllni
Tk nllni
Lj nllni
sp nllni
Tt nllni

Cb) Cb): This is homophonous with C46a), q.v.
11 shoonto
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SI

141.

(c)
r|ana

to smell

<d): This is homophonous with (46d).

This is general in Bantu. Gognates can be found 
in Bemba ukununka, Nyanja kununkha, 
and Lozi kununka.

FI
Vy
Tk
II
Lj
SI
sp
Tt

'yununka
■yununka
kununka
kununka
kununka
kununka
kunuunkd
kunddnka

PT: *T-nunka; -JF-nuunka 
CB: &~nOnk-,

142.
PI
Vy
Tk
II
Tt
sp
SI
Lj

143.

smoke

Pdsi 
pdsl 
(3dsi 
pdshi 
pdsi 
Pdsi 
pwishi 
pwishi

to become 
smooth

Cognates include Zulu umusl: Lunda and Luvale 
wishi. Manyika utsi and Zulu umusi 
CB: #-ydki/ *-yfkt 
PT: *'-isi

(143) has no known cognates.

(a)
PI -ydYwihhingana
Lj kukwishinga

Cb)
Vy ydsumbuYa
Tk kdsumbuka

(c)
II kdpumbunkana

(d)
SI kulungila

144.

PI
vy
Tk

snake

nzoYa
nzoYa
nzoka

(144) is general in Bantu. 
Marianj a nioka: Bemba isoka

PT: -s'-zoka 
CB *-j6k&

Cognates Include
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11 mtizoka
Lj soka
SI n j oka
sp inzdka
Tt inzdka

145. snow There is no word for 'snow' in these lects,

146. some

Ca) Ca): no known cognates. But see C109b) above.
PI mwi PT: $'~mwi
Vy mwl
Tk mwi
Sb mwi
Tt mwi

Cb) Cb): See C95)
11 nji

Cc) Cc): A cognate of this can be found in Bemba
Lj mbi mbi, but with the meaning 'other'
SI mbi

147. to spit

Ca) Ca): Cognates include Namwaanga swll
PI Ytiswa LubaKasai twil and Sotho tswh,
Vy Ytiswa The forms of Tk and 11 are in the applied form
sp kuswd and the correspondence /d/ : 71/ has a parallel
Tt ktiswa C16a) above. The correspondence /s/ : 7h/ is
Tk kdswida discussed at 3, 1. 17. 3.
11 kuhwlla PT: S'-swa

CB: *-tU-

Lj

SI

148.

PI
Vy
II

(b)
kushlpa

(c)
kusanka

to split 
s. g. wood

Ca)
Yupandula
Ywaandula
kwaandula

<b>: A cognate of this can be found in Kaonde 
kushlpa

Cc): No known cognates,

Ca) Cognates include Bemba and Yao pandul and 
Manyika pandur. The correspondence /p/ : 0 
in stem initial position has a parallel In C247) 
below. It is not a regular feature and the
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Tk
Lj

SI

Sp

Tt

149.

PI
Tic
Lj
SI

Vy

II

sp

Tt

150.

PI
Vy
Tk
II

Lj
SI

Cb)
kukwamuna
kukwamuna

<c)
kupasanya

Cd)
kurjd&tula

Ce)
ktikdnt&una

to squeeze 
e. g. orange

Ca)
Yutyanka
kutyanka
lcutyana
kutyana

Cb)
Yudina

Cc)
kushina

Cd)
kuhhamhla

Ce)
kukdmuna 

to stab 

Ca)
Y^yasa
Y^yasa
ktiyasa
ktiyasa
Cb)
ktiswaya
ktiswaya

correspondences do not involve the same consonant 
in both cases,
CB: #-p&nd-; ft-p&ndud-, 'split'
PT: $'-pandula

Cb): No known cognates,

Cc): No known cognates

Cd): No known cognates

Ce): No known cognates.

Ca): No known cognates. We can see that the
verbs in PI and Tk differ from those of Lj and SI 
as the stems contrast in Cs position: /nk/ : /n/
This kind of correspondence has no parallel.
PT : ft’-ty&nk- ; f'-ty&n-

Cb) and Cc) also differ in just one consonant in 
stem initially. This again has no parallel.

Cc): Cognates include Luvale shin: Bemba 
and Nsenga fin. The II form is homophonous 
C410a) below,
CB: #-cin-

Cd): No known cognates.

Ce): no known cognates.

Ca): No known cognates.
Generally, /y/ in PI in stem initial position 
corresponds to /z/ in II. This generality is 
broken here; see 3. 1. 18. 1 and 3. 1, 18. 2.

Cb): No known cognates.
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(c) <c>: No known cognates,
Sp kuhw66za
Tt ktihw^dza

151. to stand Generally found in Bantu. For the correspondence
PI Ywiima zero consonant and z refer to <135) above.
Vy Ywiima Cognates are found in Bemba im and Luba
Tk kwiima Katanga and LubaKasai iman
11 kilhhima In Lj the stem is extended bv ikan. It is
Lj kwi 1 mi lean a not clear what this morpheme stands for. The
SI kwiimana forms of SI and Tt also have extended verbs which
Sp kuzima reflect CB #-yfmad-.
Tt k(5ziimana CB: #~gim-7#-yf m-; #-yfmad- 

PT: * '“ziim/^'-ziimana

152. star

(a) <a): Cognates can be found in Cewa and Manyika
PI ny£ny£zi nyenvezi.
Vy ny£ny£zi CB #-y£ny&dt
Tk lti£ny<£ny£zi PT fnyenyezi
Lj ny6ny&shi
SI ny6ny6shi

(b) <b): The difference in the first vowel cannot be
11 ntongwehhi easily accounted for.
Tt nttingweezi

(c) (c): This is cognate with Lozi naleli
sp inal^li

153. stick

(a) <a>: (153a) has no known cognates.
PI Yasa^o (a): PT: # '-sako
Tk kasako
11 kasako
SI kasako

(b) <b): No known cognates; however, see (174a).
Sp kas6mo

(c) (c): No known cognates.
Tt inkoli
Lj nkoli

<d> (d): No known cognates.
Vy Yaf unko

154. stone

PI bwe (154) is generally found in Bantu. In PI, Vy and
<mapwe) Tk there is alternation between the stop b and p

Vy bwe class 5 and class 6 as is indicated here. For
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(map we) discussion, of this alternation refer to §2.4.
Tic bwe Cognates include Bemba iliSwe: Hemba (Zaire)

(maPwe) libwe: LubaKasai dibwe.
11 ipwe CB: &-bCi&
Lj lipwe PT: $'-pwe
SI lipwe
Sp ipw£
Tt ipw6

155. straight All the items here are in the perfective,

(a) (a): No known cognates,
PI tandapede

(b) (b): CB #ddd&m ’become straight’
Vy luleme The reflexes of this CB form include LubaKatanga
Tk luleme and LubaKasai: lulam and Manvika
11 luleme ruram.
Lj luleme PT: -T-luleme.
SI luleme

Cc) (c): No known cognates.
sp ololokete
Tt ololokete

156. to suck 
as In breast 
f eedlng.

(a) (a): Cognates include Bemba and Rundi -onk- .
PI Ydnyonlca In 11 the stem begins with n as opposed to ny in
Tk kbnyonka the other lects. A similar kind of
11 k (monk a correspondence is found in items 31, 125, and
sp kunyoonlcd 173.
Tt kuny66nka PT -nyonka. 

CB y6nk~

(b) (b): No known cognates in neigbhouring lects,
Vy Yusipa CB &-pfp-

(c) (c): Cognates include Kaonde and Lunda kwqamwa
Lj ktiyamwa Cewa kuvamwa.

(d) (d): No known cognates.
SI kushoshota

157 sun (157) is widespread in Bantu. Cognates include
PI zupa Kaonde iuBa. Cewa dzuwa and Bemba akasuba,
Vy zuPa
Tk zuPa
1 Izupa CB:
Lj lisupa
SI lisupa
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Sb izilpa
Tt IzuPa

158. to swell Cognates of C158) can be found in Kaonde, Cewe
and Nsenga kuvimba: Bemba flmb.

PI Yilzimba PT: # '-zimba
Vy Yilzimba CB: *-bfmb-
Tk kiizimba
11 kiihhiraba
Lj kiishimba
SI kiishimba
sp kuziimba
Tt kiiziimba

159. swim

CD Ca): No known cognates.
PI Yuyamba

<b> Cb): No known cognates
Vy Yudwaya
Tk kudwaya

Cc) Cc). No known cognates with this meaning
11 kusamba However, see C180) below.
Lj Yusamba PT: # '-saamba
SI Yusamba
sp Yus&dmba
Tt Yus&Araba

160. tail C160) is general in Bantu. Among other lects
PI muzhila cognates can be found in Kaonde and Lunda and
Vy milcila Luvale muklla: Luyana umusila: and Bemba
Tk mile i 1 a umucila.
11 mile i la CB: *-kidd.
Lj mile i 1 a PT: *'-cila
SI mile i 1 a
Sp muc11a
Tt mile i 1 a

161. that

Ca) Ca): No known cognates.
PI zhiya
Vy ciya
Tk ciya
Lj ciya

Cb) Cb): CB: ft-dia.
11 cilya

Cc) Cc): No known cognates,
SI cisa
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Cd) Cd); No known cognates.
Sp cind
Tt cind

162. there This was difficult to elicit.

163. they This was not easy to elicit.

164. thick

(a) Ca): This the same item discussed under C71),
PI lemu above. In the present case the final vowel u is
Vy lemu a derivative morpheme. Note tone between C164a)
Tk lemu and C71). The SI form is reduplicated in C164a).
11 lemu PT: -ft'-ldmu
Lj lemu
SI lemulemu

Cb) Cb): no known cognates. The stem is in perfective
sp kamblte form, cf. <155} 165).
Tt kambite

165. thin

Ca) Ca): No known cognates.
PI huluyide

Cb) (b): No known cognates.
Vy yoy&de PT: $ ‘k6kdle
11 kokele
SI kokete

Cc) Cc): No known cognates.
Lj nyangite

Cd) Cd): See C46c) and C140a)
sp niini

Ce) Ce): No known cognates.
Tt kata

All the forms Cac) are in the perfective form 
cf. C164). The threeway correspondence /d/, /!/ 
and /t/ generally applies to perfective suffix 
CB #-ide

Cf) Cf): No known cognates.
Tk kotede

166. to think

Ca) Ca): No known cognates
PI yuyeeya PT: %'-yeeya
Vy ■yuyeeya
Tk lcuyeeya
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11 kuzeeza

Lj kuyeeya

SI kuyeeya

<b> Cb): No known cognates.

Sp kuhhtiptila

Tt kuhhtiptila

167. this No known cognates.

PI ezhi PT: *'-ci
Vy eci
Tk eci
11 ceci
Lj eci
SI eci
Sp ici
Tt ici
Tt ici

168. thou This was difficult to elicit,

169. three

(a) Ca): The roots here comparable to those in
PI 6t3twe discussed under C50). There are no comparable
Vy 6t&twe forms in other Bantu lects. However, in ordinal
Tk ot&twe counting the form is tatu in all these
11 dtdtwe lects. The cardinal numbers do not have o in
Lj 6t£twe initial position and they also do not have ending
Sp 6tcttwe in we.
Tt 6t£twe PT w'-6tdtwe

Cb) Cb): This is general in Bantu, Cognates include
SI tatu Luvale. Bemba and Nsenga tatu. 

CB: &-tcitu.

170. to throw

Ca) Ca): No known cognates,
PI yuhusa PT: # '"swusa
Lj kuf usa
SI kuf usa

Cb) Cb): No known cognates.
Vy ytiwaala PT: # '-waala
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Tk khwaala

U\J

11 kiiwaala

Cc) Cc): No known cognates
sp kus66nza

Cd) Cd): No known cognates
Tt kuzllnda

171. to tie

Ca) Ca): Cognates include Kongo karjgj Unguja
PI 'ywaanga CTanzania) gar\g; Tsonga CMozambique)
Vy Ywaanga an&.
Tk kwaanga CB: -s-gdng-.
11 kwaanga PT: $ '-g&nga
Lj kwaanga CB form belongs to osculant series with #k&ng.
Sb kwaanga
Tt kwaanga

Cb) Cb): No known cognates.
SI kiipombela

172. tongue

Ca) Ca): Cognates include Luvale ndaka:
PI imila'ya Lunda mulaka.
Vy mOlaya CB: *-d<5k&.
Tk mill aka PT: $ '-laka
11 mill aka
Lj mOtlaka
Tt mill aka

Cb) Cb): this is general in Bantu. Cognates can be
SI ltilfmi found in Lozi luliml. Kaonde luiimi . Lunda
Sb lillimi idimi and Cewa lilime.

173. tooth

CB: dfmi/^-dimi.

This is general in Bantu. The correspondence /ny/
PI llnyo and /n/ has been noted in other items such
Vy linyo as C39, 125 and 156) above. The lects that have
Tk 11 Ino ny or n are not consistently the same always.
11 lino Cognates include Kaonde and Lunda; .iino and lino
Lj liino bemba iliino; Yao iliino.
SI liino See 3. 1.3 for discussion.
sp 11 ino PT: $'-inyo / $'-ino
Tt li ino CB: -yfnd

174. tree

Ca) Ca): This has no known cognates. There is
PI mtis&mu disagreement in the final vowel of stem. This
Vy miisdimu kind of correspondence is not regular.
Tk clsdimu Cf. C109), C152b), C176).
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11 mushmo

Ji

PT: S'samo. See 3.2.5.
Lj cls&mu
sp cis&mo
Tt cisAmo

Cb) Cognates can be seen in Lunda, Lupale and Chokwe
SI citoondo viz, -citondo. 

CB $-t6nd6

175. to turn

(a) Ca): The form in PI differs from the rest in that
PI ydzhepa it is shorter. In the other lects there is what
Vy 'ydcepu'Ya may be called a false extension uk.. It can be
Tk kdcepuka viewed as a 1stative’ or 'reversive1 extension
11 kdcepuka which has now become part of the verb stem.
Lj kdcepuka CB: #-k£b-
SI kdcepuka PT: # '-cepuka/ ft'-cepa
Sp kuc^puka

Cb)
Tt kQf tittika Cb): No known cognates.

176. two All the stems in C176) are related but it is not 
clear how the variations in the final or even the

Ca) medial vowel may be accounted for. The Initial
PI opilo vowel o has been discussed in items (50) and
Vy opilo (109). We have seen in item (68) and (77a) that
Tk opilo some Tonga lects have /i/ and others /e/ in the

vowel of the stem. We have suggested that this 
may be attributed to raising of the mid vowel.
In the present case <c> on the one hand contrasts 
with <b) and <d) in the final vowel. One might 
want to suggest that Cc) innovated in this 
position. but in the medial position it would 
all the lects that innovated except Sp. If we 
(176a) to the other forms here we can again see a 
significant change, It PI, Vy and Tk we can only 
account for /o/ in the final position by assuming 
assimilation of the final vowel to the initial, 
/o/ of the stem. It is not possible to come up 
with a final conclusion to the forms of (176ad)

Cb) PT: #-opilo; «-pele; $-of3ile
Tt opile CB *-bidi| #-bidi
II opile
SI opile

Cc)
Lj opili

Cd)
SP opele
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177.

PI
Vy
Tk
II
Lj
SI
Sp
Tt

to vomit

Ŷ ilu-ya
ytiluya
ktiluka
ktiluka
k&luka
kuluka
lcultika
kultika

This is general in Bantu, Cognates include 
Nsenga, Bemba and Kongo luk

PT: *'-luka 
CB: #-dtik.

178. to walk (178) has cognates in Cewa, Nsenga and Kunda, viz,
PI 'yweenda kuyenda. It can be seen that in Sp and Tt
Vy 7 weenda the stem begins in y which contrasts with zero
Tk kweenda consonant in the other lects. We would like to
II kweenda suggest that the yforms probably come from a
Lj kweenda a different CB source reconstructed by Guthrie
SI kweenda with initial *y whereas the zero consonant
SP kuy66nda forms may be from the form reconstructed with
Tt kuy£6nda with initial *g. CB #g has the reflex zero

consonant in PT,
CB: «-g£nd- 'go, 'go away', 'walk'.
CB: -s-yend- 'travel'
PT: -S'-yenda

179. warm

PI
Vy
Tk
II
Lj
SI

(a)
■yasaala
7888318
kasaala
kasaala
kasaala
kasaala

(a): No knwn cognates, 
PT: # '-k&saala

Sp

Tt

180.
PI
Vy
Tk
II
Lj

(b)
hisa

(c)
genyisa

wash

7 usamba
7usamba
kusamba
kusamba
kusamba

(b): ^ m a y  be the causative form of (19c) 
kuhhiisa. 1 to burn up' , and to (255) kuhvd/ 
ltflhya. In (19) and (19c) and (179b) the 
extension would be is.. However, note that 
in (19c) the stem has the consonant /hh/ as 
opposed to /h/ in the present case.

(c): No known cognates.

(180): This is general in Bantu, See (159c)

PT: -samba
CB: *-camb
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SI
Sp
Tt

181.

PI

Vy
Tk
Lj

II
SI
Sp
Tt

182
PI
Vy
Tk
Lj
II
Sp
Tt
SI

183.

PI
Vy
Tk

II
Lj

SI

kusamba
kus&dmba
kusd&mba

wat er

(a)
m£6nda

<b>
m&&nzi
maanzi
m&£nshi

<c>
m£6Nhhi
m66nshi
m66nzi
m66nzi

we
swepo 
swepo 
swepo 
swepo 
us we 
isw6 
Iswe 
&f w6

wet

<a)
teta
teta
teta

<b>
tontola
tontola

<c>
teka

(a>: No known cognates. The morphology of this 
noun is possibly mainda and that in this 
structure /a/ and /i/ together produced /ee/.

(b): Cognates include Cewa madzi.
Cb) is a noun in class 6 (prefix ma). Assuming
the stem is inzi we can envisage a rule whereby
the vowel /i/ of the stem assimilates to the 
vowel /a/ of the prefix to produce the double 
vowel /aa/. Vowel assimilation is a common rule 
at morpheme boudary in the Tonga lects 
Cognates include Cewa madzi; Unguja 
ma.1i.

(c); Cognates include e.g.: ; Luyana meei.
Yao meesi.
The vowel of the prefix ma fused with /i/ of
the stem to give /ee/ as in (a).
CB: -fc-yiji; #-ylnji,
PT: -S'-inzi

Cognates include Benga (Gabon); Ngoni ise: Bemba 
ifwe: Sukuma Iswe. In all the lects the pronoun 
can be preceded by the /i/ as in nouns. But in 
II we find a different vowel u as the prefix.
This does not exist as a class prefix in this II. 
In SI too we can see the prefix a. which is not 
an ordinary prefix,
CB: &-c06; yftl)6,
PT & swepo

(a); No known cognates. 
PT: #'-teta

(b) is homophonous with (22) above.

(c): No known cognates; but compare CB: #t6k 
1 become sof t * ,
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(d) (d) has cognates in Bemba. ukuBomba and in Lungu
Sb Poomba and Mambwe ukupomba.
Tt poomba CB #-bdmb-. Also see <231a) below.

184. what

(a) (a): Cognates can be found in Bemba nshi.
PI nzl
vy nzl
Tk nzi 'what* in the Tonga lects is a bound morpheme,
11 Nhhi PT: #-nzi
Lj nshi
Sb nzi
Tt nzi

(b) (b): Cognates found in Cewa. vani. Cf. CB *vani
SI ciydni Notice here that (b) has the same ending as

(75c), suggests that ni. is possibly a 
separate morpheme.

185. when These forms have no known cognates. The 11 form
PI lili differs from the rest because it is vowel initial
Vy lili and it has ending ye, These cannot be separated
Tk lili from the stem. See (182) above with regard to
11 dliliye the initial vowel.
Lj lili PT: *1111
SI lili
sp lili
Tt lili

186. where

(a) (a): Cognates are found in Lunda and Luchazi,
PI ytili lculi.
Vy ytili PT: * -ktili.
Tk kiili
Lj ktili

(b) <b>: Cognates are found in Mbunda kwii and in
11 ukwi Mambwe kwiko. See (182 and 185) for similar 

pref ixation.

<c) (c): We can relate the forms of SI and SP if we
SI kiip^yo analyse the form of the SI as having the suffix
sp khhi evo and the stem was kupi. We cannot sav at

the moment what the function of the suffix is but 
it is comparable to that of Mambwe discussed 
under (b). /p/ in SI regularly corresponds to
/h/ in Sp and Tt. One can go so far as to take 
ku in all the cogntes as a prefix, perhaps of 
class 17, ku, 1 to'
CB: #-pi.
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Cd) Cd): No known cognates.
Tt kwilpo Cd) Is comparable to the form of Mambwe kwlko

187. white No known cognates of Cl87).

PI yutupa PT: $'-tupa
Vy yutupa
Tk kutupa
11 kutupa
Lj kutupa
SI kutupa
sp kut up ci
Tt kutiipa

188 who

(a) Ca): Cognates include Bemba. nani. Cewa ndani.
PI nl PT: *-nl
Vy ni CB: *-ni 'which', Cwhat)
Tk nl
11 nl
Lj nl
Sp nl
Tt nl

Cb) Cb): Cognates can be found in Sena, and Zigula
SI y&ni ani. ' what?' . Cf. Bemba and Shona 

ani 'who?'. Compare also C75c) and C184b) above 
in which the ending is ni.

189 wide There is no word for this gloss in the Tonga 
lects.

190. wife The noun 'wife' is related to 'woman' given in
<a> C195) below. PI, Lj, and SI, Sp and Tt have

PI imTyaintu the same word for both glosses. In all these 
lects except 11 it would seem that the stem is

Cb) the element ya/ka. In Cb) and Cc) for
Vy mCrY&ngu example the final part ngu is a first person
Tk mhk&ngu possessive pronoun or marker which has the 

meaning 'mine' or 'my'. Also in 11 the element
Cc) na is an associative morpheme meaning 'of mine* .

11 mwin&ngu In Cd) we are dealing with a compound noun where 
the first part ' mwana' also means child

Cd) in ordinary usage. The next element ka is as 
described already, It is not clear what the next 
element shi stands for. One thing certain for 
sure is that it cannot be separated from the

Lj mw&n&k&shi stem.
SI mw&n6kdshi The form in Ce) is similar; the difference is 

that it is not a compound noun. If we look at
Ce) Ca) we again we can find the element ya, We 

We cannot say at the moment whehter intu is
Tt mhkazi a separate element or whether is part of the
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In Guthrie's reconstruction there is even an 
(f) intervening glide y between ka and ntu. The

Sp muhettf whole is given as one stem, vis, Cf. CB *-k6ylntu
Finally, let us look at Cf). If we make an 
analysis similar to the one made above we can 
isolate tu which is identical to the second 
person pronoun 1 ours' . This leaves he as the 
stem. In conclusion we can say the nouns in 
(190) and (195) below all show compounding. 
Cognates of (e) can be found in Cewa, lambya, and 
and Tambo lcazi. Cf. CB *-k6di ' woman' .
PT: * '-k&zi

191. wind

PI
Vy
Tk
II
Lj
SI

(a)
muwo
muwo
rmawo
muwo
muwo
mhwo

(a): No known cognates.

SP
(b)
luhuhd

Tt

192.

PI

Vy

II

(c)
m6ya

wing

(b)
b&pa
(m&p&Pa)
b6pa
(m&P&Pa)
ipdpa

Cb): may be related to (a) if the latter is seen 
as the truncated form of the former. It is 
possible that /w/ the original PT stem was 
#-pupo. In (15) and (17) above we obseved that 
PT became /h/ in Sp and Tt, perhaps accounting 
for the form in (191b). Cognates of (b) can be 
found in Luvale, phuho. Guthrie quotes Tt as 
having the cognate oluo ,contrary to the one we 
obtained. Other cognates include Kongo, luBuuBu. 
CB: -&-p0itp6 
PT: $'-pupo

(c): No known cognates, but compare (438a).

(a): refer to comments at (154), Cognates are 
found in Luvale, liBaBa and in many nonZamblan 
lects. (192a) has limited distribution in Bantu. 
CB: *-b&bd.
PT: *'-pdpa

(b) (b): no known cognates in Zambian lects. (b)
Tk lipdp^mlno can be said to have an extension ino which in
Lj lip&p&mlno has the meaning ' instrumental. ' Cf. CB #p&pd.
SI lipdpdimino Cognates without the present extension can be

in lects outside Zambia e. g. Mpongwe, Hanga 
and Venda;



PT: #'-pdpdmind
Both <a) and Cb) could be onomatopoeic

<c) Cc) has no known cognates.
sp ipaando

Cd) Cd): This is widely distributed in Bantu with
Tt 166za the meaning 'feather' and 'fur'.

193. to wipe

(a)

Cl93): No known cognates.

PI Ytisansamuna
Vy Ytisansamuna PT # '-s&ns&mCm&
Tk ktitsansamuna

Cb) Cb): No known cognates.
11 ktikunkumuna
SI ktikunkumuna

Cc) Cc): No known cognates
Lj kupampa

Cd) Cd): No known cognates.
sp kupuktita

Ce)
Tt kilt ht hi a

194. with

Ca) Ca) and Cb) have no known cognates. Cognates of
PI a Cc) can be found in many Zambian lects including
Vy a Cewa and Bemba, C194) has also the meaning
Tk a ‘and’. Refer to C2) above for comments.
sp a PT: * -na
Tt a

Cb)
11 o

Cc)
Lj na
SI na

195. woman

Ca)

For comments on C195) see C190) above.

PI imiyaintu
11 milk ai ntu

Cb) Cc): CB; *~kddt
Vy mwana^azi PT: •£ '-kdzi; ^'-anakazi
Tk mwanakazi
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Lj mw8n&kashi

JU

SI mutukashi
sp mwa&ndk&zi
Tt mwd&n&k&zi

196. woods

Ca) Ca): Cognates include Kaonde iisaka and Nsenga
PI cisaya lusaka. both with the meaning 1 thicket' Cbush
Vy saya country):
Tk cisaka CB: *-c&kct
SI cisaka PT: #'-s&k&

Cb) Cb): No known cognates
11 isokwe

s*\ C
l Cc): Cognate in Lozi mushitu, Cf. CB #tftu

Lj mdshitu

Cd) Cd): No known cognates,
Sp muz ilk a

Tt
Ce)
mtildle

197. worm There is no general word for 'worm1 in these

198. ye

lects

C198) is a bound morpheme in the Tonga lects. It

199. year

it could not be elicited separately,

Ca) Ca): C199a> is widespread in Bantu.
PI mw£ya CB: #-y&k£t
Vy mwdya PT: * '-aka
Tk mw&ka Cognates can be found in Lunda mwaka; Bemba
11 mwdka umwaka: Nsenga caka.
Lj Cctka
SI mwcika

Cb) Cb): cognates can be found in Lozi. The root is
sp cilimo probably related to C384) 'cultivate.'
Tt cllimo

200. yellow There is no word for 'yellow. '

201. to be This is general in Bantu. Cognates include Bemba

PI yhpa

and Yao gj_ Manyika w. 

PT: # '-pa
Vy yilpa CB *-b&
Tk khpa
11 kdp a
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Lj kOPa
SI kiipa
sp kup£
Tt kupfi

202. to itch
PI ytipapa
Vy ytipapa
Tk ktipapa
11 kiipapa
Lj IcdPaPa
SI kOpapa
sp kup6pa
Tt kiipapa

203. to shine
Ce. g. sun)

Ca)
PI yCtpala
Vy ytipala
Tk ktipala
Lj kbpala
SI kiipala
sp kupala
Tt ktip&la

Cb)
11 kumweka

204. to read

Ca)
PI yupala
Vy yupala
Tk kupala
11 kupala
sp kupald
Tt kup&la

Cb)
Lj kOPelenga
SI kdpelenga

205. to make

Cognate are found in wider Bantu but with various 
meanings, e. g. Venda and Yao BaB 
1 to become bitter'; Bemba and Kaonde BaB 
'to sting*, 'smart' or 'to singe'.
CB: $-b£b~ 'to become bitter, sting, itch, singe' 
PT: «'-p£pa

No clear cognates in other Zambian lects 
except in Bemba, Balik 
CB: #-b&d-.
PT: #'-pala

<b): no known cognates outside the Tonga group. 
In PI <b) has the meaning 'to illuminate' as in 
the case of a torchlight or light bulb, (a) and 
Cb) cannot be interchanged in PI.

Ca): Cognates include Kaonde and Lozi kuBala. 
CB: #-b$d-.
PT: f'-Bala . See also C24a) above.

Cb): Cognates can be found in Cewa and Nyanja 
kufoelenga.
CB: ^-beding-. ’to read'; 'to count'

PI
Vy
Tk
II

Ca)
yupamba
yupamba
kupamba
kuPamba

Ca): No known cognates in other Zambian lects, 
PT: #' -pamba
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Lj kupamba

UV

SI kupamba

206 'to flatten'

(a) Ca): Cognates include Marjanja, wand and Herero
PI YtiPanda Band.
Vy ydpanda CB: *-b&nd- 'to flatten'
Tk kdpanda PT: # '-panda
11 kCtpanda
Lj kdpanda
SI kdpanda

207. to converse

Ca) Ca): No known cognates,
PI yupandika PT: # '-pandika
Vy Yupandika
11 kuPandika
Lj kupandika
SI kuPandika

Cb) Cb): The form of Tk suggests an extended root
sp kuw&mba with the extension ul_. The may be seen as
Tk kwambuula carrying the repetitive meaning.

Cc) Cc): no known cognates.
Tt kut^nda

208. to knock out
teeth

Ca) Ca): No known cognates.
PI Yupanga PT: * "-p&nga
Vy YuPanga
Tk kupanga
11 kupanga
Lj kupanga
SI kupanga

209. dagga

Ca) Ca): The root is reported in Portuguese, Persian
PI ldpdnje and Urdu as bague. bang, and bhang, respectively,
Vy ltip&nj e This word came into the Tonga lects, probably
Tk ItiP&nje through Portuguese traders.
11 ltip&nje PT: &'-p&nge
Lj ltip&nje
SI mbange

Cc) Cc): A cognate of this can be found in Lozi,
sp matokwani matokwani
Tt matokwani
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210. fence

<a) Ca): No known cognates of
PI ltipaya
Vy ltipaya

Cb)
11 lwiingo

Cc)
Lj ltipanga

211. to be
blind

Ca) Ca): No known cognates of
PI yuPaya PT Ca): $'-paya
Lj lcuBaya
SI kupaya

Cb) Cb): No clear cognates of
ukupofula. 'to make blind1

Vy yoof waala CB: *-pokCJ ’ blind. ’
Tk koof wala PT : f'-oswaala
11 koohwaala

212. scar No known cognates.

PI 1 tip at a PT: * '-pata
Vy 1upat a
Tk ltipata
11 1 up at a
Lj Itipata
SI liipata
sp luP&ta
Tt luptSta

213. a type of
basket

Ca) Ca): No known cognates.
PI ltipango PT: $ "-pango
Vy cipango
Tk liipango

214. to lie

cd Ca): Cognates of C214) cai
PI yOpeja and Nsenga Bwepa
Vy ytipeja CB: #-b6£p.

Bemba ukuBeepa
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Tk ktipej a PT: *'-0eja.
11 khpeya
Lj ktipeca
SI ktiPeca

Cb) Cb): (214b> Is homophonous with C287a), below.
S3 kuc6nga

Cc) Cc): C214c) homophonous with C287b), below.
Tt kuhoma

215. to work

Ca) Ca): No known cognates with the present meaning
PI YupeleYa but compare CB: ftbedik 'carry Cchild) on back'
Vy YupeleYa which has a reflex in Luvale. Belek. This CB
11 kupeleka has a homophone tb^dik 'bear child' which has
S3 ku3£l£ka reflexes In Luvana, Bemba Yao; Belek. 

PT: ft'-peleka.

Cb) Cb): A cognate can be found in Lozi: kuseBeza.
Tk khsepenza PT: '-sepenza
Lj kiisepensa
SI khsepensa

Cc) Cc): No known cognates,
Tt kut6nda CB t6nd- ' cut* .

216. thigh

Ca) Ca): Cognates are widespread in Bantu; cf. Luyar
PI zhipelo isielo and LuBaKasai cibelo.
Vy clpelo CB: -t-b̂ do
Tk cipelo PT: *'-gelo
11 cipelo
Lj cipelo
SI cipelo
sp cipeld
Tt cipelo

217. piece

Ca) Ca): No known cognates of C217).
PI zhipeela PT: $'-peela
Vy cipeela
Tk clpeela
11 cipeela
Lj clpeela
SI cipeela

218. case

Ca) (a): No known cognates of (218a).
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PI ltipeta PT: -t'-peta
Vy ltipeta
Tk liipeta
11 ltipeta
LJ mciPeta

(b) Cb): No known cognates, Cb) is present in PI but
SI makanl it precisely means 'subject matter', that is
sp Inkani 'things to be talked about', not neccessarily a
Tt inkAni a court case.

219. to be bad This is a general Bantu verb. Cognates can be
PI yhpij a found for example in Bemba. ukuBipa.
Vy ydpija The verb is derived from the adjective 'bad'
Tk k&pija given in C7) above. C;s in all the present
11 k&piya cognates represents a derivative morpheme,
Lj kOPica CB: f-bilp. 'become bad' .
SI lcwipa PT: ft'-piipa.
sp kuplya See 3. 1. 16
Tt lcupi ya

220. to carve C220): There are known cognates in other
PI yuPeza Zambian lects. Cognates in wider Bantu are
Vy yupeza restricted, Outside Tonga cognates are only
Tk kupeza reported by Guthrie in three zones and the
11 yupeza geographically nearest to Tonga is Manyika
Lj yupesa wez CS. 13a).
SI kuPesa CB: ^-b&j- 'work wood'
sp kupez& PT: *'-peeza
Tt kup6<§za

221. to put Cognates for C221) can be found in other lects:
PI yiipika in Kaonde. kuBika and Cewa kwika, A discussion
Vy yiipika of /k/ can be found in 3. 1.9.
Tk kiipika
11 kdpika CB f-bilk-
Lj kiipika PT: *'-piika
SI kdpika
sp kupiika
Tt kupiika

222. to boil C223). This widespread in Bantu. Cognates 
include Lozi, kuBilisa and Luvana il.

PI yupila
Vy yupila CB: *-bid
Tk kupila PT: *'-pila
11 lcupi la
Lj kupila
SI kupila
sp kupila
Tt kupila
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223. to drive 
cattle

Ca) Cognates include Kaonde pirjg. and Mar|anja
PI Yupinga ing
Vy Yupinga CB: #~bir]g-: ' chase'; chase away
Tk kupinga PT '-pinga.
11 kupinga
Lj kupinga

224. body This is a general Bantu noun. Cognates can be
PI muP i1i found in many Zambian lects, including Bemba
Vy mup iIi umuSili: Lo2i and Kaonde muBili.
Tk mup i1i CB: ■*-bidi
11 mupili PT: *'-pili
Lj mupili
SI mupili
sp mupili
Tt mupili

225. sour milk

Ca) Ca): This is widespread in Bantu but with a
PI m&plsi different meaning, namely 'fresh milk': Lozi
Vy m&plsi Bemba and Yao Bisi : 'fresh milk.'
Tk m&pisi CB: #-blci ; -fc-blct 'unripe'; fresh milk.
11 mdpisi PT: # '-pi si
Lj m&Pisi
SI mbpisi
Tt mapisi

Cb) Cb): No known cognates,
sp masbnza

226. only

Ca) Ca): No known cognates,
PI Ply6 PT: * -plyb
Vy ply6
Tk piyb

Cb) <b): Cb) may be related to Ca) but it is not
II Phly6 clear how the relationship can characterized

since there is the contrast /pu/ : /pi/ and the 
presence of /l/ in II cannot be accounted for 
at present,

227. to ripen

Ca) (227a): No known cognates.
PI Y^Pizwa
Vy yhpizwa
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<b> (227b): This is a homophone with (255) below,
Tk kilpya Cognates are found in Luvale, hy_ and Bemba
11 ktipya CB; *-pl 'become ripe'\ ' become red'
Lj ktipya PT: *'-pya
SI ktipya
sp kuhy£
Tt ktihya

228. to roar 
(as a 
animal>

<a) Ca): No known cognates of (228a).
PI yupopa PT: #'-popa
Vy yupopa
Tk kupopa
11 kuPoPa
Lj kupopa

229 arm Cognates are widespread in Bantu: Luvale livoko
PI yiipoyo Bemba ukuPoko.
Vy yiiPoyo
Tk ktipoko CB: f-bbkd.
11 ktipoko PT: *'-poko
Lj ktipoko
SI ktipoko
sp ktip6ko
Tt kupbko

230. bee sting

Ca) Ca): No known cognates.
PI liipble PT: # '-pole
Vy ldpdle Cf. CB: *-bdd& 1 bee sting'
Tk ldpble
11 10P61e

231. to be soft No known cognates with present meaning. However
PI yupomba (231) exists in Bemba as ' ukuSomBa' . and in
Vy yupomba Mambwe and Lungu as ukuomba. In all these lects
Tk kuPomba the word means 'wet* rather than soft as is the
11 kupomba case here,
Lj kupomba CB: f-bdmb-. 'become wet*
SI kupomba PT: -poomba
sp kup66mba
Tt kup66mba

232. to mould This is general in Bantu. Cognates can be found
in clay in Kaonde kupumba and in Cewa lcuumba.

PI ytiPumba PT: f'-pumba; #'-puumba,
Vy ydpumba CB: #-bumb- ; #-btitimb-,
Tk kOpumba
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11 kiipumba
Lj kiipumba
SI kilp umba
sp kupililmba
Tt kup ililmba

233. to gather

Ca) Cognates can be found in Luvale ung 'to gather
PI yiiPungana up' and in Mar)anja ut)g 'become gathered up'
Vy yilpungana Guthrie also quotes 11 as having Buqg. contrarv
Tk kilpungana to our data.
11 kilpungana CB: #--bting~. ' gather up'
Lj kilpungana PT: #'-punga
SI kOPungana

234. to wake up

PI yilpuya Cognates are found in Kaonde. kuBuka . Cewa
Vy yilpuya kuftuka and Bemba ukuBuuka.
Tk lciipuka CB: f-bililk-. 1 rise up* ; wake up; Cgo way)
11 kiipuka PT: -fc'-puuka
Lj ktlpuka
SI kiipuka
sp kupililka
Tt kupililka

235. to take No known cognates outside the Tonga lects.

PI yiipweza PT: ft'-pweza.
Vy yiipweza
Tk kiipweza
11 kiipweza
Lj k iip we s a
SI kiipwesa
sp kiipwdza
Tt kiipweza

236. waistline

Ca) Ca): No known cognates in other Zambian lects.
PI zhipuno CB: $-biin6; #-biln& 'waist'
Vy cipuno PT: # '-puno
Tk clpuno
11 clpuno
Lj clpuno

Cb) Cb): Cb) is widespread in Bantu. Cognates are
SI milsana found in Bemba and Cewa as umusana and musana.
sp mils ana respectively.
Tt milsana CB: &-cdna 1 back'. cf. (6) above.

PT: ^'-sana
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237. iron 
(met al >

(a) (a): No kown cognates of (237a).
PI lupulo PT; # '~j3ulo
Vy lupulo
Tk lupulo

(b> (b): <b) has an obscure relationship with Ber
11 citeela uSutale
Lj clteela CB #-t3d6
SI citeela PT: # '-teela

238. species 
of tree

(a) (a): No known cognates.
PI miipula PT: # '-pula
Vy miipula
Tk miipula

11 miipula
Lj miipula
SI miipula

239. dry reed.

(a) (a): No known cognates.
PI liipu PT (a):# '-pu
Vy liipu
Tk liipu
11 liipu

<b) (b): (b) is widespread in Bantu. Cognates are
Lj m&tete found in Bemba itete and Lunda iteti. In PI
SI m&tete (239b) refers to 'fresh reed', not dry one.
sp matete PT: *#~tete
Tt m&tete CB: #-t6tfe

240. courtyard

(a) (a): No known cognates in other Zambian lects,
PI liiPuwa CB: #bug&. 'open space'
Vy 1 lip uwa PT: # '-puwa
Tk liiPuwa
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(b) (b); Cognates are found in Bemba uluBansa and
11 ld{3anza Nsenga luBwanza. In PI lhbanza specifically
Lj clBansa refers to open space e. g, ' plain' and it is

also the word for 'airport'
CB; *-bdnj& 'courtyard'
PT: *'~Panza

241, floor

<a) <a): No known cognates of (241)
PI zhipuye PT f'-Buye
Vy clBuys
Tk clBuye
11 ci j3uye

242. to scrape This is general in Bantu. Cognates can be found
PI yupala in Kaonde kupala and Lozi kufala.
Vy yupala PT: #'-pala
Tk kupala CB: f-pdd-
11 kupala
Lj kupala
SI kupala
SB kuhdla
Tt kuh&la

243. to clear 
woods for 
f arming

Ca) Ca): No known cognates in other Zambian lects.
PI ydpanda The form of PT and CB Cbelow) can be treated as
Vy ytipanda possibly related and that the meaning changed
Tk k&panda in PT.
11 ktipanda PT *"-panda
Lj ktipanda Cf. CB; *-p&nd- 'to plant'
SI kdpanda

244. to split

(a) Ca) : Cognates are found in Bemba pandul and
PI yupandula Yao pandul . The opposition between p and 0
Vy ywaandula has parallels in 048; 247). However this kind
11 kwaandula

<b)

correspondence is sporadic in C-, position. 
CB: #-p&ndud"*.
PT tf'-pandula

Tk kukwamuna

Cc) Cc): (c) is homophonous with <322c). There are
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Lj kutwamuna no known cognates cognates of C244c)
SI kutwamuna

<d> Cd): Cd) is homophonous with C322d). There are
sp kur^dtula no known cognates of C244d).
Tt kurj&tula

24-5. to be jammed

Ca) Ca): Cognates found in Nsenga: patir ; also
PI Y&patila Bemba and Mar^anja have the pat with the same
Vy Ydpatila meaning, The form in the C245a) and in Nsenga
Tk k&patila incorporate the applied extension,
11 kOpatlla CB : #-pdtid ; #-pdt- 1 become jammed*
Lj ktipatila PT i f'-patila.

(b) Cb): A cognate can be found in Lozi, kuniomba.
sp kunjdmba
Tt kunj6mba

246. to suffer No known cognates of C246). 
PT: #'-penga

PI yApenga
Vy Yfvpenga
Tk ktipenga
11 k&penga
Lj kdpenga
SI kdpenga
sp kupanga
Tt kupenga

247. hoe handle
PI mwiini In PI, Vy, Tk and 11 a zeroconsonant alternates
Vy mwiini with p and h in the other lects. For comments
Tk mwiini refer to C244a) above. Cognates include Luval
11 mwiini muhinvl. Luvana umuPinvi and Bemba umupini
Lj mtiplni PT: *'-pini
SI mtipini CB: #-pint
sp muhini
Tt mtihini

248. to turn 
inside out

Ca) Ca): Cognates include Lozi. kupindula and
PI Yupindula Bemba pindula.
Vy Yupindula CB: *~pindud~ 1 turn over*
Tk kupindula PT --pindula
Lj kupindula
SI kupindula
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249. to change None of these verbs have known cognates in other
residence Zambian lects,

Ca)
PI yupola
Vy yupola
Tk kupola

Cb)
11 kulonga
Lj kulonga
SI kulonga

Cc)
Sf3 kuzwd
Tt kuzwd

250. to get well
PI ydpona
Vy ydpona
Tk kdpona
11 kdpona
Lj kdpona
SI kdpona
S3 kupdna
Tt kupdna

PT (a): #'-pola

PT Cb): *'~longa

Cc); <c) is homophonous with C341) below; q. v, 
CB; *-dCj- ’come Cor go ) out’

No known cognates in other Zambian lects. 
Equivalents found in Bantu Include Mbunda ol_
Yao and Bemba pol, As we can see the 
opposition between the forms in the Tonga lects 
and those in Bemba, Yao and Mbunda is more 
significant In Ca position where there is /n/ in 
the Tonga lects, The forms of Bemba, Yao and 
Mbunda resemble more closely the form in CB.
CB: *-pod- 
PT: *'-pona

251, to wipe C251); Cognates of this can be found in Lozi,
out dirt pukuta and in Mar;an 1a pukuta.

PI yupuyuta CB: *-pdkut. ’rub off
Vy yupuyuta PT: -pukuta
Tk kupukuta
11 kupukuta
Lj kupukuta
SI kupukuta
Sp kupdkuta
Tt kupdkuta

252. to rest

Ca) This is widespread in Bantu. Cognates can be
PI ydpumuna found in Lozi and Nvanja; pumula.
Vy ydpumuna C250) and C252) show a similar contrast in Cs
Tk kdpumuna position in comparison with the other lects.
11 kdpumuna CB: -fc-pumuda.
Lj kdpumuna PT: #'-pumuna
SI kdpumuna

253. to wrap

PI
Ca) Ca); No known cognates in other Zambian lects.
ydbutaila However, Ca) has an obscure relationship with
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Vy Ydbutaila CB: *-ptft-/*-pOtik- 'fold'.
Tk ktibutaila PT: *'-putaila.
11 kiiputaila
Lj k&putaila
SI ktiputaila
Tt ktiptit£la

Cb) Cb): Cognates can be found in Bemba and Mar̂ anja:
sp kftpeta pet.1..

CB: *“*p&ta

254. to crash

Ca) Ca): A cognate can be found in Cewa. kupwanva
PI yupwaya PT: *'-pwaya
Vy yupwaya
Tk kupwaya
Lj kupwaya
SI kupwaya

255. to be burnt For comments refer to C227b),

PI ytipya CB: *-pi
Vy yOpya PT: #'-pya
Tk kOipya
11 kOpya
Lj ktipya
SI ktipya
sp kuhyd
Tt ktihya

256. to steal

Ca) Ca): Cognates are found in Cewa kuba and Bemba
PI ytiba ukwiBa. In PI, Vv and Tk the verb root begins
Vy ytiba begins in a plosive consonant as opposed to the
Tk ktiba roots in the other lects which begin in the vowel
11 kwipa /i/ followed by continuant /p/. Parallel
Lj kwipa correspondences can be seen in C257a> and C269)
SI kwfpa below. Discussion of these stems can be found
sp kwilpa in 3. 1, 10. 2 

CB *-yIb/#yib- 
PT; #'”:Lga

Cb) Cb): No known cognates.
Tt krihlpa

257. carry on back

Ca) Ca): No known cognates. For comments refer to
PI ytibala 3. 1. 10. 2
Vy ytibala PT: *'-ip&la
Tk kdbala
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11 kwlpala
Tt kwlipala

Cb) This is widespread in Bantu; see comments at
Lj kuPeleka <215a) above.
SI kupeleka CB: #-b6dlk-.* carry (child* on back*; bear child1

258. spot A cognate of this is found in Kaonde kiBala.
PI bala No other cognates are known in other Zambian

CmaPala) lects. For comments on the correspondence
Vy bala of b and P, refer to §2.4.
Tk bal a PT *'-pala
11 Ipala
Lj 11pala
SI lipala
Sp Ipdla
Tt IpfSla

259. to pay fine

Ca) Ca): No known cognates of (259a)
PI ■yubadela We can also see that b in some lects corresponds
Vy yubadela to p in 11, cf, (253) above. The correspondence d
Tk kubadela and t is sporadic is found in a few words only,
11 kupatela see (260,2778) below. See 3. 1. 11. 1

Cb)

PT -badela (provisional reconstruction) 

Cb): The forms of Lj and SI incorporate an
Lj kullpila applied extension. Cognates in the applied
SI kulipila form can be found in Nvan.ia and Bemba: lipil
sp kulihd PT: Cb) * '-lipila
Tt kullha

260. hospital (260) is widespread in Zambian lects and it is

PI zhlbddela

also found in Shona and Ndebele.

Vy clb&d61a
Tk clbadela PT: #'-p£t£la.
11 cip6t61a
Lj cipatala
SI cipatala
sp clp&tela
Tt clpdtela

261. to unwrap

PI yubabanuna
No known cognates.

Vy 'yubabanuna
Tk kubabanuna
11 kupapanuna
Lj kupapanuna
SI kupapanuna
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262,

PI
Vy
Tk
II
Lj
SI

to pull out
scab

(a)
yubabula
yubabula
kubabula
kupapula
kupapula
kupapula

(a); Mo known cognates.

263.

PI
Vy
Tk
II

to stick

(a)
yubatika 
yubatika 
kubat ika 
kupatika

(a): No known cognates in other lects. 
PT; *'-batika

264.

PI
Vy
Tk

II

Lj

SI

sp

Tt

265.

to be 
ablaze

<a)
yubeba
yubeba
kubeba

Cb)
kuzaka

Cc)
kunyaka

Cd)
kufiangilisha

Ce)
kOPukdla
Cf)
ktitdtimbula

to open 
mouth 
carelessly 
(as in

PT Ca) : *'-beba

Cb): Cognates are found in Marianja ak. and 
Bemba ak_,

Cc) may be related to Cb). The relationship 
may be established if compare the correspondence 
series in 3, 1,8, 1, Table 3,29 where it is shown 
that II /z/ corresponds to /y/ in Lj in C-, 
position, In the present case the Lj may be 
as viewed skewed.

Cd): No known cognates.

Ce): No known cognates.

Cf): No known cognates.
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crying)

No known cognates.
PI Y^bebula The form of SI shows a zero consonant in the
Vy Yiibebula initial position of the stem. It can be
Tk ktibebula suggested that PT *p was lost in this case.
II ktipepula There are no other case of correspondences
SI kwdpula involving /b/t /p/ : /0/.

266. udder Cognates are found in Luvale; t/iBele and Zulu
PI bele IBele,
Vy bele CB: *-bded6
Tk bele PT: $'-pele
II iBele The alternation between /b/ in PI, Vy and Tk /p/
SI lipele in the other lects involving class 5 nouns is
Lj lipele discussed in 2,2.2. 7.
Sp lipele
Tt ipdle

267. thief

<a> This is a general noun in Bantu found in many
PI mubi languages including Bemba umwifi ; Kongo mwivi.
Vy rnilbi Luganda omubbi. PI, Vy and Tk have a strong
Tk mtibi consonant in the stem opposed to ip in SI.
SI mwipi This is characteristic of stem in which the

stem in question preceded by *yl in CB.
PT: *'-ipi 
CB: *-y!bI

<b) (b): No known cognates.
11 mtit eu

(c) Cc): No known cognates.
Sp mus6
Tt imlsa

(d) (d): a cognate can be found in Nyanja cf.
Lj kaPwalala kaSwalala, It is likely that Lj borrowed

from Nyanja as this word is mostly used in the 
urban areas where Nyanja is the dominant medium. 
Lj and also SI use mwipi for 'thief', although 
less frequently.

268. bonfire

Ca) Ca): This noun has no known cognates in other
PI bipi Zambian lects. However other Bantu lects have
Vy bipi this noun, e.g. Zulu iblbi and Venda viBi
Tk bipi CB: #-bibi 'heap1
II ipipi PT: * '-pipi
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269.

PI
Vy
Tk
II
Lj
SI

SB

Tt

270.

PI
Vy
Tk

II
Lj
SI

SB
Tt

271.

PI
Vy

Tk
Lj
SI

SB

Tt

to sink

<a)
yiibila
ydbila
ktibila
kwiBila
kCtpila
ktipila

Cb)
kuceemina

Cc)
ktitipa 

to burst

Ca)
ytiboloka
ytiboloka
kdboloka

Cb)
ktituluka
ktituluka
kutuluka

Cc)
kuqd&tuka
kuqddtuka

to hit
repeatedly
hard

Ca)
ytibonta 
ydbonta 
Cb)
ktidma
ktiCtma
kCttima

Cc)
kukdBa

Cd)
kuddma

Ca): Cognates can be found in Luganda bbir 
LubaKatanga ibil and Bemba iBil.
The threeterm correspondence /b/ : /B/ : /p/ 
as shown here is irregular. The form of Lj and 
SI may be a loan from PI, Vy, or Tk rather than 
reflecting a source from PT or CB, Generally, 
Lj and SI are expected to have the form similar 
or Identical to that of II. We shall treat the 
Lj and SI form as irregular.
CB: #-ylbld- 
PT: *'-iPila

Cb): No known cognates.

Cc): No known cognates.

Ca); No known cognates 
PT: #'-boloka Cprovisional).

Cb): No known cognates 
PT: #'-tuluka

Cc): No known cognates.

Ca): No known cognates.

Cb); Cognates are found in Bemba pum. Mbundu 
pum.

CB: S-ptim- 
PT: *'~uma

Cc): No known cognates.

Cd): No known cognates.
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(e) Ce); No known cognates.
11 kdhhupula

272. goitre

Ca) Ca); No known cognates. The three term
PI bozu correspondence /z/ : /hh/ : /f/ is irregular.
Vy bozu The real, problem is with the form of Lj and SI
Tk bozu which has /if rather than the expected /s/ as is
11 cipohhu the case in 3. 1,20.2 where PI /z/ corresponds to
Lj eipof u /s/ in Lj and SI before /u, w/. However SI show!
SI cipofu other cognates in which PI /z/ corresponds to /s. 

in SI in Cs position; see 3. 1,20, Table 3.33c. 
These SI forms can be viewed as skewed.
PT; $'-{3ozu.

Cb) Cb): No known cognates.
sp ikoolu

Cc) Cc): No known cognates.
Tt ipbmbo

273. to flap A cognate of this can be found in Lozi,
wings kunupullka. Kongo puD and Bemba puup.

PI yububa The forms of Tt and SB are similar to Lozi
Vy yububa kupupa. The extension ulik in Sp and Tt has no
Tk kububa clear semantic content,
11 kupupa CB: ^-pdp.
Lj kupupa
SI kupupa
sp kup&pdlika
Tt kuptipdllka

274. to blow strongly 
<of wind)

Ca) Ca); This is general in Bantu. Cognates include
PI yububula Kongo BuuB and Bemba puup with the meaning to
Vy Y'lbubula blow Cas wind).
Tk kdbubula CB; *-pCu)p~
11 kdpupula PT; f'-bCibula Cprovisional)
SI ktipupula

Cb) Cb): No known cognates.
Tt kuhdnga

275. to run 
aimlessly

Ca) Ca): No known cognates.
PI Yubulumuka PT: --pulumuka
Vy yubulumuka
Tk kubulumuka
11 kupulumuka
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276. to look 
insolently

(a> Mo known cognates.
PI YCibubulala
Vy -ytibubulala
II kdpupula

277. pair of
shorts This noun is found in most Zambian languages. As

PI zhibudula the word refers to a cultural item of recent
Vy cibudula acquisition in the Zambian culture it is likely
Tk kabudula that it is a loan. We cannot say which language
II kaputula Introduced the the word in Zambia. However, it
Lj kaputula is also found outside Zambia in languages like,
SI kaputula Swahili, Shona and Ndebele. The suggestion of
SfJ kaputula borrowing is perhaps nullified when we find that
Tt kaputula in Bemba and related lects there is a verb

ukuputula, 'to cut.' This may also suggest that 
the noun akaputula in Bemba and other languages 
is not foreign to Bantu but the item is.
PT: *'-putula, See 3. 1. 10. 1 and 3. 1. 11. 1

278. parcel <278: No known cognates.

Ca)
PI zhibutu
Vy clbutu
Tk cibutu
II ciputu
Tt ciputu

<b>
Lj cifdnta
SI cifunta

279. to dawn

(a) (a): Cognate can be found in Lozi, kusa and Bemba
PI ydzha ukuca. It is widespread in Bantu.
Vy Ytica PT: *'-ca
Tk ktica CB: *-ki
II k&ca
Lj kdca
SI kiica >
Tt kdca

<b> <b): Cb) may be viewed as sentential rather than
Sp kilydoizwa a word: ki<cl. 7 prefix; li. pronoun, aa

tense/aspect and zwa verb 'to come out'. The 
whole construction translates as ' it has come 
out' and 'it' or li. refers to 'sun' or izuga 
(cl. 5). Fore the verb kuzwa see item (341).
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280. remain
PI ydzhaala
Vy ydcaala
Tk kdshaala
11 kdshaala
Lj kdshaala
SI kdshaala
S{3 kushaala
Tt kuslala

281. to drive
oxen

PI ■yuzhaila
Vy ■yucaila
Tk kucaila
11 lcucaila
Lj kucaila
SI kucaila
sp kucdela
Tt kucdela

282. younger
sibling

(a)
PI mdzhe
Vy mdce
11 mucece

(280): Cognates can be found in Kaonde and Lunda 
kushala. Bemba ukushaala and in Cewa kutsala.
CB: *tfad ; *cldd 
PT: ?■* '-caala/'syaala

No known cognates of (281). The SP and Tt form 
is difference in the penultimate vowel. This has 
no parallel in other data.
PT: -r~caila

(a): the forms of PI and Vy seem to be the 
shorter form of II. This is cognate with the 
Kaonde, mukeke and Lunda mukeki,
CB: *~kd ’small; smallness’ cf. Meeussen *kd 
’younger sibling’
PT: *'-ce

<b) Cb): No known cognates.
Lj mdshoonto PT: t '-syoonto
SI mdshoonto
Tk mdshoonto

(c) (c); No known cognates.
sp mwance
Tt mwdnce

283. to graze

(a) (a): No known cognates.
PI yuzhela CB: «kdd ’to cut ’ with which <283a) may
Vy yucela be related.
Tk kucela PT: '“cela
11 kucela

<b) (b): No known cognates with present meaning,
Lj kulya see (37) above.
SI kdlya

but
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Cc) Cc): A cognate can be found In Lozl. kufula
sp lcuf ulS
Tt kuf Ola

284. to pick 
f rult

Ca) Ca): No known cognates. This is possibly related
PI 'yuzhela to the CB *k£d reported at C283a) above. It
Vy ^ucela may also be related to C59a) above.
Tk kucela PT: •* '-cela
11 kucela
sp kuceld
Tt kucela

(b> Cb): No known cognates,
Lj kuyapa

(c) Cc): Compare 11 kuweza 'to hunt'
SI kuwesa

285. to become The form of Lj and SI are not only short but the
old penultimate vowel is different. But we can assume

PI yuzhembaala that this is the result of the penultimate vowel
Vy 'yucembaala assimilating to the first vowel of the stem.
Tk kucembaala A cognate of <285) can be found in Lozi,
11 kucembaala kucembala
Lj kucembela PT: -fc'-cembaala
SI kucembela
sp kucembaala
Tt kuc<§mbot&la

286. bull

(a) Ca): No known cognates.
PI muzhende PT: * '-cende
Vy mucende
Tk mucende
11 mucende
Lj mucende
SI mucende

Cb) Cb): cognates can be found in Lozi. liDUlu
Sp impulu 1 bullock. '

<c) Cc): No known cognates.
Tt impoho

287. to deceive

Ca) Ca): The forms of Lj and SI differ from those in
PI -yOzhenga the other lects in that the root is extended.
Vy “Yucenga The extension is ek, called 'neuter1 in
Tk kOcenga Bantu linguistics. It cannot be extracted from
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11 kdcenga the stem in the present case.
Lj kticenjeka The correspondence /ng/ and /nj/ has a parallel i:
SI kticenjeka (95) above. The correspondence is found before
sp kucenga vowel i. See 3. 1. 12.2 for discussion. 

PT: *'-cenga/#'-cengeka

(b) Cb): no known ccognates.
Tt kuhoraa

288. to turn round

(a) Ca): No known cognates,
PI yCizhenguluYB PT: # '-c&ng&lCik
Vy Y&cenguluYa
Tk kticenguluka

Cb) Cb): Cognates include Bemba cepuk: Luvale keuk
11 kticePuka and Yao ceuk, Cb) is homophonous with C289)
Lj kucepuka below.
SI kticePuka PT: * '-cepuka
Tt kucepuka CB; *-keb“ ; *~k6buk~ 1 look round' ; ' look behind' 

'look'.

Cc) Cc): no known cognates.
sp ktifutatila

289. to look (see 288b) above.
behind CB: #-keb; #-k£buk-

PI Y^izhePa
vy YilcePuya
Tk kticePuka
11 kticepuka
Lj luicepuka
SI kticepuka
sp kiicePuka
Tt kilcepuka

290. to become (290) has no known cognates in other Zambian
poor

Ca)

1ec t s,

PI yCizhetaala PT: '-cetaala.
vy yticetaala
Tk pticetaala
Lj kdcetaala
SI kticet aala

Cb) Cb): No known cognates. It is possible that /h/
sp kunjePahdla in these cognates represents a glottal stop. But
Tt lcunjep&hdla this cannot be ascertained at the moment.
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291. to become

Ui

less

Ca) Ca): Cognates include Bemba and Cewa ukucepa and
PI ytizheya kucepa, respectively.
Vy yuceya In the second consonant position /p/ in SI
Tk kdceya corresponds to /y/ in the other lects. Similar
11 kticeya correspondence can be found at item C14) above.
Lj kticeya Refer to discussion at 3. L 19. 1. 2
SI kdcepa CB: *-k66p-.

292. honey

PT: * '-cepa

This is general in Bantu. Cognates can be found
PI pdzhi in Kaonde. Suki, Lunda wuci and Cewa uci. The SI
Vy pfici root with the initial vowel has a direct
Tk phci parallel in other Zambian lects.
11 PCici CB: *yiki
Lj ptici PT: *'-lci
SI pwtci
sp P&ci
Tt pile!

293 to dislike C293): No known cognates,

Ca) PT: *'-cima
PI yuzhima
Vy yucima
Tk kucima
11 kucima
Lj kucima

SI
Cb)
kufutukila

294 to do

Ca) Ca): Cognates can be found in Myan.ia, kucita
PI yiizhlta and B e mb a, ukucita.
Vy ydcita CB: #~klt“.
Tk kticita PT: *'-cita
11 kdcita
SI kticita
sp kucita

Cb) Cb): No known cognates.
Tt kut^nda

295. python C295): No known cognates.

Ca) PT; #'-ceka
PI mtizheya
vy mticeya
ii mticeka
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Cb) Cb): The cognate of Lj has a 'zero' prefix but in
u insaato plural the prefix is in. Cclass 10). This
si saato compares with (144); soka and (336): 

sofu. It is not the case that class 9 
is always a 'zero' prefix, see for example (93a): 
njina ’louse' and mfula 'rain' Cl 15a), nshila 
1 path'.
CB *-c6t6

(c> Cc): Cognates include Lunda mboma, Luvale mboma
S3 mbooraa and Kongo, all of which have mboma.
Tt Imbdma CB: *-bdni&.
Tk imbooma PT: *'-boma

296. to hurt

(a) No known cognates,
PI yuzhisa PT: *'-cisa
Vy ■yucisa
Tk kucisa
11 kuclsa
Lj kucisa
SI kuclsa
Tt kucisa

<b> Cc); No known cognates.
S3 kupazci

297. malice (297):No known cognates.

Ca) Ca): Ca) is possibly related to C 296))
PI luzhiso PT: *'-ciso
Vy luciso
Tk luclso
11 luciso

(b) Cb): No known cognates. This form also exists
Lj mtinyono in PI side by side with Ca).
SI milnyono

298. to pedal (298): No known cognates

PI yuzhohhwa PT: f'cozwa
Vy yucovwa
Tk kucovwa
n kucohhwa
Lj kucof wa
SI kucofwa
S3 kucova
Tt kticdva

299. to foam (299): No known cognates.
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PI
(a)
Yuzhohhola PT: # '-cdzwola

Vy 'yticovola
Tk kticovola

300. to rub C300): No known cognates.

(a) PT: &'~cuniba
PI Yuzhumba
Vy Yucumba
Tk kucumba
11 kucumba
Lj kucumba

301. frog

Ca) Ca): Cognates include Lunda, chuula and Cewa
PI zhula cule. We are unable to account for /w/ in the
Vy ctilwa stem of Vy. This is not a regular corresponder
Tk crila but compare (50), (55a) and <169a).

<b)

PT: ^'cCila 
CB *yCid£
Cb): A cognate can be found in Kaonde, Bombwe.

11 P ombwe PT: *'~Pombwe
Lj P ombwe
SI Pombwe

<c> Cc): No known cognates.
sp clmbotwe
Tt clmbot we

302. to iron

Ca) Ca): Cognates widespread in Zambian languages;
PI Yucisa Cewa kuchisa. and Bemba ukuclsa.
Vy yucisa PT: t'-cisa
Tk kucisa
11 kucisa
Lj kucisa
SI kucisa

Cb) Cb): A cognate can be found in Lozi kuhaina.
sp kuhdina
Tt kuhalna

303. house rat

Ca) (a): No known cognates,
PI zhuzhu

Cb) Cb): This is widespread in the Zambian lects.
Vy mbePa Cognates include Zulu ImbeBa and Nsenga mbeBwa.
Tk mbepa CB: -*bdb&
11 mbepa PT: *'~Pepa
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LJ mbePa
SI mbepa
sp mb^Pa
Tt mb£pa

304. wedding

Ca) Ca); No known cognates in other Zambian lects.
PI mucato Cognates can be found in Shona and Ndepele.
Tk mucato

(b) Cb): No known cognates. The form of 11 has an
Lj ciingalnga unusual prefix, but the same as C182a), C185a> and
SI Pwiinga C186b).
Vy pwiinga PT: #'~inga
11 uPwiinga

305 to follow.

(a? Ca): No known cognates.
PI yuclllla PT: Ca): *'-icilila
sp kwiicllila
Tt kwiicilila

Cb) Cb): No known cognates. C305b) exists in PI
Vy ■yutopela as well,
Tk kutopela
11 kutoPela
Lj kutopela

Cc) Cc): Cognates can be found in Bemba. ukukonka and
SI kukonka in Cewa kukonka.

306. to pant

(a) Ca): No known cognates.
PI yuhooma PT: #'-swooma
Vy yuf ooraa
Tk kufooma
11 kuhooma
Lj kuf ooma
SI kufooma

Cb) Cb): No known cognates.
sp kuhudza
Tt kuh Colza

307. f urrow

Ca) Ca): as we can see from the English this is a
PI mdh61o borrowing into the Tonga lects. Csee 570b)
Vy mdf 61 o PT: £'--swolo
Tk mtifolo
11 mdholo
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Lj
SI

S3
Tt

308.

PI
Vy
Tk
S3

SI

Tt

309.

PI
Vy
S3
Tt

Tk

II

Lj
SI

310.

PI
vy
Tk
II
Lj
SI
S3
Tt

imif 61o 
k&miif 61 o

Cb) (b); No known cognate, but cf. <570a) below.
mtingelo
m6ng61o

to doze

<a>
'YtihtVYula 
•ytif tvyula 
k6f ukula 
kusOktila

Cb>
kushinshlla 

(c)
kushilkula

to become 
detached 
<e, g. axe)

(a)
YCi'yukuya
y&yukuya
kukwikuka
ktikwiiktika

<b)
kuzwa

Cc)
kukuka

Cd)
kushonkoka
kushonkoka

Ca): No known cognates. The correspondence

PT: & '-swukula

Cb): No known cognates.

Cc): No known cognates.

(a): No known cognates, 
PT: * lkuka

Cb): No known cognates with the present meaning 
see C341) however for a different gloss.

Cc): No known cognates. 

Cd): No known cognates.

to blacksmith Putative cognate are found in Luvale and Bemba
and

Ytihula PT:
Ytif ula CB:
ktifula
ktihula
ktif ula
ktif ula
ktif ula
kuf61a
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311. death

PI ldhu
Vy lOtfu
Tk ldfu
11 ldhu
Lj ldfu
SI ldfu
sp lufCi
Tt if u

312. cattle

Ca)
PI ptihumba
Vy Ptifumba
Tk ptifumba
II ptihumba
Lj Ptifumba

<b>
SI nkandashi

(c)
Sp cilbko

Cd)
Tt musitelo

313. to burrow

Ca)
PI 'yuhumba
Vy Yufumba
Tk kufumba
II kuhuraba

Cb)
Lj kukaPa

Cc)
SI kufukula

(d)
Sp kus6
Tt kiisa

314. to pull out 
<e. g, axe 
from handle)

Ca)
PI Yuhumuna

C311): This is widespread in Bantu, Cf. C27).
Cognates are found in Manyika rufu: Luvale ufu

PT: *'-swu 
CB: *-k0

C312): No known cognates. 

Ca): PT: * '-swumba

Ca): no known cognates, 
PT: -*'-swumba

Cb): No known cognates, Cf. C28b) above,

Cc): No known cognates.

Cd): No known cognates, Cf. C28a).

Ca): No known cognates. Ca) has a dubious 
relationship with CB: *-cdmud~
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Vy 'yuf umuna PT:*'-swumuna
Tk kuf umuna
11 kufumuna

Cb) Cb) and Cc): see C309) above.
Lj kushonkola
SI kushonkola

Cc) Cc): No known cognates. Cf. C309a) above.
sp kukwikula
Tt kdkwikdla

315. to skin

Ca) Ca): Cognates include Bemba. ukufunda. Luvale
PI yuhunda fund and Lunda fundul meaning 'to disinter'
Vy yuf unda CB: #-kUndul 'disinter*
Tk kuf unda PT: #'-swunda
11 kuhunda
Lj kufunda

Cb) Cb): No known cognates.
SI kupampa

Cc) Cc): no known cognates.
sp kupdwd
Tt kuptiwa

316. to kneel 
down

There are no known cognates of C316).

(a) Ca): Cognates include Bemba ukufukama
PI ydhugama PT: ■#'-swugama
Vy ydf ugama CB #-kOkam-
Tk ktifugama
Lj ktifukama 

Cb)
11 ktihulama

Cc)
SI kdsuntama

Cd)
sp kukup&ma
Tt kukdP&ma

317. bird* s nest There are no known cognates of <317).

<a> Ca): PI and Lj forms differ in the final vowel.
PI zhihuyo This type is not regular although it has a
Lj clfuka parallel in <448a) below. See discussion at 

3. 2. 15.
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SI

sp

II
Tt

318.

PI
Vy
Tk
SI

II
Lj

sp
Tt

319.

PI

Tk

Lj

SI

320.

PI
Vy
Tk
II

cb>
cinsangala

Cc)
ciyal6to

Cd)
cltaanto
cit&ntwe

to cross 
river

<a>
yuzaPuya
yuzapuya
kuzapuka
kusaPuka

<b>
kuhhupuka
kusuPuka

(c)
kulCidta
ktildta

to be 
untidy

(a)
yuzayala

<b>
kusafa 

Cc)
kus&pula

Cd)
kushilila 

to wind

<a)
ydzamba
ydzamba
kCizamba
kdzambaila

(d): The correspondence in the final endings of 
these nouns has no parallel. See discussion 
at 3. 2. 15.

Ca): Ca) is widespread in Bantu. Cognates
include Lunda zawuk 
CB: t-jabuk- 
PT: *'-zaPuka

Cb): Cb) has a dubious resemblence with Ca). The
difference in the first vowel of stem in Cb) 
cannot be easily related to that of <a). Before 
/a/ there is no parallel correspondence 
relating /z/, /hh/ and /s/.

Cc): no known cognates. The two noun stems here 
differ in the vowel, which we are unable to 
account for.

(319): No known cognates

(a): No known cognates. The verb of II 
incorporates the extension il. This has no 
discernable meaning.
PT; *'~zamba
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Lj
SI

sp
Tt

321.

PI
Vy
Tk

II
Lj
SI

Sp

Tt

322.

PI
Vy
Tk

II

Lj
SI

sp

Tt

(b)
'Y&pombela
'ytipomba

<c>
■Ydziinga
■ytizinga

to separate

(a)
yCizandula
Y^zandula
kuzandula

(b)
kdpatula
ktipatula
lcdpatula

Cc)
kuzdpa

Cd)
kukahauna

to tear 
(e. g. meat)

Ca)
ydzapula
'ydzapula
kdzapula

Cb)
kukwamuna 

Cc)
kutwamuna
kutwamuna

Cd)
kuctlpula

Ce)
kurjdtula

Cb); No known cognates, The verb of Lj has an 
extension el_ which would seem to be an applied 
extension,

Cc); This is widespread in Bantu. Cognates 
include Luvale zhing , Cewa zing . Guthrie 
quoted II as zhing contrary to the one 
we were given. Note also vowel length in Sp 
before the prenasalised consonant.
CB: -s-dlng-

Ca); No known cognates,
It would seem that in 321ab ul, was originally 
an extension since it resembles the reversive 
extension {Ullfl>. 321b below may be analysed 
the same way.
PT; f'-zandula

Cb): a cognate can be found in Bemba patulul 
Lunda hatul and Kongo Batul. Cf, 321a,
CB: f-pdtud
PT; *'~patula

Cc): No known cognates,

Cd): No known cognates,

C322): There are no known cognates 322, but 
compare C450a). For ul, see discussion of 
321a above. The reversive extension (Ul> 
has an alternant un after verb radicals ending 
in a nasal consonant.

Ca): PT $'~zapula

Cb)/Cc): There is an obscure relationship 
between C322b) and C322c). The difference 
between them lies in kw vs tw. Since they have 
a connecting meaning, we would like to to say 
that they form an osculant correspondence 
series.
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323. to try case

Ca)
PI yuzeya
Vy yuzeya
sp ktiz£ka
Tt kuz£ka

<b>
Tk ktipeteka
11 ktipeteka
SI kiipeteka

Cc)
Lj k66mbolosha

324. to fish

Ca)
PI ytizela
Tk ktizela
11 kdzela

Cb)
Lj ytiteya

Cc)
SI yutwila

<d)
sp ywiih&ya

<e)
Tt yushdta

<f)
Vy yuzuPa

325. to stagger

<a)
PI yuzeeleya

Cb)
Vy yudadaliya

Cc)
Tk yutantalika
11 yutantalika
SI yutantalika
sp yutantalika
Tt yutcint Alika

There are no known cognates of <323). 

PT: #'-zeka

There are no known cognates for <324ac, ef). 

PT: * '-zela

Cd): (d) is homophonous with <82) above.

There are no known cognates of <325). All the 
items in <325) can be said to be onomatopoeia.

PT: #'-tantalika



Lj
Cd)
kutalatanta

326. to castrate

Ca) Ca): No known cognates.
PI yuziPa PT: ft'-ziPa
Vy 7uzipa
Tk kuzipa
SI kushipa

11
Cb)
kuponda

Lj
Cc)
ktitungula

Cd) Cd): A cognate can be found in Lozi, kufalula
sp yufdldla
Tt yufdlula

327. slavery

Ca) Ca): No known cognates.
PI puziye PT: -fc'-zike
Vy puzl'ye
Tk puzike
11 puhhlke
sp pdzike

Cb) Cb): Cognates can be found in Bemba. uBusha.
Lj Pusha Also cf, Kaonde, Puzha,
SI pusha CB *-gIa,

328, to bury

Ca) Ca): cognates can be found in Lunda. kuiika and
PI yuzlka Kaonde. kuzhika . Bemba shiik. Kongo ziik
Vy yuzika and Luganda, ziik, Guthrie also gives 11 as
Tk kuzika zhik,
11 kuhhlka CB: *-diik-
sp kuziika PT: -r-zika
Tt kuziika

Cb) Cb): no known cognates,
Lj kuloPesha

Cc) Cc); cf. (220) above.
SI kuplka

329. to extinguish Cognates can be found in Cewa. kuzima. Lunda.
f ire ku.Uma, and Kaonde. kuzhima Bemba ukushima

PI ydziraa and Luvana tlm.
Vy ydziina CB; *-dfm- PT: JT-zima
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Tk
II
Lj
SI
Sp
Tt

330.

PI

Vy
Tk
II

Lj
SI

SP

331.

PI
Vy
II

Tk

Lj

SI

Sp
Tt

332
PI
Vy
Tk
II
Lj
SI

ktizima
ktihhima
kushimika
ktishima
kuzima
ktizima

to erase

Ca)
'Ydzimaahhya

Cb)
yumwaya
kumwaya
kumwaya

Cc)
ktishimanganya
kushimanganya

Cd)
kutaktila 

to get lost

Ca)
yCizimina

ktihhimina

Cb)
kusweeka

Cc)
kulupa

Cd)
kutdlka
Ce>
kdzoopana
kuzdpa

spirit
muzimo
mCtzimu
mdzimu
mdhhimu
mtishimu
mdshimu

The Lj form has the extension known as the 
‘potential* in Bantu.

Ca): No known cognates

Cb): No known cognates with the present meaning 
but this is a possible reflex of CB *-mMg- 

* scatter1; 1 sprinkle' of which there cognates 
in Biisa CM 51).

Cc): No known cognates.

Ca): No known cognates in other Zambian lects. 
Guthrie reported the root zhimin in II 
contrary to the form we have here.
CB: -fc-dlmid- 
PT: ^'-zimina

Cb): No known cognates,

Cc): No cognates, but cf. Bemba and Luvale Iu8a. 
reflecting CB: *dub 'make a mistake.' The
relationship of the CB form to that of Bemba and 
Luvale is not certain.

Cd): No known cognates.

Ce): No known cognates. The stem of SP has an 
extension an., It is not clear what the 
function of this extension is.

A cognate of C332) can be found in Cewa, muzimu. 
It can be seen that only PI here has a different 
final vowel. As all the other lects have a high 
vowel we can say that PI lowered final /u/ to 
/o/, A parallel development can be seen in 
C176) above,
CB: ■*— dlmu,
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sp muz 1 mu PT: *'-zimu.
Tt mtizimu

333. rooster C333): No known cognates.

Ca) Ca): The correspondence /n/: /If is Irregular
PI muzingini and it is discussed in section 3.1.2.
Vy muzingili

Cb) Cb): No known cognates.
Tk mukombwe PT: *'~kombwe
11 mukombwe
Lj mukombwe
SI mukombwe
sp mtikbmbwe
Tt mukoombwe

334. to go round (334): No known cognates
PI 'yCtzingulu'ya Cf. CB: -fc-dlrig- 'surround; wind round' whose
Vy ’Y&zingulu'ya reflexes can be found in Luvana tinguluk and
Tk ktizinguluka Luganda ziiqg
11 kdhhinguluka PT: & '-zing&lOk
Lj k&shinguluka Note double vowel in Tt before a prenasalised
SI kdshinguluka consonant. See discussion 2. 1. 1. 1
sp kuzingulukd
Tt khziingdldka

335. to be
constipated

PI
Tk
II
SI
Sp

Lj

Vy

(a)
70̂ 111151 lwa
k&zembelwa
ktihhimbilwa
ktishimbilitwe
kuzllmbllwa

Cb)
koona mfundi

(c)
'yOfutllwa

Ca): No known cognates. The form of Tk is 
different in the stem vowel e. It could 
have arisen as some kind of assimilation. This 
development is specific to Tk. We can also see 
that in all the lects the stem is in the passive 
form as can be seen in suffix w. Furthermore 
in SI the stem is in the perfective form of the 
passive. This is marked by ending in final vowel 
e generally in itwe as in the present case.
PT: #'-zimbllwa

Cb): No known cognates,

Cb): No known cognates.

336. elephant

PI
Vy
Tk

muzohhu
muzovu
muzovu

(336) is general in Bantu. Cognates can be found 
in Kaonde and Lunda, nzovu and Cewa, niobvu,

PT: *'~zozwu 
CB: *~jdgO-
Note that in Lj the noun has a zero prefix.
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II muzohhu This compares with the prefix marking of <144)
Lj sofu and (295b).
SI njofu
Sp inzovu
Tt inzdvu

337. to agree (337): No known cognates.
PI ^uzumina CB: *-dOm- 'assent'
Vy Yuzumina PT: #'-zumina
Tk kuzumina If we compare the form of PT with that of CB we
II kuhhumina can see that the verb stem incorporates an
Lj kusumina extension in the form in. It is yet to be
SI kusumina establish whether (337) could related to its
SP kuzumina homophone (339), below.
Tt kuztimina

338 life

(a) (a): Cognates can be found in Bemba uBuumi
PI p&zumi and Yao uumi. The correspondence y: 0: z is not
Vy ptitiumi regular, It is not easy to establish the form
Tk pdtimi of PT here because the correspondence between PI
II pddmi /z/ and SI /y/ has no parallel. We shall
Lj PCulmi tentatively suggest that the stem began in #y.
SI Ptiyumi CB: *-ytimi
Tt P&timi PT: #'-yumi

See 3. 1. 12.

339. to thunder

(a) (a): No known cognates of (339) among Zambian
PI yuzuma lects.
Vy yuzuma CB: *-dOm
Tk kuzuma PT: *'~zuma
II kuzuma

340. to pick (e.g. There are no known cognates of (340)
meat
from plate)

PI yuzupula PT ; #'"ZuPula
Vy Yuzu3uLa
Tk kuzuPula
II kuhhupula
Lj kusupula
SI kusupula
Sp kuzupdla

341. to come A cognate can be found in Lozi, kuzwa,
out /from CB: #-dU~

P1 Yuzwa *'-zwa
Vy Yuzwa
Tk kuzwa
II kuhhwa
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Lj kuswa
SI kuswa
sp kuzw &
Tt kuzwd

342. quarrel

(a) Ca); No known cognates.
PI -Yiizwangana PT: '-zwangana
Vy Y^zwangana
Tk ktizwangana

Cb) Cb): No known cognates,
Lj ktikumana

Cc) Cc): No known cognates
SI kulondola

Cd) Cd): No known cognates. C342d) is homophonous
11 kulwa with C47). Cognates are widely distributed in
sp kulwd in Bantu including Bemba and Luvale Iw.
Tt kulwd CB: *“dft~; ■s-diian-

343. hunger

PT: -fc'-lw&j #'-lwana. Csee C47)>.

C343): is general in Bantu. Cognates can be
Vy nzala in Cewa njala. Kaonde and Lunda nzala,
Tk nzala CB: *-jada.
11 nzala PT: -*'-zala
Lj nsala The reflex of Lj has a prefix n before s, This
SI nsala contrasts with zero prefix in C144) and C295b)
sp Inzdla and C336),
Tt inzdla

344. tick

Ca) Ca): No known cognates. The correspondence
PI nzeng^ne /n/ : 71/ is irregular; see 3.1.2.
Vy ns6ng§le PT: #'"s6ng61e
Tk nseng^le
11 mds£ng£le
SI ns£ng£le

Cb) Cb): Cognates include Bemba ulukupa, Cewa
sp ink&ha nkupa. See 3. 1.7.

Cc) Cc): No known cognates; cf. C93a) above.
Tt ingina

Cd) Cd): No known cognates.
Lj shipanse

345 pigeon
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(a) Cognates of this include Cewa. n.iiwa. and Zulu
PI nzipa liiBa. The correspondence PI ft/ versus zero
Vy nzipa consonant has parallels with <151) and C338)
Tk nzipa above although the lects with ft! or zero
11 Nhhipa consonant are not always the same.
Lj ciipa CB: *jlb&
SI cl ipa PT: *'-zipa
Tt 1nzipa

346. path (346) is general in Bantu. Cognates included:
PI nzila Lozi. nzila. and Lunda and Cewa. njila.
Vy nzila CB: *#jid&
Tk nzila PT: &'-zila
11 Nhhila
Lj nshila
SI nshila
Sp inzila
Tt inzila

347. receive <e. g.
wages) Cognates of C347) can be found in Lozi. kuhola, 

and Nvanja kufola.
PI ytihhola PT: -S-'-zwola
Vy ytivola
Tk ktivola
11 k&hhola
Lj ktif ola
SI ktifola
sp kuhh61a
Tt kuhhola

348. to become 
rich

(a) Ca): No known cognates.
PI yuhhuva PT Ca): #'~zwuPa
Vy yuvupa
Tk kuvupa
11 kuhhupa

Cb) Cb): No known cognates.
Lj kuwina

Cc) Cc): No known cognates.
SI kupila

Cd) Cd): No known cognates.
Sp kufumite The stem in SP is in the perfective verb form,
Tt kdf Oma as can be seen by the addition of ite.

349. to shake off The range of correspondences here in C, is
<e, g. dust) irregular, namely, hh; v: s: t, Only the

correspondence PI /hh/: Vy/Tk /v/ is 
regular. The verb may be onomatopoeic.
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PI
Vy
Tk
XI
Lj
SI
Sp
Tt

350,

PI
Vy
Tk
II
Lj
SI

sp
Tt

351.

PI
Vy
Tk
II

Lj
SI

sp
Tt

352.

PI
Vy
Tk
II
Lj
SI

yuhhukumuna 
yuvukumuna 
kuvukumuna 
lcuhhuk umuna 
kusukumuna 
kutukumuna 
ktikunkumtina 
kushtiktimtina

to be many

(a)
yuhhula 
yuvula 
kuvula 
lcuhhula 
kufullsha 
kuf ulisha

Cb)
ziingi
ziingi

to cover 
( e. g. with 
blanket)

Ca)
yuhhumba
yuvumba
kuvumba
kuhhumba

Cb)
kufweka
kufweka
Cc)
kuf uplka 
kuf Cipika

to stop 
fight

Ca)
yuhhuna
yuvuna
kuvuna
kuhhuna
kuf una
kufuna

PT: -zwukumuna

Ca): Cognates include Bemba fula. Luvale and 
LubaKatanga, vul. Lj and SI stems are in the 
extended form. The extension ish is the 
'intensive* .
CB: -*-bCld“.
PT: # '-zwula

Cb): this is cognate with C95) above. The root 
here is ingi. The prefix zi is class 8. C350b)
translates as 1 they are many* . It is a 
predicative construction.

There are no known cognates of (351).

Ca): PT: t'-zwumba

Ca): No known cognates,
PT ^'-zwuna.
However, compare CB *bfrn * break*, * stop* and
#gtfn * help*.
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(b) Cb): This is cognate with kulamulela in Lozi.
sp kulamuldla CF. CB *d&mud 'settle dispute'.
Tt kul&mtildla

353. to put aside 
to ripen

(a) Ca): There are no known cognates of (a).
PI 'yuhhundi'ya Cognates include Sukuma -gUnd- and Bemba fund
Vy 'yuvundi'ya PT: t'-zwundika
Tk kuvundika CB: gCJnd-, 'ripen artificially'; 'become
11 kuhhundika rotten'.
Lj kuf undika The extra element ik seems to be an extension
SI kuf undika probably, the CB neuter *ik.

(b) Cb): this is cognate with Lozi. kufuteka. The
sp kuf utlka items in Cb) differ from those in (a) in the 

Cs position /nd/: /t/ , We have no known 
parallel correspondence in the data collected. 
Cb) can still be related especially if Cb) is \ 
loan from Lozi where PB *nd became t in Lozi.

354. to fold

<a> Ca): A cognate can be found in Luvale vung
PI yilhhunga CB: -fc-bOrig- 'wrap up'
Vy Y^vunga PT: #'-zwunga
Tk ktivunga
11 kdhhunga
Lj kufunga
sp kuvdtinga
Tt ktivtinga

Cb) Cb): this is cognate with Cewa. kupeteka. Cf,
SI kupeta C253) above, 

CB: *-pet-,

355 to cover 
(with lid)

(a) Ca): A cognates can be found in Bisa vunik.
PI YtihhuniYa CB: -fc-gOnik.
Vy ydvuniYa PT: *'-zwunika
Tk ktivunika
11 ktihhunika

Cb) Cb); No known cognates,
Lj kufweka
SI kufweka

Cc) Cc): No known cognates.
Sp kufdpika
Tt kuf tipika
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356

PI
Vy
Tk
II

Lj
SI

SP
Tt

357.

PI
Tk

Vy
II
SP
Tt

(c)
Lj

(d>

SI

358
PI
Tk
II

to lie 
supine

<a)
Yhhhuntama 
Ydvuntama 
khvuntama 
khhhuntama

(b)
ktif ulama 
ktifulama

(c)
kupatama
kupdtdma

to answer

Ca)
Ytihhuwa
kuvuwa

Cb)
Y^tyaPa
ktitaPa
kwiitaPa
kwlitdpa

kilktimbula

kuPwesha

to mix
Y^hhwela
ktivwela
ktihhwela

Ca): There are no known cognates of (356). 
The element am in Ca), Cb) and Cc) may 
represent an extension.

Cb): No known cognate.

Cc): No known cognates.

Ca): There are no known cognates of Ca),

Cb): Cognates are widespread in Bantu.
Although the item of Vy may be related to the 
items of II, it is not clear how the 
palatalisation may be accounted for. However, 
if we relate the Vy item to that of Sp/Tt we can 
say that the initial vowel in the latter two 
lects was present in PT and that it was possibly 
originally more like a palatal semivowel which
in Vy metathesised with /t/. In this regard
the II form lost this vowel or semivowel. 
Although this might have been so II, along with 
Sp, Tt and in some lexemes Lj and SI are the 
lects have kept the original vowels in the 
initial positions of stem. Cognates of Cb) can 
be found in Nsenga ItaBwa and Luvale itaB.
CB: #-yit~; #-yitap-
PT: *'-tapa; #-itapa

Cc): No known cognates.

(d): No known cognates.

No known cognates. 
PT: #'-zwela
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(b)
Lj
SI

Tt

kusenkanya
kusankanya

(c)
ktikdpdnya

<b): the difference in the first vowel is 
inexplicable. No known cognates.

(c>: (c) is cognate with Lozi, kukopanva.
which also exists in PI but with the meaning 
confuse, '

to

Vy

359.

<d)
yudeba

to blow 
bellows

(d>: No known cognates of (d).

PI
Vy
Tk
II
Lj
SI

<a>
yuhhuyuta 
yuvuyuta 
kuvukuta 
kuvukuta 
kuf ukut a 
kuf ukut a

<a): Cognates are found in Mar^anja bvukut 
ukut and Bemba fukut.
PT: *'-zwukuta 
CB: *-dOkut-

Yao

<b) <b>: No known cognates. As can be seen (b)
Sp kup&ktita is set apart from (a) because ofthe initial
Tt kuptiktita consonant /p/. There are no examples of /p/

corresponding to PI /hh/; Vy and Tk /v/ or Lj 
and SI /f/,

360 to close This is general in Bantu. Cognates are found
e. g. door Kaonde and Lunda. kushala.

PI yujala PT: *'-ijala
Vy yujala CB: *-yigad-
Tk kuj ala
11 kuyala
Lj kucala
SI kucala
sp kwiiyald
Tt kwiiydla

361 to remove 
pot from 
f ire

PI yujula (361): Cognates include Lunda: Luvale ihul.
Vy yujula PT: *'-jula
Tk kujula CB: *-yfpud
11 kuyula
Lj kucula
SI kucula
sp kuyuld
Tt kuydla
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362. find

<a>
PI Ydjana
Vy ydj ana
Tk kdjana
11 kdyana
Lj kdeana
SI kdcana

<b)
sp kuwddna
Tt kuwddna

363. to cook

(a)
PI yujiya
Vy yujiya
Tk kujlka
11 k wile a
Tt kwiihika
sp kwilhika

<b>

Lj kdteleka
SI kdteleka

364. yesterday

<a)

PI jilo
Vy jilo
Tk jilo
Lj llilo
SI liilo

<a): It is not clear that <a> is related to <b) 
because the the correspondence /j/: /y/ i /w/ 
is restricted to the present item and <138), See 
3. 1. 16. 1 
PT: *'-jana

<a>: A cognate can be found in Bemba ukwipika. 
PT: *'-ipika 
CB: #-yIpik.

See 3. 1. 16

(b): a cognate of this verb can be found in 
Kaonde, lcuteeka.

(a): Lj and SI have zero consonant corresponding 
to /j/ in PI, Vy and Tk, A parallel 
correspondence can be seen in (138) above. In 
both cases we say that j was lost in SI and Lj. 
Similar cognates can be found in Bemba and Nyanja 
mailo. In Nyanja mailo means 'tomorrow' as well. 
This also applies Lj and SI. (364a> is a class 5 
noun which suggests that j in PI, Vy and Tk is 
morphophonemically derived after adding the noun 
pref ix,
PT: *'-ilo.
See 3. 1. 16. 1.

<b) <b>: (b) has a cognate in PI, Vy and Tk but with
Tt izdna the meaning 'yesterday' . There are no known
11 Izona cognates outside the Tonga group.

365. hegoat

<a) (a): No known cognates of (365).
PI muj embwe PT: #-jembwe
Vy muj embwe
Tk muj embwe
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366. cliff

(a)
PI jeleele
Vy jeleele
Tk jeleele

367. to come back

(a)
PI Yujoka
Vy Yujoka

<b)
Tk kupiluka
11 kupiluka
Lj kupiluka
SI kupiluka

368. underneath

(a)
PI mtijunguhi
Vy md j ungusi

Cb)
Tk mdnsi

369. to pick
out (e. g.
tooth)

(a)
PI lcuj wa
Vy lcujwa
Tk kujwa

<b>
11 kuhhyula

(c)
SI kushonkola

(d>
Sj3 kunyukdla

(e)
Tt kdkoka

370. nephew

(a)
PI mdjwa
Vy mdjwa

(a): No known cognates of (366). 
PT: * '-jeleele

(a): No known cognates.

<b>: cognates are restricted in Bantu; 
include Bemba, piluk and Luvale hiluk, 
CB: *-piduk-.
PT: -piluka

they

(a): No known cognates.

(b): No known cognates.

(a): No known cognates, 
PT: *'-jwa

<b>: No known cognates 

<c): No known cognates 

(d): No known cognates

(e): a cognate of <e) can be found in Luyana, 
and Luvale: kok.

(a): Putative cognates can be found in: Beraba, 
umwipwa and Lunda mwlha, Guthrie also gives 
II as mwlwa contrary to our data. Guthrie* s II
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Tk
LJ
SI

II

sp
Tt

371.

PI
vy
Tk
II
Lj
SI

Sp

Tt

372.

PI
Vy
Tk

II
Lj
SI
Tt

sp

373.

mdjwa 
mwicwa 
mwlpwa

(b)
mwan&ngu

(c>
mwddnce
mwddnce

east

(a)
yujwe 
Yujwe 
ku j we 
kwiwe 
kucwe 
kucwe

<b>
kdm&zwilo
dzupa
mdzwdezupa

voice

<a)
jwi
jwi
jwi

<b>
izwi
liswi
liswi
izwi

(c)
linzwi 

to run away

form here compares with with the II form in 
363a and 371 in that the stem begins in a 'zero' 
consonant compares with j in PI, Vy and Tk,
CB: *-yipdd 
PT: *'-ipwa 
See 3. 1, 16

(b): No known cognates. In II (370b) is a 
compound noun consisting of mwana. ' child' and 
the possessive first person pronoun, ngu. The 
meaning of <b) is therefore 'my child'

(c): (c) is homophonous with (282c). We may
consider (c) as a compound noun mwana 'child' 
and ce 'younger sibling' (282a).

(a): There are no known cognates of (a). The form 
of II raises problems of analysis raised in 370a 
above, 371 is a locative noun with prefix 
Yu/ku of class 17. This leaves us with 1we/
ewe as an allomorph of class 5 prefix. In 
PI, Vy and Tk /j/ is derived morphophonemically 
as after adding class 5 prefix. The forms of Lj 
and SI would seem to have adopted from the form 
of PI, Tk and Vy but devoiced /j/ to /c/.
PT: #'-jwe

(b): No known cognates. This noun literally 
means 'the place where the sun comes from and 
should be seen as a compound noun, comprising of 
muzwa and ezuSa.

It is doubtful whether the nouns in (a), (b) and
(c) are related, There are no parallel 
correspondences of /j/, /z/, /s/ and /nz/, A 
cognate of (a) can be found in Kaonde, iiwi.
PT: *'-jwi 
CB: *-jdi

(b): Cognates can be found in other Zambian lects 
including Lozi linzwi: and Lunda izu.
PT: # -Izwi

(c>: No known cognates.
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P1
Vy
Tk
Lj
SI
Sp
Tt

II

(a)
Ydtija 
Ydtija 
kCttiya 
ktitica 
ktitica 
kutiyd 
kdtlya

Cb)
ktiltikanka

(a): There are no known cognates of (373a) 
(a) PT: '-tija

Cb): No known cognates. This lexical item is 
made of two prefixes, namely, ku infinitive 
prefix (class 15) and l_u (class 11). L_u 
is here functioning as an object agreement marker 
of the noun lupilo, 1 speed1 ; " running'

374. horn

(a) (a): No known cognates (374)
PI Iwl ja (a) PT: * '-ija
Vy Iwi j a
Tk Iwi j a
11 lwiya
Lj lwica
SI liica

(b) (b): No known cognates.
sp indika
Tt in&ka

375. to blink

(a) (a): No known cognates
PI Y^lapa PT: *'~lapa
Vy -yillapa
Tk led lap a
11 ktilapa
Lj ktilapa
SI ktilapa

376. to stick 
(as glue)

(a) (a): Cognates are found in Luvale lamat. Sukuma
PI Yulamatila -lamath- and Luba-Katanga. lamat. The verb
Vy Yulamatila suggests incorporation of an extension il
Tk kulamatila although the extension cannot be extracted.
11 kulamatila CB: *ddmat.
Lj kulamat ila PT; '-lamatila
SI kulamatila

377. to be tall

(a) (a): No known cognates.
PI Yulampa PT: #'-lampa
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Vy
Tk
II
Lj

SI

378.

PI
Vy
Tk

II
Lj
SI

Sp
Tt

379.

PI
Vy
Tk
II
Lj
SI

sp

Tt

380.

PI
Vy
Tk
II

381.

Yulampa
kulampa
kulampa
kulampa

(c)
pdtdli

to cross 
<e. g. road)

<a>
Yulanduka
Yulanduka
kulanduka

<b)
kuhhupuka
kusapuka
kusapuka

(c)
kultitita
kdltita

to look

(a)
Yulanga
Yulanga
kulanga
kulanga
kulanga
kulanga

<b>
kupdna 

(c >
kut6nda 

to lay

(a)
Ydlazlka
Yiilazika
ktilazika
kdlahhika

to look 
after 
child

(c>: Cognates can be found in Cewa and 
Bemba, -t&di.

(a): No known cognates. 
PT: # '-ldnddk-

(b)/<c>: refer to (318a/c> above. In the present 
item there is a further problem with /u/: /a/ 
which an Irregular correspondences.

<c>: No clear cognates of (c) but cf. Kongo lut 
1 to pass; surpass* quoted in Guthrie under 
CB: f-dOt-

(a): A cognate can be found in Kongo lang 
CB: ■# -d&ng- 
PT: *'-langa

<b)/<c): see also (130) above.

(a): This verb is probably derived from <89b> by 
a CB neuter extension ik. There are no known 
cognates of (a).
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(a) (a): Cognates are widespread in Bantu including
PI yulela in Luvale, Bemba lei.
Vy Yulela CB: -fc-ded-
Tk kulela PT: *'-leela; *'-leela
11 kulela Note that the double vowel in the Sp and Tt
Lj kulela reflex is not from the CB source,
SI kulela
sp kulddla
Tt kulddla

382. to bring This is general in Bantu: Bemba: Lunda: leet.

PI Ydleta PT: *'-leta; *'-leeta
Vy Ydleta CB: #-dddt-
Tk kdleta
11 kdieta
Lj kdleta
SI kdleta
sp kuledta
Tt kuldeta

383. to cry Cognates can be found in : Luvale, Bemba: 111

PI Yullla PT: *'-lila
Vy Yullla CB: *-did-
Tk kullla
11 kullla
Lj kullla
SI kulila
Sp kulilfi
Tt kdlila

384. to cultivate Cognates can be found in Bemba, Maqanja and Yao: 
-1 im-

PI yullma PT: *'-lima
Vy yulima CB: f-dim
Tk kulima
11 kulima
Lj kulima
SI kulima
sp kdlima
Tt kdlima
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385.
PI
Vy
Tk
II
Lj
SI
Sp
Tt

to wait
yulindila
yulindila
kulindila
kulindila
kulindila
kulindila
kulindd
kdliinda

Cognates include Yao and Mat] an j a llnd
PT : * '-lindila; *'~linda 
CB: *-dind- .
The forms of PT and the lects are incorporate 
the applied extension 11. and this is 
reflected in all the lects except SP and Tt.

386. to be honest
(a)

PI
Vy Ytil°ma
Tk kdloma
II kdloma

(a): No known cognates. 
PT: * '-loma

387. to ask for

PI
Vy
Tk

II

388.

<a)
ydlomba
Ydlomba
kdlomba
(b)
kdkumblla 

to dream

<a): No known cognates. 
PT: * '-lomba 
CB: *-d6mb-

(b): No known cognates,

Cognates can be found in Kaonde, Lunda, Cewa 
kulota and Lozl kulola.

PI
Vy
Tk
II
Lj
SI
Sp
Tt

ydlota
Ydlota
kdlota
kdlota
kdlota
kdlota
kulddta
kdlddta

PT: *'-lota ■* '-loota 
CB: *-d66t-

389. to bewitch This is general in Bantu. Cognates can be found
in Kaonde and Lunda kulowa.

PI
Vy
Tk
II
Lj
SI
sp
Tt

390.

PI

yulowa
yulowa
kulowa
kulowa
kulowa
kulowa
kulowd
kuldwa

to forget

yulupa

PT: *'-lowa 
CB: *-d&g-.

General: cognates can be found in Kaonde and 
Bemba, kuluBa and ukuluBa respectively.
PT: *'-luPa
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Vy yuluPa CB: #-dhb- 'to make a mistake'.
Tk kulupa
11 kulupa
Lj kulupa
SI kulupa
sp kulupa
Tt kuliipa

391. to run

(a) <a>: No known cognates.
PI ■ytilundu'ya PT: * '-lunduka
Vy YdlunduYa
Tk k&lunduka

(b) <b): refer to (373b) above.
11 killukanka

(c) (c): refer to <373a) above.
Lj kilticaana In Lj the verb incorporates the extension ari
SI k&tica but this extension does not seem to have an
sp kutiyA independent meaning.
Tt ktitlya

392. illness

(a) (a): The cognates of (392a) have restricted
PI Pdlwazi distribution in Bantu. Apart from 11
Vy ptilwazi Guthrie reports three other lects with this
Tk Ptilwazi other item, namely Gwere (Uganda) uiwazi and
11 P&lwahhi Venda. ulwati. In Kongo this moun means 'wound'
Lj pillwashi The cited forms are probably independent
SI Pill wash! derivatives of more widespread CB *dti£d 

PT; **-lwazi.
CB: *-dtiAdt.

393. to step on 
(to tread)

(a) (a): Cognates include Luvale, lvat. All the
PI yulyata other cognates lie outside Zambia. Guthrie
Vy yulyata lists 11 as having the form dyat contrary to
Tk kulyata the form we collected. Guthrie's 11 form is
11 kulyata dubious in that it has nonprenasalized /d/
sp kulyata contrary our findings.
Tt kulyAta PT: *'-lyata 

CB: *-diAt-

(b) (b): Cognates include Bemba ukunvaanta and Lega
Lj kunyanta (Kenya) -nvant-.
SI kunyanta CB: f-nt&nt-

(a) and (b) may be related historically but we 
are unable to characterize the actual 
development in the correspondence /ly/: /ny/.
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394.

PI
Vy
Tk
II
Lj
SI
sp
Tt

395.

PI
Vy
Tk
II
Lj

SI

Sp
Tt

396.

PI
Vy
Tk
II
Lj
SI
Sp
Tt

397

PI
Vy
Tk
II
Lj

entrance 
(door way)
mulyango
mulyango
mulyango
mulyango
mulyango
mulyango
mulyangd
millyAngo

to dress
(a)
yusama
yusama
kusama
kusama
kusama

(b)
kufwala

<c)
kuzwAta
kuzwAta

spine

mAsana
milsana
mAsana
mAsana
mAsana
mAsana
musAna
mAsana

medicine
<a)
mils A mu 
mAsAmu 
mAsAmu 
mils Amu 
mils A mu

Cognate of (394) can be found in Nyanja mulyango: 
Bemba, Mambwe, umulyango.

PT: *'-lyango 
CB: *-diAng6.

(a): There are no known cognates of (395). 
(a): PT: *'~sama

(b): Cognates can be found in Bemba ukufwala 
and in Nyanja kubvala.

(c): Cognates are only found outside Zambia and 
they include Mbundu (Angola), zwat. Lulua 
(Congo) lwaat and Mpoto (Tanzania), hwat among 
the others.
CB: *-d0At- * wear'
Compare also CB: 3dOAd ' wear'
This is of general distribution in Bantu and the 
cognates include Bemba fwaal. Yao wal. Luvale 
vwal and Namwanga zwal.

General in Bantu. (396) is related to (6b) 
and (236b) above.

PT: *'-sana
CB: *-cAnA 1 back'; 'backbone'

(a): No known cognates. This noun is homophonous 
with (174a) 'tree' above. The only difference in 
the present case is that the noun ends in the 
same vowel u in all the lects. This agreement 
raises a suspicion and one can assume lect 
levelling of the disparities found in (174a).
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S1 mtis&mu
PT: #'-s&mu

(b) (b): This is discussed under (59a). But in the
Sp muc61o present case we note the difference of the Tt
Tt mus61o form with that of (59a) where the stem begins in

the consonant c

398. choose

(a) (a): Cognates are found in Bemba and Kongo
PI yusala sal.
Vy yusala PT: *'-sala
Tk kusala CB: *-cad-
II kusala
Lj kusala
SI kusala

(b) (b): A cognate of this can be found in Lozi,
Sp kuk^ta kuketa and Guthrie quotes II as having.
Tt kuketa the form cet contrary to the form

we have.

399 to lie No known cognates. Cf. however with CB: *g&dam
on back which is widely distributed outside Zambia, But

PI Yusalama £13 *g is not reflected by PT *s in all the data
Vy Yusa*ama we have, Thus *g&dam is not likely to be the
Tk kusalama ultimate source item of the cognates of the PT
II kusalama form *'-salama
Lj kusalama
SI kusalama
SP kusalama
Tt kusalama

400. to be clean

(a) (a): No known cognates.
PI Y^sala^a *'-salala
Vy Y^sala^a
Tk k&salala
II kilsalala
Lj ktisalala

401. chicken* s nest

(a) (a): No known cognates.
PI zhiseYO PT: *'-seko
Vy ciseYo
Tk ciseko

(b) (b)/(c)/(d): cf. (317c/d) „ However there is
II citaanto some discrepancy in SI and Lj if we compare the
Lj citaantwe forms obtained for (317) with the ones given here
Tt citdntwe (401b), (401b) is likely to be derived from
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(513a) below at least in the case of II and Lj. 
PT: *'t&Antw&; *'-t&&nt6.
Two forms are given here because we cannot 
account for the irregularity in the ending of 
the two types of stem,

(c) (c): cf. CB: *-p0k6 'bag1 which is widely
SI cifuka distributed in Bantu including Bemba, umufuko.

The final vowel in both the CB item and that of 
SI possibly represents derivative affixes.

(d)
Sp ciyal^to

402. t o descend

(a) (a): No known cognates of (402).
PI yuseluya PT* '-seluka
Vy YuseluYa
Tk kuseluka
II kuseluka
Lj kuseluka

403. to whistle No known cognates of (403).

(a) (a): PT: *'-sipa
PI YasiPa The form of II has an irregular correspondence
Vy Y^sipa *n that whereas we would have expected /sh/ to
Tk ktisipa correspond to /s/ before /±/ we have /hw/ here.
SI kdshipa One possible explanation here is to assume an
Sp kusipa intrusion of Lundwe pronunciation, Yuht8a hut
Tt kusipa that it was not properly learned in II.

(b)
II kOhwipa

404. to arrive This is general in Bantu. Cognates can be found
in Lunda kushika and Bemba ukufika

PI YuslYa TT: *'-sika
Vy Yus*Ya CB; *-pik-
Tk kusika
II kushika
Lj kushika
SI kushika
Sp kusikd
Tt kusika

405 to put wood
on fire

(a) (a): No known cognates. But cf. CB: *tikl
PI Y^sika 1 stump of tree',
Vy Y^sika PT: * '-sika
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Tk ktisika

L 1C.

11 k&shika
Lj ktishika

Cb) Cb): No known cognates.
SI kusosela

sp
(c)
kutilmba

406. to erect
Ce. g. pole 
in the 
ground)

(a) Ca): There are no known cognates of (406).
PI yusimpa The form of Lj and SI have the neuter extension
Vy yusimpa ik.
Tk kusimpa PT: * '-simpa
11 kushimpa
Lj kushimpika
SI kushimpika

(b) Cb): cf. (432a) below; 'to sow1
sp kuPyMla This is widespread in Bantu. Cognates include
Tt kupyddla Bemba ukuBvaala and Kaonde Byaal.

407. gunpowder

CB *-b!6d-

(a) Ca): No known cognates.
PI mfislli PT: *'-sili
Vy mtislll
Tk mils! li
11 mtishili
sp muslli
Tt muslli

Cb) Cb): cf, (422b) below. Cognates can be found
Lj puunga in Nyania wunga. and Bemba uBuunga 'maize flour
SI Puunga

408. nsima(mash
of maize 
flour)

Ca) (a): widespread: Cognates can be found in Cewa
PI nsima nsima and Luvale shima.
Vy nsima PT: *'-sima
Tk nsima CB: *-kima.
11 nshima
Lj nshima
SI nshima
Tt insima
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(b) Cb): No known cognates; however compare CB:
Sp nk6ko *-k6kd 'crust', According to Guthrie 'crust'

in the lects in which the word was found 
'referred to the crust that forms on cooking 
food, particularly mush made of millet and sticks 
to the pot' (Guthriel96771, Ft 2, Vol. 3 p.294,
CS 1125)

409. mark on body 
(tattoo)

(a) Ca): No known cognates.
PI nsimbo PT: *'-simbo
Vy nsimbo
Tk nsimbo
11 nshimbo

Cb) Cb): Cb) is derived from the verb 'to write'
LI pulembo kulemba. Cb) is cognate with Bemba ululembo.
SI pulerabo CB: *-d6mb- 'write'

410, throttle

Ca) Ca): this is widespread in Bantu. Cognates can
PI yusina found in Bemba and Nsenga fin: and Luvale,
11 kushina shin
Lj kushina CB: *-pIn~ 'squeeze Cespeclally with fingers'
SI kushina PT: f-sina
Sp kusina
Tt ktisina

(b) Cb): No known cognates.
Vy yudina
Tk kudina

411. pus

Ca) Ca): Cognates include Bemba: amafina and
PI Pdsina Luvale: mashina, Kongo: tufina.
Vy ptisina PT: **-sina
Tk Pusina CB: *-pfna ' pus; (nasal mucus' )
11 Pilshina Guthrie quotes the 11 form in the plural as:
Lj Ptishina mashina
SI ptishina

Cb) Cb): No known cognates.
sp PdlAlu

412. to winter 
plough(= 642)

(a) Ca): No known cognates.
PI ytisinda PT: *'-sinda
Vy ytisinda
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Tk ktisinda
11 ktishinda
Lj kushinda

(b) (b): No known cognates, but see (384) ’to
SI kulima cultivate1 , In the present case the Sp/Tt
sp kulimununa verb has a 1reversive1/' repetitive1 extension1
Tt kulimununa unun while in SI it is in the simple

unextended form agreeing with (384) above.
PT: #'-lima; *limununa

413. heel

(a) (a): No known cognates in other Zambian lects.
PI Y&sindi Cognates are found in Bali (Congo, Zaire)
Vy ydsindi itsiini: Bobangi(Zaire) lltlndl.
Tk k&shindi PT: *'-sindi
11 kdshindl CB: #-tfndf
Lj k&shindi
SI kdshindi

(b) (b): A cognate can be found in Lozi.lisito.
sp isitd

(c) (c): No known cognates. This noun is probably
Tt ihato cognate with the Lozi verb kuhata 1 to tread,1

414. to accompany

(a) (a). In SP and Tt the final consonant is /z/ as
PI ytisindiyila opposed to /l/ in the other lects.
Vy yusindiyila This is the only case where /z/ in Sp and Tt
Tk k&sindikila corresponds to /l/ in the other lects.
11 ktishindikila PT: #'-sindikila
Lj k&shindikila CB: *-tfnd- 1 send (accompany)1.
SI ktishindikila It is doubtful how the PT form can be related the
Sp kusindikiza form of CB unless we were to regard il and iz as

verbal extension,

415. vein

PI
Vy
Tk
II
Lj
SI
Tt

(a)
nsinga
nsinga
nsinga
nshinga
nshinga
nshinga
mtisinga

(a): Cognates can be found in Makua (Mozambique) 
mthika: Nyaneka (Angola) olusinga and Manyika 
(Zimbabwe) rutsinga.
PT: #'-singa 
CB: tlnga.

Sp
(b)
musifa

(b): Cognates can be found in Luimbi(Angola) 
mutsipa. Bemba umushipa and Kwanyama (Namibia; 
Angola): omuf ipa
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CB: ■*—klpa

416. monkey

(a) (a): No known cognates of (416a).
PI s6kwe The tone pattern in Vy and Tk differs from that
Vy sokwe of the other cognates. This is one of the few
Tk sokwe cases where the tone patterns differ, cf. 526
11 s6kwe below.
Lj s6kwe PT: *'-s6kwe
SI sdkwe

(b)
sp ipombo
Tt ipombo

417. hipbone

(a) (a): No known cognates of (417).
PI yasolo PT: *'-solo -
Vy yasolo
Tk kasolo
11 lcasolo
Lj kasolo
SI kasolo

418. share

(a) (a): No known cognates.
PI ytisomba PT: -ft'-somba
Vy ytisomba
Tk kQsomba
11 ktisomba

(b) (b): cf. (60) above.
Lj ktipa
SI ktipa
Sp kuhci
Tt ktiha

419, to peep

(a) (a): No known cognates.
PI kusondela PT: *'-sondela
Vy kusondela
Tk kusondela
11 kusondela
Lj kusondela
SI kusondela

(b) (b): Cf. (130a).
Sb kupdna
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(c) (c): Cf. (130b).
Tt kutdnda

420. to jump

(a) (a): No known cognates of (420a)
PI Ydsotoya PT; *'-sotoka
Vy ytisotoYa
Tk ktisotoka
11 k&sotoka
Lj k&sotoka
SI k&sotoka

421. shyness
(shame)

(a) (a); Cognates include Cewa. cisoni 'sorrow';
PI nsonl Luvale sonvi and Bemba insoni 1 shame'
Vy nsonl CB: *-c6ni ' shame. '
Tk nsonl PT: *'-soni
Lj nsoni
SI nsonl

(b) (b); (b) also exists in PI side by side with (a)
11 kuusa but (a) is more frequently used to mean 

'shyness.' while (b) is commonly used to mean 
'sorrow' .

422. maize flour

(a) (a): Cognates are found in Kikuvu mchu. Makonde
PI Pusu (Tanzania) uhu. Manvlka upfu.
Vy pusu CB: *-t0
Tk pusu PT: #'-su
11 Puhu
sp pusu
Tt Pusu

(b) (b): cognates can be found in Cewa, ftunga and
SI Piiiinga Bemba Sunga, cf. (407b) above.
Lj P ti&nga CB *-ytinga.

423. species 
of fruit

This is widespread in most Zambian languages. 

PT: *'-suku
PI masuyu
Vy masuyu
Tk masuku
11 mahuku
Lj masuku
SI masuku
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SP
Tt

424.

PI
Vy
Tk
II
sp
Tt

Lj
SI

425.

PI
Vy
Tk
II
Lj
SI

Sp

426.

PI
Vy
Tk
II
Sp
Tt

Lj
SI

427.

PI
Vy
Tk
II

masuku
masuku

ox
(a)
mtistme 
mils One 
mOstine 
mils tine 
mtistine 
mtistine

(a): No known cognates. 
PT: * '-sune

(b)
qombe
qombe

to limp

(a)
yusunkuta
yusunkuta
kusunkuta
kusunkuta
kusunkuta
kusunkuta

(b): cf. (595) below.
CB: *-gdmb& 'cattle1 PT: #'3ombe
This is general in Bantu. Cognates include Kongo
r)gombe. Luvale qgombe and Bemba iqombe.

(a): There are no known cognates of (424a). 
correspondence /c/ in Sp with /s/ in the 
other lects has no parallel,
PT: *'~sunkuta

The

(b)
kuctitinkut<

(b): No known cognates.

today

(a) (a): No known cognates,
sunu PT: * sunu
sunu II has the ‘prefix' u in this cognate. This is
sunu not a regular prefix. Cf, the form of II at (182)
tisunu and (186b ).
sunu
sunu

(b) (b): Cognates can be found in Kaonde, Bemba
leelo and Cewa: leelo.
leelo CB: *-d66dd

hyena

(a) (a): No known cognates
stintwe PT: * '-stintwe
suntwe The tone pattern of Vy and Tk differ here, cf.
suntwe (416a) above,
s tint we
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Sp stintwe
Tt stintwe

(b) (b): A cognate can be found in Cewa, cimbwi.
Lj cimbwi There are very few noun stems in the Tonga lects
SI cimbwi that begin in a prenasalized consonant as in

in the present case. We can only speculate 
how such noun stems should be analysed 
morphologically, i.e, whether the nasal component 
should be analysed as a class 9/10 prefix which 
cannot be separated from the stem. There are a 
number cases like this e. g (111) above.
CB *-yimbtii.

428. visit

(a) <a): No known cognates of <428a).
PI yuswaya PT: *'“swaya
Vy yuswaya
Tk kuswaya
11 kuswaya
Lj kuswaya
SI kuswaya

429. circlet

(a) (a): no known cognates.
PI muhini PT: *'“sylni
Vy musini
Tk musini
11 mushini

(b) (b): this is a loan from English, ‘towel.’
Lj nttiulu PT: * '-ttitilti
SI nttiulu
Sp nttiulu

(c) <c): No known cognates.
Tt mpdnddka

430. plaster

(a) (a): There are no known cognates of (430a).
PI ytihingulula PT: * '-syingulula
Vy ytisingulula Notice double vowel in Tt before a prenasalised
11 kushingulula consonant.
Lj kushingulula
SI kushingulua
Tt kusiingula

431. daytime
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(a) <a): No known cognates of (431a)
PI hlytiti PT *'~syikati
Vy siytiti

(b) (b): No known cognates. This noun incorporates
Tk mtiltimwi two prefixes. In the case of Tk prefix mu
Sp kuktimwi is locative class 18, while lu. is class 11; In

Tt kamwi case of SP kij is also a locative class 17 while
ka

is the diminutive class 12 prefix.

(c) (c): No known cognates.
II mtitinza

432 to sow
(a) (a): No known cognates of (432)

PI ytihyanga PT: *'-syanga
Vy Y^syanSa
Tk ktisyanga
II ktishanga
Lj ktishanga
SI kushanga

(b) (b): Cognates with a slightly different meaning
SP kupy&tila are found in Bemba and Kaonde Byaal. 'to
Tt kupyd&la plant'. (432b) is cognate with (406b).

CB *-bidd- 'plant'.

433. colour No known cognates of (433). In Tk we find /sh/
PI mtihyoPo in the initial position while we would normally
Vy mtisyoPo expect /sy/ to correspond to /hy/ as in (432a)
Tk mtisyopo (434a).
Lj mtishoPo PT: *'-syoPo
SI mtishoPo
SP mushoPo
Tt mtishdPo

434. to believe
(a) No known cognates of (434).

PI ytihyoma PT: #'-sy6ma
Vy ytisyoma
Tk ktisyoma
II ktishoma
Lj ktishoma
SI ktishoma

(b)
Sp kusdp&hdla
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435. lion

(a) Ca): No known cognates of (435).
PI hyuumbwa PT: -syuumbwa
Tk syuumbwa
11 shuumbwa

Cb) Cb): Cognates include Bemba inkalamo.
Lj nk&lamu
SI nk&lamu

(c) (c): The stem is lavu. /I/ alternates with /d/ 
after the alveolar nasal.

sp ind^vu 
(or ind&pu)

Tt ind&vu 
Cor ind&pu)

Vy mtil&vu

436. face

(a) Ca): No known cognates of (436) in Zambian
PI ptihyu lects.
Vy Ptisyu PT: *'-syu
Tk ptisyu CB: clti
11 ptishu
Lj P&shu
SI Pushu
sp Piisu

Cb) Cb). (b) refers to 'forehead1 in PI.
Tt nkumo

437. to slip from 
grip

Ca) Ca): No known cognates of (437) outside the
PI yuhyupuya Tonga group. In the forms of Tk, 11 and Lj
Vy yusyupuka we can see that the pattern of correspondence
Tk kusupuka is broken. We would have expected Tk /sy/ to
11 kusupuka correspond PI /hy/. In Lj and 11 we would
Lj kusupuka have expected /sh/. In both cases the actual

correspondences are irregular. See 3. 1. 22. 2 
PT: *'-syupuka

(b)
SI kushlpuka

(c)
SP kucomok5 

<d>
Tt ktiP616m6ka

438. breath/air
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P1
Vy
Tk
Lj
SI
Tt

(a)
mtiya
mdya
mdya
mdya
mdya
mdya

<a): There are no known cognates of (438). (a)
and (b) would seem to be cognates except that 
in II and SP the stem begins in a vowel; 
otherwise /y/ and /z/ are regular 
correspondences, We could still relate the two 
stems if we suggested that the prefix in sp and 
Tt was mo and not the usual mu in class 3.
But this would be the only noun with such a 
prefix. Two stems have been reconstructed 
because of this uncertainty.
PT: *'-ya

Cb) (b):
11 m6za
sp m6za

439. to go

(a) (a):
PI -yuya Lozi,
Vy yuya PT: ■
Tk kuya
Lj kuya
SI kuya

(b) (b):
11 kudnka used

excl
PI.

<c) (c):
sp kuy££nda walk
Tt kuy66nda PT:

CB:

440. to spread bed

(a) Ca):
PI yuyala val.
Vy yuyala PT:
Tk kuyala CB:
11 kuzala
Lj kuyala
sp kdz&la
Tt kuz&la

Cb) Cb):
SI kdyanshika CB:

The
441. to build

(a) Ca):
PI ydyaka PT:
Vy ydyaya CB:
Tk kdyaka
11 kdzaka
Lj kdyaka

Cb): Refer to (438a)

-ya

This form is also found in PI, Both can be 
quite freely, However, (a) is also used 
usively as a future aspectual marker in 
<b) cannot be used in this form.
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sp kuz6ka
Tt kuza&ka

Cb) (b): cognates: LubaKasai. IBak: Nsenga pwak
SI kwipaka CB: *-bak-.

442. to be 
abreast

(a) Ca): No known cognates of C442). This is likely
PI yuyalana to be derived from C440a) above by addition of a
Vy yuyalana reciprocal extension -Can).
Tk kuyalana PT: -* '-yalana
11 kuzalana

443. to infect

Ca) Ca): Cognates include Nsenga and Bemba
PI Yuyambuyila vambukil. C443a) seems to be
Vy Yuyambuyila complex morphologically, probably incorporating
Tk kuyambukila two extensions, the reversive try. and
11 kuzambukila the applied il. Nevertheless the
It j kuyambukila apparent extensions cannot be separated from the
SI kuyambukila stem.
Tt kuyambukila PT: *'~yambukila

CB: # -y&mbuk-: ' spread Cas disease or 
f ire. ' ).

(b) Cb): No known cognates, Cb) seems unrelated to
sp kulyambCkllia Ca) only in that we cannot account for the 

initial /ly/ in Cb), Cb) can be viewed as skewe< 
in the initial position.

444. to guard 
crops

(a) Ca): Cognates include Nsenga vamir: Bemba
PI Ytiyamina vamin and Yao lamil.
Vy Y&yamina PT -fc'-yamlna.
Tk ktiyamina Ci). CB: #-y&m- 1 shout1; Cii) *ydmid 1 shout
11 ktizamina to drive away birds1.
Lj ktiyamina
SI kdyamina

(b) Cb): This is likely to be related to-CB:
sp kullinda #dind, 'watch over; or *dindid.
Tt kullinda Cognates: Yao liindil and Cewa lindil.

445. to want

Ca) Ca): There are no known cognates of C445a,b).
PI Yuyanda PT: *'-yanda
Vy Yuyanda
Tk kuyanda
11 kuzanda
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(b) <b): No known cognates. In 11 there exists the
Lj kusuna verb ktihuna 1 to love' which probablv related to
SI kusuna (b).

(c) CB: *-c&k- 'search for'
sp kus&ka Cognates are found in Kaonde sak; Luvale
Tt kusAka sakasak

446. to search

(a) <a): no known cognates of (446). There are also
PI yuyandaula differences in the V.?. position. The radical itself
Vy yuyanduula is yand. All the reflexes are extended by (aul)
Tk kuyandaula (including Lj and Vy where there has been vowel
Lj kuyandoola assimilation; see 2. 1.3). This extension has the 

1repetitive/reversive meaning* of CB.
PT *'-yandaula

(b) (b): No known cognates.
sp kulolalola The stem of Sp is reduplicated to bring out the
Tt k&ldla notion of 'repetition.

Cc) (c): No known cognates.
11 kukapula

447. to scratch 
ground
(as of fowl)

(a) (a): No known cognates.
PI ytiyanga PT: * '-yanga
Vy Ytiyanga
Tk ktiyanga
Lj k&yanga

(b) (b): this verb has similar morphology as (446) abovi
SI kupalaula in that the stem has the extension (aul> which
11 ktipalaula also has the idea 'repetitive/reversive*. (b) 

may share the same stem pal.

(c> (c): No known cognates.
Sp kug£n£

(d) (d): No known cognates.
Tt kuk££la

448. crop (of 
bird)

(a) (a): There are no known cognates of (450) in
PI zhiyangilo other lects. The ending in ilo suggests an
Vy clyangllo 'instrumental' extension found in PI, This
Tk clyangllo suggests in turn that (447a) and (448a) are
11 clyangila semantically related and that they share the
Lj clyangllo same stem * -v&ng-. 11 utilizes a different 

ending here but the item is likely to be cognate
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wlth the others in Ca).
PT: * '-yangilo

(b) Cb): No known cognates.
SI cif untwa

Cc) Cc): No known cognates.CO.to ciptiydlo

Cd) Cd): No known cognates.
Tt cif tinyungu

449. to dry C449) is widespread in Bantu.
g. Cognates include: Luvale anyik, Marjan.ia anik

clothes) and Bemba anik.

PI Ytiyaniya PT: * '-yanika
Vy Ydyaniya CB: *-y&nik-
Tk kdyanika
11 ktizanika
Lj ktiyanika
SI ktiyanika
sp kuzanikA
Tt ktiz&nika

450. to tear
Ce, g. cloth) ■

Ca) (a): There are no known cognates of C450). As
PI Y^yaula /y/ in PI, Vy and Tk generality corresponds ti
Vy ytiyaula /z/ in 11 it is possible that Ca) is related
Tk kdyaula (b) and that the only difference is that /p/ '

lost intervocalically in PI, Vy and Tk, Loss PT fp 
is not unusual, see discussion in 3. 1. 19.1. 12,
PT: *'-yaula

II

Tt

(b)
ktizapula

(c)
ktihazula

(b): No known cognates.

451. to shout There are no known cognates of (451).

(a) (a): The Lj and SI form suggests the stem has
PI vuyoPa the extension ek which resembles the
Vy Yuy°Pa * neuter*/potential* extension #ik of CB. It is
Tk kuyopa realised as ek here because vowel harmony; see
Lj kuyoPeka 2, 1, 2 above.
SI kuyoPeka PT: *'-yopa

(b) Cb): a similar form is also found in PI i.e.
II kusapa -saBil- although it has the applied extension

il.
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452. continuous 
rain

PI
Tk
II
Lj
SI
Tt

Vy

(a)
muyoPa 
muyoPa 
mazopa 
muyopa 
muyop a 
mazdpa

Cb)
musinki

(a): no known cognates, 
PT: *'~yopa

<b): no known cognates in other Zambian lects.

453. to scoop This is restricted in Bantu.

PI
Vy
Tk
II
Lj
Sp
Tt

(a)
yuyola
yuyola
kuyola
kuzola
kuyola
kuzddla
kuz661a

CB: *-y6d- 'gather up'
PT: *'-yola
It is doubtful whether the form of SI can be 
related to (a) in any clear way.

Cb)
SI kuyowela

454. to store

Ca) Ca): No known cognates,
PI yuyopola PT: *'~yopola
Vy Yuyopola
Tk kuyopola
11 kuzopola
Lj kuyopola
SI kuyopola

Cb) Cb): cf. C221) above ’to
sp kupilka CB: *-bilk-
Tt kupilka

455. to warm
oneself 
at fire

Ca) Ca): Ca): a cognate of C455) can be found in Kaonde,
P1 Yiiyota koota. Nsenga yot and Luvale ot.
Vy Y^yota CB: *-ydt-.
Tk kfiyota PT: * '-yota.
11 kiizota Note the double vowel in sp and Tt which contrasts
Lj ktiyota the vowel of the CB from. All the reflexes reported
SI ktiyota by Guthrie for CS 2136 *~y6t" a short vowel. The
sp kuz66ta same is true with its osculant pair *y6nt. The
Tt kuzoota reflex of Sp and Tt is similar to C381) above.
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456.

PI
Vy
Tk
Lj
SI

II

sp

Tt

457.

PI
Vy
Tk
II
Lj

SI

Sp

Tt

458.

PI
Vy
Tk
Lj

SI

to roast
(a)
yuyoya
yuyoya
kuyoka
kuyoka
kuyoka

Cb)
kuzoca

Cc)
kwiicha

Cd)
kuh&lika 

to hide 

Ca)
ytiyupa
Ytiyupa
ktiyuPa
ktizupa
ktiyuPa

Cb)
kusolama

Cc)
ktilip&ta

Cd)

ktilipika 

to carry

Ca)
ytiyumuna
Ytiyumuna
Ytiyumuna
kuyumuna

Cb)
kunyamuna

Ca): Cognates include Luvale and Mbundu vok 
CB: *-y6k-, ’roast’: 'burn'; *ydki; *ydkl
' roast'.
PT: *'-yoka

Cb): Cb) is related to Bemba ukooca and Luganda
kv. These verbs including that of II can be 
viewed as incorporating a causative extension i..
In II for example the verb stem may be seen as 
having been originally zoki where final /I/ was the 
extension. However, /k/ became palatalized to /c/ 
and the palatalizing vowel was itself incorporated 
into /c/. Hence the stem was reanalysed as zoc.

(c): No known cognates.

Cd): No known cognates.

Ca): Cognates include Bemba uj3. and Yao ,iuB, 
PT: #'-yuPa
CB: *-ytib- ’shelter Cfrom rain or sun)

Cb): No known cognates.

Cc): The verb incorporates a reflexive pronoun
11. We can judge from Tt that this is a separate 
morpheme from the verb stem, pik; see C221).

Cd): No known cognates. Cf. C221) and the contrast 
in the vowel,

Ca): There are no known cognates of C458a). 
PT: f'-yumuna

Cb); There are no known cognates of Cb), However, 
one can see a resemblence between Cb) and Ca) in 
the element mun. The
difference between the two is in the initial 
posit ion.
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<c> Cc): No known cognates.
sp kuhiinda

<d> (d); No known cognates.
Tt kut£6ngdna

Ce) Ce): a cognate can be found in Kaonde. kuzemuna.
11 ktizemuna

459. to peel

(a) (a); Cognates; Luvale and Bemba ugj and Mbundu
PI -yuyupa yup. CB *b has the reflex p in the Tonga lects
Vy Yuyupa except when *b is prenasalised or by *yf in the
Tk kuyupa case of PI, Vy and Tk.
11 kuzupa PT; *'-yupa
Lj kuyupa CB: *-yhb- 'to skin Cfruit or animal)'.
sp kuzuPd
Tt kuztiPa

Cb) Cb): No known cognates.
SI kutddngola

460. shelter

Ca) Ca): No known cognates of C460). The Lj form
PI Y&yusa is problematic here because the root Is vowel
Vy Y&yusa initial and s is prenasalized. This is
Tk kuyusa likely to be a skewed reflex of the PT item.
Lj kwlyunsa PT: -fc'-yusa

Cb) Cb): cf, C457b) above.
SI kusolama

(c) Cc): No known cognates.
sp ktiz&6min6
Tt kOzw&dmina

461. waves

(a) Ca): No known cognates.
PI mayuwe Ca): PT: * '-yuwe
Vy mayuwe
Tk mayuwe

Cb) Cb): No known cognates.
11 mankutlsha

<c) Cc): No known cognates.
Lj map a

Cd) Cd): No known cognates.
SI mankape

Ce) Ce): No known cognates.
sp mandindd
Tt mandinda
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462. to refuse

(a)
PI ytiyaya
Vy ytiyaya
Tk kdkaka
11 kOkaka
Lj kukaka

Cb)
SI kukana
sp kuk&dna
Tt kdkdna

463. to insist

(a)
PI YdY^Yatila
Vy Y^Y^Y^1-19
Lj ktikdk&t ila
SI kdkdkdt ila
sp kuk6k&tila
Tt ktik&k&tila

Cb)
Tk ktizumanana
11 k&zumamana

464. to crawl

(a)
PI YUYalaPa
Vy YUYalaPa
Tk IcukalaPa
11 kukalapa
Lj kukalapa
SI kukalapa

(b)
sp kdkokopa
Tt kdkdkdpa

465. waterhole

Ca)
PI zhiYala
Vy muYalo
Tk mukalo
11 mukalo
Lj mukalo

466. to clap 
hand

PI y&yamba 
Vy Y^TamLa

Ca): no known cognates. 
PT: *'-kaka

Cb): Cognates: Luvale kan. Bemba and Kaonde kaan 
and Lozi han.
PT *'-kana; *' k&dna
CB; *-kddn- ‘refuse’; ‘deny1

Ca): No known cognates, 
PT **-kakatila

Cb): No known cognates.

Ca): No known cognates. 
PT: *'-kalapa

Cb): No known cognates.

(a): No known cognates.
All the forms here are clearly related except 
the stem ends in a in PI as opposed to o in 
the other lects. This can be viewed as assimilation 
of ‘o’ to preceding ‘a1 in PI, (465a) compares with 
(448a) above.
PT: * '-kalo

There are no known cognates of (466).
Zambian lects.

PT: *'-kamba
The form of SI has the applicative extension il_
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Tk 
II 
L j 
SI
sp
Tt

467.
PI
Vy
Tk
II
Lj
SI
Sp
Tt

468.

PI
Vy
Tk
II
Lj
SI

Sp
Tt

469.

PI
Vy
Tk
II
Lj
SI
Sp
Tt

470.

PI
Vy
Tk
II
Lj
SI

k&kamba
kulcamba
ktikamba
ktikambila
kukamba
kukddmba

Notice that Sp has has the reflex of a double 
vowel here before the prenasalised consonant,

to knead
yuyanda
YU^anda
kukanda
kukanda
kukanda
kukanda
kukddnda
kukA&nda

(467) is widespread in Bantu. 
Cognates include: Luyana kand, 
and Bemba kaand.
PT: #‘~kanda; tkddnda 
CB: *-k&nd-

Kaonde kand

to fry
(a)
Yfryanga
Yfryanga
kukanga
ktikanga
kukanga
kdkanga

<468a) is widespread in Bantu.

Cognates: Luvale kat)g Mbunda (Angola) kaqg 
Taabwa kaarfg,
CB: *-k&t]g- 'fry'; ‘roast*
PT: *"-kanga

(b)
kuh&lika
kuhdlika

(b): no known cognates. Cf. (456d).

to milk (469) is widespread in Bantu.

YUYama
YiiYama
ktikama
ktikama
ktikama
ktikama
kukama
ktik&ma

PT: * '-kama
CB: *-k£m- ‘milk’ ; ‘squeeze’ ; ’ wring’ 
Cognates include; Bemba and Luvale kam

to become 
warm

(a)
Yuyasaala
YUYasaala
kukasaala
kukasaala
kukasaala
kukasaala

(a): There are no known cognates of (470) 
PT: # '-kasaala
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(b) (b): no known cognates.
Tt ktittiktita

471. to cough

(a) (a): Cognates include: Bemba ukukoola.
PI y Ay oIs PT: # '-kola; #-k661a.
Vy Y^Yo3-a #-k66d-
Tk ktikola
II ktikola
Sp ktik661a
Tt kukddla

(b) (a): No known cognates in Zambian lects.
Lj ktikosoka (471b) has a cognate in Shona -kosor-
S1 ktikosola *-kticud-.

472. to get drunk Cognates of (472) is found in Lunda, kukolwa;
PI Y^Yolwa Nyanja, kukolewa. The verb stem in (472) is in
Vy Y^Yolwa the passive with the extensions -Cw) and (ew> as
Tk ktikolwa the case may be. This form is derived from kol
II ktikolwa 'to intoxicate' or 'to poison.'
Lj ktikolwa PT: * '-kolwa
SI kukolewa CB: *-k6du 'become intoxicated'.
Sp kukolwa
Tt ktiktilwa

473. to defeat There are no known cognates of (473) in other
Zambian lects.

PI Y^Yoma
Vy Y^Yoma PT* * '~koma
Tk ktikoma
II ktikoma
Lj ktikoma
SI ktikoma
SP ktikoma
Tt ktikoma

474. to grow

(a) (a): There are no known cognates of (a).
PI Y^Yomena PT: * "-komena
Vy Y^Yomena
Tk ktikomena

(b) (b): cognates include Lozi kuhula: Lunda and
II ktikula Cewa kukula. (b) exists in PI as well
Lj ktikula but with the specific meaning 'to reach puberty'
SI ktikula and it is only applied to girls. Further relics
Sp kukula of this kulu include tataYulu and mamaYulu.
Tt ktiktila and hhvuYulu 'grandfather', 'grandmother' and

'grandchild', respectively.
PT: * '-kula 
CB: *-ktid
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475.

PI
Vy
Tk
II

Lj
SI

Tt

476.

PI
Vy
Tk
Lj
SI

II

sp
Tt

477.

PI
Vy
Tk
Lj

II

SI
Tt

sp

to inherit

(a)
YU-yona
YUYona
kukona
kukona

(b)
kupyana
kupyana

(c)
kujdpdla 

to be happy

(a)
Yuyondwa
YUYondwa
kukondwa
kukondwa
kukondwela

<b)
ktikomana

(c)
kusdkiwa
kus&kiwa

to hatch

(a):
y&yonkona
YtiYonkona
ktikonkona
ktikonkola

(b)
ktikonkwela

(c)
kukdnkdmdna
kukdnkdmdka

(d)
kundondola

(a): No known cognates, 
PT; *- kdna

(b): a cognate can be found in Bemba, ukupvana.

(c): No known cognates.

(a): No known cognates.
The form of SI has a pseudoappllcative 
extension el in addition to the causative 
extension w. However, the whole stem is now 
inseparable from the extension.
PT: * '-konda; ^'kondwela

(b): this can also be found in PI and can be 
interchanged with (a),

(c): no known cognates, but cf. (24) 'to want.' 
The present verb stem has the passive extension 
as can be seen in (441).
CB *-ctik 'desire'

(a): No known cognates. The various forms 
would seem to be onomatopoeic.
PT: #'-konkola. See discussion at 3.1.2. 1

(b) would seem to be related to (a) and that we 
analyse it as being in the applied form as 
follows konko<e>l

(c): No known cognates.

(d): No known cognates.
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478.

PI
Vy
Tk
II
Lj
SI
Sp
Tt

479.

PI
Vy
Tk
II

Lj

SI

Sp

Tt

480.

PI
Vy
Tk

II

Lj

SI

sp

to become Cognates are found in Kongo, LubaKatanga and
bent Yao kotam

yu^ot ama 
yuyotama 
kukotama 
kukotama 
kukotama 
kukotama 
ktiktittima 
kuktittima

PT: * '-kotama 
CB: *-kdtam

to roll 
on wheels

Ca)
yuyuPa
yuyupa
kukupa
kukuPa

(b)
kukunguka 

<c)
kukunkulisha

(a): No known cognates, 
PT: * '-kuPa

(b): No known cognates, 

Cc): No known cognates.

Cd) Cd): No known cognates,
ktinaika

(e) Ce): No known cognates,
kuktisha

to knock
down
fruit

Ca) Ca): There are no known cognates of C480),
YiiYula PT: & '-kula
YiTyula
ktikula

Cb) Cb). This item exists in PI as well with an
k66nza identical vowel.

Cc) Cc). No known cognates,
kusokola

Cd) Cd): No known cognates,
kukonsa

(e) Ce): No known cgnates
kuziinda
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Tt
(f)
kftsdnza

481. load

(a)
PI muYuli
Vy muyul1
11 mukuli
Lj mukuli

Cb)
SI mutolo

Cc)
S3 muz i wo
Tt mdziyo

482. to knock
off from
work

Ca)
PI YUYOtoya
Vy YUYotoYa
Tk kukotoka
11 kukotoka

Cb)
Lj kutomboka
SI kutomboka

483. ochre

Ca)
PI m&Yula
Vy mdYula
11 mtikula
Lj mbkula

Cb)
SI nkundwe

Cc)
Sp iztiku

484. to make fire

Ca)
PI YUYunka

<f): No known cognates, (f) may be related to
(b) and Cd) but it is not clear how the initial 
position of these stems can be accounted for. 
There is no parallel correspondence involving 
a zero consonant in II and /k/ in Tt.

(a): No known cognates of (481), 
PT: * '-kuli

<b): No known cognates of b/c.

Cc): the nouns here seem related although they 
differ in Ca position. The semivowels /w/ and 
may be seen transitons between the vowels /i/ and 
/o / .

Ca): There are no known cognates of C482).
PT: * '-kotoka 
CB: #-kdtuk-
The PT form shows vowel harmony, that is the 
vowel *u of CB assimilated to the first vowel 
*o.

(b): No known cognates.

Ca): A cognate can be found in Bemba nkula.
PT: * '-kula.
There is an uncertain relation between Ca) and 
the CB form #-gCid& and *-ktid& 'red colour1.

Cb): No known cognates 

(c): No known cognates.

Ca): Cognate can be found in Bemba ukukunka 'to 
feed a fire, '
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Vy
Tk
II
SI

Lj

Sp

485.

PI
Vy
Tk
II

Tt

Lj
SI

486.

PI
Vy
Lj

II

Lj

SI

SP

Tt

Yuyunka
kukunka
kukunka
kukunka

(b)
kukutula

(c)
kutilmba

to dust

(a)
Y^Yunkumuna
Y^Yunkumuna
kukunkumuna
kOkunkumuna

(b)
ktittittila

Cc)
kupampamuna
kdpampamuna

to capsize

Ca)
YilYunuYa
Y^YunuYa
kOkunuka

Cb)
kutika 

Cc)
kupindimuka

Cd)
kufulumuka

Ce)
kuminG

Cf)
kuf £tuha

PT: * '-kunka

Cb): No known cognates, 

Cc): No known cognates.

Ca): No known cognates of (485). 
PT: * "-kunkumuna

Cb): No known cognates. 

Cc): No known cognates.

There are no known cognates of (486), 
PT: * '-kunuka,

Cb): This form exists in PI as well but with the 
meaning ‘to be spilt* ,

Cc): No known cognates.

Cd): No known cognates. 

Ce): No known cognates.

Cf): No known cognates.
It is perhaps significant that many of the 
reflexes above have the element uka. This 

element is possibly an extension with the meaning 
* reversive*.
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487. milk(fresh)

(a) (a): No known cognates.
PI muyupa PT; # '-kupa
Vy muyupa
Tk mukupa
11 mukupa

Lj mukupa

(b) (b); No known cognates In other languages,
Sp muz11111

<c) (c): This noun exists in PI, Vy and Tk as 'sour
Tt mapisi milk.' A cognate also exists in Lozi with the 

meaning as in (488).

488. fig tree (488): This is widespread in Bantu.
PI miiyuyu Cognates include Kaonde and Luvale mukuyu.
Vy mtiyuyu Yao nkuyu.
Tk rmikuyu PT: *'-kuyu
11 rmikuzu CB; *-ktiyfi
Lj rmlkuyu We can see that the high tone of CB appears on
SI mulcuzu the prefix in PT.
sp mukuzti
Tt iktizu

489. purse (489): There are no known cognates of 
(489).

PI zhiyw&ma PT: # '-kwama
Vy clyw6ma
Tk cikw&ma
11 cikw&ma
SI clkw&ma
sp cikwam&
Tt cikw6ma

490. to marry

(a) (a): A cognate can be found in Cewa. kukwatila
PI ydywata although the latter has an applied verb extensii
Vy ytiywata il. The extension cannot be extracted from the
Tk kiikwata stem,
Lj kdkwata PT: * '-kwata

Cf. CB #-kti6t- 1sieze*
(b) (b); cognates include Luvale twal and Sotho

11 ktitwala thwal.
CB *-tu£d~ (i); 'carry on head'; (ii): 'carry
away' , ' marry' .

<c) (c): No known cognates,
SI kweepa
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(d) (d); No known cognates,
sp kus^sa
Tt k&s<§sa

491. merchandise

(a) (a): No known cognates.
PI maywep o PT: *'-kwepo
Vy ma^weBo
Tk makwepa
11 makwepo
SI makwepo

(b) (b): No known cognates
Tt nyuluza

492. to scratch 
Ce, g. body)

(a) (a): No known cognates.
PI Yuywehhya PT: * '-kwezya
Vy yu^wezya
Tk kukwezya
11 kukwehhya

(b) (b): No known cognates.
SI kunyaya

493. to borrow 
money,

(a) (a): no known cognates.
PI Yu^weleta PT: *'-kweleta
Vy Yu^weleta
11 kukweleta

(b) <b>: a cognate can be found in Bemba and Cewa,
Tk kukongola ukukongola and kukongola respectively.
Lj kukongola PT: f'-kongola
SI kukongola

(c) Cc): a cognate can be found in Lozi. kukolota.
sp kukdlota
Tt kukdlota

494. to put axe 
in handle

Ca) Ca): There are no known cognate of (494).
PI YfiYw*ka PT: * '-kwika
Vy Y^Ywika
11 kdkwika
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Lj
SI

sp

Tt

495,

PI
Vy

Lj

Sp

SI

496.

PI

Vy

Tk
II
Lj
SI

Sp

Tt

497
PI

Vy

Tk
II
Lj
SI
SP

Cb)
kwlingisha 
kwlingisha

(c)
kukwesd

<d>
kututwila 

to scream
(a)
YiTywiila
YilYw  ̂i 1a 

Cb)
kutilimuka

Cc)
kutilimtik£

Cd)
kulila

navel
Ca)
kombo
CmaYombo)
kombo
CmaYombo)
kombo
Ikombo
mtikombo
mukombo

Cb)
cinena

Cc)
mukupu

ten
kumi
Cm^Yumi)
kumi
Cm&Yumi)
kumi
ikumi
likumi
ikumi
ikumi

Cb): Cb) has a cognate in Bemba lngil. Luvale
ingil and Luyana ingen.
CB: *-yfr)gid-; #-yf^gin-.
C494b) is related with C595) below , q.v.

Cc): No known cognates.

Cd): No known cognates.

(a): No known cognates.

Cb): No known cognates.

Cc): No known cognates.

Cd): Cd) is the same homophonous with C380)
1 to cry. 1

Ca): No known cognates outside the Tonga group. 
PT: * '-kombo
See 3.1.15.1 for discussion.

Cb): Compare Marjanja cinena and Bemba icinena 
CB: #~nen&. 1 pubes'

Cc): No known cognates.

This general in Bantu
Cognates include: Luvale likumi: Bemba ikumi 
and Maqanja khumi.
PT: #'~kumi 
CB: *-ktimi
See 3, 1. 15. 1 for discussion.
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Tt

498.

PI
Vy
Tk
II
Lj
SI

sp

Tt

499.

PI
Vy

SI

sp

II

Lj

iktimi

to hit nail 
with hammer 
(as in roof 
making)
(a)
yukoma
yukoma
kukoma
kukorna
kukoma
kukoma

(a): Cognates can be in Bemba and Luvale kukoma 
' to hit with a hammer. '
PT: *'-koma 
CB: *-kdm-

(b)
kutafJa

(c)
kiikdkdtdla

(b): No known cognates.

(c): No known cognates

throat (a): No known cognates in the other Zambian 
lects.

(a) (a): (a) would seem to incorporate an extension
ktilumino ino. which is in turn related to
ktilumino the 'instrumental' extension, ilo observed

at (448a) above. The forms of PI and Vy could be 
viewed as derived from the verb yuluma,
'to bite', cf, (13) above. However, the second 

part of the stems of (a) also resemble CB #m6d6 
'throat'; 'gullet'. It is possible that (a) is a 
compound noun involving, CB *-dflm- 'bite' and 
*-m£d6 'throat', 'gullet'. Cf. also the CB form 
*~mldd.
<499a) is class 5 noun.

(b)
kakolomeno

(c)
mumind

(d)
kukumlno

(c): Compare this form with CB: #m£d6 'throat'; 
'gullet' of which the Sf3 form can be viewed as 
as a an irregular reflex.

(d): Possibly related to CB: #■ m&d6

(e)
cif untwa

<e): No known cognates.
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500. to become This is widespread in Bantu. Cognates are found
sat1ated in many Zambian lects. Cognates include in Lozi

PI ytikuta kukula. Cewa kukuta and Bemba ukwikuta.
Vy ytikuta PT: #'-;lkuta
Tk ktikuta CB: *-yfkut-
11 ktikuta <500) is similar to (90) above in terms of some
Lj ktikuta lects having stems with /i/ before /k/ while the
SI kwlkuta others do not have this initial vowel. In both
sp kwl1kuta cases it is PI, Vy and Tk that do not have this
Tt kwllktita vowel. The vowel in question is inherited from 

CB as can be seen in the reconstruction above.

501. bark of 
tree

<a) (a): a cognate can be found in Bemba. ulukwa.
PI kwa <501a) is a class 5 noun which shows alternation

(m&Ywa) of initial consonant in class 6.
Vy kwa

(m^Ywa)
PT: * '-kwa

Tk kwa
sp cikwd
Tt clkwd

Cb) (b): No known cognates.
11 clpapu
Lj clpapu

(c) Cc): No known cognates.
SI clyula

502. whip

(a) Ca): No known cognates.
PI mtikwilo
Vy mdkwilo

(b) Cb): No known cognates
Lj clsw^pu PT: * '-sw6pu
SI clsw^pu Notice that the Tt reflex has /p/ instead of
Tt ciw6pu the expected /h/; see discusion in 3.1.7.

(c) Cc): No known cognates
sp cim6

503. cucumber

(a) Ca): No known cognates.
PI kowa

(mayowa)
PT f'-kowa

Vy kowa
CmaYowa)

Tk kowa
11 kowa
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Lj
SI

504.

PI

Vy

Tk

Sp

505. 
PI 
Vy 
Tk 
II 
Lj 
SI 
Sp 
Tt

506.

PI
Vy
Tk

II
Lj

507.

PI
Vy
Tk
II

508.

PI
Vy
II
Tk

kowa
kowa

verandah

(a)
kozhe
(makozhe)
koce
(makoce)
koce

(a): No known cognates.
Although this is class 5 noun the initial 
consonant /k/ does not alternate with /y/ in the 
plural.
PT * '-koce

(b)
makozwana (bO: No known cognates.

fireplace No known cognates in other Zambian lects. 
zhiko Note again the appearance of /k/ in the stem
ciko which has no alternation in the singular and
ciko plural (class 7/8) as in (504) above. It is,
ciko however, not surprising that we have /k/ in PI,
ciko Vy and Tk since in CB the reconstructed form is
ciko *yfk6.
cikd PT: *'-iko
ciko CB: #-ylkd

to step 
over

(a)
YtitaaluYa
Yutaaluya
kutaaluka

(a): There are no known cognates of (506)

(b)
ktisotoka
kdsotoka

<b): This is homophonous with yusotoya ‘to jump* 
(420a) above.

to prop

Ca)
ytitapa
Y&tapa
Ydtapa
ytitaPa

(a): No known cognates of (507), 
PT: * '-taPa

reject

(a)
YutaYata
YutaYata
kutakata
kutakata

(a): No known cognates. 
PT: * '-takata
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(b) Cb): cf. C462b) ' to refuse' above.
Lj yukana
SI kuk&na
Sp kuk££na
Tt k&k&na

509. to chew

(a) Ca): This is widespread in Bantu.
PI yutahuna Cognates include Mambwe ukutafuna. Lunda
Vy Y&tafuna kutafunva and Malania tafun
Tk ytitaf una PT: # '-t&swuna
sp k&t&funa CB: * -tdkUn
Tt kut&funa

Cb) (b): No known cognates.
11 kunyeela PT: # '-nyeela
Lj kunyeela
SI kunyeela

510. to start

Ca) Ca): a cognate can be found in Bemba. ukutalika,
PI YtitaliYa This is a dubious cognate of CB: #taatlk 'to
Vy YutaliYa begin'.
Tk kfitallka PT: # '-talika

Cb) Cb): No known cognates.
11 kukanka

Cc) (c): No known cognates
Lj khtangila

Cd) Cd): No known cognates
SI ktisanguna

511. to invite 

Ca)
PI Y&t amba CB: #t&mb ; f tdmbik 1 to call. 1
Vy Y&t amba Cognates can be found in Luvale tambik.
Tk khtamba PT: * '-tamba; t-t&amba
11 ktit amba
Lj ktitamba
SI kilt amba
sp kut££mba

512. to receive

Ca) Ca): Cognates can be found in Kongo tambul.
PI Ytit ambula Luvale tambul and LubaKatar^ga tambul.
Vy Yiltambula PT: * '-tambula
Tk ktitambula CB: *-t6mbud-
11 k&tambula
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LJ
SI

513.

PI
Vy
Tk
II

Lj
SI
SP
Tt

514.

PI
Vy
Tk
II
Lj

515.

PI
Vy
Tk
II
Lj

SI

516.

PI
Vy
Tk

ktitambula
ktitambula

to climb

(a)
Yutanta  
yu tan ta  
kutant a 
ku tan ta

Cb)
kukwela
kukwela
kukwela
kukwela

to chase

(a)
yhtanda
Y^tanda
kutanda
kiitanda
khtandaanya

to scatter; 
disarrange

<a>
Y^tapaula
Y^tapuula
Y^tapuula
ktitapaula
ktitapaula

Cb)
kumwaya

to collect 
f irewood

Ca)
Y&teba
Yuteba
khteba

Ca); No known cognates.
However compare CB: *t&nt 'cross Cbridge)' but 
it is doubtful that this is related to PT; 
cf, Bemba umutanto, and Shona 
danho. from CB *~t&ntd 'bridge'

Cb); Cb) has a cognate in Cewa, kukwela
PT: f'-kwela
CB: *-k&&d- ' go up'
Cognates can be found in Namwanga kwel 
and Yao kwel.

Ca): No known cognates in other Zambian lects.
The form of Lj is clearly extended by the 
addition of -anva. This is peculiar to this verb. 
It is nevertheless similar to the 'reciprocal' 
extension -an- although there is no reciprocal 
meaning in C514a).

CB: *-t&nd- 'to drive away.'
PT f'-tanda; & '-tandaanya

Ca): There are no known cognates of C515).
The stems here seem to have an extension -Caul) 
In Vy, Tk and Lj we can see that there is vowel 
assimilation along the line of C446a) 'to 
search'. C515a) can be seen as a complex 
stem incorporating the ' repetitive'/'reversive' 
extension , ul, cf. C447a).
PT: * '-tapaula

Cb): No known cognates, but cf. a possible 
CB source

(a): No known cognates.
PT; *'-teepa.
CB: $-t66b- 'gather Cfirewood)'.
C516a) has an odd reflex in PI, Vy, Tk in that 
we find /b/ instead of /p/.
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Lj
(c)
kdtyola

SI kutyola

517. to harvest

PI

(= 609)

(a)
yutepula

Vy yutepula
Tk kutepula
11 kutepula

sp
(b)
kusiinza

Tt
(c)
kuzllmbula

518. to listen

PI
(a)
ytiteelela

Vy ydteelela
Tk kdteelela
11 ktiteelela
Lj kdteelela

SI
(b)
kiinyuf wa

sp
(c)
kuzuwa

Tt kustiwa

519. to pay tax
PI yutela
Vy yutela
Tk kutela
11 kutela
Lj kutela
SI kutela
sp kuteld
Tt ktit£la

(a): There are no known cognates in Zambian 
lects.
PT: *' teepula
CB: *-t£6b- 'gather (firewood)'.
If the PT form is related to the one of CB 
the following changes suggest themselves: 
reduction of /ee/ to /e/ and the addition of 

the extension ul.,

(b); Cf. Shona kusinza.

(c): No known cognates.

(a): A cognate can be found in Shona teerera. 
PT: * '-teelela

<b)/(c): cf. (69) above.

A cognate of (519) can be found in Lozi kutela. 
PT: * '-tela

520. to cut <e. g. with 
a knife).

(a) (a): Cognates Include Kaonde tend and Nsenga
PI Yutenc*a tend.
Vy yutenda CB: *-t6nd-.
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Tk kutenda PT: #'-tenda
XI kutenda
Lj kutenda
SI kutenda

(b) (b) Is homophonous with (25b) above,
Sp kukosold

(c) <c) is homophonous with (25b) above,
Tt ktitema

521. to become 
wet

(a) (a): No known cognates.
PI yuteta PT: f'-teta
Vy yuteta
Tk yuteta

(b) (b): cf. (22) above.
II kdtontola No known cognates,
Lj ktitontola PT: * '-tontola
SI kutontola
Sp kutontbla
Tt kutontbbla

522. to pour The verb form of Vy and Tk can be taken as the
PI yutila simple unextended form. In the other lects the
II kutlla verb stem has the ’applied’ extension il,
Lj kutila However the extension does not contribute
SI kutila ’applied’ meaning nor can it the
Vy kutya extension be extracted from the stem. Cognates
Tk kutya include Luchazi (K, 13) and Kaonde (L.41) tila
Sp kwiitild PT: *'-itila
Tt kwiltila

523. to put 
load on 
head

(a)
PI ytituka Cognates (523) are widespread and they include
Vy ytituka Luvale, Bemba and Yao all of which have the verb
Tk kiituka radical twik.
II kdtwika See discussion at 3. 2. 6
Lj ktitwika PT: *'-twika
SI kdtwika CB: fc-ttiik-,

(b) (b): A putative cognate can be found in Luvale
SP kutengena tengem, Compare also (458d) above, q.v.
Tt kutengena

524. to follow (see 305),
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525.

PI
Vy
Tk
II
Lj ■
SI
Sp
Tt

526.
PI
Vy
Tk
II
Lj
SI
sp
Tt

527.

PI
Vy

Tk
II
Lj
SI
Sp
Tt

528.

PI
Vy
Tk
II
Lj
SI

sp
Tt

to take
e. g. one
rather
than
another
yiitola
ytitola
kiitola
ktitola
kdtola
ktitola
kiit661a
kut661a

tobacco
16mbwe 
tombwe 
t ombwe 
16mbwe 
16 mb we 
16mbwe 
16mbwe 
16 mb we

to insult
(a)
ytitfiylla 
ydttiyila

(b)
kdt ukana 
kilt ukana 
kdtukana 
ktitukana 
k&ttikana 
kut ilk ana

to put down 
load
(a)
ytitula
yiitula
ktitula
ktitula
ktitula
k&tula

Cb)
kupiika 
kupiika

This is widespread in Bantu,
Cognates can be found in Kaonde tool. Bemba 
tool and Maqanja tol.
CB: #— t66d- 'pick up'
PT: *'-toola

No known cognates, 
PT: #'-t6mbwe

(a): No known cognates. (a) would seem to 
incorporate the 'applicative1 extension <11> . 
One could then say that <a) is a reflex of CB 
*-ttik-. We could then related (a) and (b) if 
we extracted III) and -Can).

(b): Cb) is cognate include Cewa, Lozl and 
Lunda kutukana,
(b) has a 'reciprocal' extension -Can).
PT: *'-tukana.
CB: *-tOk-.

Ca): Cognates are found in Luvale tul. Bemba 
tuul and Yao tuul.
PT: *'-tula 
CB: #-ttitid-.

(b): cf. C221) above.
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529. to send (529) is widespread in Bantu.
PI ytituma Cognates include Bemba, Luvale and Yao turn
Vy yilt uma PT: *'-tuma
Tk kilt uma CB: fc-tilm-
11 kilt uma
Lj kilt uma
SI kilt uma
sp kut lima
Tt kut lima

530. to thread (532) is homophonous with (132b) above.
needle CB: *-tiing- 'to thread a string.'

PI yiitunga PT: t'-tunga
Vy yiltunga Cognates include Bemba. Yao and Luganda tuqg.
Tk kiitunga
11 kilt unga
Lj kiitunga
SI kilt unga
Sp kiitunga
Tt kiitunga

531. to break Cognates can be found in Cewa , kutvola.
(e.g. stick) Here /t/ correspond to /c/. This is the only

PI yiityola item with this kind of correspondence where /t/
Vy yiityola corresponds to /c/ in Sp and Tt, Nevertheless
Tk kiltyola we can reasonably say that it is /t/
11 kiltyola that palatalized to /c/ before /y/.
Lj kutyola PT: * r-tyola
SI kutyola
sp kucoola
Tt kuc661a

532, to pound Cognates can be found in Kaonde and Lunda
(in mortar) kutwa: Yao and Bemba tw

PI yiit wa PT: *'twa
Vy yiitwa CB *tii.
Tk kiltwa
11 ktltwa
Lj ktltwa
SI kiltwa
sp kutwd
Tt kiltwa

533. to undo 
<e, g.

(533): No known cognates.

sewing) The correspondence /n/ and /l/ is parallel to 
(333a) and (344a) above. This is not a regular

(a) correspondence between the Tonga lects. In the
PI yildaPununa present case the cognates incorporate the
Vy yiidapulula extended form by the reversive extension

■Eulul), It has an alternant unun if the final 
consonant of the stem is a nasal consonant.
Since this alternation is general the form of PI 

(b) in (a) cannot be accounted for at the moment.
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Tk
II

Lj
SI

534.

PI
Vy

Tk
II
Lj

535.

PI

Vy
Tk

II

Lj

SI

536.

PI

Vy

Tk

II
Lj

ktizambununa See discussion in 3. 1.2 where discuss similar 
ktizambulula cases,

(c)
ktipombolola
k&pombolola

to take a 
short cut

There are no known cognates of (536)

(a)
ytidaPula
ytidapula

(b)
kdkosola
kdkosola
ktikosola

(b): (b) is homophonous with (25d; 520b) above,
PT * '-kosola

to stretch 
out
(e. g. wire)

(a)
ytidadamuna

(b)
yddapulula
ktidapulula

(c)
ktihhungulula

There are no known cognates of (535) outside the 
Tonga lects. However, for (b) see (534) 
above. All the items except (e) would seem to 
incorporate the reversive extension fUlUl}.
(a): No known cognates.

(b): (535b) is homophonous with (534a) above.

(c): (535c) has the reversive extension. The
unextended stem is hhung which is homophonous 
(354a).

(d)
kutanda{3ula

(e)
koolola

(d): No known cognates.

(e): No known cognates.

duck

(a)
dada
(mddada)
dada
(m&dada)
dada
(m&dada)

(a): no known cognates outside the Tonga lects. 
This is class 5 noun but /d/ does not alternate 
with 1 in the plural (class 6 ma).

(b)
ipata
lipata

(b): A cognate can be found in Bemba iBata. 
PT; *'-pata
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SI lipata
sp ipata
Tt ipata

537. to talk in a
quivering
voice

No known cognates of C539).

PI yudedema
Vy yudedema

538. drought

(a) Ca): No known cognates. The forms of PI and
PI danga incorporate the prefix of class 5, and there
Vy danga no alternation in the plural.
11 lulanga PT: t'-langa

Cb) Cb); No known cognates. In PI, Cb) has the
Lj nyotwa the equivalent nvdta 'thirst.1

539. to tickle

Ca) Ca): No known cognates.
PI yudeyeenya

(b) Cb): A cognate is found in Bemba ukutekunva.
Vy yuteyunya PT: #'-tekunya
Tk kutekunya Ca) and Cb) could still be related although
11 kutekunya there is a difference in the second vowel of
Lj kutekunya stem.
SI kutekunya

540. to fall from 
seat

(a) Ca): No known cognates.
PI ytidenuya For the correspondence /n/ and /l/, see
Vy yildeluya parallels at C333a; 344a; 535) above. 

See 3, 1. 2. 1.

(b) Cb): Cb) is homophonous with C40) above.
Tk kuwa CB: *-gu
11 kuwa PT: t'-wa
Lj kuwa
SI kuwa
sp kuw&
Tt kuw&

541. type of 
trap

Ca) Ca): Cognates can be found in Bemba iliBa.
PI dipa Kaonde ciliBa and Yao liiliBa. In the Tonga
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Vy

Tk

II

Lj
SI

542.

PI
Vy
Tk

II

Lj
SI
sp
Tt

543,

PI

Vy
Tk
II

Lj
SI
SP
Tt

544.

(m&dipa)
dipa
(m&dipa)
dipa
(mddipa)
1 lipa 
(m&liPa) 
mtilipa 
miilipa

to be bent 
Ce. g, 
a stick)

(a)
yddiimana
ytidiimana
ktidiimana

<b)
kusendama

<c)
kupetama
kupetama
kupetama
kupetama

to collapse 
Ce. g. a 
building)

(a)
yudiliya

(b)
yunvwaiya
kumwaika
kumwaika

(c)
kuwa
kuwa
kuw&
kuw&

f uneral

lects except Lj and SI the noun is in class 5 in 
the singular but /d/ does not alternate with 
/l/ in plural, class 6.
CB: *dib& ’falling trap’
PT: *'-lipa

(a): No are known cognates. 
PT: #'-diimana.

CB: *-c&ndam- ’become leaning’
Cognates include: Nsenga sendam. Luvale 
sendam. and Bemba sendam,

(c): Cognates include: Maqanja and Bemba, 
pet
The form of PT and its reflexes appears to have 
an extension in the form of the stative am; 
However this extension is no longer separable 
from the stem.
PT * '-petama 
CB: *-p&t- ’bend’

(a): No known cognates.

(b): A cognate can be found in Luyana mw.
The ending in iy/ik in all the
lects calls to mind the ’neuter/potential*
extension. The simpler verb form mway exists,
(b) is is synonymous with (330b; 591a).
PT: * '-mwaika
CB: * -mii&g-.

(c); cf. (40) above.

(544) is derived from the verb lil.
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(a) (a): The forms of PI, Vy and Tk all begin with
PI dilwe /d/ as opposed to /l/ in 11. This is a regular

(madilwe) correspondence. Ca) is a classes 5/6 noun but
Vy dll we in PI, Vy and Tk there is no alternation in the

(madilwe) initial consonant of the stem. (544a) like
Tk dilwe (544b) below is related to the verb kulila.

(madilwe) 'to cry'. The present noun has passive
11 ililwe incorporates the passive extension w followed

(malilwe) final vowel e, which may be the perfective 
suffix. There are no known cognates of (544a). 
PT H-lllwe.
See 3.1.11,2 for the discussion of /d/ : /l/.

(b) (h): Cognates are found in Bemba amalilo:
Lj cililo Mar)an.1a. malilo and Yao. mallro.
SI cililo PT; f'-lolo
sp cililo CB: *-dil6 1 mourning1
Tt cililo

545. to stamp

(a)

There are no known cognates of (545).

PI yudinta

(b) (b): The form of 11 incorporates a 'neuter
Vy yusimba extension ijc.
Tk yusimba PT: I'-simba
11 kushimbika

546. a pit

(a) (a): Cognates are found in Bemba it.fillndi.
PI dlndi PT: $'-lindi

(hhilindi) CB: f-dindi.
Vy mdlindi The item of PI involves class 5 prefix.
Tk mulindi
11 Hindi
Lj cllindi
SI clllndi

(b) (b): cf. (465b) 'waterhole' , above
sp mukalo
Tt mukalo

547. to light 
Ce. g.
cigarette)

(a) (a): No known cognates
PI yudoneya PT: #'-doneka.
Vy yudomeya
Tk lcudomeka
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(b) Cb)t cf. (263) above.
11 kuzakisha The verb here is in the causative form with
sp kuz3klsha the extension ish. In (c) the extension is the
Tt k&zdkisha vowel 1. For both Cb) and Cc) the simple verb 

form of C547) is zak and yak, respectively.
Cc) PT; £'-yaka: cf. (441a) above.

L j kuyasha CB; *-yak- ’to be lit.'
SI kuyasha

548. to pierce

(a) Ca): No known cognates.
PI yddonkola
Vy ytidonkola

(b) Cb): a cognate can be found in Bemba ukutula 't
Tk kdtulula bore' and Nsenga tul.
11 ktitulula PT; * '-tulula
Lj kdtulula CB: *-tud-.
SI ktitulula In PT and the Tonga lects the stem has a 

repetitive extension ul, which has now become 
part of the stem.

549. to poke

Ca) Ca): No known cognates,
PI y&donta

(b) CB: *-cok-; *-c6kud- 1 incite1; ’poke in*.
11 kucoka Cognates are found in Luvale sok: Kaonde and
Lj kucokola Bemba sokol.

550. to doubt

(a)

(550): There are no known cognates.

PI yudooneya

Cb) Cb): This incorporates the negative marker t_a
Vy yutasyoma The verb stem itself is the same as (430) 1 to
Tk kutashoma believe. ' , q. v.
11 kutashoma
Lj kutashoma
SI kutashoma
Sp kutashoma
Tt kutashoma

551. perhaps

Ca) Ca): No known cognates.
PI doono

Cb) (b): No known cognates.
Vy &ntela PT: *&nt61a
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Tk &nt61a In PI <b) exists freely.
11 dntela

<c) (c): No known cognates.
Lj sombi
SI sombl

552, a drop 
of water

<552): There are no known cognates.

(a) (a): No known cognates,
PI dosi PT * '-losi

(mddosi) This is a class 5 noun. Unlike other class 5
Vy dosi nouns (552a) /d/ does not have the expected

(m&dosi) alternant /l/ in class 6.
Tk dosi 

(m&dosi)

(b) (b): No known cognates. The stem of Lj begins
11 Hondo in nd. This stem is related to that of 11
Lj mundondo although we are unable to account for 

nasalisation in Lj at the moment.

553. to be 
expensive

<a): No known cognates outside the Tonga lects,
PI yftdula
Vy ytidula
Tk ktidula
554. moisture

(a) (a): No known cognates.
PI mOdOma
Vy mtidumu
Tk miidOmu

<b> (b); No known cognates.
Lj mushu

555. to visit 
repeatedly
(a) <a): No known cognates.

PI 'yudwafSa
Vy yudwapa

(b) (b): <b) is homophonous with (428) above.
Tk kuswaya No known cognates.
11 kuswaya PT: * '-swaya
Lj kuswaya
SI kuswaya
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556.

PI
Vy
Tk

557.

PI
Vy

II
Lj

558.

PI

Vy
SI
sp
Tk

Lj

559.

PI
Vy
Tk
II
Sj3
SI

Lj

Tt

whistle( an (556): No known cognates, 
instrument

(a)
ltidw^Pa 
liidwepa 
1 &dw£(3 a

to press 
down

(557): No known cognates.

(a)
yudyaamina
yudyaamina

(b)
k&shindaila
kdshindila

(a): No known cognates.

(b): No known cognates.
The two verbs here differ in the endings. 
Although ail and i.1. seem to be verbal 
extensions we cannot extract them from the stem. 
Consequently we cannot arrive what these 
extensions mean,

knot

(a)
zhiga

(b)
ciyoto
k&koto
ik6to
cikoto

(a); No known cognates,

(b): No known cognates. 
PT: *'-koto

(c)
clnlcutu

(c): No known cognates.

a tin
(container)

(a)
zhigaba
clgaba
cigaba
cigaba
kdg&ba
cikapa

(b)
cikopo

(c)
cik&la

(a): Cognates include Shona and Ndebele gaba 
PT: 'gaba.
(559) is likely to be a loanword.

(b): Cognates can be found in Nyanja and Bemba, 
cikopo.

(c): No known cognates.
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560. to be stuck

No known cognates.
PI Yftgapa
Vy Ytigapa -

561, a species 
of fruit

No known cognates.
PI gapo
Vy gapo

562. to hammer 
<to nail 
down)

(a) (a): No known cognates. Although the verb stems
PI Y&gagaila here suggest an extension in the form of fail) it
Tk ktigagaila is clear what the extension is. It has a super 

ficial resemblance to the applied extension.

(b) (b): No known cognates. The two verbs in (b) are
Vy yOiYan^amina related although they differ in that the form of
11 ktik&nkamwina has an intrusive /w/. A parallel here can be 

found in item (523a) above,

Cc) (c): No known cognates.
Lj kupopa
SI kupopa

(d) (d); refer to (28b) above,
sp kuk&Pa

563. to go 
t owards
Ca) (a): No known cognates,

PI Ytigama PT: #'-gama.
Vy YLtgama
Tk k ugama

(b) (b): see (439a; c) above.
11 kuya PT: *'~ya
Lj kuya
SI kuya

(c) (c): Refer to (178)
sp kuyednda

(d) (d): cf. (595) below.
Tt kwilngila
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564

PI
SI
Sp
Tt
Tk
II

Vy
LJ
565

PI

Vy
II
SI
Tk
Lj

Sp

566.

PI
Vy
Tk
II
Lj
SI
Sp
Tt

567.

PI
Vy

a patch

(a) (a): Cognates can be found in Nyanja, Ndebele
zhigamba and Shona gamba. The correspondence /g/ (Pl/Tk)
cikamba and /k/ (Lj and SI) is regular. Generally, II
cikamba does not have nonprenasalized /g/. Nevertheless
cik&mba in the present case we can see a cognate of
cigamba nonprenasalized /g/. This is not an isolated
cigamba case as nonprenasallzed /g/ is found in cognates

which are possible loans or refer to cultural 
items of recent acquisition in the II culture; 
see discussion at 3. 1, 12.1

(b)
cimdmo 
cimdmi

to hobble 
with a stick

(b): The two nouns here are related although
they differ in the final vowel. This noun is 
derived from the verb kumama. The final vowel 
in the nouns are derivative morphemes.

(a)
yugankila

(a): No known cognates.

(b)
Yusunkuta
kusunkuta
kusunkuta
kusunkuta
kusunkuta

(b): No known cognates, 
PT: ^'-sunkuta

(c) (c): No known cognates. Although (c) has a
kucddnkutd resemblance with (b) the correspondence the

difference in the initial position of the radical 
cannot be accounted for at the moment since it 
has no parallel.

to grind (566): Cognates include Nyanja, Shona and
(with Ndepele. In II and Tt the cognates have the non

a mill) prenasalized /g/ instead of the expected /k/.
YUgaya (566) refers to a cultural item foreign to these
yugaya lects and may account for the the consonant /g/.
kugaya A discussion of this can be found in 3. 1, 12. 1.
kugaya Cognates with nonprenasalized /g/ in II can also
kukaya be found in 564 and 567,
kukaya 
ktigaya 
kug&ya

grinding The comments advanced for (566) apply to the
mill present case as well. In addition however we
zhigayo can see that II and SI have /g/ instead of /k/.
cigayo This is parallel to (564) and (566) given above
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Tk
II
Lj
SI
sp
Tt

568,

PI
Vy
Tk
Tt

II

Lj
SI

Sp

569,

PI
Vy
Tk
sp
Tt

II

Lj
SI

570.

PI
Vy
sp
Tt

Tk
Lj

cigayo
cigayo
cikayo
cigayo
cigdya
cikayo

to cut 
hair

(a)
ydgela
ydgela
kdgela
kdkdla

(b)
kushiza

(c)
kdeesa 
kdeesa

(d)
kugdnka

scissors

(a)
Y&gdle
Y&gdle
cigdle
cikdle
cikdle

(b)
1shiza

( c )
lishisala 
cisdla

trench

(a)
mugelo
mugelo
mdngdlo
mdngelo

(b)

muf 61o 
mdf 61o

(a): A cognate can be found in Nyanja kugela

<b): No known cognates. It is possible that (b) 
is the II rendering of the English scissors.

(c): No known cognates.

(d): No known cognates.

(a): This shares the same stem as (568a),

(b): It is possible also that (b) derived from
English ’scissors' as (568b) above.

(c): This is also likely to be derived from 
the English 'scissors'.

(a): no known cognates. The cognates of Sp and 
Tt have /ng/ corresponding to /g/ in PI and Vy. 
The cognates of Sp and Tt incorporate two 
prefixes, mu (class 3) and fN> (class 9),
Cf, 307a.

(b): This is the same as (307a) above. In the 
present case SI has a double prefix, ka which is 
dimunitive prefix of class 12 and mu the class 3 
prefix. This kind of affixation is usually
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SI k&miif 61 o associated with locative nouns.
11 rmif 61 o PT: *'-sw616

571. knee

(a) (a): There are no known cognates of (571).
PI gondo

(b) (b): No known cognates.
Vy zwi PT: #'-zwi
Tk zwi
Tt izwi

(c) (c): A verb exists in PI yununga 'to join'.
11 inungo This is likely to be the source of (c) here.
Lj linungo The vowel o was added to the verb stem nung
SI 1inungo to derive the noun . This is is a regular 

process using this vowel.

(d) (d): No known cognates.
sp ir|w61e

572. a well

(a) (a); a cognate exists in Nyanja, mugodi which
PI mtigot i generally refers to a big hole in the ground,
Tk mugodi The correspondence /t/ in PI and /d/ in Tk is 

skewed.

(b) (b): This is the same as 'waterhole'. See
Vy mukalo (455a) above, q, v.
11 mukalo
Lj mukalo
SI mukalo

(c) (c): This is restricted. Cognates include
sp cilipa Matengo 11116a and Rundi iriBa. However the
Tt cilipa CB form which has a wider distribution is $dlb&,

573.

PI

Vy
Tk

to peck 
(as
• woodpecker' )

(a)
YUgomagoma

(b)
■yugogomona
kugogomona

But this cannot be the source for (572c) because 
of tone and because #dl has the reflex /z/ in SP 
and Tt.
CB: *-dibA ' pool. '

(573). All items here can be viewed as 
onomatopoeic

(a): No known cognates.

(b): No known cognates.
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II

Lj
SI

sp

574.

PI
Vy
Tk
II
Lj

SI

sp
Tt

575.

PI
Vy
Tk
SI
Lj

II
sp
Tt

576.

PI

Vy

(c)
ktitematema

(c): No known cognates. Cf. (25b) above.

(d)
kupopoola
kupopola

(e)
kut6t661a

(d); No known cognates. (d) might incorporate 
the extension -Caul} as discussed at item (446a)

(e).* No knwn cognates.

to remove

(a)
Yuguhya
yugusya
kugusya
kukusha
kukusha

a): No known cognates. All the verbs
incorporate a causative extension. This can be 
seen in PI in which there exists the verb YugaYa 
'to move out'. Before the extension causative 
<y>, fyt alternates with /hy/. In the other 
lects the final consonant is expected to be /k/ 
and it is this which has the alternant /sy/ (in 
Vy,Tk) and /sh/ (in II,Lj).

(b)
kuf umya

(b): a cognate of (b) can be found in Bemba, 
ukufumya. The verb form is in the causative. 
The extension is i which becomes y when the 
verbal ending a is added.

(c) (c): this is the causative of the verb kuzwa 'to
kuzwilsa go away', cf. (341). The causative extension
kuzwlisa is is.

to touch

(a)
Ytiguma 
Ytiguma 
ktiguma 
kCik&mya 
k ilk ilmy a

(a): Cognates include: Kwanyama kum and Bemba 
kumv, The verb forms in SI and Lj are in the 
causative with i as the causative extension, y 
arises as described at (574b).

(b) (b): (b) is homophonous with (74b) 'to hold',
kdkwata q. v.
kukw^ta PT: * '-kwata
kukwata CB: £ -ktidt ’seize'.

distant
noise

There are no known cognates of (576).
All these nouns are likely to be onomatopoeic,

(a)
mtigut u

(b)
muzumo

(b): This is lexically related to 339a above.
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II

SI

sp

577.

PI
Vy
Tk

II

Lj

SI

Sp
Tt

578.

PI
Vy
Tk

II

sp
Tt

Lj
SI

579. 

PI

<c)
mucinci

<d>
mululumo

(e)
il&ta 

to help

(a)
yugwahya
Y^gwasya
kugwasya

<b>
k&yohhwa

<c)
kticaf wa

(d)
k&nyamfwa

(e)
kutdsa 
kut tisa

letter

<a>
ltigwalo
ltigwalo
lugwalo

(b)
ltiqw&lu

(c)
ir]61o
irjdlo

<d)
nkalata
nkalata

shoulder

(a)
gwehhyo

There are no known cognates of (577).

(a): No known cognates

(e): This is lexically related to (610c), below.

(a): No known cognates. 
See 3. 1. 12. 1

(b): This resembles both (a) and (c) in some
respects. If there was borrowing from one lect 
to another we cannot say which direction the 
borrowing went.

(b): A cognate can be found in liqolo which is 
related to the verb kuqola 'to write1.

(d): Cognates can be found in Bemba and Cewa, 
nkalata.

(a): No known cognates.
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Vy
Tk

II
Lj
SI

Sp
Tt

580.

PI
Vy
Tk

581.

PI
Vy
Tk
Tt
Lj
SI

II

sp

582.

PI
Vy
Tk
II
sp
Tt

Lj

SI

<b)
ku^o
kuko

<c>
cihuNhi 
cif Gnshi 
cif tinshi 
<d>
ihheta
ihheta

ululations

(a)
nguluulu
nguluulu
nguluulu

strength

(a)
nguzu
nguzu
nguzu
ing&zu
nkusu
nguf u

(b)
insana

<c>
kukola

blanket

(a)
ngupo
ngupo
nguP o
ngupo
ingup6
ingdpo

(b)
lindtitimba

( c )
likumbeesa

<b): This exists in PI also as 'shoulder 
blade'.

(c): Cognates can be found in Luyana ilfuti 
and Maqanja phuzi.
CB: #-t00di 
PT: f'-swtinsyi
(d): No known cognates.

<580): No known cognates, These nouns are all 
onomatopoeic.

<a): No known cognates.

(a): Cognates include: Ngazija (Kenya), qguvu; 
Hehe (Comoro Islands): qgufu; LubaKasi . qulu.
In SI we have /f/ corresponding to /z/ in some 
lects and to Is/ in the others. This is not
regular. We would have expected Is! in in 51 as
is the case in Lj. The prefix cannot be separate
from the stem.
PT f-guzu 
CB: *-ghdO

(b): No known cognates.

(c): This is a verb form which literally 
means 1 to have strength1 in this lect.

(a): This is probably related to the CB form 
#gCnb6 ' cloth' , which is wide spread in Bantu. 
This CB meaning was quoted by Guthrie for II, In 
PI CB tgfibb refers to 'cloth for carrying 
child on the back'. The prefix cannot be 
separated from the stem.
PT *gupo.

(b): No known cognates. This noun may have two 
PT prefixes: class 5 li_ and Classes
9 and 10 N.

(c): No known cognates.
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583. pig

(a) (a): Cognates: Bemba iqguluBe: Yao liguluBe:
PI ngulupe and Makua ikuluwe. We can see here that the
Vy ngulufJe cognate of Tt has /k/ stem initially although the
Tk ngulupe noun is in classes 9 and 10. this contrasts with
II nguluf3e (581a, and (582a). In PI, Vy, Tk and II the
Sp cigtiltipe prefix cannot be separated from the stem.
Tt inkulupe PT *gulupe,

(b) (b): No known cognates,
Lj mtiny^mbwa

(c) (c>: a cognate can be found in Cewa, nkumba.
SI nktimba (c) is a class 9/10 noun and the prefix cannot

be separed from the stem.

584. house (584) is cognate with Bemba , ir|anda: Rundi
(a) it^anda and Bemba ifjanda. The noun is in class

PI r|&nda 9 (prefix -CN) ) in singular and in class 6 in the
(maanda) plural, (prefix ma), As we can see in some of

Tk ri&nda the lects the prefix in the singular is the velar
(m&Anda) nasal <rj>.

II r]dnda PT: £Q&nda
(mddnda) CB: #g&nd&

Lj rjcinda
(maanda)

SI r]£nda
(ma&nda)

(b) (b): (b) may be related to (a) above. Perhaps
Vy nda the initial vowel of the stem was lost in Vy.

(manda) The singular of this noun is class 9 and the
prefix cannot be separated from the stem.

(c) (c): A cognate can be found in Kaonde, namely,
SP iz&po inzubo
Tt izupo

585. scotchcart No known cognates.

(a) (a): The noun is classes 9/10. Although (585)
PI r)61a is in classes 9 and 10, the prefix, in this case
Vy rj61a /rj/, cannot be separated from the stem oia.
Tk r)61a PT #9ola.
II q61a
Lj r|61a
SI rj61a

586. to finish Cognates include Luvale and Kongo man
PI yumana PT: f’-mana
Vy Yumana CB: ^-ni&n-
Tk kumana
II kumana
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Lj kumana
SI kumana
SP kuman&
Tt kumana

587. to daub

<a> (a): Cognates include Mbunda, Yao and Makua
PI Yumata -mat-.

CB, : *-m&t-

(b) (b): No known cognates: cf. (430) above. The
Vy Y^singulula cognates of SP and Tt have the unextended verb
Tk kfisingulula radical.
II ktishingulula PT: f'-singulula
Lj ktishingulula
SI ktishingulula
Sp kusiingula
Tt kusingfila

588. dew
PI mtime
Vy mdrne
Tk mume
II 1tim£
Lj mQm£
SI mCtmd
Sp mum£
Tt mtime

589. to swallow

(a)
PI Yumena
Vy Yumena
Tk kumena

(b)
II kumina
Lj kumina
Sp kumina
Tt kumina

590. to become
pregnant

PI Y^niita
Vy y^lta
Tk kdmita
II kwimita
Lj ktilmita
SI ktilmita
Sp kwlimita
Tt ktiiimita

This is widespread in Bantu,
Cognates include Luvale mume and Bemba umume. 
PT: *'-mti 
CB: $-m6

(a): Cognates include Lega (Congo): men. 
PT: *' m&n 
CB: &-m6d~

Although (a) and (b) have a different vowel the 
two forms can be said to be related and that (b) 
represents a mutated reflex of PT *men.
Cognates include Bemba ukumina. Luvale 
kumina.
CB: &-mln,

Cognates include Bemba and Luvale mit.
The cognates of PI, Vy and Tk lost the initial 
vowel /i/ of the stem, This is a general 
in these lects. see 3, 1. 9. 1 and 3. 1. 10. 2 
PT *'-imita 
CB #-yImit-
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591. to scatter

(a) (a): Ca) is homophonous with (330b), q.v.
PI Yumwaya PT: f'-mwaya
Vy Yumwaya CB: « -mCi&g-
Tk kumwaya
Lj kumwaya
SI kumwaya

592 to discard (592): No known cognates.

<a> PT: #'~sowa
PI Yusowa
Vy Yusowa
Tk kusowa
11 kusowa
Lj kusowa
SI kusowa

(b) (b): (b) is homophonous with (170d), q. v
sp kuzlInda

Cc) (c): No known cognates.
Tt kusbnza

593 to smoke

(a) (a): No known cognates,
PI YuhwePa PT: #'-swePa
Vy Yufwepa
Tk lcuf wepa
11 kuhwePa
sp kuf wepa
Tt kuf webpa

(b) (b): Cognates can be found in Cewa and Bemba
Lj kupepa kupepa and ukupeepa .
SI kupepa CB: *-pbbp-

594 cart (594): No known cognates, 
PT: t'-kbci

PI zhik6ci
Vy clkbci
Tk clkbci
11 cikbci
Lj clkbci
SI clkbci

595 to enter

Ca) (a): (a) is widespread in Bantu. Cognates inc!
PI Yunjila Kaonde and Bemba iqgil,
Vy Yunjila CB: *-ylngid-.
Tk kbnj ila PT: *'-ingila
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II
Lj
SI
sp
Tt

596

PI
Vy
Tk
II

597
PI
Vy
Tk
II
Lj
SI
sp
Tt

598

PI

Vy

Tk

II

Lj
SI

599

PI
Vy
Tk
II

Lj
SI

kwlngila 
kwlngila 
kwingila 
lew! Ingila 
kwllngila

to priacH

The cognates of PI, Vy and Tk lost the initial 
just as in (590) above.

yucumaila
yucumaila
kucumaila
kucumaila

(596): Cognates include Shona and Ndebele 
cumai1
PT: #'-cumaila.
(596a) is culturally a loan word. See 3. 1. 13. 1

doctor
murjanga
murjanga
murjanga
murjanga
rjanga
rjanga
rjangd
Irjcinga

Cognates include Nsenga rjanga and Bemba lrjanga.
PT: t'sanga 
CB: &'-g&ng&
In II, Lj, SI, SP and Tt the prefix /r\/ cannot be 
separated from the stem.

hoe

(a)
j amba
(mddmba)
jamba
(m&Amba)
j amba
(m&dmba)
iyamba
(mMmba)

(a): No known cognates.
PT: f r-yamba
The stem in PI, Vy and Tk incorporate class 5 
prefix. This can be seen from the form the stem 
takes in the plural.

<b>
lukasu
lukasu

(b): A cognate can be found in Bemba, ulukasu.

to hurry 
up

(a)
yuhwambaana 
ytif wambaana 
kilf wambaana 
kiif wambaana
(b)
kweendesha
kweendesha

(a): No known cognates, 
PT: *'-swambaana

(b): cf. (178) above. The verb in the present 
case has the intensive extension fish).
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600 to leave C600): Cognates include Lozi and Cewa which both
PI 'ytisiya have kusiva.
Vy yilsiya PT: £'-siya
Tk kilsiya CB: &-tIg-; -8— cfg-.
11 kilshiya
Lj kilshiya
SI kilshiya
sp kusiya
Tt kilsiya

601 to cut up 
meat in 
strips

Ca) Ca): No known cognates.
PI yiisama PT t'-sama
Vy -y&sania
11 kilsama

(b) Cb): No known cognates
SI kilt imbula

Cc) Cc): A cognate is found in Lozi kuBeka.
Sp kilp£lca
Tt k\lp£ka

602 to sharpen

Ca)
PI yCrywenga
Tk yilkwenga

Cb) Cb): C602b) is homophonymous with C310) above: 1
Tt kiif ula blacksmith* , q. v.
11 kiihula PT f'-swula
Lj kilf ula CB f-tOd-
SI kilf ula
Sp kilf ula

603 saliva

Ca) Ca): Ca) is widespread in Bantu languages.
PI m£te Cogntes can be found in Lozi rnati: Ndebele and
Vy m&te Bemba amate
Tk m&te PT: f'-tai
11 m&te CB: *-t£
Lj m&t e
Tt m£te

Cb) Cb): A cognate of Cb) can be found in Nyika amat
sp mat 1 'spittle*. Cb) is restricted in Bantu, 

CB; *-tl
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(c) (c): There are no known cognates of the form of Cc)
SI mdta in other Zambian lects but cognates can be found in

Shona and Mambwe.
CB: *~td
C603ac) may all be from the same source since they 
only differ in the vowel, Ca) and Cb) may be easier 
to account for since we can say that the vowel /i/ in 
Cb) is the result of raising of original #i, It is 
more difficult to relate Cc) to either Ca) or Cb).

604 tears

Ca) Cognates Include Mbunda mifodi. Mai)an.1a hsozi and
PI mihyohhi Nkoya mihothi.
Vy mi sozi PT: *'-syozyi.
Tk misozi CB t-c6dlj f-yicodt.
11 misohhi
Lj mlsoshi
SI misoshi
Tt zis66zi

Cb) Cb): A cognate of Cb) is found in Lozi myooko.
sp myooko

605 beard This is quite widespread in Bantu, Cognates can be
PI cllezu found in Nkoya. mulevu: Mwenyi. omtil6bu: Lozi.
Vy cilezu mulelu: Shona. ndebvu: Ndebele. isilevu
Tk cilezu Bemba umwefu. The four wav correspondence z:hh:f:l
11 mulehhu is not regular. See 3. 1, 20. 2.
Lj mulef u PT: f'-lezu,
SI mulef u CB: *-d&d(J; *-y£dO.
sp mulelu
Tt muldzu

606 cooking 
st ones

Ca) Ca): There are no known cognates of 606a.
PI m&hyuwa The correspondence hy:s:f is also not regular.
vy m&suwa In Vy and Tk we expected to find /sy/
Tk mdsuwa corresponding to /hy/ in PI, The present
11 mdhuwa correspondence is therefore irregular.
Lj maf uwa This is also true about 11 where we have /h/ instead
SI m&f uwa of /sh/. All the items here are not easy to relate 

to one another.
PT: #~syuwa.

Cb) Cb): A cognate of 606b can be found in Lozi. maseho.
Sp masehd
Tt mdseho

607 soup
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Ca) Ca): No known cognates.
PI m&sinza PT: I'-sinza
Vy mtisinza
Tk mtisinza
11 mtishinza
sp musiinza
Tt mtisinza

(b)
Lj mils us hi
51 mtisdshi

608 morning star

(a) Ca): No known cogntes of 608a. However in compare
PI ntdnda CB: t-tandti 'star' which is restricted in Bantu. A
vy nt&nda reflex can be found in Bemba ulutanda.
Tt nt&nda PT; *'-tanda
11 ntdnda CB: -fc-t&ndti 'star*

Lj nt^nda
SI ntdnda

(b) Cb): A cognte of 608b can be found in Lozi. lilungwe
sp lilungwe
Tt ilungwe

609 to harvest see (517).

610 help C610): Cf. C577e) above.

(a) Ca): No known cognates
PI ltigwahyo Cf. C577a) above.
Vy Itigwasyo
Tk lugwasyo

Cb) Cb): No known cognates.
Lj l&caf wilisho

Cc) Cc): No known cognates. Cc) and Cb) may be related
51 1tinyafwilisho but we cannot account for the difference in the

initial consonant of the respective stems.

Cc) Cc): Cognates include Lozi tuso 'help1: cf, C577)
sp ttisa
Tt ttisa

611 to bet

Ca) Ca): No known cognates. The form of Tt has /z/ in
PI yubeja Cs position. This creates an irregular
Tk yubeja correspondence with /j/ and /c/. C611a) is likely t
11 kubej a be a loan.
SI kupeca
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Sp
Tt

Vy

(c)
Lj

612

PI
II

Tk
Tt

sp

Lj
SI

613

PI
Vy
Tt

Tk
II
Lj
SI

Sp

614

PI

kubeca
kubdza

Cb)
ytilidundiizya

kutika 

to snore 

Ca)
yuhhuluma
kuhhuluma

Cb): Cb) incorporates the reflexive pronoun l_i_
Cb) literally means ' to praise oneself'.

Cc): No known cognates.

Ca): Attention is drawn to the resemblence with
Cd) below in the initial position.

Cb) Cb): This is homophonous with C139a), q.v.
koona A cognate of Cb) are found in Mwenyi, ktidna and
kudna lozi kohona. A comparison here can be made with

C139) above 'sleep* which is rendered in the form 
of Tk,

Cc)
kuhhdona

Cd)
kukuluma
kukuluma

Cc): Cc) has a dubious relationship with Cb) but no
clear relationship can be established unless we were 
to assume /hh/ was a glottal stop.

Cd): This together with Ca) can be viewed as 
onomatopoeia.

to collect

Ca)
ytiyunga
ytiyunga
ktikunganya

<b>
ktipungika 
kiiPunj ika 
kiipunganya 
kiipunganya

Cc)
kuhhiinda

Cognates can be found in Luvale kuqg 
and Lunda kuurp It is tempting to think that Ca) 
and Cb) are related since they only significantly 
differ in the initial consonant. But since /p/; /k/ 
are not known correspondences in the Tonga lects it 
is not easy to establish the relationship. Except 
for the forms of PI and Vy all the other reflexes 
incorporate an element that may be considered 
extension, i. e. ika and anya,
Cognate of Cb) include Lozi kubunganya.
PT: I'-kunga; t'kunganya
# '-pungika; -ft'-punganga 
CB: &-kting-.

Cc): No known cognates.

broom

Ca)
zhiyuyuhhyo

Ca): No known cognates.
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(b) Cb); No known cognates,
II cipeehhyo

<c) (c): A cognates can be found in Nyanja, pvang,
Lj cipyaangisho The nouns here are related to the stem of Nyanja.
SI cipyaango The extension isho in Lj and o in

SI are derivative morphemes.

Cd) (d): 614d has a cognate in Lozi, muflelo. Note
SP muflelo that the sequence /ie/ is allowed in Sp and Tt in
Tt muflelo the present reflex where we would have otherwise

expected /fyelo/ or /fyeelo/. However, we have no 
evidence of /fy/ in our data.

615 to become ill

PI
Vy
Tk
Lj

(a)
yuzhiswa
kuciswa
kuciswa
kuciswa

<a): No known cognates, 
PT: #'-ciswa

II
Cb)
kftsata

(b): No known cognates.

SI

sp
Tt

(c)
kftkolwa

Cd)
kulwftAla
kftlwftAla

Ca): A possible cognate of 615c is found in Nkoya 
kukola, The verb stem in Cc) incorporates 
the passive extension w,

Cd): Cognates include Bemba, kulwala and 
Nyanja kudwala.
CB: *-dftdl~.

616 to dry up/ Cognates include Luvale, Mar^anja and Bemba um
to be hard PT; t'-yuma

PI y&yuma CB: -fc-yftm-
Vy ydyuma
Tk kftyuma
II kftzuma
Lj kftyuma
51 lefty uma
Sp kuzftma
Tt kuzftma

617 to snatch There are no known cognates of 1617),

Ca)
PI yftywempa

Cb)
Vy Yunyanga
Sp kftnydftnga
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Lj
Cc)
kusompola

SI kusompola

Tt
Cd)
kupddngila

618 to slash grass

PI
Ca)
ydzhesa

Vy yticesa
11 kticesa
Lj kticesa

SI
Cb)
kusepa

Tk
Cc)
kdngwenjula

sp kungwdnj ula
Tt kungwdnjula

619 to become tired

PI
Ca)
yuyatala

Vy Y&yatala
Tk k&katala
11 ktikatala
sp kukatala
Tt k&kdtdla

Lj
Cb)
kulema

SI kulema

620 to smear

PI
Ca)
ytizila

Vy
Cb)
yulamba

Tk kulamba
11 kulamba

Lj
Cc)
kunanika

SI kunanilca

sp
Cd)
kumdtika

Tt kumatika

Ca): No known cognates. 
Ca): PT: -cesa

(b): No known cognates.

Cc); A cognate is found in Lozi, kungwaniula. 
PT: '-ngwenjula

Ca): No known cognates. 
PT: *' -katala

Ca): Cognates include Bemba ulculema and Nyanja 
kulema. respectively.

CB. #-d£m-.

Ca): No known cognates.

Cb): No known cognates. 
PT: f' -lamba

Cc): No known cognates,

Cd): This is related to C587a: kumata) above.
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621

PI
Vy
Tk
II
Lj
SI
Tt

sp

622

PI
SI

Tk

Vy

II

Lj

Sp

Tt

623

PI
vy
Tk
II
Lj
SI

to pound 
earth down

(a): No known cognates of 621,

(a)
yusindaila
yOsindaila
ktisindaila
ktishindaila
lctishindaila
ktishindaila
ktiisl indila

(a): No known cognates.
PT: ■£' -sindaila
See discussion in 3,2,4

(b)
kuk&tela

<b): No known cognates. Notice that in SP the vowel 
sequence /a/ and /e/ are allowed in neighbouring 
syllables thereby violating vowel haromony 
constraints (see 2. 1.2.2).

to open up
slightly
(e. g. curtain)
Ca)
ydbenuna
kdpinuna

Cb)
kusondela

No known cognates of C622), The correspondence PI 
/b/ and SI /p/ is Irregular because we would have 
expected /p/. That we have /p/ in SI suggests 
a loan from PI. The correspondence /i/ and /e/ is 
skewed.

Cc)
kuyuna

Cd)
kuhhumbula

Cd): this possibly incorporates the reversive 
extension lUlUl); cf. C351a: kuhhumba) above.

Ce)
kCipensula

Cf)
kupwi ilcula 

Cg)
kwiiydlula

to pick up

Ca)
ydpweza
ydpweza
kiipweza
kdpweza
kdpwesa
kdpweza

Ce) and Cf): This two could also incorporate a
reversive extension -CUD but we cannot find 
unextended stems of the reversive verb stem.

Cg): Cg) is possibly related to C440a: kuyala) and
Cg) incorporates a reversive extension -EUl), But 
we would have expected kuzalula in Sp since PI /y/ 
corresponds to SP /z/.

Ca): No known cognates, 
PT: -Bweza
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sp
Tt

624

PI

Vy
Lj
sp
Tt

II

Tk

SI

625

PI
Vy
Tk

II

Lj
SI

SP
Tt

526

PI
Vy
Tk

(b)
kuny&muna
kunydmuna

to start 
(e. g. on 
a journey)

(a)
yuyumuka

(b)
yunyampuka
kunyamuka
kunyamuka
kunydmuka

(c)
k&hhimuka

(d)
kdtalika

Ce)
kdtatika 

to frown

(a)
yuhimbula
yusimbula
kusimbula

Cb)
ktikumbula

Cc)
kdkalala
kukalala

Cd)
kutemoona
kutemoona

t o shut eyes

Ca)
yuhunya 
yuf wlnya 
kuf winya

Cb): This exists in PI as well but it is used 
when referring to lifting a heavy object.

No known cognates of C624).

Ca): This resembles Cc): II kdhhimuka in the 
putative suffixal element Cuk> but we cannot 
the establish respective unextended verb stems. Both 
Ca) and Cc) in turn form osculant series with Cb).

Ca): No known cognates. The cognate of Vy differs 
from the form of Lj, Sp and Tt in that there is the 
the oppostion /mp/ versus /m/. It is possible that 
the /p/ in Vy is an intrusive consonant.
PT: ^'-nyamuka

Cd): Cd) resembles Ce) below but there is no known (
correspondence involving Tk /I/ and Tt /t/,

i

C625): No known cognates.

Ca): No known cognates. The element ul resembles the 
reversive extension -CUl). This may also be said 
about Cb) below but in neither case can we establish 
a simple unextended stem.
PT: #'-syimbula.

Cb): No known cognates.

Cc): No known cognates.
In PI this verb means * to become angry'

Cd): No known cognates. It is possible that /oo/ 
is the result vowel adjustment /au/ discussed in
2. 1. 3.

No known cognates.

Ca): It is not is easy to account for the 
difference in the stem of PI versus that of Vy and 
Tk. A parallel can be seen at item C523a) above. 
The two forms C523a) and C626a) are discussed in
3. 2. 8 CTable 3. 57).
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11
(b)
ktihhululata

627 deaf person

Ca) Ca): No known cognates.
PI zhtiul&twi

(b) Cb): No known cognates.
11 cimpama

Cc) Cc): No known cognates.
Lj cipuulu

(d) Cd): A cognate is found in Lozi shuushu. The Tt fi
sp shuushu is skewed.
Tt s&tisu

628 to button up

(a) Ca): No known cognates. Although el might suggest
PI yuyopela the applicative extension <I1> the stem kop with
Vy ytiyopela the present has not been found.
Tk kOkopela PT: #'-kopela
Lj kOkopela

Cb) Cb): No known cognates.
11 kupasa

Cc) Cc): No known cognates.
SI kusunga

Cd) Cd): A cognate of 628d has been found in Lozi.
sp kupomela kupomela.

629 to pray

Ca) Ca): No known cognates.
PI ytiyomba

Cb) Cb): No known cognates. See discussion in 3.2.4
Vy yupalla PT: *' -paila
Tk kupaila
11 kupaila
Lj kupaila

Cc) Cc): No known cognates,
SI kOsenga

Cd) Cd): A cognates can be found in Lozi. kulapela.
sp kuldpela The element el might suggest the applicative
Tt kul&pela extension {ID.

630 to resemble
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PI
Vy

sp
Tt

Lj

Tt

631

PI
Vy
Tk
II

SP

Tt

632

PI

Tk
II

Lj

SI

Ca)
YtiY°LhyanaYtiYozyana
Cb)
kuswana
kusw&na

Cb)
kushima

Ca): No known cognates.

Cb): A cognate Is found in Lozi, kuswana.

Cb): No known cognates.

Cc)
kuphmptitila 

to lean 

Ca)
Y^yaama
Y^yaama
khyaama
k&zaama

Cc): No known cognates.

Ca): No known cognates. For a discussion of 
sequences of identical vowels see 3,2.3.
PT: f'-yaama

Cb)
kiizeend6mina

Cc)
kulituta

Cb): No known cognates.

Cc): No known cognates. It is possible that 
the element li, resembles the reflexive pronoun 
found in PI and the core lects.

to stir 
wat er

Ca)
yuhhundula

C632ae) are possibly onomatopoeic.

Ca): The cognate of 632a is found in Shona, 
vhundula. Ca) and Cb) possibly incorporate the 
reversive extension IU1> but that in C632b) 
there is vowel harmony discussed in 2, 1.2. 1 
CTable 2.3 above).

Cb)

kukondola
kukondola

Cb): No known cognates. See discussion in 
C632a).

Cc)
kuf undaanya 

Cd)
kukumbaanya

Cc): No known cognates.

Cd): A cognates can be found in Bemba kukumba 
The SI form resembles C514a: k&tandaanva) in 
final element aanva. We cannot assign a 
meaning to this element at the moment.

(e) Ce): A cognate can be found in Lozi kukundunga.
kuktindtinga
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(f) (f): No known cognates.
Tt kukdna

633 to give 
treatment

There are no known cognates of (633).

(a) (a): PT: t'-silika
PI Ydsiliya
Vy YdsiliYa
Tk k&silika
11 kushillka
Lj kdshillka
sp kusllika
Tt kusilika

<b> (b): No known cognates.
SI kusengula

634 to block

(a) (a): No known cognates of (634a). This is
PI Yusinkila lexicallv related to PI Yusinka 1 stop up
Vy Yusinklla
Tk kdsinkila
SI kushinkila

(b) (b): No known cognates.
sp kupdy&la

635 to blossom

PI
Vy
II

<a) (a): No known cognates,
Yiihyuuya The form of Vy has 's' corresponding to ' hy' and
ydsuuka 'sh' In PI and II respectively, This is a skewed
ktishuulca correspondence because the general correspondence

is PI /hy/: Vy /ay/: II /sh/. See 3.1.22.2.
PT *'-syuuka

Lj
SI

<b>
kusonsa
kusonsa

(b): No known cognates.

Sp
Cc)
kushdshdmdna

(c): No known cognates.

Tt
(d)
kumdna

(d): CB: #-med-.
Cognates can be found in Kongo and Bemba men. 
There is a dubious resemblance (635d> to (589a: 
kumena 1 to swallow' .

636 to leak
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P1
sp
Tt
II
Lj

Vy
Tk

SI

637

PI
Tk
II
SI

Vy
Lj

sp
Tt

638

PI
Vy
SI

Tk

II

(a)
yuzwihhya
kuzwiisa
kuzwiisa
kuhhwa
kuswita

(b)
kuloya
kdlosya

(c)
kupulungo

to be late

<a)
yticelwa
kticelwa
kticelwa
kticelwa

(b)
ydmuya
ktimuka

(c)
kulyddha
kulyeeha

to be 
pleasing

(a)
yuyonda
yuyonda
kukondwesa

(b)
kukomanisha

(c)
kwiininwa

(a): (a) is the causative form of (341) in PI, Sp 
and Tt, In Lj the verb incorporates the 
applicative extension it_. In the present case 
the causative extensions are PI ihhy; Sp and
Tt iis. the cognate of II does not incorporate 
an extension.
PT: *'-zwizya,

(b). No known cognates
The form of Vy is in the causative form. The 
extension in this case is i_ . /k/ alternates 
/sy/ when the causative extension /y/ is added.

(c): No known cognates. The verbal ending o 
only occurs in SI among the Tonga lects as a 
perfective. But it is occurs as a perfective 
marker in Luvale (Horton 19XX. ).

(a); A cognate of 637a is found in Nyanja, 
kucedwa.
PT: *'-celwa

(b): No known cognates. But some speakers of PI 
use this form as well.

(c). No known cognates, (c) may be seen as 
as the extended verb form of (37) 'to eat’ 
although it is clear what the element eeha 
stands for in the present case.

(a): The form of SI is cognate with the Nyanja 
cognate kukhondwesa. The verb 
incorporates two extensions, the passive w 
and the causative es. in both SI and Nyanja.
PT: $'-konda

(b): (b) also incorporates the causative
extension ish. The extension itself
is skewed in Tk because we have expected isv 
instead of ish.

(c): No known cognates. The verb incorporates 
two extensions, the applied allomorph in and 
the passive w. There exists in II 
the verb kwiina ' to be sweet'.
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<d)
sp kutdpisa

639 to meet

(a)
PI ytizhinga
Vy yticinga
Tic kticinga
II kticinga
Lj k&cinga

(b)
SI ktikumana

(c)

Sp kukatanya

(d)
Tt kus&angana

640 to weed

Ca)
PI yuhuyila
Vy kufuyila

(b)
Tk kuzaila
II kiizaila

Cc)
Lj kusakwita
SI kusalcwila

(d)
Sp kusiinza

(e)
Tt ktit6htil<§la

641 to fall
from tree 
(of fruit)

(d): A cognate of 638d is found in Lozi, 
kutabisa.

(a): Cognates include: Copi (Mozambique) ciqg 
and Cewa ciqgamil.
PT: #-cinga

(b): No known cognates.

(c): No known cognates. The Sp form has the 
final element anva which resembles that 
discussed under (632e above i.e. kukumbaanva).

(d): No known cognates. The element ana might 
resemble the reciprocal extension (an), but there 
no simple unextended stem of (639d).

(a): No known cognates.

(b): No known cognates.

(c): No known cognates. The correspondence Lj 
/t/ and SI /t/ has no parallels elsewhere in our 
data.

(d): No known cognates.

(e): A cognate of (e) can be found Lozi kutahula. 
The form of Tt incorporates the applicative 
extension which is invariably (el) in Lozi.

(a) (a): No known cognates,
PI YdyulumbuYa PT: '-kulumuka
Vy Y^ulumbuYQ
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Tk
II

Lj

SI

sp

Tt

642

643

PI
Vy
Tk
II

Lj

SI

Tt

644

PI
Vy
Tt

Lj

SI

k&kulumbuka
ktikulumbuka

(b)
k til ok a

(c)
kulaka

(b): No known cognates, (b) is homophonous with 
(636b) above.

(c): No known cognates.

(d)
kufSulumuka

(e)
kiikiiliirmika

(d): No known cognates.

(e): A cognate can be found in Lozi: kukulumula 
although there is a difference in the final 
consonant, (e) and (d) may also be related. The 
contrast in the initial consonant position may 
be due to the fact that these verbs are 
onomatopoeic.

to winter (see (412) 
plough

to skim

(a)
ywiipula
ywii^ula
kwiiflula
kwiipula

(b)
kweengula

(c)
kusajiula

(d)
kuhukula

(a): Cognates include: Bemba iBul. 
PT: *'-ipula«
CB: &-yfbud- 'take out of water'

(b): No known cognates.

(c>: No known cognates.

(d): No known cognates.

to pick 
groundnuts

(a) (a): No known cognates. It is possible that
Ydyoyola (a) incorporates a reversive extension (Ul>.
y&yoyola Assimilation gave rise to /ol/ (see 2,1.2.1, T
kdkokola Table 2.3).

(b) (b): No known cognates. It is possible that
kupangoola /oo/ is the result of vowel adjustment of the

putative extenion (aul>.
(c) (c): No known cognates,
kuf ulca
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(d>
Sp kuceld 

645 to cackle

(a)
PI Y^Yon^omoYa
Vy Y^7on^omoYa
Tic k&konkomoka
Lj kdkonkomoka
SI kdkonkomoka

(b)
II kdkokoloka

(c)
Sp kukwet£ilil&

<d)
Tt kuk6k61a

646 to be out 
of breath

<a)
PI Y^Lundilila
Vy ydfundilila
Tk ktifundilila
II kfihundilila
Lj ktifundilila
SI k&fundilila

(b)
Sp kwaaf ipelwa

647 to become 
blunt
(e. g, axe)

(a)
PI Y&humpa
Vy Y ^ umPa
Tt y&fumpa

(b)
Lj ktishima

<d): No known cognates, However, compare (284a)

(545): All the items in (545) may be viewed
onomatopoeia, hence the different realizations in 
the consonants in the various lects.

(a): No known cognates.
(a): # '-konkomoka

(b): No known cognates.

(c): No known cognates,

(d): No known cognates.

(a): No known cognates 
PT: #'-swundilila.

(b): Cognates include Lozi: lcufipelwa. 

No known cognates of (647).

(a): No known cognates 
PT: ^'-swumpa.

(b): No known cognates,

(c): No known cognates, (c) probably(c)
incorporates
Tt kupdmpdtila the applicative extension (11).

648 chest There are no known cognates of 648.
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648 chest There are no known cognates of 648,
(a) <a): PT: *'-amba

PI zh&mba
Vy c£mba
Tk c&mba
11 c&mba
Lj cA&mba
SI cd&mba

(b) <b): A cognate can be found in Nvan.ia clfuBa.
sp cizupd

649 baobab tree This noun has a cognate in Shona. muwuvu
PI mtip&yu Manyika muuvu and Venda muBuvu.
Vy bilyu PT: *'-pOyu.

(mip&yu) CB: *-bhytl
Tk btiyu

(mipuyu)
11 ipiizu

(mip&zu)
Tt ipiizu
Lj m&ptiyu
SI mtiptiyu
sp mupuyil

650 f ishing hook

(a) (a): a cognate in Bemba. ilobo.
PI Y&lopo PT: # r-lopo
Vy Y&loPo The PT form is a reflex of CB verb stem &d6b
Tk k&lopo ' to fish with line’.
SI kdlopo

<b) (b): A cognate can be found in Lozi kashuto.
sp kashuta can be seen the cognate of Sp has final /a/
Tt kashuto as opposed to /o/ in Tt and Lozi. It is not 

clear how this correspondence can be accountec 
f or.

651 bee

(a) (a): Cognates include Cewa n/iuci and Caga.
PI nzu^i PT: *'-zuki
vy nzuyi CB:
Tk nzuki
11 nzuki

(b) (b): cognates include Chokwe puka : Lunda
Lj imp ilka mpuka and Bemba limuka.
SI imp ilk a CB: #pftkd ’insect'; 'bee'; 'ant'; ' catapillar'
Tt impOka In Sp the consonant /p/ was lost in the stem.
Sp limuka This can be seen as independent development

similar to that of Bemba. 
PT: &'-puka
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652 farmer 
PI mulimi 
Vy mulimi 
Tk mulimi 
II mulimi 
Lj mulimi 
SI mulimi 
SP mulimi 
Tt mulimi

652 has a cognate in Shona, murimi. 
noun of 652 is derived from (384),
’ to cultivate1.
PT: *' -limi.

The

653 vein (see 415 )

654 pleurisy There are no known cognates of 654.

(a)
PI 'yasinga 
Vy ydsinga 
Tk k&singa 
II kdshlnga 
SI ltishinga 
Tt musinga

Lj
(b)
kalwani

(c)
SP kapaci

655 roof

(a)
PI zhiluli 
Vy ciluli 
Tt ciluli 
II k&luli 
SI ciluli

(b)
Lj cipwani

( c )
SP cit&tingu

(d)
Tt citdwa

656 Saturday
PI mdjlp^lo 
Vy mdjipelo 
Tk mdjlp^lo 
II cip61u 
Lj p&cipdlu 
SI cip^lu 
SP mugipelo 
Tt mukipSlo

(a): No known cognates, 
(a): PT: $'-singa

(b): No known cognates.

(c): No known cognates.

(a): The are no known cognates of 655a. 
PT: t'-luli

(b): No known cognates.

(c): No known cognates.

(d): 655d has a cognate in Lozi, situwa.

Cognates include Nyanja paclbelu. The composition of 
(656) is complex. In Lj, the reflex seems to have 
two prefixes, pa, (class 16) and ci_(class 7). One 
can see that ci_ is a prefix on comparison with the 
II and SI cognates, It is not clear that jjL. in PI,

Vy and Tk; gi_ in Sp and ki_ in Tt should be viewed 
should be viewed as prefixes since they are not 
prefixes in any other noun apart from the present 
We can also see that there is a contrast in the 
final vowel which perhaps may be attributed to raising
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657 luck

in II, Lj and SI. See 3,2.5 (Table 3.54) 
PT: f'-pelo ; *'-pelu.

(a) (a): No known cognates.
PI zhoolwe PT: #'-olwe
Vy coolwe
Tt coolwe
11 coolwe
Lj coolwe
SI coolwe

(b) (b): A ros-nate can be found in Lozi ntohonolo.
sp nt 6honolo

658 species of 
spear
(a) (a): No known cognate.

PI mtitimba PT; $'-umba
Vy m&timba
Tk mtitimba
11 mtiumba

(b) (b): No known cognates.
SI moondo

<c) (c): No known cognates.
sp muso

(d) (d ): A cognate can be found in Lozi. muwayo.
Tt muwayo

659 embers/
charcoal

(a) (a): A cognate of 659a can be found in Luyana,
PI mayala kara. Luvale likala: Bemba ikala: Kongo kala.
sp mak61a PT: -kala
Tt m&k&la CB: # -k£d& 1 ember/embers' ; charcoal/piece of 

charcoal.

(b) (a) r cognate.s can be found in Shona marasha and
11 malasha Nvanja malasha.
Lj malasha PT: t-lasha
SI malasha

660 shin

(a) Cognates include Luvale lihinzi; Kongo
PI mwiindi rriBindi, .
Vy mwiindi PT: -fr'-pindi
Tk mwiindi CB: *-pindi; fpiindi 'shin; (bone): 'leg'
11 mwiindi
Lj mwiindi
Tt mtihindi
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SI
(b)
mukonso

sp
(c)
mooko

661 salt pan

PI
(a)
zhlyula

Vy cikula
Tk cikula
11 cikula
Lj cikula
SI cikula

sp
(b)
cikeela

662 stump

PI
(a)
zhihiyo

Vy cisiyo
Tk cisiko
11 cishiko
Lj cishiko
Tt cisiko

SI
(b)
cishiki

Sp
(b)
citoompo

663 girl

PI
(a)
mOsimbi

Vy musimbi
Tt musimbi
Tk mils i mb i
11 rmlshimbi

(b): No known cognates.

(c): Cognates include Lozi mooko.

There are no known cognates of 661. 

PT: *'-kula

(a): Compare CB #ttki 'stump of a tree' which 
has reflexes In Bemba it JiTiki: Yao cisici. 
All these have dubious relationship with the 
present forms of (a).
PT: #'-siko

(b): Refer to discussion in (a),

(a): There are no known cognates of (663a). 
PT#'-simbi.

(b) (b): refer to (190d) and (195b) above.
Lj mwdncikdshi

(c) (c): No known cognates. (663bc) share the
SI mutukashi element kashi which may be seen as

noun stem as discussed at (190d) and (195b) 
above. While in (b) we can say that the noun is 
a compound noun whose first element is mwana 
homophonous with (20a), 'child', we are unable to 
assign the first element tu in (663c) to any 
morpheme except that it resembles the dimunitive 
prefix of class 13, ka. (663c) has a parallel 
construction as (94d) and (664c) below.
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sp

Tt

664

PI
Vy
Tk
Lj

II

SI

Sp
Tt

665
PI
Vy
Tk
II
Lj
SI
sp
Tt

666

PI
Vy

Tt

II

Lj

SI

(d)
mukdz&na

(e)
rausl zani

boy
(a)
musankwa
musankwa
musankwa
musankwa

(b)
imlldmbwana

(c)
miltulopa

(d)
mukw&dme
mukw&me

faith
muzumino
muzumino
muzumino
muhhumino
musumino
cisumino
muzumino
muzumino

ankle
(a)
y£ng6
k6ng6

(b)
ingdngd

(c)
kapokoto

(d)
kapokoso

(d)
kdmpdndd
p&nshi

(d): It can be seen that (d) and (e) below share the 
element zan. The difference is in the endings a 
and e. We cannot assign a status
to zan at the moment. Cognates include Luyi 
umukatana: Bemba umukashana and Xhosa inkazana.
CB: f-kddidna.

(e): Cognates include Lozi, musizani.

There are no known cognates of 664. For 
the comments on 664c, see 94d above,

PT: #'-sankw&.

(d): refer to (94e) above.

There are no known cognates of (565). This noun 
is related to the verb ku-zumina.
"to agree1 given in (337), above.
PT: *'-zumino
cf, CB: #-dOm~ 'assent*

(a): No known cognates but compare (b).

(b): A cognate can be found in Lozi ingonngo
(b) would seem to a reduplication of the stem of
(a).
PT: #'-ng6 ; #'-ng6ng6

(c): No known cognates. This item may be related to
(d) but the correspondence t and s have no parallels,

(d): No known cognates.

(e);No known cognates.



667 hammer
(a) (a): The cognate of 667a can be found in Lozi

PI nsando sando.
Tt insaando

(b) fh): Cognates can can be found in Shona. nvundo.
Vy nyundo

(c) (c): No known cognates, (c) is homophonous with
11 cikoma (498a):
SI rn.uk oma

668 market

(a) (a): The cognate of 668a can be found in Lozi,
PI muhiYa musika.
Vy musiya PT: *'-syik&.
Tic musilta
11 mushika
sp musika
Tt musika

(b) (b): 668b is a loan from English 'market'.
SI m&liketi

669 hundred

(a) (a): The cognate of (669a) can be found in Bemba
PI mwaanda umwaanda.
Vy mwaanda PT: £'-anda
Tk mwaanda
11 mwaanda
Lj mwaanda
SI mwaanda
Tt mwaanda

670 hornbill

(a) (a): Tn Bemba we find the noun umungomba with
PI moomba the same meaning as 670, which is a possible
Vy moomba cognate.
11 moomba PT* '-omba
SI moomba
Tt iy66mba

671 malice See (297).

672 visitor/
traveller

(a) (a): No known cognates.
PI mw§enzu This form can be traced back to the verb stem
Vy mw6£nzu -end- (178 above). The present noun is derived
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Tk mw66nzu

(b)
Tt muy66nzi 

Cc)
II shilweendo 
SI shikweenda 
Lj shikweenda

673 grain 

(a)
PI nseye 
Vy nee^e 
Tk nseke 
SI inseke 
Tt ins<§ke

674 hen

(a)
PI nee^e 
Vy nse^e 
Tk nseke

(b)
II mtihhihhi

(c)
SI kdku

(d)
SP ndsikuku 
Tt n&sikuku

675 fingernail

(a)
PI lwdla 
Vy lwdla 
Tk lwdla 
II lwdla 
SI ltiydla 
SP izdla 
Tt izdla

by suffixing the nominalizer zlk- 
PT: f'-dnzu.

(b): This is derivative of the stem -veend- 
(178) by addition of the nominalizer -i.

(c): is also derived from the stem of (178) -end- 
by suffixing the nominalizers -o and â. There 
are two prefixes in the nouns of (c): shi- 
(associated) with nouns of class la) and lu-
class 11 (in II) and ku- class 15 (in Lj and 

SI).
PT- t'-yendo

(a): No known cognates among the Zambian lects.
This noun has an unusual reflex in PT in 
position since it would seem that CB *g has the 
reflex *k in PT. There is no parallel of such a 
reflex.
PT: f'-seke
CB: #~cdgd 1 grains

(a): No known cognates. 
PT: *'-seke.

(b): No known cognates. Guthrie listed II as 
having iqkuku contrary to the form we have.

(c): (c) may be related to (d) if we consider 
both (c) and (d) comprising of onomatopoeic 
words.

(d): See (c). In PI the cognate is nkuku but it is 
used as a generic name for both hens and 
roosters.
CB: *-k01ch ; f-ktikti.
PT: f'-kuku.

A cognate of 675 is found in Bemba, ulwala.

(a): Cognates include Bemba ulwala: TaaPwa and 
Lunda i-zala.
CB: *-jddd.
PT: f'-yala
The stems of PI, Vy, Tk and II begin in a zero- 
consonant as opposed to /y/ in SI and /z/ in Sp 
and Tt. This makes it difficult to decide the PT 
sound in the initial position of the stem. If it 
was *y then we can get the expected reflexes in 
SI, Sp and Tt, We cannot get the SI form if we 
reconstruct #z. See 3. 1. 18. 1 for a discussion of the
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reflexes of PT #y and 3. 1. 20, 1-3. 1. 20. 2 for the 
reflexes of PT #z, The discusion in 3, 1. 18, 1 
leads us to suggest that the first sound of the 
stem was PT *y.
PT&'-ydla.

676 boat
PI Pw&to
Vy pwAto
Tk Pwdto
11 pw&ato
Lj pwaAto
SI Pw&Ato
Sj3 Pw&Ato
Tt Pw&Ato

677 leopard

(a)
PI hiluwe
Vy siluwe
Tt siluwe
11 shiluwe
Lj shilupwe
SI shiluwe

A cognate of 676 is found in Bemba, 
Luba-Katanga bwato: Mar|anja bwato. 
PT: *'-ato.
CB: ■&-ydfcd.

uBwato:

(a): No known cognates,

The form of Lj is difficult to relate with the 
others in this group in that it has an extraneous 
/p/ before /w/. Nevertheless, all the nouns here are 
in class la with plural in class 2a 8a-. The elements 
hi-Vshi- are not noun class prefixes but formatives. 
The Lj form has an /pwe/ which contrasts with /we/ in 
the other lects. /£/ may be seen as an intrusive 
element which has a parallel in Nsenga.
PT: £ '-syiluwe

(b) <b>: Cognates include Mbunda ir)gwe and Manyika ir)gwe.
sp lcdngw6 PT: # '-ngwA
Tt lngw6 CB: #-giie

678 lower
abdomen

(a)
PI bumbu (a): The nouns here are in class 5 which means
Vy btimbu that in PI, Vy and Tk the stems incorporate the
Tk btimbu class 5 prefix. However, there is no alter-
11 iptimbu nation of /b/ with /p/ in the plural.
Lj lipdmbu PT: & '-pAmbu.

(b) (b): (678b) is homophonous with (496a), above
SI mdkdmbo

<c) (c): There are no known cognates of 678c.
sp cinenA

(d) (d): A cognate of 678d can be found in Lozi
Tt cinyA ci-nva.

679. railway line

(a) (a): Cognates can be found in Ndebele.
PI njAnji in.1an.1i.
Vy nj anj i PT: *'-janji
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Tk nj&nji 
II nj6nji 
Lj nj&nji 
SI nj&njl

(b) (b): No known cognates.
Sp cipo!6 
Tt cipolo
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